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ABSTRACT 

AN INTERRELATED APPROACH TO TEACHING 

MATHEMATICS IN FURTHER EDUCATION 

by S Turner 

CAMET 

(Centre for AdvancellEnt of Matherrn.tical Education in Technology) 

Loughborough University of Technology 

Reports and consultative documents published at national 

level since about 1980 have indicated that British Industry 

must look to modern technologYcc.,and also educate and train 

its workers on a • broad base', with .al1 '··int.eg:sa ted' approach. 

Tradit ionally, and st ill very much the mode .of operation, 

teaching has been confined ~ithin subject bo~hdaries. 

A research group was established by Professor Bajpai 

consisting of the author, Mr Rod Bond (Burleigh Community 

College, Loughborough) and a few others working overseas to 

investigate a teaching strategy based on an interrelated 

approach to teaching mathematics. Measurement was chosen 

as the first topic of investigation using this approach which 

then formed the basis for further research undertaken by the 

two research workers of the group whose work is reported in 

the form of two theses. 

This thesis aims to show that mathematics is naturally related 

to science and technology in industrial practice and that when 

taught in an interrelated way it would be more interesting and 

have more relevance to real applications in technology-based 



employment at craft and technician levels. To help establish 

the case experiments carried out by the author are referred 

to; these include a few case studies, a questionnaire survey 

and results analysed from more than five hundred basic 

mathematics tests. 

The various kinds of mathematics taught in further education 

are described and compared with mathematics in a practical 

context as seen from a case study within an engineering 

training school. Next a survey of mathematics at work shows 

that, like the training school, there is a task associated 

with the mathematics which is also related to science or 

technology or both. Another case study in the pharmaceutical 

industry lends further support to the way mathematics is used 

in industry. Much of the mathematics also seems to be basic 

and used in association with measurement and a particular 

task. It was decided by the research group that a tape/slide 

programme on measurement for students and educators should be 

developed by the author and tested in different situations. 

Teaching modules on relevant mathematical topics based on the 

interrelated approach were constructed for students with strong 

support from industry in the form of materials and advice. 

Testing of these modules, in their original and revised forms 

after feedback, is described. These trials were also carried 

out in other establishments. 

Modules based upon the interrelated approach developed by 

the author formed a basis for promoting the underlying 

philosophy behind this approach. These were presented to 

educators in in-service training and staff development 

programmes in the north western region of the UK with success. 

Observations and conclusions drawn clearly indicate that this 

type of method makes mathematics more interesting and 

relevant for students of different abilities and backgrounds. 

Finally pointers are given in the thesis as to the wider use 

and promotion of this approach for teaching mathematics in 

further education. 



Key words 

Interrelated teaching, case study approach, pharmaceutical 

production, tape/slide for educators, mathematical education, 

mathematics in industry, teaching measurement, teacher 

training, team teaching, technical colleges. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 

1.1 Education, Training and Change 

1.1.1 Further Education 

FUll-time education is a legal requirement for every child 

up to the age of sixteen years: beyond this any decision 

to continue to receive education rests with the individual 

concerned. 'Further Education' was a term defined by the 

1944 Education Act as 'post-school education as a whole' and 

the definition still stands. However, some categories of 

Further Education have been defined: 'Higher' (leading to 

degree or degree-equivalent qualifications), 'University' 

(leading to a degree award) and 'Adult' (a broad provision 

for the adult population as a whole). Further Education 

itself now becomes a separate category and provides courses 

in conjunction with the training needs of industry for the 

education of Craft and Technician employees. The bulk of 

the work in a college of Further Education was traditionally 

provided in one day of release from employment in a working 

week: here a 'day' continues and embraces one evening. 

This mode of attendance is then 'part-time'. However there 

is no longer a simple definition of a college of Further 

Education by type or level of work. General Certificate of 

Education courses belong to the school sector but are also 

found in the colleges on a full-time or part-time basis; 

post-graduate degree students work within the author's college 

and are supervised from within; and training courses for 

teachers are conducted from within the author's college. The 

GCE course provision by Further Education establishments 
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requires some further consideration. It provides the pupil 

of 16+ who requires a GCE course with a more mature atmos

phere than found in a school. GCE Advanced level courses 

lead to degree courses but passes in certain subjects at 

the Ordinary level are often pre-requisites of employment 

in industry and commerce or entry requirements for vocational 

courses. Although the schools and colleges have the GCE 

course as a common element they tend to show a difference: 

class numbers in a school are more stable than those in a 

college where the students are free to leave altogether or 

change courses and this can present problems when students 

are testing research material. Students who leave the 

courses tend to lack interest and motivation. One possible 

system for working with such 'restless' students could be 

to concentrate on the production of interesting teaching 

materials with useful exercises, closely related to 

industrial practices and to relate what is taught to the 

needs of industry through appropriate courses. 

1.1.2 Changes in Education and Training 

To put down simple definitions, 'training' is the process 

by which a worker acquires skills for the job while at work 

and 'education' is a course of theoretical instruction, 

usually provided at a college of Further Education, and 

designed to support the skill training. Precise ·definitions 

of these terms would not be to the benefit of any of the 

parties involved since flexibility in adjusting the balance 

between education and training would be lost. For example, 

a student had a problem to solve at work in connection with 

erosion of a concrete pipe used to carry chemicals: nobody 

at work could help him (the 'training' had failed) so he 

enlisted the help of those in the 'education' service. 

This is just a simple example of the lack of flexibility in 

training but it reflects the national concern behind the 

publication of a consultative document 'A New Training 

Initiative' [1] in 1981. The foreword opens with: 
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Vocational education and training have been the 

subject of continuing public debate and attention; 

yet to a considerable extent we still lag behind 

our competitors in having an educated, trained 

and flexible labour force. 

This document also points out three important objectives 

for the 1980's and beyond, which are: 

1 developing skill training, 

2 improving the vocational education and training 

of all young people, and 

3 opening up more opportunities for adultsto train 

This is a very important document because it sees major 

defects in our approach to industry and commerce but it also 

recommends rather drastic methods to put it right. ALL 

young people and MORE adults are to be brought into the 

'classroom' which they may not relish. What are they going 

to receive? a repetition of school lessons, of separate 

subjects presented in an uninteresting manner? There is 

then, a challenge for the innovators in this document, and 

it does ask for those who are interested and can make a 

contribution to respond. Without much thought, two essential' 

ingredients for any education or training programme for 

industry must be MATHEMATICS and COMMUNICATION. The mathe

matics could be simply keeping a record of the movement of 

goods in and out of a factory; communication could be by 

the written or the spoken message. It would probably be 

very difficult to separate these two from the actual job. 

Again, when making a product, technology is used and mathematics 

is usually involved, even if it is only controlling a tempera

ture or a flow-rate, and science too, in the applied sense, is 

ever-present. But no job would be considered as being made 

up of precise amounts of mathematics, science, technology 

and communication. They become INTERRELATED as a whole by 
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the job·or task. So if we must bring more people into 

education for work they must be shown these subjects, in 

relevant mixes and situations, related together: this 

should lead students to be more interested in their education. 

This may seem a very simple and natural view of education 

for industry but to put it into practice would require 

considerable changes: Further Education presents its courses 

as separate subjects, as do schools,and staff would certainly 

resist immediate change but in any case would have to be 

persuaded to change and be made aware of the benefits of 

change. Research is indicated here and Professor Bajpai had 

conceived the idea of investigating the effectiveness of an 

interrelated approach to teaching several subjects. Rod Bond (RB), 

a teacher at Burleigh College, Loughborough ,and the author (ST) 

were at the time both registered research students under the 

directorship and supervision of Professor Bajpai (PB) who 

suggested that these three should become a research team and 

investigate the interrelated approach to teaching mathematics, 

science and technology. The subjects for Bond's research 

would be pupils between the ages of fourteen and sixteen 

years, with occasional exceptions, and for Turner's simply 

those receiving Further Education which implies from the 

age of sixteen upwards. Two theses would be produced and 

would be complementary in that similar ideas would be tried 

in different parts of the educational spectrum. 

To come forward some four years from the message of 'A New 

Training Initiative', a new report of an independent study 

of the attitudes of British management to investment in 

vocational education and training has been produced. .The 

following sta temen t from it [2] is endorsed by the Director 

General of the National Economic Development Office and the 

Director of the Manpower Services Commission: 
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For our part we find disturbing the accumulating 

evidence of the country's poor investment in 

training, the lack of knowledge about what 

training we do, the absence of concern to find 

out, and the implications for our economic 

performance of these failures. 

The author is fully convinced after und~rtaking this research 

that Professor Bajpai has initiated and promoted an activity 

which would be beneficial to the nation's education and 

training system well into the future. 

Note: with 'training' one must read 'education' since it 

is difficult to separate the two. 

A final note on changes in the school curriculum from [2] 

is relevant here and is [2, 24]: 

... many employers complained about the relevance 

of the school curriculum; in time, a full system 

of training qualifications could exercise an 

influence on the school curriculum in the same 

way as the more academic '0' and 'A' levels do 

at present - thereby increasing the effectiveness 

of subsequent employer-based training. 

1.2 The Author's Background 

The author is a full-time member of the staff of the Science 

and Mathematics Department of the Wirral Metropolitan College, 

Merseyside, North West England. The College is an amalgamation 

of what were three separate colleges of Further Education 

situated on the Wirral Penisula. The region supports a 

declining shipbuilding industry (workforce down from a peak 

of 12 000 to about 1500); a number of chemical-based industries; 

a Shell oil refinery; a major manufacturer of soaps and 

allied products (Lever Brothers Limited); and a manufacturer 
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of margarine and edible oil products (Van den Berghs & 
Jurgens Ltd, workforce 1200 whose brands are household names) 

together with many smaller industries. The incoming raw 

materials for the industries. are handled by the local dock 

services which include tank storage and container handling 

facilities. The Science and hlathematics Department exists 

on two of the three sites of the separate colleges. Each 

site has a Mathematics Section leader for the department and 

the author holds this position at Birkenhead. He is also 

responsible for most of the computer courses/requirements. 

The author is also responsible for mathematics on the third 

and the smallest site (Wallasey) where the provision is just 

O-level mathematics. Duties include time-tabling, providing 

equipment, engaging and looking after part-time staff (at 

present six in number) and providing a service to the other 

departments. Computer studies, appreciation or computer 

education in schemes of work, brings the author into contact 

with other disciplines and practical applications through 

, requests for assistance from members of staff from college 

departments. Useful contacts have been made in this way and 

used in furtherance of the research. Occasionally the author 

has helped a local school by teaching mathematics for them 

when they were short of staff. The author's Head of 

Department likes staff to pursue their own education and is 

actively engaged in promoting short courses for industry, 

some of which are at present being negotiated and would 

certainly benefit from the results of this research: here 

then is a very strong link between university research, 

Further Education and industry. The reduction in the number 

of workers in many of the local industries by the employment 

of modern technology and retraining rather than redundancy 

is often practised. 

In-service courses for teachers have been organised and. 

provided by the department according to demand: examples of 

such courses which have been provided by the author are 

'New Developments in Mathematics' for teachers in local 
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authority schools and 'The Computer and Numeracy Teaching 

in Further Education' which was structured to meet the needs 

of Further Education lecturers from the local Merseyside 

region (six area authorities). The departmenta-l staff 

(between sixty and seventy members in total on all sites) 

support the educational needs of local schools in providing 

short courses for school laboratory technicians and jointly 

staffed courses for pupils which come under the Technical 

Vocational and Educational Initiative (TVEI). The author 

sees to the requirements of such courses in respect of 

mathematics and computer studies. His first degree (BSc) 

included mathematics, physics and electronics and was 

followed by a Diploma in Education. The electronics was used 

in a course he ran called 'Electronics for Chemists' and a 

further interest in mathematics education resulted in part

time research being carried out at Loughborough University 

of Technology. The degree of Master of Science was awarded 

after the thesis entitled 'An Investigation into Modern 

Mathematics studied at the Secondary Level' was submitted in 

1977. The research was supervised by Mr L R Mustoe and 

directed by Professor Bajpai. 

Thus the demands on staff extend beyond one subject and such 

flexibility is in keeping with the modern needs of industry 

where CHANGE is the important key to survival and development. 

1.3 The Thesis 

As was explained in section 1.1.2 the investigations carried 

out in this thesis are part of the work of a research team 

of three and Bond's work complements that of the author. 

For example, both Bond and the author tried to present 

teaching materials in an interesting way: Bond concentrated 

on good quality reprographics, the author on slides. Common 

to the work of both researchers was the trial of material 

produced with the cooperation of industry, for use within 

industry. Professor Bajpai supported both researchers by 
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trying out the materials produced in different parts of the 

world and keeping educators informed of the benefits of the 

research being carried out. From within the author's thesis 

Bond's unpublished thesis [3) will be referred to from time 

to time and this will remind the reader of the 'research 

team' approach. Frequent meetings of the research team 

and communication between members served to keep all members 

informed of what the others were dOing and this was parti

cularly important in respect of the development and trials 

of new materials. 

Chapter 2 looks at the provision of mathematics by Further 

Education. A survey of a sample of colleges by a group of 

Her Majesty's Inspectors was followed by a report which was 

circulated to colleges. One of the significant aspects of 

the report was the identification of the teaching of mathe-

matics as a separate, isolated subject, much as in schools, 

without relating it to other subjects. Numeracy and 

mathematics at a basic level were also shown to be considerable 

components of the mathematics provision. Case studies help 

to bring some measure of reality to general considerations: 

thus one can construct a basic mathematics syllabus and 

then teach from it but a look at a particular case in which 

similar mathematics is used in industry would enable the 

teacher to modify the syllabus in the light of what industry 

needs. Thus the next part of the chapter considers a case 

study of the mathematics needed by the craft apprentices in 

an Industrial Training School. This does not stop at 

mathematics because the mathematics is seen to be related to 

technology through tasks. The formal mathematics courses 

are next surveyed and these are seen to be treated in 

isolation from the disciplines which they support. 

Chapter 3 represents an attempt to survey some of the uses 

of mathematics in industry. Questionnaires were issued to 

students at the craft and technician levels and more than 

four hundred were returned. A computer-assisted analysis of 
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the responses was attempted in order to gain (or perhaps 

not) some coherent facts, patterns or trends. The most 

important fact to emerge (based purely on the limited sample) 

was the prevalence, and so importance, of BASIC MATHEMATICS 

such as percentages and that the mathematics was used in 

relationship to science and/or technology through a task. 

Also, there was general awareness that experience of a computer 

as a user,or simply to know something about a computer, could 

enhance job prospects. The students were fully employed in 

permanent jobs and attended the college for one day per week 

(the 'day-release' system) and perhaps one evening as well. 

Information on what mathematics is practised, and to some 

extent, how it is practised, has also been provided in 

Chapter 3. This' was followed by something more precise and 

with greater depth to it so as to test the validity of the 

broad deductions in Chapter 4. A case study provides the 

means to support these deductions and is based on the author's 

'call' to obtain a solution to Basic Mathematics problems 

within industry. The particular industry involved happened to be 

the Pharmaceutical Industry and the management were'appreciative 

of the interest shown by the author in setting up an 

educational provision: photography and interviewing techniques 

were used by the author and considered to be of prime importance 

in a research exercise of this nature. Because of the 

cooperation of the management this case study became a very 

useful piece of research and Professor Bajpai was interested 

in its potential because it involved NOT ONLY MATHEMATICS BUT 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. Later on this case study was to 

play an important role in formulating ideas for a team approach 

to research. The courses provided, although based on the 

mathematical needs of the workers, had to involve science and 

technology to be relevant to the needs of the production 

workers and this echoes what was generally indicated in 

Chapter 3. The idea that you cannot teach one subject with

out relating it to other subjects is now materialising. 
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Chapter 5 explores the interrelationships disclosed in the 

previous chapter, in particular those between mathematics, 

science and technology. The idea was brought to the notice 

of the author by Professor Bajpai during a research 

discussion. It was at this meeting that the author produced 

the results of the case study of Chapter 4 and it proved to 

be of great interest to him because it made into a reality 

his suggested 'interrelated' approach to teaching mathematics. 

During the team ,·s· discussion a particular topic had emerged 

quite naturally - that of 'measurement' as a prime component 

of almost any task and the reason for using mathematics in 

industry. The author's survey of Chapter 3 showed that 

measurement was part of most industrial tasks and science 

would not exist without it. Thus it was decided that the 

team would investigate the interrelationships between 

mathematics, sCience and technology through measurement. 

The author produced a tape/slide programme on Measurement 

for educators but he has since shown it to students at all 

levels. Using the author's Pharmaceutical Industry project 

(Chapter 4) as a 'model' the team investigated the 

production of modules of study based on an interrelated 

approach involving mathematics, science and technology; 

guidelines for the construction of modules and strategies 

for their implementation were also formulated. All three 

components feature in each person's daily life to a varying 

degree be it at work, shopping or 'play'; this last 

activity being supported by a large industry. 

The initial strategy employed by the team (working together) 

for the construction of a module was to start with a topic 

or theme and try to write down, in a brainstorming session, 
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as many examples of interrelationships as possible. 

A sui"table diagram is-bet"ter understood by students 

and proves helpful to teachers who wish to explore the 

construction of their own modules; a block diagram based 

on "the Oil Industry (Appendix 1.1) illustrates the technique. 

The experiences gained from pilot studies were fully discussed 

and out of these came suggested modifications to modules or 

strategies employed. Further trials of the modules were 

then made. For his own guidance the author set down three 

hypotheses (HI, H2 and H3) to be tested on the modules 

before it could be said that the module had proved to be 

successful. 

Chapter 6 develops the pilot study of Chapter 5 based on the 

Building Industry. A modified module was produced with the 

help of a small colleie team~ These early experiences were 

also used to construct a second module based on the Oil 

Industry and the trials of both these are reported on in 

this chapter. Both Rod Bond and the author have reported 

that industry and commerce were very helpful in their 

support for the construction of modules. Key materials have 

been provided by them and realistic modules could not have 

been produced without this support. Valuable experience from 

the complementary attitudes of Bond and Turner to the use of 

educa t ional technology- was also gained. 

The involvement of other lecturers in the use or produc"tion 

of modules of study or just the interrelated approach to 

teaching is an important feature of Chapter 7: if the method 

of interrelated studies is so useful then it must be passed 

on. Staff development is a general term used to cover any 

strategy that will improve the service delivered by the 

teacher. Sometimes a course of lectures or a conference or 

a small group meeting for one purpose, over a number of weeks, 

is the form which staff development takes. One feature of 

staff development in this chapter is the attempt to produce 

trials of modules in other colleges and to inform others, who 
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are not within easy reach of the author, about what the 

researcher thinks is something new and worthwhile in 

teaching. The author found that there were difficulties 

encountered due to the non-regular hours worked in Further 

Education and also that course schedules are constrained -

comparedwithpupils in a school who take the CSE examinations 

early in the year and so are available for trials before 

the end of the summer term. The author published a short 

paper directed to those in Further Education, which explained 

the research ideas and requested contacts from people who 

would like to tryout modules. Membership of a Numeracy 

Committee which had representatives from six local education 

authorities also helped to provide contacts and the author 

confined himself to such committee activities which he thought 

could directly support the research. 

Trials of the tape/slide programme on Measurement are 

described and these came from a number of sources. The 

opportunity to construct a module 'Measurement and the 

Motor Car' and try it out, on behalf of a Youth Training 

Scheme area coordinator, arose and the module has been accepted 

and should receive some publicity through the coordinator. 

A module was sent to the pharmaceutical company featured in 

Chapter 4, and has been accepted for use 'in possibly 

modified form when we decide on a new training programme' as 

the management has put it. Help with coursework for a local 

school with which the author's department runs a joint 

Technical Vocational and Educational Initiative (TVEI) 

scheme was provided in the form of a module. The college 

provides the mathematics component of the TVEI scheme and 

one of the author's mathematics team volunteered to write and 

tryout a module on 'Water' with the class (only six of them 

because only one school wanted to join the scheme). There 

is often a problem in Further Education when running a course 

because students are not obliged to attend and so classes 

are o£ten small and attendances vary considerably; further, 

if numbers dwindle the class is likely to suffer closure. 

The school, however, can guarantee a class size for at least 

a session. 
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As it happens, both Bond and Turner produced 'car' and 

'water' modules but for different reasons. Bond's approach 

was a broad one and Turner's was more subjective because 

both modules were related to course needs such as mathematics 

and vocation. 

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the findings of this thesis, 

draws some conclusions and suggests ideas for further 

research. 

1.4 Educational Technology and Information Technology 

This is a wide term and covers all materials from the simple 

to the sophisticated, that enable those who are being taught 

to receive and understand the teacher's ideas. 'Information 

Technology' [4] is defined in this little booklet with the 

aid of the Oxford English Dictionary but has a common 

interpretation as electronic apparatus using modern 

technology in the form of micro-electronics circuitry. The 

most prevalent examples are the electronic calculator and 

the microcomputer. These two have enormous potential for 

the world of teaching: the author recently visited a dock

land primary school to see if it could use a SECOND computer 

and was very impressed by the sensible approach of the head 

teacher who looked very closely at the educational benefits 

resulting from the use of the computer. At the higher end 

of the scale a researcher must become aware of the enormous 

contribution of GOOD PRACTICE in the use of the computer 

which has been generated by projects such as the MIME Project 

[5], the programming software for which is very complex and 

would not be suitable for a researcher with limited resources 

to emulate because of the time involved. However, using the 

computer with simple self-constructed software is always 

worth trying out for the effect and the author has taken the 

integrated approach to using the computer - if it does a job 

with ease and speed then joins the equally important pencils, 
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paper, rulers,etc, and they all co-exist together for th'e 

benefit of the student. Software used in the research has 

been produced by the author and makes use of a limited 

number of statements such that it is transferable to any 

hardware system. An example of the output obtainable from 

a program 'TANKS' is illustrated in Appendix 1.2: this shows 

sample depth/volume calibration tables and curves for the 

cuboid, cylindrical (axis vertical or horizontal) and 

spherical tanks. 

The slide projector and the overhead projector are also very 

useful because one picture can convey a lot of information 

and the scene can be changed at will. The sound tape 

recorder is also very useful for assessment by recording 

interviews with students. Sometimes a student will eventually 

produce a correct answer when allowed to talk about a problem 

and not be committed to the first thing written on paper. 

This thesis will report considerable use of the tape recorder. 

The author had one video film made during a 'concrete' 

session with a set of Building students but it wasn't very 

satisfactory chiefly because the sound was not being recorded 

clearly. To summarise" for this research, equipment has been 

used when justified even though extra time has been"taken to set 

it up,but once the first experiences are gained the use 

becomes easier and usually shows benefits. The computer often 

provides a focal point for discussions between students thus 

leading to mutual help. 

Author's Note 

Copies of the modules, tape recordings and slides are avail

able with this thesis at CAMET. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MATHEMATICS IN FURTHER EDUCATION 

2.1 Introduction 

Education after leaving school has been traditionally avail

able for the main purpose of acquiring a qualification as a 

technician for someone employed in industry below the status 

of 'graduate' or 'professional' and the pattern of attendance 

was one day (plus an evening) for which the person secured 

paid leave of absence: this is known as the 'day-release' 

system and is still the mode of attendance. The course of 

study could lead to the award of a National Certificate [6 1 
or a City & Guilds of London Institute [7 1 Technician 

Certificate, the latter body also awarding Craft Certificates 

after pursuing a similar pattern of work and study. Beyond 

this level further study could lead to the award of a Higher 

National Certificate for example in Mathematics [8 1 with 

associated subjects. Changes in the nature of the provider 

(for example a training unit within an industrial organisation) 

and the provision (such as the Youth Training Scheme one-year 

course) in the technician and craft areas have resulted from 

legislation and reports. Also, education available to any 

person after leaving school has broadened in that it is no 

longer dedicated to those in employment: all such education 

is available in one of about 500 colleges of Further Education. 

Some of these colleges used to offer degree or equivalent 

courses but this work has largely been removed or moved to, 

for example, the polytechnics. It is necessary to see how 

the further educational pattern has changed in order to obtain 
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some idea of the varied provision of 'mathematics' used 

here in the broadest sense. 

2.2 Legislation in Education and Training 

The 1870 (Forster) Education Act brought central government 

and local authorities together in the provision of public 

education (the churches had previously been the main 

providers of elementary education for children). 

The 1902 Education Act required the County and County Borough 

Councils to provide local education and it also extended 

the period of compulsory schooling. 

The 1918 (Fisher) Act raised the school leaving age to 14. 

The 1944 (Butler) Act established the post of Minister of 

Education to promote education and be concerned with the 

educational institutions; this Act also required the local 

authorities to provide education at three levels - primary, 

secondary and further. The school leaving age was to be 

raised to 16 (achieved "in 1972 via a first stage at 15 years 

of age in 1947). 

The 1964 Industrial Training Act brought into being the 

Industrial Training Boards: for example the Construction 

Industry Training Board (CITB), the Paper Industry Training 

Board (PITB) and the Shipbuilding Industry Training Board (SITB).* 

There was a levy on industry as well as a government grant to 

support them and they were to encourage industry to adopt 

approved and improved training practices as well as to share 

the cost of these changes between their grant and the employers' 

compulsory training levy. There would be a measure of 

centralised control at national level. 

The 1973 Employment Act reduced the compulsory training levy 

of the 1964 Act and a new organisational structure was set up 

* One of several no longer in existence 
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within the context of manpower requirements. Government 

funds were provided to encourage approved first year 'off

the-job' (eg at a technical college) training and to support 

measures directed to the young unemployed. 

The 1913 Education (Work Experience) Act* enables local 

authorities to provide work experience for pupils in their 

last year of compulsory attendance at school. 

The 1918 Training for Skills: A Programme of Action Act 

formulated the rules which supported and made the 1913 Act 

work. 

The 1982 Industrial Training Act to a large extent dismantled 

the Industrial Training Board structure and replaced it by 

voluntary training arrangements. Generally these ITBs were 

only retained where they were supported by their industries 

and their operating costs were transferred back to the 

industries concerned. At the time financial provisions made 

by the 1918 Act were largely removed and there is now massive 

support for the Youth Training Scheme which would replace all 

previous MSC training schemes and eventually also replace 

existing traditional apprenticeship schemes. A minimum 

requirement was general education in three areas: 

1 Problem Solving 

2 Communication 

3 Computer Literacy and Information Technology. 

The Careers Encyclopedia [10] gives some idea of what may be 

expected of trainees in that 'YTS (banking) entrants will be 

expected to have a standard of literacy and numeracy close 

to the four O-level standard'. 

* The 1913 Employment and Training Act resulted in the setting 
up of the Manpower Services Commission (MSC) [9] to run 
public employment and training services. It is separate from 
the government but accountable to the Secretary of State for 
Employment. I t has a chairman and 9 members (each serving 
for 3 years): three are elected after consultations with the 
Trades Union Council; three are elected after consultations 
with the Confederation of British Industry; two are elected 
by Local Authorities; and the last one is an educational 
professional. 
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2.3 Reports on Education and Training 

Reports of committees which have been set up with particular 

terms of reference which are relevant to further education 

may refer to schools but as these areas often have common 

interests (for example in the General Certificate of Education) 

they are not considered out of context. The year of 

reporting is'given after the title of each of the following 

resumes of the Reports. 

Spens Report (1938) - on secondary schools with particular 

reference to the education of pupils who leave school at 16. 

Recommendations included an expansion of the technical 

schools, the introduction of vocational guidance and the 

appointment of teachers with special responsibility for 

careers. 

Crowther Report (1959) - on the education of boys and girls 

between the ages of 15 and 18 recommended raising the school 

leaving age to 16, introducing county colleges (outlined in 

the Butler Act). It was hoped that the measures would 

encourage pupils to stay in full-time education until 18. 

Henniker-Ileaton Report (1964) - made recommendations for the 

day-release mode of part-time education for young people in 

employment and under the age of 18. 

Haslegrave Report (1969) - dealt with the existing courses 

and examinations for technicians. Recommendations included 

the setting up of two new bodies: 

The Technician Education Council; and 

The Business Education Council, 

which have been shortened to TEC and BEC respectively. 

The TEC would cater for all levels of technician occupation 

in industry and elsewhere. The Technician Certificate course 

would entitle the holder to proceed to a Higher Technician 
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Certificate course. The BEC would be concerned with those 

whose occupations fall, or will fall, within the broad areas 

of Business and Public Administration: no general change 

was thought desirable in the certificate and diploma 

structure of courses in business studies. 

The Haslegrave Committee also identified areas of vocational 

educational need which the two councils could meet jointly 

and one such area was Computer Studies. The two Councils 

established in May 1977 the BEC/TEC Computer Studies Committee 

which was given the responsibility of planning, administering 

and keeping under review the development of a nationally 

recognised integrated framework of courses leading to awards 

in Computer Studies, so as to meet the requirements of 

employers and professional bodies and the needs of students. 

A main feature of this development, which had no established 

base to build from in the educational system, was the issue 

of a comprehensive set of Course Guidelines [11]. 

Russell Report (1973) - was a review of non-vocational adult 

education in England and Wales. Recommendations included the 

establishment of development councils and regional advisory 

councils (similar to those for Further Education [12]). 

Also, all new Further Education and secondary school buildings 

were to be designed with the needs of .adul t education in mind. 

Holland Report (1977) - looked into ways of helping the 

young unemployed and recommended that work preparation and 

work experience schemes be set up. 

Waddell Report (1978) - was to enquire into the feasibility 

of a common 16+ examination which would cater for the 

previous General Certificate of Education (GCE) Ordinary 

Level entrants as well as Certificate of Secondary Education 

(CSE) entrants in one examination. The steering committee 

was set up in 1976 and recommended that a common system 

should be designed for the same range of ability as GCE 

O-level and CSE together. Consortia of approved examining 
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bodies have been set up from the existing bodies and there 

are just five which cover the requirements of the country. 

One such body is the Northern Examining Association* 

for which the Joint Matriculation Board (Manchester, England) 

provides the GCE O-level experience. Twenty percent of 

the marks for an award will be contributed by a student's 

'coursework' which must COMPLEMENT but not SUPPLEMENT the 

syllabus. The first examinations are sCheduled to be held 

in 1988. 

Mathematics in Further Education Report (1982) - was produced 

by a group of Her Majesty's Inspectors after inspecting a 

sample (about 10%) of Further Education colleges other than 

polytechnics. The report concerned itself with mathematics 

in its own right (eg for GCE qualifications) as well as in 

association with another discipline. Aspects dealt with 

included teaching, organisation as a subject within the college, 

liaison with schools and industry and resources. The report 

notes that exercises of this kind are usually associated with 

schools, which to the author implies that it has been some-

what overdue. The covering letter which accompanied the 

report asked interested parties to request a member of the 

inspectorate concerned to talk to a group of staff about the 

report. After many telephone calls the author managed to 

speak to one of the inspectors who said he was due to visit 

a local college and would contact the author at the time of 

the visit. The contact was never made but the events 

recorded in the next section more than compensated for the 

inspector's default. 

2.3. 1 Observations 

The Acts legislate, that is they carry more weight than the 

Reports which merely recommend. It also takes something like 

ten years for some recommendations to come to fruition: an 

example is the Waddell Report from which we are just 

experiencing the new GCSE examinations. It is also significant 

that the 'unemployed' are singled out for educational 

* Serving the region containing the author's college 
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consideration as in the Holland Report which saw first the 

Youth Opportunities Programme and now the Youth Training 

Scheme. It is important that unemployed young people (an 

increasing population) who would turn to or be encouraged 

to turn to Further Education to improve their prospects of 

obtaining employment, should be given something interesting 

and different from what they had experienced at school in 

order to encourage them to maintain their studtes. 

2.4 A Significant Conference 

A conference was arranged by the Mathematical Association [13] 

called 'Mathematics in Further Education' at the headquarters 

in Leicester. One of the main purposes was to discuss the 

Report [14] and to this end the one mathematics specialist 

Inspector out of the investigating team of five (Mr E Fanthorpe) 

attended the conference. The event was organised by the 

Further Education Sub-Committee of the Association's Teaching 

Committee, and was attended by delegates from all parts of 

the country. The following is a report of Mr Fanthorpe's 

main address to the conference: 

Eric Fanthorpe, who recently retired, has been 

instrumental in initiating and producing the 

HMI Report, in spite of difficulties. He pOinted 

out how limited the HMI resources were in the 

area of FE mathematics and how limited was the 

regard in which FE mathematics service had been 

held over the last 20 years. He described the 

difficulties he had in getting the report written 

at all, and paid tribute to the Mathematical 

Association for the attention that they had drawn 

to the report. He reminded us of the variations 

in qualifications of those teaching mathematics 

in further education and of the variation in time 

they spent in teaching mathematics as opposed to 

other subjects. He reminded us that it was 

unusual for mathematics to be organised on a 
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college wide basis, and that Mathematics Departments 

were extremely rare. He spoke of the way in 

which the status of the subject was low as a 

result of this lack of central organisation and 

how this led to extra difficulties in gaining 

resources. He described a number of situations 

in colleges. It seemed that in most cases the 

progress that was made was as a result of the 

interest and efforts of particular individuals. 

The lack of central organisation also led to 

difficulties in monitoring standards and in 

liaison with both industry and schools. He 

touched on the connection between numeracy and 

mathematics and noted that there was in the 

population at large little respect for numeracy 

and perhaps this was due to the separation between 

these. He concluded by posing two questions: 

1 Should mathematics embrace numeracy? 

2 How do you get resources? 

2.5 Numeracy 

As has been seen 'numeracy' is used within the context of 

mathematics and is sometimes interpreted as a person's 

ability to understand and use numbers for a task. In 

Mathematics Counts, the published report of the Cockcroft 

Committee [15], the term is discussed at some length, but 

no precise definition is offered. One suggestion (para 35) 

is 'the ability to cope with the mathematical needs of adult 

life, as we have described them ... ·(para 31,32,33,34). 

The concept was introduced in the Crowther Report (section 2.3) to 

parallel ·literacy·. In May 1980 the Institute of Mathematics 

and its Applications organised a national course [16] on 

'The Role of Numeracy in Adult Basic Education', which the 

author attended. Just to what extent numeracy (a small part 

of all mathemtics) concerns workers in the field of education 

can be seen from the bodies represented at the conference: 
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this extends from the universities to the armed forces (an 

arithmetical error could spell disaster). Carman 

reported to the course participants on the results of a test 

(not published) for first year business studies students who 

are required to undertake a course of study in basic numeracy 

and accounting. In his conclusion he states that: 

Some of the students who had difficulty with 

arithmetic appeared to grasp the (more) complex 

ideas of numeracy such as logarithms ... 

which indicates that a numeracy definition can be flexible 

enough to suit the context of the rest of the mathematics 

which may be complex though 'number' relevant. The Adult 

Literacy and Basic Skills Unit - ALBSU [17], received a 

grant from the Department of Education and Science and the 

Welsh Education Department to develop within the general 

education service in England and Wales: 

Provision designed to improve the standards of 

proficiency for adults, whose first or second 

language is English, in the areas of literacy 

and numeracy and those related basic 

communication and coping skills without which 

people are impeded from applying or being 

considered for employment. 

In addition to its main role ALBSU is able to sponsor a 

limited number of Special Development PrOjects which must 

conform to certain guidelines [18; 1.4], for example: 

Projects for sponsorship will need to demonstrate 

national or regional relevance and be innovatory 

or experimental ... 

One of the ALBSU Special Development Projects was devoted to 

numeracy and broadened from its regional confines to become 

almost national by virtue of the interest shown in the 

developments. It is worth noting in the context of research 
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and development that the efforts of the participants were 

not dictated by some syllabus but by the needs of users 

as they arose out of contacts with people whose needs were 

largely determined in relationship to employment. 

2.6 Basic Mathematics 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Numeracy problems experienced by users or potential users of 

mathematics very often occur within a section of mathematics 

classified as 'basic'. In many Further Education establish

ments (technical colleges, county colleges, etc) courses are 

developed by demand which are of a remedial or revision 

nature and are usually based well within the scope of the 

first eleven years of the compulsory period of school atten

dance. Similar schemes are often promoted so as to encompass 

a much wider population through support from various agencies 

and media. For example in 1976 the Walk-In-Numeracy project 

started in the London Borough of Hammersmith [19] and 

continued to develop to serve people of all ages and back

grounds. Eventually a successful application was made for 

an Urban Aid Grant to fund a 'Numeracy Research Project' in 

the Borough of Hammersmith. For a change of medium from the 

classroom with desks, blackboard and teacher consider the 

potential number of students who can be reached through the 

national television medium at home (for general as well as 

specific educational topics). For those with numeracy 

problems Yorkshire Television started a series of thirty 

programmes on Channel 4 in January 1983 [20]. Again, but 

this time as an example of a regional programme which became 

national, 'Lift-Off' was funded for a limited period by the 

Adult Literacy and Basic Skills Unit [17] the national body, 

but developed its own courses and materials freely within the 

confines of the allocated funds. The twelve Lift-Off news

letters [21] served to make the project materials more widely 

known to educators in many parts of the country, using the 

well established printed paper medium. Indications from the 
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demand for back copies and letters to the editor are that 

the newsletter and materials are being used to advantage. 

A course of study devised by college staff can turn out to be 

a failure because there ds a marked tendency for potential 

students to ask about the course qualifications, particularly 

in respect of its standing in the world of education and 

employment. To obtain good credence a qualification must 

be issued by a body which is nationally known and has a 

proven record of acceptance and more importantly, is asked 

for by employers. Acceptable examining bodies are any of the 

General Certificate of Education Boards some of which operate 

their examination systems in countries outside Britain or 

have acted as models for similar systems set up in other 

countries. An example of one Board which has established an 

international reputation is the University of London 

General Certificate of Education Board. However, these 

Boards are usually associated with schools and not the 

specific world of adults and employment. As far as a 

definition is concerned since the Ordinary Level Certificate 

is considered a basic educational requirement for many 

purposes in the world of work the mathematics at this level 

and below is termed BASIC and thus what is a relative ·term 

takes on a more specific meaning. Of course, the term is 

open to any different definition as with most terms and thus 

it is up to the user to be that much more specific. 

2.6.2 Examinations for Adults 

The City and GUilds of London Institute (CGLI) is very 

acceptable as regards credentials [7 ],being well known for 

craft examination awards. In 1979 the CGLI piloted an 

examination based on a published syllabus: Numeracy Level I 

[22]. The author used this examination in the first instance 

in his college to provide for low achieving students what 

would probably be their only professional mathematics 

examination success, at a low level maybe, yet recognised by 

potential employers because of the familiarity of the awarding 

body. The examination attracted some 3000 candidates in the 
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first year of being offered and by comparison about 40 000 

candidates up to July for 1985 (the examination is offered 

several times a year). The Level I examination was soon 

followed by a pilot scheme for an examination at Level 11 

which would be more demanding on the candidates. Appendix 2.1 

gives some information on the Level I syllabus and examination 

and includes the sample set of typical questions which have 

been used by the author as a diagnostic test for basic mathe

matics.. As the questions have all been drawn from the 

question bank they have been validated, a task difficult to 

match by the private researcher when considering the resources 

and large number of institutions (schools as well as colleges) 

available to the CGLI for support. The test was thus ready 

for service and so far has been given to more than 500 

students which the author regards as a 'population' against 

which further groups or just individuals can be measured. 

Starting later than the CGLI scheme, but somewhat similar in 

syllabus is one from the Associated Examining Board, whose 

main operations are in the field of General Certificate of 

Education awards: however in Examinations in Arithmetic [23] 

the AEB departs from formal practice in that the first part 

of the examination is given orally, ~e. the examiner recites 

the questions at thirty second intervals, the candidates 

perform mental calculations and write down the answer in an 

appropriate space on the response sheet. These new examinations 

were used for the first time in December 1982 and are aimed 

at the 'adult' market but have perhaps one disadvantage in 

being associated with a body whose existence is primarily 

for serving schools. The author was impressed by the CGLI and 

the contacts he had with the administrative and academic 

staff at the Institute. Both the form of the examination and 

the assessment scheme appealed to the author as being easy to 

manage and so it was decided to look at the scheme in more 

detail. The examination was very suitable for the adult 

market although it, like many CGLI examination schemes, also 

opera tes wi th in schools wh ich help with the val ida t ion of new 

examinations. Section 2.6.3 will consider a test using CGLI 

Numeracy Level I type questions, which has been adopted by 

the author and tried with a wide range of students. 
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2 .6 .3 A CGLI Numeracy Type Test: Background and Information 

This is the set of sample Level I Numeracy questions and will 

be used in this thesis as a measure of performance in Basic 

Mathematics so some space is now devoted to providing reasons 

for adopting this test when it is perhaps more usual to 

construct questions based on one's own judgement with as 

much external guidance as possible. The most attractive 

aspect of the test to the author was the fact that the 

questions were of the 'multiple choice' or 'objective' kind 

which means classifying each response by a key letter or 

number then counting responses of a particular kind: thus 

a computer could be made to carry out the tedious tallying 

tasks and by programming in a suitable faShion, produce 

various analyses. The background was investigated during a 

series of discussions with CGLI officials. The origin of 

the Numeracy examination was in BruneI University's 

investigations into the mathematical abilities of the CGLI's 

entrants for Engineering courses during the 1960 decade. 

The results showed that many of the Craft students needed a 

foundation level course in mathematics as the use of mathe-

matics was implied though not taught as a separate subject -

this was an 'integrated' approach. Industry was brought into 

the discussion and eventually a Numeracy examination committee 

was set up out of which arose the Level I examination. The 

scope of the examination was widened to benefit adults in 

the world of work and everyday mathematics requirements. The 

question writers are usually ex-industrialists or those who 

work closely with industry. The questions must not be too 

difficult contextually in that people with different back

grounds have to understand them and also a question must not 

be too closely related to a particular vocation. The multiple 

choice technique as used by the CGLI for this examination is 

described in detail by Plumpton [24] in the preface to his 

book, the examples being for O-level candidates: both the 

strengths and weaknesses of this method are considered [24, 

31. The University of London General Certificate of 

Education Examination Board uses the same method for such 
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subjects as Biology, Chemistry, Economics, History, Mathe

matics and Physics and has published a guide [25] which also 

deals with statistical analyses of the results; the method 

is also used by the Board in other countries [25, 1]. Thus 

the method is widely used by established educational bodies 

but the author still required some professional views on the 

method and the following is a summary of his discussions 

with various representatives of bodies using the method: 

Technician Education Council: Jenny Hill 

The method is not used very much because the questions are 

difficult to write and pre-test and also it is not easy to 

ensure that the objectives are clear. 

Na tional Foundation for Educational Research: Lynn Joffey 

Little use is made of this mode now (10%). The questions do 

not give information on strategies used and there is the 

problem of guessing the response. Given working, you can see 

the errors. Hard questions can be set as some of the options 

could set the candidate thinking along the right lines. 

School Mathematics Project (SMP): Douglas Quadling 

The first SMP O-level paper is of the multiple choice kind. 

Its purpose is to assess the lower level of basic knowledge 

content of the syllabus, rather than the analytical 

objectives which require some synthesis of ideas. The method 

seems to be very effective. Contact Dr William Wynne-Wilson 

who is strongly associated with assessment. 

University of Birmingham: William Wynne-Wilson 

The method is useful for testing the use of mathematics 

wi.thout requiring deep knowledge of techniques,e.g.when asked 

to select the correct solution for an equation the method of 

solution is not required. Again, a question can require a 

candidate to select a matrix which is inverse to the given one 

without having to remember how to find the inverse, by using 

the multiplication test. 
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The conversations were not just confined to this one method 

of0assesSing but broadened into other assessment areas such 

as the difficulties which arise when analysing many 

candidates' submissions,and responses requested in the form 

of a decision as to a statement being true or false which 

teachers apparently do not favour. However at the end of 

the day there seemed to be enough evidence of acceptance of 

the objective method for the author to make use of it and in 

his case it should be noted chat: 

the validated questions were available and the 

computer could be used to remove an enormous 

amount of tedious counting and classifying which 

would multiply as the population was increased. 

The author built up two computer programs to service the 

analysis of the results from the response sheets: Program 1 

to read the responses into a data file along with the student's 

name and basic mathematics qualifications and Program 2 to 

read the data out of the file and process it according to 

the user's menu selection. The two programs were eventually 

merged and are shown in Appendix 2.2. The analyses and 

information shown in Tables I, 2, 3 and 4 (Appendix 2.3) 

will now be considered in more detail. The responses are 

entered into the computer as I, 2, 3 and 4 which correspond 

to the letters A, B, C and D respectively. The numbers are 

used instead of letters because they are easier to type in 

with the numeric key pad of the keyboard, a very common feature 

of microcomputers. Numerically,if the candidate selects the 

correct response then the score is 1 and otherwise it is O. 

Thus scoring and analysing score total amounts to manipulating 

integers and this task is ideal for the computer which the 

author has programmed in several ways. The professional 

bodies who have to mark large numbers of papers often use an 

optical reading device which senses a black mark by the 

candidate when selecting a response. The tables shown 

to illustrate the processing of the students' mark sheets for 

the CGLI sample set of thirty objective questions used by 

the author. These are now described. 
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Table I 

The sets of students whose responses have been stored in the 

computer are briefly described; for example the fourteenth 

group belonged to the full-time Science Laboratory Assistants 

course. The sets of responses occupy data records 246 to 

253 inclusive. 

Table 2 

This shows the score and the score as a percentage for each 

of nine students who belonged to a 'New Opportunities for 

Women' course. The author wrote a short module 'Introducing 

Science' for them which lasted for just two periods. 

Table 3 

This gives the number of correct responses to each q'uestion 

and also expresses this as a percentage, for a population of 

504. 

Table 4 

Here the number of students who chose each alternative response 

is shown together with the number who did not select any 

response, for the population of 504. 

There is a menu on the computer screen which enables the 

operator to select any or all of the records for processing 

as for example if one wanted to analyse the performances of 

craft students and then say technicians and compare them. 

This type of examination has its own vocabulary: 

Stem: 

Opt ions,: 

Key: 

Distractors: 

This is the question 

These are the responses 

This is the correct response 

These are the incorrect responses 

How well a question has been answered in a trial by a group 

is judged from the ratio of the number who choose the key to 

I 
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the total number in the group and this statistic is called 

the 'facility index' or just the 'facility'. The facility 

is sometimes stated as a decimal [25, 26] and alternatively 

as a percentage [26, 41]. The author'"s Table 3 uses the 

percentage because the students find this easier to under

stand (they are encouraged to study the results) but the 

change to the other form takes a few seconds to make within 

the computer program. Each time an item is used the facility 

will have to be evaluated. Associated with the facility is 

the term 'difficulty' which will be high if the frequency is 

low. Slatterley [27] defines: 

difficulty = 1 - facility index 

but again it should be noted that the London GCE Board uses 

the terms facility and difficulty as alternative measures of 

the same thing. Plumpton [24] gives some useful guidance on 

the construction of questions and points out that the 

probability of correctly guessing the key is increased when 

the options are reduced, to say four from five [24, 4]. 

Opinions are divided as to the value to choose but most 

testers seem to go for more than four and yet there is no 

advantage in going beyond five: also according to Plumpton 

some reliability is lost 

Clarke and Norton [28, 

when only four options are used. 

vi] state that the effect of guessing 

can be reduced by increasing the number of options but care 

must be taken to see that the extra distractors are plausible; 

also, finding four reasonable distractors is often impossible. 

Perry [29] uses six options in his book of examples for O-level 

mathematics tests and the University of London GCE Board [25] 

provides five per question. At the university level a mathe

matical attainment test [30] for new undergraduates gives 

candidates five options for the multiple choice questions. 

Thus to summarise, the method of multiple choice opti'ons is. 

established but is not by any means universal; "opinions are 

divided on its usefulness in particular circumstances, such 

as failing to test actual knowledge; and some of the 

established users are much respected in,and serve a" large 

number of beneficiaries of, education. To the author the 
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method offers the following advantages: 

Ca) the tests can be marked and the results computer-stored 

at the same time 

I 

Cb) once stored as data, the results can be manipulated 

statistically by using the computer programming facilities, 

which may require some help 

Cc) because the tedious task of sorting responses is taken 

over by a machine, a population of results can be built 

up which as it grows can be used to detect areas of 

weaknesses, etc, and these could be used diagnostically 

Cd) educators are freed from the tasks of marking and 

correlating and so will be more inclined to spend their 

time discussing the implications of the tests 

Ce) the test takes about forty minutes to operate and a 

person's name, responses, etc, will take between one and 

two minutes to type into the computer 

Cf) the test is a simple way of keeping a check on basic 

arithmetic standards. 

2.7 Mathematics Related to Courses 

Knowledge of mathematics of a basic nature is often implied 

within a course of study even though it is not examined as 

such or has a syllabus. Craft courses for the Engineering 

industries which are assessed by the CGLI and Business Studies 

courses are just two examples of such courses for which 

students need mathematical knowledge yet mathematics does not 

feature as a subject of the complete course. If the mathe

matical ability of a student on one of these courses Ca low 

grade CSE award is usually acceptable) does not match up to 

the mathematical demands of the course then some remedial 

provision is arranged or the lecturer simply has to deal with 

the mathematics at the same time as the application. This 
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is not a problem which belongs solely to the low achievers 

as can be seen by the following criticisms of graduates by 

N Anderson of Boots Management, Nottingham, voiced at a 

conference on mathematical abilities and deficiencies of 

graduates [31]: 

1 Graduate students on the commercial side sometimes have 

problems because there are sometimes long periods between 

their initial learning of the mathematics and their 

applying it. 

2 Even at the lowest level some business students do not know 

how to calculate, or how to use calculators effectively. 

Further, they do not consider using a check - they rarely 

KNOW HOW to do one. 

3 Generally the concept of number for these students is 

poor ... 

Graduates or not, lack of competence in the applications of 

number skills to a variety of situations becomes a Further 

Education problem when children leave school. The root of 

the problem is suggested by Brown (nee Seed) [32] as too much 

emphasis being placed on the practice of routine skills at 

school. As she points out the evidence indicates that a 

solution to the problem of lack of understanding is not 

teaching 'by rote' although the author sees and hears much 

of this in Further Education establishments. A better 

strategy with children is suggested as: 

abandon all teaching of routine skills ..• 

concentrate instead on building up a network 

of mathematical relationships (schemas) ... 

through different types of problems in 

different contexts 

and calculators. 

with concrete materials 
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This approach is well suited to Further Education which 

indeed has the right mandate - to cater for adults with a 

wide range of abilities and problems. Some time ago the 

author sensed that out of the two to three hundred students 

who enrol for O-level Mathematics each September there were 

sufficient 'mature' ones to justify a separate class: the 

class usually includes some potential teachers who have 

graduated but cannot undertake a course of teacher training 

until they have an O-level Mathematics pass. They had failed 

to pass the subject at school and take the course solely to 

become qualified teachers: their disciplines are generally 

non-scientific. At a much lower level the CGLI 687 Foundation 

Course (Science Industries) [33] is intended for ' ... students 

who have an interest in the science-based industries ... ' 

and in explaining the structure of the course which is set 

out under six component headings the following statement is 

made: 

The component headings ... indicate areas for 

assessment. It is anticipated that within the 

teaching programme these will be integrated. 

The fourth component is Communication Studies and includes a 

section headed Numeracy. Thus there is the distinct 

possibility that the students will not be treated to a series 

of 'separate subjects' but an integrated learning package. 

Thus here are just three examples of courses at different 

levels requiring the use of mathematics to be supported by 

courses or study modules or some such provision, for which 

the Further Education sector is an obvious provider. One 

solution to a student's problems with mathematics at the 

level discussed, where there is no formal tuition, would be 

to make good use of a self-paced, self-study book such as 

Apprentice Mathematics [34] or Applied Math [35]. 
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2.8 A Case Study: Mathematics Related to Industrial 

Training 

2.8 .1 Introduction 

The Study falls within the Engineering Industry at the craft 

and technician levels which represent a continuum as far as 

progress and training are concerned as the craftsman often 

aspires to the att'ainment of Technician status by means of 

further study. The author paid a number of visits to the 

Cammell Laird Training School which was established by the 

shipbuilding company of the same name, in order to discuss 

with the staff what was required in the teaching of mathe

matics which was undertaken at the local college (Wirral 

Metropolitan). As the staff were keen to discuss learning 

problems, mathematics as it 

programmes became the purpose 

related to the training 

of the Case Study, which theme 

can be seen to have been discussed within the context of the 

general education of the apprentices. The mathematical 

abilities required of the students were expected to 

materialise out of their school qualifications, and be verified 

by initial tests. It was during one of the author's visits 

that mathematical attainment tests were being discussed and 

the author mentioned the computer program he had written to 

mark and analyse the results of the CGLI type of objective 

test described in section 2.5.2 but had not yet used. The 

offer to test and process the results for the group of about 

fifty apprentices was readily accepted and Group 1 (Appendix2.3), 

Table 1, is this set of students, the first of what is now 

a population of nearly six hundred. I f during the course a 

. student's performance was considered to be low then the staff 

were disappointed as the selection process components were 

chosen with care and reasons would be sought as to why a 

student had compromised the selection'process. Communication 

via the written and spoken word were of considerable 

importance and one of the author's visits coincided with that 

of the headmaster of a local school who had come to find out 

just what should be taught in English lessons in order to 
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better equip the potential apprentice for ~raining and work. 

Mr Ball the Director of the School asked each of the visitors 

if they would like to hold a joint discussion with him as 

he thought that numeracy and communication could not be 

entirely separated. The author had met Mr Ball on a previous 

occasion when he was chairman of a discussion group (and 

representing industry) at a conference 'Mathematics and 

Industry' at Liverpool University. The two disciplines of 

'English' and 'Mathematics' were not such an incongruous 

mixture as might have appeared to be at first sight because 

discussions showed that they were related: using mathematics 

involves writing and Mr Ball carefully pointed out this 

'interrelationship' which occurs through, for example, a 

measurement task and recording its details. So here was a 

very natural way in which two key subjects became integrated. 

2.8 .2 Background to Cammell Laird Training School 

Management: Mr E Ball, Director 

Mr H R Cannell, Training Officer 

Mr A Hodson, Training Supervisor 

The School is situated on the banks of the River Mersey at 

Birkenhead, the district having been strong in the building, 

servicing and using of ships with particular expertise in 

the military sphere. It was established in 1970 as a 

subsidiary of the local shipbuilding company, Cammell Laird 

(Shipbuilders) Ltd, for the purpose of training apprentices 

mainly for the shipbuilding and allied trades (eg fitter, 

electrician, joiner, metal worker), with strong engineering 

relationships. In 1984 the name of the training centre was 

changed to British Shipbuilders (Training, Education and 

Safety) Ltd. The establishment (the 'school') serves some 

12 firms basicallY,as far away as Holyhead (one of the sea

ports for Ireland), and one of the clients is British Rail. 

Thus the apprentices are by no means 'local', that is drawn 

from the Wirral district. There are 300 training places 
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available but not all can be maintained by engineering craft 

training requirements so that some diversification has taken 

place in the form of management training. More recently the 

School has become a managing agent for the Youth Training 

Scheme (YTS). The income for the maintenance of the School 

is derived solely from the fees charged for training personnel. 

2.8.3 Outline of the Training Scheme 

This starts with a potential apprentice being employed by a 

company which is to provide training in one of the following 

modes: 

A - practical training with the firm and academic 

training at a college of FE ('off-the-job') 

B - the School provides everything on behalf of the firm 

C - a College of FE provides all the training. 

When a college is involv~d attendance at the college is 

usually for one full day (including perhaps some evening work) 

per week of training. The examinations taken are those of 

the CGLI which are fully external as compared with examinations 

which are set and marked by the staff with an external 

moderator available to inspect the results with powers to 

make firm recorrmendations. Mathematics is not an examinable 

component of a CGLI craft course so that if there are problems 

in this direction there has to be special provision outside 

the time allocated to academic study. The BTEC study 

programme, however, has specific units for mathematics. 

2.8.4 The Training Modes 

This is carried out at the age of 16 by the apprentice first 

making an application for a place. Minimum school qualifications 

are at Grade 3 of the Certificate of Secondary Education 

examination. Basic ability in reading, writing, spoken 
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communication and arithmetic are essential: log books have 

to be kept and reports written. Before the expansion of 

higher education by the creation of the polytechnics and 

colleges/institutions of higher education, all offering 

more degree opportunities, many of the applicants were of 

the higher education calibre but without degree course 

prospects because places were limited and went to the best 

qualified. The applicants are banded as suitable for one of: 

craft training 

technician training, or 

thick sandwich course training, 

and the latter band is difficult to fill because parents 

push and schools pull potential A-level candidates into the 

sixth form. 

2.8.5 Selection 

There is an interview and the applicant is asked: 'Do you 

read?' to which the response usually reveals that the set 

books for school examinations are read. The selectors also 

look for interests in the 'microchip' field. Individual 

qualifications fall into broad groups: 

passes at GCE Ordinary level 

CSE awards at grades 1 and 2 

CSE awards at grades 3 and above. 

For an intake of about 70 there would be about 10 in the 

lowest category. There is always a compromise arrived at by 

the selectors between academic qualifications and motivation. 

The National Foundation of Educational Research (NFER) and 

Personnel Tests for Industry (PTI) are used. The NFER tests 

are quickly marked and are completed in about one hour. The 

selection of tests covers numerical, verbal and mechanical 

assessments and can be put together to form a profile for 

easy reference. 
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2.8.6 Training Course Needs 

1 Knowing how to calculate in order to be able to use the 

calculator 

2 Knowledge of tables (up to 12 times) 

3 Certain basic mathematical knowledge: 

(a) linear measurement in metric and imperial units, 

for example a sheet of plywood is specified as 

8 ft by 4 ft by 1.4 mm thick; dual units are no 

longer taught at school 

(b) decimal/integer fraction conversions, both ways 

(c) approximation 

4 Before the expansion of higher education opportunities 

(and corresponding employment opportunities) many of the 

applicants were A-level material but still only sixteen 

years old. The CGLI does not allow craft apprentice

ships to be started by anyone older than sixteen years: 

if not for this regulation it would be possible to 

accept as apprentices those who had completed an A-level 

course but due to poor results had not been successful 

in achieving a university place. Such a person although 

eighteen years of age would be a more developed student 

because of the A-level course 

5 Students who have the motivation to be educated 

6 Experience of Technical Drawing as a subject 

7 Art, as a good foundation subject for joiners 

8 Physics as a good preparatory subject for the electrician 

9 The ability to produce a rough estimate for a calculation 
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2.8 • 7 Management Comments: School Education 

1 Deficiencies at the 11+ level in Mathematics and English 

seem to continue to the end of the school period 

2 Social class differences are noticeable in students; we 

do not get the best out of our school-leavers regardless 

of class and financial support available from the home 

3 Some preparation for apprenticeships would be helpful in 

schools. Bond [3 ] had described experiments carried 

out jointly with local industry in this direction, with 

great success 

4 Why not study mathematics in General Studies, say in 

relation to the log book? 

5 Using calculators takes away the understanding of the 

mathematical processes. Author: algebraic and language 

need to be understood 

6 This is not uncommon, and comes from school: 

5 x 7 = 7+7+7+7+7, with the separate addition being 

written down 

7 An employer does not see GCE or CSE examination papers 

or knows much about the examinations: education meetings 

produce figures and graphs for the audiences but there is 

never the opportunity to discuss what the employer really 

wants from the examination 

8 Parents, pupils and schools tend to look down on 

Engineering so there is the problem of getting a good 

recruit. Quite often we are left with the lower end of 

the school leaving population to select from. Teachers 

pull and parents push pupils into the sixth form rather 

than encourage them to enter an Engineering career along 

a 'practical' route. 
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2 .8 .8 General Observations by the School Staff 

1 The general standard of education today is better than 

in past years 

2 Education is broader than it used to be 

3 Today's pupil is not as good at the 3 R's as the pupil 

of the past 

4 There should be much more free movement for students 

between craft and techniciin courses 

5 Engineering Science and General Science are not the same 

as Physics although some teachers seem to think so 

The above opinions, facts and observations have all been from 

staff of the School, at all levels. 

2.8 .9 Author's Observations 

1 Since this was written the School has become involved 

with the Youth Training Scheme as a managing agent and 

this does imply a broader base of training, with the 

staff able to take a greater part in the selection of 

course material etc. The author has contributed in a 

small way to this in that he was consulted by one of the 

staff when setting up an Information Technology unit; 

recommendations from this research project were made. 

2 From visits to the School, discussions with the staff 

and students and observations of the practical training, 

it is quite obvious that Mathematics, English, Science 

and Technology were being used because of the demands of 

some particular practical task ('the job') from which one 

can conclude that the job serves to interrelate all these 

topics 

3 During this investigation the author listened to some 

strong criticism of the GCE Boards by the management for 
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not relating the syllabus to the needs of industry. 

This point was taken up with the Joint Matriculation 

Board who verified that there were subject committees 

with places for representatb~sfrom both sides of 

industry but the attendance of some of these members was 

not very·regular 

4 From the fact that apprentices had weaknesses in basic 

mathematics and at the beginning of training mathematics 

at this level is very important, the author saw a 

connection between the initial testing carried out at 

the School and his test based on the CGLI Numeracy 

examination [section 2.6.3]: the two were related by 

level. The author approached the management who agreed 

to arrange for their fifty-three craftsmen to take the 

test and undertook the organisation of this. These 

students provided the start of the author's 'population' 

of test results. It is worth pointing out that a 

population has to come into being so this was a good 

start. The total now is closer to six hundred. 

2.9 Mathematics Courses for Careers 

2.9.1 Technician Course Mathematics 

As has been explained, two bodies-the Technician Education 

Council and the Business Education Council (TEC and BEC 

respectively) - were brought into being to develop and 

operate a unified system of technician education in England 

and Wales (Scotland has its own similar bodies). The system 

would subsume all the Technician Certificates of the CGLI, 

leaving this body to offer courses for and make the 

appropriate awards for training at the craft level. In a 

document [36] issued by the TEC the role of industry is 

described thus: 
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In order to meet the personal and vocational needs 

of technician students, the activities of 

technicians in industry and the knowledge and 

related skills they require must be identified. 

To do this successfully both TEC and the colleges 

have to work closely with industry: in effect 

the system depends on cooperation between the 

three interests. 

The bodies award Certificates and Diplomas and Higher 

Certificates and Higher Diplomas, the latter two requiring 

further study. A qualification is obtained by successfully 

completing a programme of Study Units, each corresponding 

to a subject or area of study and a level of study. There 

are levels one, two and three for programme units leading to 

the Certificate and Diploma. A committee, representative of 

Further Education and Industry, initially decides the syllabus 

for a unit which is then written objectively in terms of 

general objectives and specific objectives. 

Mathematics Units (Appendix 2.4) 'illustrate 

Extracts from 

the style of 

a unit. A complete set of Programme Units would give the 

impression of a set of separate subject courses with little 

being done to encourage the exploration of the relationships 

between them. The method of teaching is usually directed 

towards the completion of the unit syllabus and providing 

that the student is good at 'mathematical mechanics' success 

should come eventually since there is no limit to the number 

of times that re-testing can be carried out. When one 

reflects on the system in terms of new teaching methods and 

course organisation the Inspectors' Report [14) makes the 

following observations on what they saw across forty eight 

colleges: 

Only in a few cases was there any attempt to 

relate mathematics to any other subject of the 

curriculum or to the main discipline of the 

course. Indeed it seemed doubtful in many 

programmes whether the mathematics units were 

in any way determined by the technician 

employment of the young people. 
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A further change in the organisation of technician education 

has not improved the above situation. As from 1 April 1984 

BEC and TEC merged to become the Business and Technician 

Education Council, with a new single News Bulletin: each 

organisation had previously published its own quarterly 

'Bulletin' giving organisational changes, news about students' 

successes ans staff. Thus BEC/TEC or BTEC (hereafter BTEC) 

is launched. 

2 .9 .2 General Certificate of Education Courses 

These are usually associated with schools but as many people 

leave school without the required successes in certain 

subjects there is usually some part-time as well as full-time 

course provision across a range of subjects and at both the 

Ordinary and Advanced levels. With people having to re-train 

for new jobs and secure professional qualifications, O-level 

Mathematics and English are usually in heavy demand as a pass 

in one or both is often the pre-requisite for entry to 

professional courses. Thus Further Education makes a useful 

contribution to education and training by making this 
~ 

provision. There are signs that the General Certificate of 

Secondary Education (GCSE) replacement for the O-level and 

the CSE examinations, thus giving them a unifying effect, 

will provide the first examinations in 1988. A syllabus 

under the scheme is: 

Mathematics (for Mature Students) 

which means that the needs of Further Education have been 

recognised within what has always been primarily a school 

provision. This is one of several syllabuses which are 

qualified by '(for Mature Students)'. 

2 .9 .3 Other Courses 

The Royal Society of Arts Examining Board [37] provides 

examinations for Business Studies courses such as typewriting 

as well as theoretical subjects. Examinations are offered 
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at three stages under the title of Arithmetic. These three 

examinations span a considerable range of achievement in 

spite of the 'elementary' nature which the title conveys: 

from below Ordinary level to above this level. 

2.10 Some Conclusions and Questions 

1 The needs of employment have dictated changing patterns 

in the education system 

2 There is a sense of attempted 'integration' which is a 

move away from the rigid subject barriers in schools 

3 It is considered a good thing for Industry to be involved 

in Further Education planning 

4 There is a need for some provision for the recall of 

mathematics in adult life during employment 

5 Numeracy problems affect people at all parts of the 

educational spectrum and command considerable educational 

resources 

6 Just how useful is most of the mathematics studied for 

work-related qualifications? 

7 What mathematics is practised in Industry day by day? 

In the following chapter a sample of the mathematics used 

in employment will be considered in order to see how it related 

to what is actually provided by the Further Education section 

of the natural educational provision. Will the mathematics 

be used in isolation or will it be associated with other 

subjects as has been suggested in the case study of this 

chapter? 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATHEMATICS IN EMPLOYMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter is directed to item 7 of section 2.10 which 

ideally asked for a statement on the mathematics used in 

employment (work). The information is not that easy to 

discover because this would mean a firm disclosing what it 

uses the mathematics for. Without some guidance from 

industry on what and possibly how to teach, the effectiveness 

of the educator will be much reduced. Thus some sort of 

close cooperation between education and industry is necessary 

so that each side will see the need to work with the other. 

This cooperation has been encouraged by the work of the 

Department of Industry's Industry/Education Unit [38] which. 

exists to: 

(i) improve attitudes towards manufacturing 

industry among young people; and 

(ii) encourage more young people to develop an interest 

in manufacturing careers. 

In a Review of Initiatives 1977-1980 [39] there are examples 

of liaison in the fields of communication, engineering, 

science and mathematics. One example for mathematics is the 

case of the Dacorum Mathematics in School and Industry Working 

Group [40] which for three years had been working with the 

aim of promoting a better understanding among young people 

of the importance of mathematics. Classroom material was 

produced to demonstrate the ways in which mathematics is used 
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in industry and commerce. 'Mathematical Links Between 

Education and Industry' [41) resulted from a s~udy initiated 

by the Schools and Industry Committee of the Mathematical 

Association [13), which produced a list of projects involving 

liaison between education and indus~ry. There are altogether 

more than 100 projects quoted and they are such that for 

'education' one could read ·schools·. 

3.2 Views on Industry's Mathematical Requirements 

Kershaw [42), writing in the Chartered Mechanical Engineer 

asserted that even if one never uses one's early mathematics 

in subsequent practice, the mental exercise in acquiring 

proficiency and applying the knowledge to various problems 

is invaluable as it teaches one to think and we should get 

better designs if deeper thought were given to many jobs. 

O'Beirne, an industrial mathematician, [43) noted that we are 

in an increasingly technological age and that •... the 

country must exploit its intellectual and educational 

potential to the maximum: .. •. The dominant objective of 

school ma~hematics education should be to make as much 

insight into mathematics as possible rub off onto who will 

depend on their schooling for all the formal mathematical 

instruction they will ever have and this mathematics 

must have drastic changes if we are to benefit sufficiently 

from a greater appreciation of qui~e simple and fundamental 

mathematical ideas, all the way from science and engineering 

through other professions like medicine, law, management 

and public administration. Reporting on his investigations 

into the extent to which electrical engineers made use of 

advanced mathematics, Scot~ [44) found that the use of 

mathematics beyond A-level was mainly confined to those 

working in research and development and design, manufacture, 

adminis~ration, ins~allation/opera~ion and sales accounted 

for very much less use. From within ~he Oil Industry, 

Coaker [45),writing abou~ links wi~h industry, noted that 

firms differ markedly in their mathematical requirements and 
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that schools need to know a lot more today about the needs 

of local industries: and surely that interesting topics can 

be found for every student. About pure mathematicians he 

makes the point that to them mathematics may exist in a box 

of its own but to the rest of us it should live alongside 

other subjects, not in isolation. Writing on the contribution 

of the London Borough of Hillingdon to cooperation between 

employers and educationists, ColI ins [46] puts forward the 

view that employers should be equipped with banks of 'modern 

mathematics' questions as part of their selection procedures 

because this is the way that the school syllabus has developed, 

and he quotes the case of a question which simply consists of 

the multiplication of two matrices. Collins did not question 

the value to industry of his pupils' ability in the field of 

matrix multiplication and only wanted to make sure that 

industry was aware of what was being taught in schools: so 

perhaps industry should then find some way to make use of 

acquired matrix algebra skills! 

In contrast to this last approach to cooperation between 

schools and industry, Ezard [47] reported in the Guardian 

on an unusual and ambitious plan for schools and factories 

to get together and agree what basic mathematics skills need 

to be taught in Essex County Council schools. Under the 

scheme the two sides would decide a local 'common core' of 

mathematics skills and would devise tests for fifth-formers, 

and the results would then be given to prospective employers. 

A pilot test in basic numeracy [48] makes an interesting 

report because this test (devised and arranged by the Institute 

of Mathematics and its Applications with teachers), stemmed 

from a statement of the Council of the Institute: 

Everyday life, the requirements of citizenship 

and the average job need certain basic skills 

in arithmetic, geometry and statistics and 

schools should equip the great majority of 

pupils with these skills. 

On the one hand the Council has recognised that jobs need 

mathematics yet, on the other hand it seems quite satisfied 
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with a test devised without the cooperation of those who 

employ. Some statistics were presented and the need for 

further comment and interpretation was noted. The test was 

printed. Dawes and St J Jesson [49] investigated a possible 

basis for specifying the mathematical requirements of the 

16 year old entering employment. After a short review of 

some earlier investigations and opinions they took the data 

obtained by Knox [50] from 113 firms in South Yorkshire and 

extended her analysis by the application of statistical 

techniques. The researchers were looking for consistent 

specifications by different employers for the same job and 

also for an agreed profile by concensus, for a particular 

job. It was concluded that the employers could not be 

consistent in respect of specifying the mathematics required 

for a particular job and also that a consistent picture 

failed to emerge. A research project 'Mathematics in 

Employment 16-18' carried out at the University of Bath drew 

attention to the diversity of types of employment and the 

variety of the mathematical demands within each: so one can 

only define in general terms the types and level of mathe

matics by certain broad categories of employees [51]. 

A very practical and factual investigation of working mathe

matics is presented by the television broadcasting service 

of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) series 

'Mathematics' [52] of which 'Mathematics at Work' [53] shows 

a range of mathematical techniques and concepts being applied 

by young people at work, who also give their views on certain 

aspects of work and mathematics. 

3.3 A Survey: Mathematics at Work 

3.3.1 Introduction 

During a college residential seminar [54] a topic for 

discussion was the provision of teaching aids. The value of 

prepared notes was raised as this is the most convenient and 
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common form of teaching aid. The ensuing discussions showed 

that the seminar members who represented all college 

departments were somewhat divided on whether the students 

preferred to receive constructed notes or to write their own. 

It was obvious that the only way to determine the students' 

views was to ask them. The author offered to carry out a 

questionnaire survey which would also include the use of 

mathematics and computers at work. The analysis of the 

questionnaire would provide a valuable contribution to the 

author's research and the collection of data would be 

supported by official backing from the college through the 

Academic Board: this exercise would be more rewarding than 

the one carried out by the author on his own. The students 

come to the college from a wide and varied background of 

employment which spans light as well as heavy engineering 

and the use of practical skills as well as administrative 

skills. The construction and distribution of the questionnaire 

(Appendix 3.1) was left to the author as was the collect ion 

and analysis of the returned papers. It should be noted 

that the quest ionnaire shown in Appendix 3.1 is attached to 

an introductory letter for the class lecturer. The 

questionnaire for the student did not of course include this 

letter. 

3 .3.2 A Guide to the Questionnaire 

All but two of the seven items to which the student was 

asked to respond are questions and three of the seven items 

refer to prepared notes. The items phrased in question form 

require the student to insert one character in a square. 

Descriptive responses are confined to two items as there 

is always the danger that if a lot of writing is required 

the responder will tire of the exercise or that the quality 

of the responses all round will suffer. 

In a survey carried out on behalf of the Technician Education 

Council by Yorke [55] he issued a questionnaire to the staff 

of colleges which consisted of thirty-four items, some of 
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which solicited lengthy responses. The author assisted 

with this and experienced some relu~tance of staff to 

complete the questionnaire because of its length. 

There now follows some short notes on the questionnaire items. 

Item 1 

Some subjects such as chemistry require few, if any, complex 

diagrams but in contrast motor vehicle technology makes use 

of complex diagrams and statistics of lengthy tables. 

Item 2 

This broadens the responses to lea) and would help to determine 

how copying facilities should be distributed throughout the 

college. 

Item 3 

Some staff think that lecture summaries should be made avail

able to students who have been absent; others said that this 

will encourage absenteeism. Attendance cannot be made 

compulsory and a consistently low class attendance can 

result in the course being terminated. 

Item 4 

This will hopefully supply research data and was behind the 

author's offer to carry out this survey. The students were 

encouraged to write as fully as possible on this item and 

if necessary continue on the reverse side of the paper. The 

words in brackets are a reminder that mathematics is not just 

algebra or formulae but to practitioners, mainly something 

very basic. 

ILem 5 

The computer, if it exists, could be located anywhere. 
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Item 6 

The association could have nothing to do with the student 

using a computer. For example, measurement data could be 

passed on to be analysed by a computer. Responses to this 

could include the control of repetitive mechanical processes, 

stock control or as an aid to the design of manufactured 

art icles. 

Item 7 

It is expected that a student would be influenced by the 

presence of a computer at work, even though not a personal 

user. Learning about the computer at college could lead to 

a job in this direction instead of perhaps 'redundancy' when 

a traditional skill is no longer required by the firm. 

3 .3.3 Distribution and Completion of the Questionnaires 

Selected College Population 

By the nature of their courses some of the departments had 

few students who were working: 

Education Department had mainly 

for example the General 

fUll-time GCE 0- and A-level 

students. Such departments were eliminated from the survey. 

Table 1 shows that just three subject areas were involved in 

the survey and these would capture the bulk of the technology

based jobs. The uneven distribution of the 541 returned 

questionnaires between the subject areas should be noted as 

this weakens the validity of any attempted statistical 

analyses which compare subject areas. The only way to 

achieve a better balance between numbers would be to include 

other colleges: the major difficulty here was seen as that 

of obtaining the cooperation of specific members of staff of 

other colleges. 
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Table 1 

Subject Area No. of No. of Questionnaires 
courses returned 

Mechanical Engineering 22 243 

Electrical Engineering 14 175 

Building 6 92 

Science 2 31 

Total 44 541 

Attitudes of Staff and Students 

The author took the questionnaires into the appropriate 

classrooms and explained the nature of the project and what 

was required of the student. Most lecturers agreed to 

distribute the questionnaires and many took the time and 

trouble to see that the students completed the sections 

satisfactorily. A few members of staff refused to have 

anything to do with the questionnaire on the grounds that 

it would consume valuable lecture time but the author's 

response to this was that the results would enable the college 

to improve its service to the students. Most of the 

attendance patterns of the students were on the basis of 

one day per week or just one evening per week and if a 

student was absent on the particular day one had to wait for 

a week before a second contact could be made. The completed 

questionnaire was collected the following week and, of 

course, a number of students defaulted on this. Some students 

wrote very little and by comparison others quite a lot, 

continuing on the reverse side of the paper. Transcriptions 

from tape recorded interviews would have been the ideal way 

to obtain the maximum information from the students but this 

would have needed a considerable extension of time and the 

assistance of the lecturers. 



No Course 

1 BP2D 

2 BCJAD 

3 BCJ2D 

4 BTCS2 

5 BIITBS1 

6 BHTBS2 

7 EI2AD 

8 EI3D 

9 EI4D 

10 EI5D 

11 ECS1 

12 ECS3D 

13 EICT1 

14 EICT2 
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Table 2 

Questionnaires 

15 

11 

12 

21 

20 

13 

14 

5 

16 

4 

21 

17 

11 

13 

Course Description 

Year 2 or 2-year Plumbing 
Craft Certificate course. 
NWRAC/ULCI exam 

Carpentry and Joinery Advanced 
Craft Certificate - 1 year 
course 

Year 2 of 2-year Carpentry and 
Joinery Craft Certificate course 

Level 2 TEC Certificate 
programmes in Civil Engineering 
Studies 

Level 4 TEC Higher Certificate 
programme in Building Studies 

Level 5 TEC Higher Certificate 
programme in Building Studies 

Year 2 of 2-year C&G Electrical 
Installation Part 1 course 

I-year course for C&G Electrical 
Installation Work Part 2 exam 

2-year course for the Electrical 
Installation Work Course 'C' 
Cert. - with EI5D below 

see 9 

Year 1 of Craft Studies in 
Electrical and Electronic Engi
neering Part 1 - see 12 

Year 3 of Craft Studies in 
Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering - Part 3, C&G Cert. 

I-year block release course for 
the C&G Part 1 Electrical 
Installation exam 

I-year block release course for 
the C&G Part 2 Electrical 
Installation Certificate 



15 ET1AD 

16 ET1BD 

17 ET2D 

18 ET3D 

19 EHT1 

20 ETC4 

21 MD41'2 

22 1!D4' 2J 

23 M31D 

24 MCF1 

25 MVT3D 

26 MVT4 

27 MTMV2 

28 MCM2'1 

29 MCM2'2 

30 MCW3 

31 MCF81 

32 MC82 

33 MT82 

34 MTS5 
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8 

12 

13 

14 

10 

17 

14 

18 

21 

14 

14 

8 

9 

8 

14 

5 

13 

8 

8 

4 

Level 1 TEC Electrical 
Engineering Cert. 

Duplicate of 15 

Level 2 TEC Electrical Engi
neering Cert. 

Level 3 TEC Electrical Engi
neering Cert. 

Level 4 TEC Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering Higher 
Cert. 

Part 2 of C&G Telecommunications 
Technician's Cert. (later TEC) 

Year 1 Marine Engineering Diploma 
course (FIT) 

Year 2 for 21 

Endorsements for the Marine 
Engineering OND: to be replaced 
by a Higher TEC qualification 

Craft-Basic Engineering 
(Fabrication) 

Year 1 of C&G 390 Motor Vehicle 
Technician Part 2 course 

Year 2 for 25- a 2-year course 

Level 2 - TEC Motor Vehicle 
Technician's Cert. 

Year 1 - Craft Engineering 

Year 2 for 28 

1-year Welding Craft course 
beyond C&G 215 

Year 1 - Craft Basic Ship
building Engineering 

Year 2 for 31 

Level 2 TEC Shipbuilding Cert. 

Level 5 TEC Shipbuilding Higher 
Cert. 
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35 MTM1 16 Level 1 TEC Mechanical & 
Production Engineering Cert. 

36 MTM2 15 Level 2 for 35 

37 MTM3 23 Level 3 for 36 

38 MTF1 2 Level 1 TEC Fabrication & 
Welding course 

39 MTF2 9 Level 2 for 38 

40 MTF3 11 Level 3 for 39 

41 MTF4 5 Level 4 for 40 

42 MTF5 4 Level 5 for 41 

43 ST3A 22 Level 3 TEC Science Technician 
Cert. 

44 STHC1 9 Level 4 TEC Science Technician 
Higher Cert. 
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Classification of the Returned Questionnaires 

Table 2 shows how the questionnaires have been grouped by 

courses. The columns have the following meanings: 

column 1 

column 2 

column 3 

column 4 

just a reference number 

the course classification code 
eg B for Building 

the number of questionnaires returned 

a short description of the course 

Table 3 shows how the questionnaires were grouped for 

processing. For example, the first group consists of all 

questionnaires and is identified by the letter A. The 

numbers in the first column are those in the first column 

of Table 2. 

Table 3 

Group of questionnaires Reference Remarks 
processed letter 

1 to 44 A All 
21 to 42 B Mechanical 

7 to 20 C Electrical 

1 to 6 D Building 

43 to 44 E Science 

1 to 3, 11, 12, 24, F All craft 28 to 31 

4 to 6, 15 to 19, 27, G All technician 33 to 42 

3.3.4 Processing the Responses 

Tables 4, 5 and 6 represent the results of processing the 

responses to items 4, 6 and 7 respectively of the questionnaire. 

This does not include the descriptive part of item 4 of course. 

The actual processing of the responses is a matter of sorting 
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Table 4 

Group Job requires some No maths required Total 
maths 

Number % Number % 

A 463 86 78 14 541 

B 202 83 41 17 243 

C 156 89 19 11 175 

D 74 80 18 20 92 

E 31 100 0 0 31 

F 109 79 29 21 138 

G 182 84 35 16 217 

Table 5 

Group Have a computer No computer at Total 
at work work 

Number % Number % 

A 259 48 282 52 541 

B 118 49 125 51 243 

C 88 50 87 50 175 

D 26 28 66 72 92 

E 27 87 4 13 31 

F 50 36 88 64 138 

G 180 83 37 17 217 
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Table 6 

Group College computer College computer Total 
experience would be experience would not 
useful be useful 

Number % Number % 

A 413 76 128 24 541 

B 178 73 65 27 243 

C 144 82 31 18 175 

D 64 70 28 30 92 

E 27 87 4 13 31 

F 98 71 40 29 138 

G 180 83 37 17 217 

and counting and recording the gross counts for the various 

categories. This represents an enormous task for the human 

being when the data runs into hundreds and accuracy becomes 

threatened by fatigue .and external disturbances such as a 

telephone ringing. The best way is to use a machine and such 

a one exists in the form of a computer. Once the sorting job 

is taken care of the user of the system is then free to 

decide what to process and how to process the data. The 

machine must be suitably instructed or 'programmed' and 

the author developed a program to print out the results of 

the processing of the data. The responses were coded as 

digits as these could be easily identified by the computer 

and so the processing was assured. Several checks were 

performed periodically as without these the value of the 

program would be in doubt. No attempt was made to encode 

the written responses to item 4 because there were insufficient 

responses in any of the categories to, be able to make 

reasonable numbers. The author wrote a computer program to 
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process the encoded questionnaire responses and Appendix 3.2 

is a sample of the" printed output. 

3.3.5 Interpretation of the Tables 

Table 4 

Most of the responders realised that they use some mathe

matics at work, as seen from Group A. Scientists (mainly 

chemists, but not all users of chemistry) cannot get along 

without mathematics. Apart from Group E the other groups 

are remarkably consistent in their use of mathematics. 

Table 5 

About"half have a computer at work and those in Science and 

all the Technicians (group G) are outstanding from the other 

groups in respect of this. Two groups would be expected to 

make the maximum use of technology and craft workers to use 

computers minimally. Thus Building (which includes a small 

number of Civil Engineering and Architecture students) has 

the least use for the computer. As the use of modern 

technology expands due to reduced costs of equipment the use 

is expected to widen as happened with the pocket calculator. 

Table 6 

All groups are consistently high in their assessment of the 

advantages of college computer experience - the figure is 

76% - even though only 46% have a computer at work. This 

could indicate that the students are aware of current trends 

in industry. When viewing the consistency of the overall 

responses of the groups it should be noted that there is a 

wide range of academic levels of achievements of the students 

between groups, which levels range from that of the craft 

to that of the higher certificate level. 

Table 7 

This table summarises information extracted from item number 4 

on the questionnaire for each of the groups except the hlarine 

Engineers who came to the college straight from school and so 
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had not worked. The table is presented in three sections, 

each corresponding to one of the three departments (see 

Table 1). Each section is then further divided according 

to the courses in Table 2. This table then was the prime 

reason for the author offering to organise the questionnaire. 

Many of the items on the questionnaires for this table were 

common to the experiences of many students and have been 

recorded just once. The analysis of this information will 

concentrate mainly on common broad features such as the use 

of basic mathematics and will be dealt with in section 3.3.6. 

(See Table 7 at the end of this chapter, pp 66-74.) 

3.3.6 Observations on the Responses to Item 4 

This item was the cause of the author's interest in the 

questionnaire survey and why he offered to undertake it. 

The responses were varied and did not justify codifying so 

that they could be classified and analysed by using tables 

of categories. The impression was that a wide range of uses 

and job functions was captured in the survey and although 

this could be criticised because it makes coherent analysis 

difficult, the advantage of a broad overview of mathematics 

at work results. Many of the following points arise from 

impressions gained by reading through the responses many 

times and also after asking lecturers for some clarification 

of the terminologies used by the students. 

1 There is frequent reference to 'calculations' which 

implies that the mathematics was to a great extent 

numerical and that a formula was often involved. The 

phrase 'evaluation of a formula' also occurred and again 

it can be assumed that calculating is taken as 

synonymous with formula evaluation for some people. 

2 Measuring in its many forms seemed to be quite a common 

task and on reflection calculations are usually carried 

out before certain measures can be estimated, eg in the 

case of area. Reading an instrument or a drawing is 

also measuring. 
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3 When reference is made to measuring or measurement this 

is usually within the context of a task which could be 

to make something or supply materials to a given 

specification. 

Examples are: 

stress calculations implying structures 

sheet metal measurement for tanks 

costing a project, eg a building, and 

sizing a cutting tool for manufacturing. 

4 The reference to 'lengths of welded joints' (second item 

under MT35, Table 7) is worthy of further consideration. 

The length of the joint is one of the contributing factors 

to the final cost of the welded joint. As an example, 

consider two hollow steel tubes which are to be welded 

at an angle: the British Steel Corporation supplies 

the diagram [56] which illustrates how the calculation 

of the joint length is made. The formula is given (the 

joint is usually non-planar) and also a table of 

lengths for which certain parameters are required. There 

are two important points to be noted in respect of the 

evaluation of the formula: first, the tube cross-section 

parameter is the diameter, not the radius as is taught 

in schools; second TI has not been taken as 22/7 which 

is a value so deeply entrenched in schools that it is 

often believed to be the prime value. The reality of 

the diameter as a circle measure is driven home when 

mensuration formulae have to be related to cylinders, 

tubes, tanks, etc, in industry. Here then is a case 

for 'education' to learn from industry what is required 

at work. The formula gives the approxi.mate length of 

the perimeter of the ellipse there being no formula from 

which to compute the exact value: this is a difference 

between real applications of mathematics and the exercises 

of school mathematics, certainly in those up to GCE O-level 

where each problem has an answer. The author uses this 

example with engineering students who have to compute 
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the length of the weld in order to estimate how much it 

would cost to make. They cannot accept the fact that 

there is no formula as there is for the circumference 

of a circle. 

5 Algebra can be read into most of the calculations although 

it is in the main the manipulative algebra associated 

with school leaving examinations. 

6 Imperial and metric units are required and their relation

ships for conversions and dual units can be seen on 

many commodity labels in shops and industrial supply 

warehouses. The oil industry still uses imperial measure 

for its pipes as this is an agreed international standard 

and any changes would have to involve many countries. 

7 In the Mechanical Engineering section there is quite a 

wide range of mathematical techniques involved with 

circle mathematics being quite common. A change of job 

in this field would probably mean some change in the 

mathematics involved and lead to the need to recall 

school or post-school course work. 

8 Although the logarithm is no longer required to assist 

in performing calculations because of the availability 

of the electronic pocket calculator, this survey reminds 

one that the logarithmic function is stil~ current and 

important in, for example, science and electronic 

engineering. 

9 Ratio and percentage are fairly common, particularly in 

the science field. 

10 Statistical calculations seem to be confined to science 

yet it is unusual to find a mathematics syllabus without 

the topic: for example most GCE O-level syllabuses have 

Statistics as an integral or optional topic and BTEC 

Mathematics syllabuses also feature Statistics. This 
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must prompt the question 'where does one find relevant 

examples when teaching the subject to engineers?' 

11 In a most comprehensive investigation through a case 

study into numeracy and its relationship to the needs 

of industry, Dickson [57] not only looked at a group of 

craft apprentices at work but also investigated their 

school experiences. One of her calculations was that 

some of the mathematics teachers displayed ignorance of 

the practical applications of their subject within 

industry. Some feedback to schools of a survey similar 

to this· one might help to make teachers better informed 

so that the service to pupils could make a more 

relevant contribution to life after school. 

3.4 Some Conclusions of a General Nature 

1 Mathematics is used to quantify something with a physical 

meaning. 

2 Measurement and mathematics are closely related at work 

with the mathematics being invoked by the need for 

measurement. 

3 Sometimes the measurement is 'direct'; that is it is 

carried out by reading an instrument and the only mathe

matics involved is that related to approximation (this 

is seen later in Chapter 4). 

4 Basic Mathematics and Arithmetic are a fair description 

of much of the mathematics encountered across the fields 

surveyed. 

5 Deductive and analytical mathematics such as is found 

in the BTEC level two and three units does not seem to 

be used. 
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6 Sometimes the computer can deal with computational 

mathematics more efficiently than the human being and 

it is seen to be useful in the industrial environment: 

the students usually trust the computer. There is also 

much popular support for the computer by the media and 

the many college courses of the 'appreciation' type 

which are offered. The efforts in schools to provide 

'computer education' is supported by the government 

which funds half the cost of the first computer must 

also mean that industry recruits school-leavers with 

some experience. 

7 Technology is ever present in measurement whether it is 

mechanical technology as in the use of instruments or 

electronic technology as in the use of digital electronic 

balances. 

8. A simple overall deduction would be that mathematics 

does not exist in isolation at work for its own sake 

but is related directly or indirectly to a final product 

thus integrating mathematics and technology. That 

mathematics and measurement are related seems to be 

indicated by many of the responses in Table 7. This 

strengthens the suggestion in this direction which came 

out of the case study of Chapter 2. 



Building 

BP2D 
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Table 7 

Mathematics at Work 

Calculating heat losses with formulae 

Working out wages bonus 

Ordering pipes and other materials 

BCJAD 

Estimating, calculating 

Simple measuring 

Checking calculations plus small design work 

Reading drawings and calculating from them 

Building calculations; costing 

Working out wages bonus 

BCJ2D 

Cutting wood to size 

Estimating job costs 
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BTCS2 

Stress calculations. 

Measurements and costing analysis. 

Some calculations. 

Determination of stresses, strains and negative buayancy. 

Counting; calculation of areas and volumes. 

Calculations fOr bricklaying and plastering and schedules. 

Basic arithmetic calculations. 

BHTBS~ 

Trigonometry and the use of the theodolite~ 

Structural calculations for plumbing runs • 

. Measuri-ng, counting, estimates, office work and ac=unts. 

3eam and structural calculations. 

Heat loss '" structural and drainage calculations. 

Calculation of bending moments and loa.ds for structures. 

Mainly arithmetic._ 

BHTBS2 

Costing j 'Jbs. 

Trigonometry and related calculati'Jns. 

Structural calculations. 

General and trigonometric calculations •. 

Calculation of areas, vol~~es and final accounts. 
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Elect.,.ical and Electronic Engineering 

EI2AD 

Calculation of voltage drop, fusing factors and ambient 

temperature fuse ratings._ 

Transformer primary and secondary calculati~ns. 

Electrical properties ~f wire, Ohm's Law and p~wer 

calculations. 

Circuit loads, power and cable size calculations. 

Application of Standard ~egulatio!ls._ 

EI3D 

Measuring sizes of cables~ 

Fuse rating cal~-'_l",tions. 

EI4D 

-Measurements, current ratings, calculation of Current loal 

Reading of meters, verniers and micrometers. 

Basic, maths.-

iVle asuring. 

EI5D 

Calculations. 

ECSl 

Reading micrometers_ 

Evaluation of formulae. 

Electrical calculations. 

ECS3D _____ 

Simple calculations.-

Sheet metal calculations, e.g. area of a circle. 

Sizes of wire and insulating-material. 

Transformer ratios and ~agnetisation curves. 

Resistor, inductor and power calculations. 
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ET3D 

Costing of equipment. 

Calibration. 

Electrical calculations and measurements. 

Imperial to metric conversions •. 

Earth loop impedance calculations. 

ERTl 

Time constants in electronic circuits~ 

Calculation of circuit component values. 

Cable sizes, space needed .. 

Quote :"---name a job where maths never appears at all." 

Calculations for timing devices : hexadecimal calculations. 

Circuit maintenance and development. 

ETC4 

Frequency and radio calculations. 

Formulae for specifications. 

Component ratings. 

Calculation of circuit parameters •. 

Time sheets for jobs~ 

Simple Or~'s Law calculations. 

iiIechanical Engineering 

:.m4l ' 2, ,,;:J4' 2J and ?i31D ",re f1.l1l-t i:ne ;,larine ?ngine E'ring 

au-crentice cadets without job experience and arE' not -- -
therefore included in this analysis • 
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EICTl 

Circuit values, cable sizes., 

Volume, cable lengths and sizes. 

Simple maths._ 

Calculating the amount of cable needed under Regulation, 

Ohm's Law and resistivity calculations. 

EICT2 

Cable calculations~ 

Fower-and resistance. 

Power factor, cable sizes and current ratings. 

ET1AD 

Circuit design calculations~ 

Pricing for projects. 

Ohm's Law. 

ETIED 

Power' and current calculations. 

Lathe and milling machine speeds - checking. 

ET2D 

Analysis of laboratory results with statistics. 

Cable sizes and ratings. 

Current loads, conduit calculations. 

Formulae. 

Accounts, tariff comparisons, % error on meters~ 

[,1easuring dimensions and vol tages. 
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IvlCFL 

General maths. 

Sizes and circle di~~eters. 

Circle and trigonometric calculations. 

Pipe calculations. 

MVT3D 

Conversion of measures angles fOr steering. 

Pints to li'tres. 

Wages, bonus and overtime. 

Experiments with car engines. 

MVT4 

Engine codes. 

Gear ratio-s. 

iliTi.1V2 

i;!easurement s, adjustments .. 

Tolerances, timing and injection points. 

JICl.l2 'I 

Dimensions on engineering drawings. 

Calculating cutting speeds and feeds. 

Converting sizes and measuring. 

MTM:!'2 

Cutting speeds. 

Calculation for removal of metal in conjunctton with' 

compression ratio alterations. 

Reading the vernier and ~icrometer. 

'Nork out angles and feods for lathes. 

7'ork',ng out hole positions. 
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Pipe fabrication and formulae. 

Ratio, ar"a, logarithms and trigonometry. 

i/!CFSl. 

Plating calculations e.g. for cylinder work. 

F:Jrmulae. 

MCS2 
, 

Circle area, Pythagoras. 

Geometry •. 

Marking off plates developing lengths etc. 

MTS2 

Ship design. 

Plan dimensions. 

30at displacements, calculations. 

Arithmetic on measurements : scaling. 

MTS5 

Weights, plate sizes for ordering. 

Lengths of welded joints. 

ilia.1dng of steel faorications. 

Calculating lengths in imperial dimensions. 

Calculations f or lathes anc.l !nicr:JZ!leters. 

Cutting speods, threads, tapers and angles. 

Sizes for rr:arking 01.lt jobs. 

Gear ratios, feed speeds. 

Using sine bars as in ~TM1. 

Calculations. 
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~1TM3 

Algebra, trigonometry and conversions. 

Sizes, tolerances, angles. 

Costing". 

Calculating weights, journey distances,peri~ds of rest, 

expenses and delivery times. 

Reading verniers and micrcrmeters~ 

Calculations On drawings. 

Sizes of cutting to~ls, angles. 

Boiler calculati~ns for water treatment. 

For re-grinding of a. lathe tOO"l. 

Technical calculations - pressure drops, torque and stress. 

MTFl. 

Drill speeds. 

'Il~rking out sizes ~f metal for jobs. 

MTF2 

Bending allowances, triangulation and using pi. 

Bonus calculations. 

Area, volume and trigonometry: how many parts can be cut 

from a bar? 

Use of pi : allowances for thickness of metal. 

Calculation of dimensions. 

:aTF3 

Bending allowances. 

Area and true length. 

Norms, percentages, totals: stress calculations. 

True lengths ( developments). 

Calculations from drawings e.g. cylindec- volume. 
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Calculations of lengths and for bends in metal. 

Mathematics for construction. 

Circumference of pipes. 

MTF4 

Labour and material costs. 

Bend allowances. 

Sizes of job, circumference etc~ 

{t1TF5 

Calculating size and strength of a welded jOint. 

Plate area, weld size, stresses on welded and fabricated 

components. 

ST3A 

Tabulating data: substituting results into fo!'mulae. 

Averages, st~~da!,d deviations and· simple statistics. 

Processing. experimental !'esults with the calculator. 

Titration calculati~s. 

Rates of flow, concentrations of adcitives. 

,tlo1ari ty, kinetiCS, concentrations. 

Graphs. 

Partition coefficients. 

Assay limits. 

;,iolarity calculations: use compute!'. 

Formulae. 

STECl 

General calculations for percentage. 

Sizing treatment plants and design adjustments. 

Basic calculations for liffiits, construction of charts. 

Dsing set formulae, qu~~titative analyeis and statistics. 
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, 
CHAPTER 4 

A CASE STUDY: MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS IN THE 

PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY 

4.1 Introduction 

The prevalence and importance of basic mathematics in 

industry has been demonstrated and discussed in previous 

chapters. A case with problems at this level which has been 

encountered will now be described together with appropriate 

remedial action, determined in consultation with industry. 

There were certain constraints and in this and other respects 

differences between this provision and that of formal Further 

Education will be indicated. A most important aspect of the 

course of instruction provided is the close relationship to 

applications. Attitudes of workers and management are also 

considered. Much useful background information was obtained 

from interviews with the workers about themselves. After an 

in-depth investigation of the production line tasks and what 

is required of the workers in carrying out these tasks, it 

became clear that mathematics, science and technology came 

together as an 'integrated'whole through the requirements of 

the production tasks. 

4.2 Background 

Publicity for college courses is usually through agencies 

such as the press, libraries and by sending a copy of the 

college prospectus to each recorded employer of students 

registered for courses. One response to this-was a letter 
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(Appendix 4.1) from a local company manufacturing, and 

carrying out research in relation to, pharmaceutical products. 

The author was asked to respond to this .letter and as a result 

a meeting was arranged with the Personnel Development Manager, 

the Production Manager and the Assistant Production Manager. 

The first and subsequent meetings produced: 

1 information on difficulties experienced with mathematics 

2 permission for each of the workers concerned to be inter

viewed 

3 a lecture scheme, and 

4 certain management constraints. 

The author was concerned about the attitudes of the workers 

to instruction in mathematics which was prime to their jobs 

because they could interpret this as lack of confidence in 

their competence by the management and this would cause them 

to resist any efforcs to help them. The response to this was 

that they (the workers) had been prepared for the course of 

lectures. Thus it would appear that all the author had to do 

was to carry out a course of instruction. But the fact that 

this was to be the first course of its kind in the company 

left the author feeling a little uneasy about the feelings 

of the workers towards being told how to carry out some of 

their tasks when that was what they had already been doing. 

'A strategy would have to be evolved to deal with this situation. 

4.3 The Production Line Mathematics 

The management discussions revealed some of the difficulties 

the workers were experiencing and the following list 

summarises these: 

1 reading a balance/scal~to a given accuracy and interpreting 

the reading 

2 use of the four rules with integers and decimals 
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3 underscanding where to put the decimal point after a 

calculation, or relating the decimal point to units 

4 converting between different metric units 

5 the evaluation of A as P% of B (eg P = 1/4) 

6 changing a quantity by adding to it a percentage of it 

7 using specific gravity to convert volume to mass or 

mass to volume. 

* The technical term for any weighing device is 'balance' 

although the term 'scale' is also used. Any term which 

has an unambiguous meaning within the context of its use 

will be acceptable. 

At this point it is relevant to consider how these mathematical 

tasks relate to the formal Further Education courses provided 

by various bodies. Here 'mathematics' includes not just 

formal operations on numbers but interpreting numbers in 

relation to physical attributes such as volume, weight and 

percentage loss in weight. Such calculations as are involved 

are within the levels of attainment as required by industry 

and commerce. The City and Guilds of London Institute [7 ], 

an organisation with national and international standing, 

provides foundation courses for commerce and industry starting 

at a foundation level; an example of the basic level of 

mathematics required can be seen from the Numeracy component 

of the Institute's Foundation Certificate (Science Industries) 

course [58]. A body which provides a testing service to 

industry is the National Foundation for Educational Research, 

and its Assessment of Clerical Aptitude test [59] interrelates 

literacy and numeracy by testing 'perception of text .•. and 

simple arithmetic skills'. There have been many studies 

devoted to the problems at work with basic mathematics. 

Rees [60] observed that the school-leaver experienced problems 

in selection tests during the early stages of training and 

in further education. Fitzgerald [61] has attempted to 

define the mathematical requirements for young entrants to 
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industry in the early stages, while the Institute of 

Mathematics and its Applications actually brought together 

trainers from five industrial situations in order to 

specify (with examples) what their particular industries 

required of the school-leaver. An in-depth research project 

by Matthews [62] attempted to state the relationship between 

school learning experiences and first-year craft training in 

the engineering industry. Most of these studies are concerned 

with the problems of those yet to leave school, or are about 

to leave, or have just left. But what about the problems 

of the matured (not aged) school-leaver when confronted with 

mathematics in the job when the recollections of past mathe

matical studies have become dimmed? Such cases will be seen 

when the backgrounds of the workers are analysed further in 

this chapter. If the worker fresh from school has problems, 

then those of the matured worker must be more acute. An 

example of what school studies may have excluded or failed 

to consider adequately is the electronic calculator and how 

to use it sensibly as well as correctly. At the conference 

'Mathematics in Industry' [63] the main speakers were from 

the Pilkington Glass Company and I G Davies, Head of Research 

and Development Services, emphasised strongly three needs: 

1 to teach the use of imperial and metric units in school 

2 to equip school-leavers with some computer knowledge, and 

3 to teach the use of the electronic pocket calculator. 

All these are applicable to the production mathematics of 

this case study except for imperial units. Yet the school

leaver without formal knowledge of imperial units would find 

this lack a hardship in the oil (pipe fittings) and glass 

(rolls out in miles per hour) industries. Imperial and metric 

units are also found together: J K R Agriculture [64] 

advertises bulk storage tanks with capacity in gallons, outside 

dimensions in feet and inches and the plate thickness in 

millimetres. Another field in which formal school education 

differs from what is required in industry is that of 

electronic devices which can be grouped under the general 
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heading of Information Technology [65] and of which the 

commonest examples are the pocket calculator and the micro

computer. History shows that the computer was a commercially 

viable piece of equipment thirty years ago in the form of 

LEO [66]: in schools there is still controversy over the 

use of the calculator, and evaluation and assessment of the 

use of a computer from the primary school level up has yet 

to be seen in any measure. Thus education beyond school, 

ie for work, could contradict the ideas of good practice in 

schools, but if that is the requirement it falls to Further 

Education to provide it in conjunction with industry. When 

it is known what has to be provided a better provision can be 

made. Thus it seems that it is more appropriate to consider 

the needs of each industrial unit rather than search for a 

general mathematical education which will satisfy all: then 

perhaps some generalisations can be made. But what else is 

required to go with the mathematics - for it cannot be just 

pure mathematics at this level? To answer this a closer 

look at the production tasks of this case study and those who 

carry them out is required. 

4.4 The Interviews 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The production workers who were to form the class students 

would be facing their lecturer with each side knowing very 

little about the other and this could lead to learning 

inhibitions. In educational establishments some student 

information is transmitted via an enrolment form or a pre-course 

interview. This was discussed with the management, and the 

author explained that besides obtaining educational background 

information an interview might help to alleviate inhibitions 

regarding going back to the cl~ssroom, perhaps after a 

considerable lapse of time for some. Also, as this project 

was viewed by the author as an excellent opportunity for a 

research exercise, it was important to accumulate as much 
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basic information as possible with a view to using it later 

on. Such information would have to be obtained at opportune 

times: for example it would be unwise to ask a member of a 

class in front of the others: 

At what age did you leave school? 

The management agreed to the author's suggestions and at one 

stage the author was told with a smile 'you are very keen ... ' 

which indicated approval for a procedure which it was felt 

was totally unexpected but soon found to be necessary and 

acceptable. 

4.4.2 Recording at the Interviews 

A record of the discussions must be kept and if possible 

this should include notes on attitudes, etc. A sound tape

recorder would be ideal for this and once accepted would free 

both sides from constraints. However, without discussing it 

with the management, the author rejected this in case the 

recorder would inhibit free discussion and at worst abort a 

discussion at the very start. Also, an objection by one 

person could lead to similar attitudes from others through 

personal influences. It was therefore decided to make written 

notes during the interviews and as soon as possible afterwards 

enlarge these from memory as necessary. 

4.4.3 What is wanted from the Interviews? 

The first requirement is a willingness of the interviewee to 

talk freely and discuss difficulties without inhibitions. 

Useful information can be set down under the following headings: 

1 school and post-school education 

2 difficulties experienced in the job 

3 personal remedies for difficulties 

4 personal mathematical techniques used, and 

5 attitudes to receiving tuition. 
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In the synopsis of the incerviews the following key is used 

to classify the information: 

Q for qualifications 

E for job experiences 

D for difficulties with mathematics 

G for general comments and observations 

S for attitudes to joining a study group 

C for author's comments and observations 

The interviews were arranged by work function as follows: 

Coating - where tablets and capsules are coated 

Compression - where tablets are formed 

Granulation - where the ingredients for tablets are prepared 

Pharmacy - where bulk ingredients are dispensed. 

The workers were of mixed sexes and it came back to the author 

that the ladies would be interviewed but only together as one 

group. This was accepted as the alternative was no interviews 

for them. There were to be three groups of men (they out

numbered the women) which will be coded as GI, G2 and G3. 

The seven women will not be identified separately but the men 

will be coded, for example, as GIB, which means the second 

person in the first group. Within each group there were 

workers with experience of different manufacturing sections 

and several had worked in more than one section. 

4.4.4 The Interview Arrangements 

Sufficient time was provided for the interviews which had to 

be carried out within the constraints of production schedules. 

The workers had been primed to the effect that 'someone from 

the college would be coming to set up classes' but beyond this 

they did not know what to expect except that there would be 

an interview, which was voluntary, as indeed was joining a 

class. It was decided to use first names: the author would 
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introduce himself as Stan and it was hoped that this would 

encourage a relaxed and friendly atmosphere, conducive to a 

free flow of information. The interview room used depended 

on what would be available and ranged from the medical centre 

reception room to a board room. Each worker would come 

straight from work and be allowed to change out of working 

clothes. There now follow synopses of what was said at the 

interviews. The notes were written either during the inter

views or between interviews or from memory after the conclusion 

of an interviewing session. The total interviewing time was 

about seven hours. 

G1A 

(Q) City & Guilds Full Tech. Business Studies Certificate; 

had started an Institute of Works Management course 

(E) Cadbury's chocolate factory; wholesale meat warehousing -

redundant 

(D) None 

(G) Others have difficulties: if you are fresh from school or 

young then you have no problems. Mainly the older ones 

who have problems. There has been apprehension about 

G1B 

the interviews/course for a number of days and some 

think it means a change of job. We work in twos and 

usually they consult me if they have any difficulties. 

Others have difficulty in reading a scale, a drum weight 

to one place of decimals, or in converting from say 

510.03 kg to whole units in the form of 

510.03 kg ~ 510 kg + 30 g 

(Q) Studied some mathematics at school. No formal qualifications 

(E) With Lever Bros., manufacturers of soap products 

(D) No problems 
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(G)" Had a 'watchdog' job at Levers and so plenty of time to 

read. He worked in a group and they would set each 

other problems out of a mathematics book. Today children 

are not learning basics but their range of education is 

greater (eg microwaves, electronics, computers) with 

only a superficial knowledge of many topics. His own 

children now grown up and married but he has observed 

their education. Hobby is boats/sea fishing and he has 

taken a course in trawling. He spoke at length about 

boats. Mathematics is implied in navigation aids, through 

radar and electronics equipment which replaces mathe

matics. The choice of a hobby can influence one's mathe

matical experiences and knowledge: sailing is a good one 

for this. 

(S) No. But he did join a group 

(C) Note how mathematics is related to other things or do 

they relate to mathematics? 

G1C 

(Q) Nothing formal 

(D) None, as just simple arithmetic is involved 

(G) Others have difficulty with working out ~% or i% of say 

1000 kg. There is plenty of time to do the calculations 

and they all seem to get there in the end. 

(S) Yes 

(C) The 1000 kg quoted in his example could have been any 

weight 
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G1D 

(Q) O-level English and CSE in Elementary Mathematics 

(D) None 

(G) Only elementary arithmetic is involved and your work is 

always checked by another worker or the supervisor 

(S) No 

G1E 

(Q) Army training certificate 

(E) Some years in the army 

(D) Percentage - did not do it at school but I picked it up 

in the last three years. One can ask the supervisor or 

the others, work in pairs and re-work the calculation 

until you both agree. There are so many different ways 

of working out percentage, which one should be used? 

Example: t% of 500 would be 1.3 but someone using a 

different method would show it as 0.13. 

(S) Yes 

G1F 

(Q) No school qualifications; 11+ failure. No CSE at the 

time. Had done decimals and the four rules 

(E) Present: works out the weight of a drum which has to 

contain 20000 tablets 

(D) Would like to move round (flexible working) and this would 

require knowledge of percentage which he had never done 

(G) Wants to learn as much as possible about all jobs on the 

line - anything and everything 
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(S) Yes 

(C) He gave a clear explanation of his job function 

Group 2 

G2A 

(Q) CSE grade 4 in mathematics: ULCI motor vehicle certificate 

after 3 years in college 

(D) Percentage. Imperial to metric conversions - personal 

interest 

(G) Good explanation of his job. Wants to learn about litres 

and millilitres etc. Some people perform calculations 

by rote but do not always understand why 

(S) Yes. Very willing to join a group. Thank you 

(C) Nephew of G2B 

G2B 

(Q) None. At school all units were imperial 

(E) Worked in the food industry all his life 

(D) Metrication. Conversions between units. Decimal 

arithmetic alright. Would need metric units for the 

Pharmacy 

(G) Older people have difficulties - a mistake to have gone 

metric 

(S) Yes. Pleased to join a group. 'I could help by suggesting 

different approaches to others if you could not get 

through to them' 

(C) The Pharmacy seems to be a challenge or a desired goal 
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G2C 

(Q) None. The mathematics he uses was not done at school 

(D) No problems - at my age do I need to learn? But if I 

move to the Pharmacy, volume calculations will be needed 

(S) Not willing to study at first but on suggesting that he 

could help others by discussing different ways of doing 

things and stating that the study atmosphere would be 

informal he agreed to join. 'Thanks very much' 

(C) Study probably has associations with school - for children, 

not adults 

G2D 

(Q) Left school at 13 years of age and had never done any of 

the required mathematics before 

(E) Helps his son to run a public house on a part-time basis. 

Works in Compression but has worked in Coating. He has 

opted for flexible working - to work in any section 

(D) Decimals, metric units and percentage 

(G) His children had done well - he helped and encouraged them 

and hopes that they will encourage their children 

(S) He hinted that perhaps he was too old to learn but agreed 

that he would join a group to help and encourage others 

(C) Good attitude to learning - one like him in each group 

would encourage others to learn 

Group 3 

G3A 

(Q) None from school 

(E) Twelve years with this firm 
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(D) Percentage. Expressing the weight of a small quantity 

of an additive in mg when it is read from the scale as 

say 0.005 g 

(G) Others have the same difficulties 

(8) Very willing to learn. If we learn about percentage then 

we will be alright for other jobs 

(C) He had experienced initial difficulties but had learned 

what to do mechanically but would like to understand 'why' 

G3B 

(Q) None - not very good at school 

(E) Is fully flexible on the production line, ie has tried 

and is willing to try the lot and is accepted as such 

(D) No idea of volumes - but it is needed. Also need some 

information on percentage and a general course for the 

j~ 

(G) He had recommended such a course (with others) some time 

ago 

(8) Yes. Very willing to learn 

(C) Once more the idea of a general course emerges to suit all 

jobs 

G3C 

(Q) None. Had not done much at school and anyway had forgotten 

a lot 

(D) Feed in numbers to the calculator and read the answers 

on the display. This is done by knowing the correct 

routines but not why they work. Difficulty also with 

percentage 
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(G) Wants to know more about mathematics in general 

(S) Yes. Would like to learn about anything - it all helps 

(C) 'Understanding' keeps coming through 

G3D 

(Q) Grade D, O-level mathematics 

(E) Has spent 18 months in the Pharmacy 

(D) So far no problems with the work. Have learned how to 

convert litres to kilograms using specific gravity 

(G) When this course idea was discussed the older ones did 

not seem to like the 'back to school' idea having left 

school many years ago. 

(S) No personal problems but the older ones have problems at 

first yet seem to manage 

(C) In spite of what Tim says about the older ones not liking 

the idea of 'school' again, some of them must have changed 

their ideas during the interview judging by the willingness 

to study. 

G3E 

(Q) None 

(E) Had worked for Lever Bros. (soap etc) in the animal food 

section about 15 years ago 

(D) Arithmetic with the four rules (but can cope the long way), 

percentage, and specific gravity 

(G) If flexible working is undertaken then a broader base of 

arithmetic will be required 

(S) Yes 

(C) Seemed a little apprehensive at first - perhaps not 

knowing what to expect 
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G3F 

(Q) O-level Geography and English 

(D) None 

(G) Uses the calculator for specific gravity calculations 

(S) Yes 

(C) Not as forthcoming as some of the others but then he had 

accepted the course without dissent 

G3G 

(Q) CSE Mathematics - no grade given 

(D) None 

(S) Willing to join a group to help others 

G3H 

(Q) Some success in a National Certificate second year course 

in engineering 

(E) Inspector on a tool production line 

(D) Percentage - a long time since this was studied. Carry 

out specific gravity calculations but don't understand 

why they work 

(G) Use the calculator but get a rough estimate first -

important with the calculator 

(S) Yes. Will it enable me to work flexibly? 

G3I 

(Q) Grade 7 in O-level mathematics: 1 to 6 are passes and 

other grades are 6, 7 and U. This system of grading is 

no longer used 
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(E) Working in the Pharmacy 

(D) No problems 

(G) Would like a course for O-level mathematics 

(S) Would like to join a group 

(C) Seems keen to make good the O-level failure 

Group 4: The Ladies 

The author had received advance information that the female 

workers (the 'ladies') did not wish to be interviewed: on 

pursuing this it was found that they did not want to be inter

viewed individually but agreed to a 'group' interview which 

would be more like a discussion. It was then to be expected 

that this would reduce by a considerable amount what the 

individuals would disclose about themselves but, as a 

researcher, the author was willing to extract all possible 

information and then decide how useful it would be. Any move 

which would antagonise one or more of the workers could mean 

resistance to learning building up and put the project in 

jeopardy. Thus the only recordings from the ladies are as 

follows: 

(D) Changing units and percentages gave rise to difficulties 

(S) Attitudes to study were very negative at first but after 

a time it appeared that most really wanted to learn and 

remain as a group - but not mixed in with the men! 

(C) Once again percentage and units are found to be 

difficult. 

As a final note on all interviews it is worth recording that 

the author was occasionally asked about the effect that poor 

class performance might have on job security, but there was no 

intended connection between them as far as the ~anagement was 

concerned, although suspicions were there. 
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4.5 Production Line Photographs 

During the course of the lectures there was constant reference 

to particular equipment. It was not possible to leave the 

room in a group in order to see the actual piece of apparatus 

so the next best alternative was decided on, namely pictorial 

reproductions. The author obtained permission to go round 

the production line again with a guide and a photographer. 

The following reproductions were made: 

1 colour slides 

2 postcard size black/white prints for passing round (sets) 

3 large versions of (2), more detailed and suitable for 

copying 

4 black/white overhead projector transparencies 

which showed the same objects but reproduced using different ways. 

Descriptions of these are given in Appendix 4.2 and will be 

referred to later. The photographs became available towards the 

end of the sets of lectures and so were not fully used but 

have proved very useful for modules: see Chapter 7. The 

slides and transparencies were intended to cover a variety of 

user conditions such as not having a slide projector. 

Copies could also be made with a photocopier from the black/ 

white photographs. 

4.6 Applications of Mathematics to Production 

These have been obtained from discussions with production 

management staff, the workers and from the personal tour of 

the production line. Photograph references will be used to 

aid clarification. The omission of names of products and 

constituents has not been deliberate in some of the examples 

and it is felt that no further explanation of this is required. 

The examples, together with the working, are shown in 

Appendix 4.3 and are not intended to illustrate the ways in 
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which a particular problem is solved. It is important to 

note that these are the resul~ of real problems requiring a 

solution - there is little restriction on method or means of 

solution and from the interviews it can be seen that each 

person has some particular way of arriving at a solution. A 

feature of many mathematics courses and books is 'problem 

solving' but if real problems cannot be found, one can ask if 

it is worth bothering with the techniques. 

4.7 The Courses 

4.7.1 Organisation 

After negotiations with the management three groups were formed 

and each was allocated one and a half hours each week for 

three weeks. The time was to be made available within the 

working periods of the workers so that there would be no 

loss in earnings. The venue was to be on the company's 

premises but the same room could not be guaranteed to be 

available each week. The author supplied calculators so that 

each person would have the same model, which makes teaching 

how to use it much easier. Many had personal calculators and 

it was felt that the model chosen was not always the most 

suitable. The teaching periods were used sometimes for 

discussions and sometimes for formal lecturing as the needs 

dictated. The ability range within any group (no more than 

six in number, by intent) was considerable but that did not 

prove to be the problem that was expected; perhaps this was 

because all had experienced problems at one time and therefore 

there was more tolerance shown to those who required more 

attention. More than just mathematics was involved and the 

background to a calculation had to be explored and discussed -

but then this was teaching dedicated to'a topic - and this 

implied 'round the table' discussions, as well as formal 

tuition. 
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4.7.2 Prepared Notes 

The last occasion on which a worker had been issued with a 

sheet of paper connected with mathematics for the job was 

probably when attempting the entry test (Appendix 4.4) which 

consisted of pure arithmetic. It was explained that the 

material was for reference and in no way implied a test or 

enforced study; an A4 cardboard folder was also given to each 

person and a label so that course papers would be treated with 

some respect. Notes on numbers ,(Appendix 4.~ deal with: 

Interpretation of Numbers 

Fractions 

The Place Zero 

Named Units of Measure, and 

Percentage. 

The fourth sheet gives some equivalents between units, metric 

of course. Alternative uses of percentage are shown, together 

with some worked examples and alternative methods of performing 

the calculations. 

4.7.3 Worksheets 

A sample of work sheets constructed by the author is shown in 

Appendix 4.6. Some of these give practice of the four rules of 

arithmetic, and require an entry in one column to be made, 

the entries in the other having been made by the lecturer 

beforehand and then copies made for the class. 

The last two sheets provide examples on working with the concept 

of percentage, and certain conversions which are required when 

dealing with units which would be met at some point on the 

production line. This could raise difficulties when a worker 

was moved to a different section of the production line where 

the units of measurement were very much larger or very much 

smaller than those last experienced. 
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4.8 Observations From the Courses 

These will be given first for the students and then for the 

author. Separate groups will not be differentiated between 

since they were intended to be mixed in ability as well as 

with respect to production line jobs. 

4.8.1 The Students 

There should be a uniform way of writing a volume, ie 600 ml 

or 0.600 1 but 0.6 is wrong. 

The unit cc should go out altogether. 

Tablets should De given in g or mg. 

The supervisor's ability is sometimes doubted. 

If the supervisor has not been properly taught how can he 

instruct us? 

The worksheet for the conversion of units is very good. 

Converting between units was done by moving the decimal pOint 

at school; not very impressed with it. 

We like relating the position of the digits to units because 

by looking at a number it relates to kg or g or mg of a 

substance. 

We have not as yet had a general look round the whole plant 

and this would make our arithmetic more interesting. 

We need a lot of instruction on the calculator. 

We would like a longer course. 

The calculator is believed if it comes up twice with the same 

answer. 

G2B refused to do tests but one of the ladies asked him how 

he could become proficient without practice. 
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4.8.2 The Author 

Some particular reactions were noticed which were related to 

the nature of the project. There was some apprehension about 

submitting written work for appraisal in case a poor performance 

would be used to measure working ability and used to deny 

promotion. One person refused to carry out any written work 

at all because of this. The correct use of the calculator 

was not always understood and the blind acceptance of the 

correctness of anything that appeared on the display was 

consistent with other users at all levels, of both calculators 

and computers. On one occasion the calculator produced the 

same (incorrect) answer twice in succession and this was 

considered sufficient justification for it to be accepted as 

the correct answer. Agreement with another person's results 

was also accepted as a sign of correctness, and one was 

encouraged to work with another for the purpose of checking. 

When the author visited the Testing Room he asked the operator 

who was working out values of friability if she understood 

the method and she replied that she knew what to do with the 

instrument readings but not why the process gave the required 

result. 

Attitudes towards supervisors were sometimes ones of criticism, 

eg they would enter a log with .373 g instead of 0.373 g and 

the author asked for a sample log to be brought up to verify 

this. The danger in omitting the leading zero in front of 

the decimal point is that if the decimal point is feint then 

the interpretation could be 373 units. Thus a new field is 

brought in, ie written communication which is related to 

mathematics by the need for good practice. The problems which 

were discussed were referred to apparatus, ie something 

physical, which means that abstract arithmetic to these people 

was not acceptable as it is in schools and particularly as 

it must be for school examinations. Sometimes the impression 

was of the course 'pushing itself along', powered by the 

problems of the students, and the discussions were felt to be 

an important component of the learning. 
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4.9 Conclusions 

1 The course was non-conventional because of the absence of 

a fixed syllabus and an assessment examination, although 

some of the worksheet results were seen by the management. 

The workers showed a great deal of interest and liked to 

discuss problems - one way to learn. 

2 Most of the production line tasks (as indeed even those in 

the research laboratories) made use of some form of 

MEASUREMENT. 

3 The ways in which mathematical facts were communicated 

must be understood. 

4 Numbers were related to real things such as tablets and 

apparatus. 

5 Science and biology were ever-present, eg in antibiotics. 

6 Mathematics did not stand alone but was closely related 

to science and technology by measurement tasks: to have 

taught it in isolation would have been irrelevant and 

probably boring. 

It is worth noting at this point the relevance of the paper 

by Geoffrey Matthews and Margaret Seed [67] to 6 above, because 

they question the separation of mathematics and science in 

schools (equally true for education in other institutions). 

The work-place after all comes after school and the case study 

of this chapter highlights very clearly how mathematics and 

science do occur together in a way not usually experienced at 

school. The authors broaden their argument for 'integration' 

by stating: 

We have concentrated in this article on mathematics/ 

science co-operation but it is equally important to 

explore the considerable overlaps between mathematics 

and other disciplines particularly, perhaps, 

economics, geography, art and design, and home 

economics. 
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To this could be added a case for considering the overlap 

between science and technology as well as mathematics and 

technology, supported by the results of this case study. The 

reference in this paper to another technological facility, 

the computer, which at the time of publication was only 

obtainable as a very large and expensive item, by: 

' .••• a much subtler and more exciting task which 

the computer can perform is not only the analysis 

of the results of experiments, but also, in effect 

the carrying out of experiments themselves ..•. ' 

serves as areminder that the workers were also exposed to the 

computer when working in the Production Testing Unit where 

apparatus weighed individual tablets of a sample drawn from 

the production line, this being repeated at intervals. The 

statistics derived from the raw data were displayed by a 

computer printer; ·Appendix 4.2·, number 44 shows this. School 

experience of such a use for a computer, with the data being 

obtained by manual weighing of individual tablets (even lumps 

of sugar could be used to illustrate the method), would have 

been useful experience of mathematics integrated with technology 

(computer and weighing) from a real industrial environment. 

Perhaps then, this would have provided a meaningful use of the 

computer in preparation for employment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE INTERRELATED APPROACH IN TEACHING 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3 the analysis of mathematics at work across a 

number of disciplines showed how much of the mathematics was 

basic and related to measurement and technology associated 

with a particular task or area of work. In Chapter 4 the 

case study of mathematics in industry gave weight to the 

idea that mathematics, science and technology as well as 

communication are a not unusual mixture, one, so to speak, 

not being able to exist without one or more of the others. 

This idea of relationships was seen 

for the teaching to be meaningful. 

to be necessary 

Further support 

in order 

for this 

as an approach to teaching will be considered in the next 

section after which teaching strategies and materials will 

emerge to set down a~irm base for a new approach to teaching. 

Examples of teaching modules based on the fundamental concept 

of measurement will be illustrated for particular topics 

using the proposed interrelated approach. The importance of 

measurement will be highlighted by a tape/slide programme 

which was developed by the team which worked on the modules. 

5.2 Relationships in Education 

At the Conference on Mathematics for Engineers, Professor Davies 

[68] spoke about the changes taking place in the practice of 

engineering and about the role of the design engineer. He 

said:" 
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'The design engineer must always have an 

appreciation of the physical situation, sometimes 

the chemical situation as well ... but the ultimate 

reliability and economy of his design are 

determined by ... mathematical techniques ••.• 

Thus we have physics, chemistry, engineering and mathematics 

together. In a paper introducing an experiment in the 

teaching of elementary ideas of vectors, Hughes and Bajpai 

[69 ] suggest showing a film of a falling parachutist to 

children in order to enlighten the teaching of elementary 

vectors. This would bring in discussion and show the need to 

investigate the phenomenon as well as generating interest. 

It is too easy to forget or put to one side the idea that 

there is more to teaching than theory and facts: here we have 

been shown mechanics, mathematics, interest and communication. 

Still with the visual aspect of education, in the Lecturer's 

Notes for the BBC TV Engineering Craft Studies series [70] 

section 19 reads: 

19 Combining the principles 

Background 

One of the problems of teaching a fixed syllabus 

is the temptation to treat each topic SEPARATELY 

and without reference to the other syllabus content. 

The INTER-RELATION of some of the first year topics 

can be shown by following the stages in the manu

facture of a comparatively simple component from 

a drawing to the finished article. 

The notes go on to state that one of the aims is to consider 

how the syllabus topics relate to the manufacturing process. 

Shercliff [71], when writing about whether or not mathematics 

can form the heart of an engineering curriculum, states that 

mathematics can and should be the unifying factor. Where 

the aim is to produce versatile, creative people there are 

several compelling reasons for mixing the mathematics and other 
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subjects together. In the published submission of the Council 

of the Institute of Mathematics and its Applications to the 

Committee of Inquiry into the Teaching of Mathematics in 

Schools [72 l, it is made very clear that in schools the 

nature and relevance of mathematics are not understood and 

that the application of mathematics is vital to the maintenance 

of a technological society. Sawyer [73 l, when writing on 

avenues for the advancement of mathematical education suggests: 

•.. our chalk-and-talk method of teaching may have 

some analogy with the stone axe, and that some 

entirely different approach, with mathematics 

embedded in some purposeful, real situation, 

involving making and dOing, might lead to an 

altogether higher level of achievement. 

Sawyer has written a number of books aimed at a general 

readership which have been published in Pelican paperback 

editions [74 l. In a short (three page) article Matthews [75 1 
managed to cover briefly but positively ten topics on Mathe

matics Education from pre-school years up to the start of 

employment, writing from the strong position of many years of 

experience of the field. He comments on the isolation of 

mathematics as a subject thus: 

Probably the most urgent need in mathematics education 

is to look at ways of integrating the subject with 

the rest of the curriculum, the whole lot having a 

firm eye on the curriculum. 

At the basic mathematics level in Linking Skills to Applications 

[76 l, combining the learning of skills with their application 

is investigated using applications which are relevant to the 

student. A suggested relevant application of the decimal 

notation is the coloured digit on the car mileometer dial 

which represents tenths of a mile. The Department of Education 

and Science publication, Using Your Maths [77 l, which is 

aimed at the professional graduate level of use, also makes 

the case for relating mathematics to an application, thus: 
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There are very few opportunities for people 

concerned solely with pure mathematics. Maths 

is supremely a subject which combines with 

others for the great majority of those who use 

it in their working lives. For 'example, 

statisticians need a subject area to which to 

apply their particular skills ••• 

Bondi [78 1 has been critical of the education system which 

offers young people 'a false science prospectus' in placing 

too much emphasis on the results of scientific research and 

not enough on the acquisition of problem-solving and 

communication skills. Science should be made more attractive 

to much larger numbers of people. These views do not fit in 

with the usual 'subject' approach to science. Chadwick [79 1 
has reported a new dimension added to her science teaching, 

namely technology. As a science teacher at the primary school 

level she gave children the initial objective of 'making 

something' which after discussions was by agreement to be a 

concrete chess table. As she saw the technological approach, 

it was a strategy for problem solving, having an inbuilt 

formula which enables teachersto structure the curriculum and 

yet allow for plenty of open ended thinking. Using concrete 

involves science in the broadest interpretation and the 

Cement and Concrete Association gave plenty of assistance in 

many ways. Thus concrete relates many classroom subjects in 

an interesting and acceptable way without formal classroom 

teaching. 

Writing in Education in Chemistry, Knutton [80 1 singles out 

some of the changes in the national educational system in the 

last twenty years and one of these is 'integrated science' 

on which he comments: 

the pre-eminence formerly attributed to the 

separate sciences has come under attack. In most 

secondary schools pupils follow a combined!general! 

integrated science course in the first two years. 
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In later years specialisation continues to occur 

••• which has been questioned by HMI ... and 

teaching across subject boundaries is a cause 

for concern among many science teachers. 

Further support for the idea of accommodating relationships 

between subjects in teaching arose in the one hundred and 

fifty-first meeting of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science [81 1. This featured for the first 

time a Mathematics Section. Professor Kendall's Presidential 

Address was 'Mathematics and the Humanities' which is another 

relationship for mathematics, perhaps unexpected by many. 

Removing the possibility of a pure mathematician being too 

pure seems to have been the idea behind the letter from the RSA 

which was printed in Lift-Off, Number 9, which shows that the 

Department of Education and Science [82 1 had endorsed the 

idea of secretarial teachers teaching mathematics and so 

relating it to their subject. Incidentally, it also looks as 

though the Royal Society of Arts was looking for some support 

from the new, though not inexperienced organisation, Lift-Off. 

The book Accounting Through Numeracy [83 1 supports this last 

theme and in context reinforces the learning of elementary 

mathematical principles by frequent applications to practical 

situations. 

In the newer technologies which developed from microelectronics 

innovations, robotics is one of the technologies which has 

implications for changes in education arid training. The 

opinion that there is a ground need for the multidisciplinary 

education of robot specialists is strongly held. 

Professor Keith Rathmill, in Management Today [84 1, maintains 

that the traditional boundaries between the degree disciplines 

are breaking down in the face of the demands of robot users 

and robot suppliers, the existence of these boundaries being 

one of the major problems retarding the supplies of adequate 

numbers of appropriate technicians and technologists. Robotics 

is a prime example of the need for an interrelated approach 

in respect of its industrial and educational contexts. 

Robotica [85 1, the international journal of information, 
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education and research in robotics and artificial intelligence, 

edited by Professor J Rose [86 1, sets out the disciplines 

which are interrelated through robotics: the author discussed 

this with Professor Rose and as a result produced the diagram 

(Appendix 5.1) which illustrates the interrelationships'. A 

personally conducted tour by Professor Rose round the 

Danichi-Sykes Robotics factory [87 1 enabled the author to see 

training, research, development and industrial applications of 

robotics, and to view an educational video film. 

Still with an industrial (work) theme there is an important 

reminder in a Careers Bullet in article, d.evoted to the principles 

of the YTS,. that the Youth Training Scheme [88 1 for school

leavers is an integrated programme and should not be offered 

as separate isolated subject areas for ~eaching. This 

theme is considered in some detail and will affect the post

school education and training of thousands of pupils who will 

find a new format for the presentation of a group of subjects. 

Richardson [89 1 in making a case for 'teaching chemistry to 

the non-chemist' advocates the use of motivating topics which 

relate chemistry to something else such as pollution, household 

tasks and products, medicare and industry. She also notes 

that staff in many vocational areas have tended to identify 

themselves professionally with a particular subject and that 

vocational preparation courses require a far more flexible 

and integrated approach. Ensuring Integration [90 1 is an 

article by Mick Farley who expounds on integration thus: 

It is essential that work experience and off-the

job training complement each other, so the MSC is 

anxious that the tutors have experience of the 

work placements and can identify the learning 

needs of trainees in them, so that these can be 

met in a properly developed and integrated 

programme. 

In the same issue of Youth Training News a scheme operated 

by Accrington and Rossendale College [91 1, a college with 
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considerable experience, is claimed to offer much more than 

conventional motor vehicle skills training through the new 

integrated approach. It is possible to provide a high level 

of general vocational training in storage, retailing, 

practical usage of computers and keyboard skills, with customer 

relations, communication skills, literacy and numeracy being 

essential ingredients. Here then have been some powerful 

arguments against the traditional educational pattern of 

teaching several subjects in isolation, with the argument 

carried over to the world of work through training, which now 

has a new leadership from the Youth Training Scheme. In full 

operation from September 1983, the scheme aims to provide 

16 year old school-leavers with one year of training as a 

foundation for work. It provides planned work experience, 

training and Further Education which could be provided by a 

college. [90] gives more details of the scheme. In the next 

section the work of a research group formed to develop the 

ideas of an interrelated approach to teaching is described. 

From the cases just considered it is time that such an approach 

was formulated and tested practically, and this section will 

describe some early experiences. 

5.3 An Important Discussion 

After the author had completed the analysis of the questionnaire 

on students· opinions (Chapter 3) and the case study on the 

pharmaceutical industry (Chapter 4), he met Professor Bajpai 

for one of their periodical discussions on the progress of 

the research and part of the dialogue was as follows 

(PB - Professor Bajpai, ST - the author): 

PB - Do you teach anything else other than mathematics? 

ST - Yes. Computer Science to builders, engineers and 

scientists which involves their particular disciplines. 

PB - Good! Do you teach measurement? 
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ST - Most of the applications of mathematics have measurement 

as the end product. The questionnaire item requesting 

information about mathematics at work turned up a lot of 

measurement, which was also the main reason for reading 

the scale of a weighing machine or performing a 

calculation in the pharmaceutical industry case study. 

ST then produced the rough notes for the case study (Chapter 4) 

which he was gOing to show to PB and would have done so if 

not for this dialogue being initiated. The notes were handed 

to PB who perused them quickly. 

PB - Yes! This is good. This is what I mean by mathematics 

and measurement being related. 

Thus the first dialogue on the relationships between subjects 

in teaching, and indeed as they arise at work, was started and 

was the forerunner of many. There followed a discussion on 

measurement which could be viewed almost naturally as the 

common ingredient in engineering and all branches of science 

and technology. 

PB - I am going to bring in another research student, R Bond 

(RB), who has interests at the school level, and we will 

form a research team investigating the interrelated 

aspect of teaching mathematics, science and technology. 

There will be discussions but also productive activity 

by yourselves. Leave your material with me. 

ST - But it is in a very rough form 

PB - That doesn't matter! 

Further meetings, individual ones sometimes occupying up to 

twelve hours in one day with only short breaks, initially 

concentrated on the formulation of the basic and fundamental 

ideas embodied in, as well as the strategies for, the imple

mentation of INTERRELATED STUDIES. These were the outcome of 
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the deliberations of the research team. The team operated 

with Professor Bajpai as leader but of course ideas, suggestions 

and criticisms from all members enjoyed equal parity. 

Professor Bajpai was always available when RB or ST wanted 

a third opinion, not because they could not work together, 

but because the experience of the professor as an author and 

director of research often provided a short cut to the 

solution of the problem. What follows in 5.4 concurs with 

the findings of the team. Support for the measurement thesis, 

that is measurement as a starting point for the interrelating 

of various subjects, will be described in two areas, both 

having the spoken word in common as a means of communication. 

First, by a case study of mathematics and measurement as 

experienced by catering students working in industry, and 

second by means of a tape/slide programme of slides based on 

measurement. The latter has the appeal of something visual 

and changing. This programme was originally intended for 

educators but its use need not be restricted. The production 

of teaching modules, trials and assessment of their effects 

will then be given in accounts of early experiences from which 

modifications and further trials take place. While the trials 

and modifications are being considered it would be expedient 

and less wasteful of reproduction facilities if a computer 

system were used to deal with the text, for storing and 

printing. Changes of a minor nature could be made 'on the 

spot': see Education Technology, Chapter 1. 

5.4 Teaching in an Interrelated Way 

5.4.1 The Problem 

In many teaching establishments the curriculum is based on a 

timetable of separate subjects serviced by specialist teachers 

who work in isolation from teachers in other subject areas. 

Also, subjects are offered as an academic discipline with 

little or no reference to their practical value. In these 

situations the teaching of science and technology based subjects 

is lar~ely confined to the classroom and the importance of 
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doing, making and organising is often neglected. The analysis 

of Section 5.2 clearly points the way towards change in the 

separate subjects approach. 

In order to break down the rigid lines of demarcation between 

subject disciplines the interrelationship between subjects 

must be recognised and exploited so that science and technology 

education is treated in a comprehensive way. The need to 

interrelate science, mathematics, technical and vocational 

curricula is supported by an examination of technological 

developments in the world of work. For example, the scientific 

research laboratory in chemical-based industries uses modern 

technology as a basis for measurement and the interrelation

ship between mathematics, physics, biology and chemistry is 

fundamental and undeniably strong, especially in respect of 

one simple mathematical concept, namely ratio and proportion. 

It seems natural, therefore, to relate science, mathematics, 

technical and vocational subjects so that rigid boundaries 

are crossed in a smooth and effective way. Such interrelation 

will. provide an education with interest and purpose, and 

assist the process of incorporating new technologies into 

teaching programmes. In order to reap the maximum benefit 

from an interrelated approach to the teaching of science and 

technology subjects, two essential requirements must be met -

the cooperation of teachers and the provision of comprehensive 

teaching modules. 

An interrelated approach to the teaching of science and 

technology subjects is likely to stimulate a greater motivation -

to study. The isolated nature of curricula subjects - with 

little reference to experience related to the world of work -

is totally irrelevant to the needs of students. Dissatisfaction 

with traditional academic curricula may be one of the under

lying causes of behavioural problems that arise in the final 

years of formal schooling. 
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It must be recognised that any change from traditional 

curricula to a more interrelated approach is likely to be 

opposed by some teachers who may have serious misgivings 

about such curriculum reforms. However, if teachers are fully 

involved in every stage of change, they are likely to modify 

their attitudes and agree that the successful development and 

implementation of interrelated curricula must depend on a new 

teaching approach - with a greater emphasis on guidance for 

teachers. The preparation of curriculum materials, guidelines 

on implementation, management and assessment are also 

activities that require the participation of teachers and 

their whole-hearted support. Other areas of cooperation 

between teachers and education authorities are concerned with 

pre-service and in-service training, their implementation of 

interrelated curricula, and the provision of resources 

including buildings and equipment. 

The interrelation of SCience, mathematics, technical and 

vocational curricula is likely to follow two separate, but 

related development paths: 

(a) The interrelation of existing curricula following 

identification of related topics. 

(b) The design of teaching modules covering topics commonly 

used in all science and technology subjects. 

Resource constraints and a need to proceed in a step-by-step 

manner may favour the adoption of (a). However, in the long

term the development of interrelated curricula will lead to 

the production of special modules as described in (b). One 

topiC, of essential use in all science and technology subjects, 

is measurement. Even at pre-school level measurement is 

important in respect of counting, classification and 

recognition. In later stages of education, measurement is 

the all-pervading topic in every aspect of science and 

technology education. The important first task is to develop 

a teaching module on measurement, together with guidelines on 
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ways to present it as an interrelated topic with a view to 

helping communication in science, mathematics and technology. 

5.4.2 Measurement in Science and Technology 

In all science and technology subjects the measurement of 

physical properties is an essential objective, or a necessary 

component of an objective. 

Physics and Chemistry are taught as a set of principles and 

practical phenomena, the latter being quantified by fundamental 

measures (count, time, length and mass) or as derivatives, for 

example: 

- specific heat from volume (length), mass and temperature 

- modulus of elasticity from mass and length 

- melting point directly from temperature 

coefficient of thermal expansion (length, area or volume) 

all in terms of length and time 

- electric charge from mass and time in a chemical cell 

- molecular weight from atomic weight and a count of atoms 

- density from mass and volume (length) 

BioZogy takes account of the fundamental cell structure of 

animal and human forms, the macro-components of which have 

identifiable properties and specific structures which relate 

to particular species. The following examples illustrate some 

ways in which measurement occurs within biology: 

- counting is used to establish and verify laws of ~~netics 

- time is used to measure (with counting) pulse rates and 

heart beats 

- cells are identified by colour and shape as determined by 

the configuration of lengths and angles 

- cell multiplication is determined by counting and measured 

against temperature 

- count of macro-components, eg number of ribs, vertebrae, etc 
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Technical Education supports the fundamental industrial 

processes, namely design and manufacture. Measurement takes 

place at all stages varying from the use of elementary 

instruments to automatic, continuous monitoring devices. 

Examples of measurement are as follows: 

- counting and classification 

- shape, angle and size are measured with geometrical instru-

ments 

- smoothness is measured by the abrasiveness of filing and 

sanding devices 

- automated machine tools can be programmed to produce a 

finished product having predetermined measures 

- temperature is measured continuously and automatically 

regulated in order to maintain a constant temperature in 

the heat treatment process 

- hardness of metals is measured on a variety of scales 

Mathematical Education is such that mathematics is essentially 

taught in a 'pure' form and where possible reduced to rules 

and formulae. Some examples of how these concepts are used 

to produce measure are: 

in transposition of a formula the subject is the measured 

quantity expressed in terms of the other, more fundamental 

ones 

- empirical statistical measures are compared with those 

expected from an assumed mathematical model 

- simple numbers are used to convert practical measures to 

more meaningful values, eg 304 m is 300 m to the nearest 10 m 

- gradient, etc, derived by means of graphical measures 

Vocational Education is concerned with the training of clerical, 

operative, retail and wholesale distributive trades. Formal 

education is usually available, eg in the office skills. 

Examples of measurement are: 
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- shorthand/typewriting speed; teaching tabulations to typists 

- money calculations as taught to clerks, cashiers, hotel 

receptionists, etc 

- reading electricity supply meters 

- making clothes and other items in small businesses/cottage 

industries 

- weighing of raw materials by process workers 

measuring of customers in shoe and clothes shops to obtain 

appropriate sizes 

- measurement involved in buying home improvement materials, 

eg timber, screws and various fittings 

5.4.3 An Interrelated Approach to Measurement 

In order to present the topic of measurement in an interrelated 

way it is necessary to establish a number of objectives and 

identify supporting strategies. 

-
To ascemble a team of specialists from a teaching establishment who are 

sufficiently interested and motivated to cooperate in the use of inter

related curricula. 

stnategy: Identification of a coordinator who has specialist 

knowledge and teaching experience in one or more of the 

related areas. There must be a full acceptance of the new 

subject INTERRELATED STUDIES within the establishment. This 

would not mean that specialist subjects would no <longer exist 

in the timetable any more than one would expect, for example, 

mathematics, science, English and other topics would not exist 

for students studying A-level general st~dies in the United 

Kingdom. 

To motivate the students to learn. 

S~egy: Use of colourful, attractive and well-prepared 

materials which relate to the real-life experiences of students. 

The cooperation of local commercial and industrial organisations 
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must be sought - it is the experience of the author that a 

considerable amount of support is usually available. 

The prepared material should take into account teaching 

strategies, programme planning, laboratory management and 

assessment. Teachers need help in these strategies right at 

the start so that they can develop new curricula. 

To ensu~ that teachers are sUfficiently prepared to cope with an inter

related approach, by means of an available teacher/pupil module and 

separate pupil modules. 

S~egy: Preparation of separate teacher and student modules. 

The teacher module, while containing the student's material 

will be much more comprehensive in respect of background 

information, and the use and variation of this material will 

be at the discretion of the teacher. Solutions; hints, etc, 

for student exercises will also be provided. The format of 

the teacher module will clearly show the separation of teacher 

and pupil material. The teacher/user must understand that 

the content of the module will require regular updating by 

the teacher. 

To draw on the experiences and particular interests of students. 

S~egy: Teachers and students will need to bring together 

skills, experiences, knowledge, understanding, imagination 

and judgement in order to solve a problem. The teaching of 

these will be a difficult task but it is hoped that students 

will learn through experience and practice under supervision 

by the teacher. 

Students' experiences, though sometimes not first-hand, are 

always relevant, eg, space travel through television broad

casts. It is important to give guidance on the collation and 

recording of experiences and interest material. An example is 

that of newspapers, being particularly useful as they regularly 

report on developments in commerce, industry and technology. 
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To ensure that the treatment of important phenomena is at a level of 

explanation suited to the students. 

S~egy: Demonstrations will help to show the results of 

theoretically derived relationships. Actual experiments 

carried out by the students should be encouraged for them to 

understand the explanation of the phenomena under investigation. 

Where results are to be expressed graphically, a linear graph 

should be used and, where appropriate, a log-scaled graph 

(detailed explanation of logarithms may be left until a later 

stage). 

To consolidate learning processes by suitable student exercises. 

S~egy: The exercises should be requested as the response to 

key questions and in simplest form this could imply a 

descriptive essay. At the other end of the scale, problems 

requiring numerically calculated answers should be applicable 

to real-life situations, whenever possible. Practical and 

investigative assignments would need to be carefully structured 

and checked for continuity, with particular attention paid to 

the time for completion by the average student. Where there 

are weaknesses in pedagogic, arithmetical ahd algebraic 
/ 

processes, 

facilities 

suitable practice 

if possible) must 

exercises (with self-checking 

be available. Using these 

strategies teachers should guide students towards independence 

in their learning as a preparation for the world of work. 

To produce modules which are sufficiently flexible for a variety of 

teaching methods to be employed. 

S~egy: There must be regular discussions between members of 

the teaching team to promote,a greater use of audio-visual aids. 

If such aids are in short supply, eg microcomputers, it is 

acceptable to have a single piece of apparatus for use with, 

a class. As an extreme example of the non-availability of 

apparatus for student use, the teaching of atomic energy 

generation has to depend entirely on slides, films, models and 

diagrams. 
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5.4.4 Preparation of Modules 

The following guidelines on the preparation of interrelated 

modules are based on experience gained in the development of 

the modules on measurement. It must be emphasised that there 

is no unique. 'modus operandi' in th is process and teachers 

will use the most appropriate method, depending on the resources 

available and the conditions prevailing in their own countries. 

Preliminary discussion should be held amongst teachers 

regarding the need for an interrelated approach in teaching 

within a certain topic area. This should identify a topic 

which lends itself to an interrelated treatment in the form 

of a module(s). Once a decision to produce a module(s) is 

made the following steps to develop it may be taken. It is 

essential that clear objectives, based on sound educational 

principles, are adhered to in the development of such a module. 

Guidelines: 

- Assemble the 'teaching team' 

- Outline the plan of action using a flow/schematic diagram, 

decide the title (which may be revised), and set the time 

schedules for module construction 

- Define the target student group (age, range, pre-requisite 

knowledge, type of educational establishment) 

- Formulate the general and specific objectives 

- Produce motivational material to show teachers and students 

the relevance and interrelationships of the topic 

Note: this could be achieved through illustrations, purpose
full in style and related to practical settings. Suitable 
material could be obtained by: 

Contacting commercial/industrial establishments to gather 
advertising, audio/visual materials 

Seeking the cooperation of parents of students to obtain 
support material/equipment 

Encouraging teachers and students to explore the local 
environment for pictures, specimens· (biological, physical, 
chemical, geological and ecological) and locally available 
material in order to make low-cost equipment to support the 
practical content of the module. 
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- Allocate the following to the members of the team as 

individual or group assignments: 

preparing motivational materials in the form of texts, 
charts and tables 
pictures (in colour or black and white) 
overhead transparencies 
slides/audio tapes 
films/video tapes 
teacher modules in text form (with diagrams, illustrations) 
student modules in text form (with diagrams, illustrations) 

- Assemble selected draft material, ensuring that the key 

points in the modules are suitably highlighted 

- Discuss the final draft within the team and consult external 

bodies/persons. Modify as necessary 

- Formulate procedures for testing and evaluation in a 'Pilot 

Study'. Agree procedures with students/teachers/parents/ 

education authorities and any other parties whose involvement 

is essential fo~ the success of this approach 

[

Note: It would be highly desirable to supply at least ] 
one original set with the multiple copies, so that 
participating teachers and students could see the module 
in its original form 

- Test the final version as often as necessary before making 

it available for general use 

- Explore the possibilities of getting the module 'published' 

so that a larger body of students and teachers could use it. 

5.4.5 Implementation 

Provision of suitable accommodation should be given consideration 

in the initial discussions by the team. It is possible that 

a room suitably equipped to teach interrelated modules may 

not be available for some time. However, it must be stressed 

that much can be achieved with few resources given the right 

enthusiasm and careful planning. Suitable in-service training 

would help to make members more familiar with disciplines 

other than their own. 
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The availability of resources is bound to vary and it is 

quite conceivable that extra funds may not be immediately 

available to purchase equipment. The teache'r should study 

the feasibility of using available resources in the most 

efficient way - this would certainly require cooperation and 

assistance from teachers outside the team. 

Assessment should be discussed to formulate an appropriate 

scheme, although this may not be possible at the commencement 

of the programme. After some experience of teaching the 

module as a team, methods of assessment should be suggested, 

tried and modified in the light of feedback. 

Educational technology should be adopted whenever possible 

by teachers everywhere so that their students find some 

excitement and interest in the presentation of the modules. 

Many would argue that resources are not always available and 

the purchase of sophisticated equipment is out of the question. 

However, the most costly does not necessarily imply the most 

educationally effective when it comes to equipment and much 

can be done with simple self-constructed equipment. More will 

be said of educational technology later on. 

5.5 Development of Measurement 

5.5.1 Measurement in a Broad Context 

Many of the cases of measurement which occur in everyday life 

pass by without being thought of as measurement. 

when sighting the bus before one has reached the 

For example, 

bus stop 

one has to measure the time required to run to the stop in 

time to catch the bus. No measuring instrument is involved 

in this task. If a bricklayer wants to know the area of a 

semi-circular yard so that he may work out the number of 

paving stones required to pave it, this cannot be measured 

directly but has to be related to mathematics via the appropriate 

formula: the author defines this as 'indirect measurement'. 
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On consideration direct measurements are only possible for 

length, mass and time. Writing on this narrow aspect of 

measurement in schools [92 ] Livingston, one of the 

researchers for the Bath Project [93 ] which was commissioned 

to report to the Cockcroft Committee of Inquiry, described 

the work of the project in producing and evaluating examples 

of mathematical skills as they are used in employment. 

Reporting on interviews with employees across the range of 

employment, she found their most commonly expressed need to 

be: 

... not for 'the basics' (and that means different 

things to different people) but for an ability to 

make sensible decisions about 'basic' manipulations. 

They require a 'practical facility with measurement' 

and 'accuracy', and an 'ability to solve problems' ••• 

To illustrate the above statement it is reasonable to state 

that in schools practical measurement involves finding the 

length, weight, capacity of various containers, recording 

these measurement data on a piece of paper and perhaps 

manipulating the figures of the data. For an employer, 

practical measurement means for example that a telephone 

order from a shop to a wholesale bakery for 800 loaves for 

the next day must be questioned if shop orders have always 

been about 100 loaves per day; also that if the container 

used for measuring out coloured tile grouting cement weighs 

0.9 kg then the weight of the container with cement cannot 

be 0.6 kg. Similarly accuracy in school means obtaining the 

one and only one answer to a question as for example the 

following GCE .Ordinary level examination question A9 [94 ]: 

Find the radius of a sphere whose vOlume is 64 

times that of a sphere of radius 60 mm. 

In this question the radius cannot be measured practically, 

is given precisely and 64 is chosen because the cube root 

is 4 exactly: but what practical basis is there for such a 

question? 
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Again from the same paper A6 reads: 

A man estimates the width of a river as 70 m. 

Given that the actual width of the river was 63 m, 

calculate his percentage error, giving your answer 

correct to three significant figures. 

It is likely that most people would consider 'about 10%' to 

be a reasonable response especially as one would not expect 

the widths to be what they have been stated to be -

precisely 70 and 63 metres respectively. In industry an 

appraisal of the measurements to produce a reasonable estimate 

is what would be looked for. Moreover, what is learned in 

school becomes firmly entrenched and is brought up into 

Further Education where little time is available to change 

some of the school ideas. 

5.5.2 Case Study: Measurement and Catering 

5.5.2.1 Background 

To be more specific on measurement as it is experienced, a 

case study from a field which must be known to everyone is 

now considered: catering. Let us look at some reports of 

industrial experiences of a number of students. in a 

Department of Hotel, Catering and Food Science of Wirral 

Metropolitan College. The particular CGLI course the students 

were following requires them to take up work experience for 

a period of five weeks in the second of the two-year full

time course. They are placed for training by the college 

staff and the places of work vary from perhaps a small cafe 

to the kitchen of a large hospital or hotel. Arithmetical 

calculations and the use of mathematics are found throughout 

the course whether it is for ordering supplies for the 

college training restaurant or running the wine bar in the 

restaurant. Therefore, although the CGLI examinations are 

not specifically about mathematics the weaknesses of some of 

the students in the applications areas makes it necessary 

to devote a period of one hour per week to what is termed 

'calculations'. The course is internal with no set syllabus 

in the sense that a lecturer can adjust the instruction to 
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suit the clients and can relate to the practical side if 

they are sufficiently motivated. Problems which arise are, 

for example, estimating the production cost of a meal and· 

fixing a selling price, working out bulk quantities, and 

organising cooking schedules which involves timing. All 

these activities are heavily dependent on measurement. 

Such measurement may be carried out.by instinct, eg in the 

use of salt. In order to obtain some sort of overview of 

any mathematics and measurement involved in the various 

catering establishments the author asked a class of students 

to deliver short verbal accounts of their experiences after 

returning from the period of industrial experience. 

The author first posed the question to the class: 

Did you do any mathematics? 

The reply was: 

Of course not! We were catering. 

The following notes were from the verbal accounts of five 

individuals, delivered in front of the class, of their work 

experiences. Some of their responses were prompted by 

questions asked by the rest of the class, which the author 

encouraged. No more than five could be induced to stand 

in front of their fellow students and if there had been an 

attempt to tape record the speeches then they would probably 

never have taken place. The notes were written by the author 

during the lecture and are not intended to be a full account 

of all that was said but more a record of the main points 

brought out by students or by questioner. The different 

styles should be noted; in particular the orderly way some 

of the information was given (the order has not been 

changed, nor the content). Each account starts with the 

name of the firm or establishment where the work took 

place and all except number 2 are household names. Indirectly 

number 2 is connected with industry, particularly shipping, 
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bec~use the office block houses a lot of shipping and 

allied trades offices serving the seaport of Liverpool. 

The aim of this research exercise is to identify mathematics 

in catering "tasks and to show that the purpose of the mathe

matics is to achieve measurement. 

5.5.2.2 The Reports 

1 John Moores Centre (Football Pools) 

Numbers served: Approximately 800 people in eight sittings 

of one hundred. 

Staff: There were four cooks and nine assistant cooks. 

Menu: Chicken soup, braised steak. Toast dish. Fish dish. 

Sweet. 

Servioe: Waiter and cafeteria. 

The week: Start the day at 7.45 am 

6 days per week; 38 hours per week. 

Pay: Unpaid, free meals. 

2 Basement Canteen, India Buildings (offices) 

The day: 8.30 am to 4 pm. Break at 10.30. Dinner at 1.30. 

Staff: Ten in the kitchen. 

Servioe: 200 to 300 meals are served at one sitting. 

The canteen has half waiter and half self-service. 

Menu: Chicken," beef, chips. Fish and chips on a Friday. 

Wages: Staff wages are £42 per week. 
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3 Mobil Lubricants Plant 

The day: 8 am to 3.30 pm 

Eight staff make sandwiches until 9 am for the 

break period which is from 9.30 to 10.30: sandwiches 

or cooked breakfast available. Sandwiches are 

sealed in a polythene bag with heat. 

90 sandwich packs per day. 

Fillings for sandwiches: margarine with salad or 

egg or cheese. 

After breakfast tidy up and get own breakfast at 11 am. 

Start dinners at 11.30 and serve until 1.00. 

Tidy up. 1.30 to 2.15 get own dinner: tidy up. 

There is a workers' canteen and a staff room. 

Canteen workers earn less than £40 per week and 

have asked for a 12% rise. 

4 Shell Oil Research Centre (Thornton) 

The day: Leave home at 7.15 am to arrive for 8 am: finish 

at 4.20 pm 

Prepare bread and butter in the morning. 

Serve 170 meals per day. 

There are three chefs. 

Visitors and workers catered for. 

Menu: Salads. Fish and chips. 

Drinks: coffee, tea, orange juice. 

My pay: £5 per week. 

5 Champion Spark Plug Factory 

Staff: Outside caterers are employed on a contract basis. 

The 900 employees are served about 450 meals per day. 

The total annual cost to the firm is £400,000 which 

makes a loss since the meals are subsidised. 

Cheap good food is provided for the workers. 

Two shifts: 6am to 2 pm; 2 pm to 10 pm and there will 

soon be a third from 10 pm to 6 am. 
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Early breakfasts: 7.30 am to 8.30 am 

Late breakfasts: 10.15 am 

Menu: Salads, sandwiches and pies. 

Wages: £2.90 per hour for kitchen staff. 

5.5.2.3 Observations 

It should be noted that the students do not expect to be 

paid because they make use of the firm for experience. There 

has been quite a lot of measurement here: time, sandwich 

and meal counts as well as costing and even percentage 

managed to make an appearance. It is also obvious that 

there must have been quite a bit of mathematics behind the 

scenes to calculate bulk quantities. All these points were 

discussed and most of the students could see that the 

measurement involved required some mathematics. Communication 

was also very important, between members of the staff and 

between the staff and customers. There did not seem to be 

a lot of written communication, however. Generally the 

students had enjoyed their work except for two of them who 

had not because they were used at the Holiday Inn hotel as 

cleaners instead of being allowed to carry out cooking and 

related duties. It is important to note that: 

this case study is a good example of the necessary 

use of basic mathematics by people who do not take 

kindly to mathematics lectures as such. They 

accept the mathematics because it is related to a 

job which they like doing. 

The analysis of what the students were involved with could 

have been taken a stage further into 'technology' when one 

considers the modern catering equipment used in large kitchens. 

Very much in evidence, if the students had been questioned 

in greater depth, would have been 'science' which is involved 

in selecting what to eat as well as the preparation of the 

food. 
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5.5.3 Measurement Through Slides 

5.5.3.1 Examples of Measurement 

The research team took to the task of investigating 

'measurement' with enthusiasm and interest. Professor Bajpai 

suggested that a short programme of slides would be an 

effective way to convey the team's ideas. A number of 

meetings and discussions were devoted to this task. 

The slides were to be chosen so as to present as broad a 

view as possible of 'measurement' across the spectrum of 

mathematics, science and technology. Of equal importance 

was the maintenance of continuity between the scenes 

represented by the pictures and lastly a major aim was to 

cover the basic measures of time, length and mass as evenly 

as possible. Sources for the slides which were made 

(occasionally ready-made ones were obtained), were 

'industry'in the widest sense in the form of advertising 

literature, information publications and .catalogues. The 

cooperat ion of industry was excellent and the desire to help 

the slide project was most commendable. In some cases offers 

to produce slides were received from firms. There were no 

problems over copyright and indeed the slides (intended for 

distribution as far as possible) were seen as providing some 

publicity for products and in this way participation in 

the project was welcomed. An excellent focal point for 

industry and education is the annual Education, Training and 

Development Exhibition and Conference [95]. The extent to 

which this represents industry could be judged from the range 

of exhibitors. The exhibition represents industry in many 

countries, as can be observed by listening to the many 

languages spoken by exhibitors and visitors to the stands. 

Another source of pictures and information was from attendance 

at an Open Day held by the National Physical Laboratory which 

was held in 1984 and for which invitations were sent out [96]. 
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Any reference to the importance of measurement would seem 

somewhat incomplete without referring to the National Physical 

Laboratory. To quote from the brochure for the Open Days: 

Manufacturing industry relies heavily on 

measurement for optimising the efficiency of 

its production processes, for maintaining 

healthy and safe working conditions and for 

ensuring the environmental acceptability of its 

activities ... national and international 

consistency of such measurements, and hence their 

accuracy and reliability, depend on the National 

Physical Laboratory. 

The nature, extent and international standing of the work 

carried out at the Laboratory is in itself an excellent 

testimonial to the importance of measurement. 

On each of the Open Days visitors were able to see laboratories 

and workshops functioning normally and talk to scientists 

and technicians. An example is the section which investi

gates thermal properties of insulating materials used for 

buildings. 

The author was able to obtain useful information to incorporate 

in a module of study for the Building industry. The British 

Oxygen Company was also present in the industrial exhibition 

section, and information on liquid gas densities and many 

other properties was obtained for use with a module based on 

'Tanks' which will be referred to later when considering the 

early trials of modules. A bank of slides was gradually 

built up using all the available sources and contributioB~' 

from the research team. The slide programme was eventually 

decided upon and was designed to run for about twenty minutes 

at the most. The next task was to put together a commentary 

with due regard to continuity between the scenes represented 

by the slides. As an attempt to highlight the importance of 

measurement without simply saying it or writing it on a slide 
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the author constructed the following mnemonic in which each 

letter is a cue for a sentence and there is consistency 

between the sentences. 

Man/woman from the beginning of evolution 

Experiences many phenomena, 

Asks many questions and, 

Seeks through an enquiring mind 

Universal and all-embracing 

Reasons and laws. As a result 

Evolves and tests 

Mathematical and quantified 

Explanations in terms of 

Numbers from simple to complex in order to develop 

Technology for the use of man/woman 

This set of sentences became the second slide of the set -

the first being simply a logo using the word measurement' 

repeatedly. Brief descriptions of the banks of slides used 

to select the programme (110 in all) is shown in Appendix 5.2 

with the actual programme set· in Appendix 5.3. Appendix 5.4 

gives the slide commentaries. It is important to realise 

that the selection could be varied and so could the bank 

for use with different groups, ie educators, educational 

administrators, teachers and students, and as will be seen 

this did happen to a minor extent. 

5.5.3.2 Adding Sound to the Slide Programme 

Following the selection of the slides the next task was to 

write a cowmentary. Again this was a team task and by this 

time the team approach was seen to be working because three 

views proved to be more efficient than one at spotting 

improvements or obvious changes and also the team members 
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brought experiences from three different educational fields. 

As an example Professor Bajpai was insistent from the 

beginning that the commentary, although written, would have 

to be recorded on a sound tape cassette because then the 

cassette would be available for anyone to use in any part 

of the country or indeed the world (the cassettes travel 

like letters). 

The live commentary required some rehearsal and the ability 

to deliver a continuous commentary in phase with the slides 

which would have to be done manually by the commentator. 

It was therefore decided to synchronise the sound with the 

slides using a synchronising unit which puts inaudible pulses 

on the tape which cause the next .. slide to drop. The time 

between pulses (slides) has to be phased in with the 

commentary as well as the interest content of the slide. At 

the same time if the slides drop too quickly and the commentary 

is delivered too quickly the audience will not be able to 

follow through the message of the programme. The following 

apparatus was used: 

Projector - Kodak Carousel S-AV2000 

Pulse generator - Philips Slide Synchroniser N6401 

Recorder/player - Philips Sound Cassette Recorder N2229AV 

Only minor changes were made after initial trials and these 

were: 

1 The sentences of slide 2 could not be read because of 

the density of the writing. It was split up into three 

slides and the sentences were put into the commentary. 

2 Both Concorde slides, 32 and 33 were French versions so 

the second was changed to a British one. 

3 The last slide, a diagram for interrelated studies, in 

black/white could not be seen and its message did not 

register so it was removed and the 'orange' slide took 
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the final place. This slide was considered to be most 

effective in conveying the message of 'interrelated' 

approach of teaching within the framework of a 'whole' 

system represented by the orange; the segments of the 

orange representing the individual academic subjects. 

4 A penultimate slide was added to show a group of musicians 

to illustrate a harmonious relationship within a group 

of any kind. 

The commentaries were adjusted and the programme synchronised 

again. Extracts from the slides together with their 

commentaries are illustrated by the photographs in Appendix 5.5. 

5.5.3.3 Using the Tape/Slide Programme 

As has been mentioned the programme was intended for 

educators but it is probably correct to state that most of 

the scenes in the slides, and indeed the words and phrases 

in the commentaries, have been experienced by, say, tele

vision viewers in some context or the other. Difficulties 

are likely to arise in the appreciation of the message being 

conveyed and the concentration on measurement and its 

significance. However the author has used the slides with: 

1 a Youth Training Scheme class of bricklayers 

2 the module Introducing Science, for adults 

3 teachers during their in-service training course. 

More will be said of the use of the tape/slide programme 

when the particular circumitances arise. 
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5.6 The Module in Further Education 

5.6 . 1 A Decision: Where to Use a Module 

In Further Education establishments most courses are 

dedicated to some objective such as a technical qualification 

or some remedial work in, for example, mathematics and 

English. Anything that appears to be outside the course

work necessary for success would be questioned by the 

students. Thus the first decision is to find a place for a 

module inside the limits of the time allocated to an existing 

course by using some of this time as an alternative way of 

enabling the students to achieve the course objective. As 

an example of time allocation most GCE Ordinary courses 

occupy one college year from September to June with a total 

class contact time of approximately 200 hours. Within this 

time the complete course has to be covered because one has 

to cater not only for the examination, and in some cases 

re-examination, of candidates but also for certain adults 

who have never studied the subject before. The corresponding 

time allocation in a school is three to four times the 

further education period, spread over eleven years. so 

someone has to make a decision to act and therefore justify 

the new method with its attendant departure from tradition. 

Justification for this action is supported by section 5.2. 

Putting the students on a diet of facts and notes copied 

from a blackboard is reminiscent of school so that a change 

in this format would be more likely to stimulate some 

interest in the subject which had been found boring in the 

past (ie at school) . The study of this subject can 

fail unless considerable thought and preparation are put 

into it to make it interesting and relevant for the learner. 

One subject which came to the author's mind is Computer 

Studies (sometimes called Computer Science). For the TEC 

programmes study unitt titles are 'Use of Computers' and 

t A TEC programme of study, say for a Higher Technician 
Certificate, is made up of a number of units which usually 
reads like (and is often treated as) a set of separate 
subjects. 
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'Computer Assignments' and have a practical bias: thus 

class exercises can be devised around useful applications. 

Research into the teaching aspects of a number of units 

including 'Use of Computers' at level 2 [97 ] was aimed at 

finding out, amongst other things, how the units were 

being interpreted. The Technician Education Council informed 

all establishments operating Technician programmes of study 

that it might call for information on how the subject was 

taught, material used etc, to use in its research programme. 

The author was anxious to learn of the result of this 

investigation so that he could compare the approach of others 

to a unit heavily weighted with factual objectives with 

that of an interrelated approach. After some searching of 

files across departments the response from the Technician 

Education Council was that the research project was .discontinued 

because there had been only three responses to the request 

for information. Since the Council supports its investi

gations and projects will full-time staff at all levels, 

there did not seem much point in the author mounting a 

similar survey. However, the author spoke to Council staff 

concerned with the subject and there was no objection to 

the use of an interrelated approach. The author also made 

sure that he met the subject moderators and explained his 

course of action, showed samples of modules and work and 

they seemed quite pleased to see a practical approach which 

would be useful in relation to other subjects. As the 

moderator has the function of assessing the work of both 

student and lecturer it can be assumed that there was some 

approval for the author's methods. At the university level 

contact with a computer can be for a different reason, namely 

to provide remedial mathematics tuition [98 ], while at the 

primary and secondary school levels, where partial government 

funding has been available nationally, each school has at 

least one microcomputer. But providing the equipment or 

even a syllabus does not give the teacher the essential 

guidance on how to obtain the best use out of the equipment 

which has so many new concepts in its operation. Cox [99 ] 
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raises a number of questions applicable to any level of 

teaching when considering 'computer assisted learning': 

Does it enhance my current teaching methods? 

How am I going to use it in the classroom? 

Does it fit within the course I am teaching? 

Will it be worth dropping some other activity to 

include the computer program? and 

Can I use it as a simple demonstration, or in a 

flexible way for several lessons? 

Some of these questions might well be answered by an inter

related approach. In the immediate post-school domain, 

Youth Training Schemes stipulate some contact with a 

computer [100], within the context of useful applications 

in training. 

To summarise, the computer could be used to instigate 

innovation in education which would be acceptable providing 

it could be shown to be educationally beneficial. In later 

sections accounts of how the author has used the 'computer' 

teaching units to introduce other subjects via an inter

related approach will be given: the teaching unit objectives 

also being satisfied within the allocated teaching periods. 

Thus the problem of wishing to innovate but not having the 

extra time within the time-table is dealt with satisfactorily. 

5.6.2 Suggested Components of a Module 

5.6.2.1 Hypotheses 

It is important to be able to state in a simple way what 

benefits one can expect from using the 'module' approach 

instead of conventional teaching. 
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A module will aim to test some or all of the following 

hypotheses: 

HI Teaching in an interrelated way makes mathematics 

more acceptable. 

H2 Teaching in an interrelated way makes classroom 

learning interesting. 

H3 Teaching in an interrelated way supports the needs 

of modern industry for a broad base of education 

and training and the use of new technologies. 

HI and H2 can be tested by analysing and appraising discussions 

with, and observations of, the students at work with the 

modules. H3 will require testing by analysing and appraising 

responses to practical or theoretical exercises and assessing 

discussions. 

The module will be accompanied by Notes for Lecturers which 

will help the lecturer using the module who is not particularly 

specialised in the subject of the module. Flexibility is 

intended which means that the contents can be varied to 

accommodate varying levels of ability. For example first 

year craft bricklayers, when testing concrete blocks, could 

simply be told to take ten samples of concrete and find the 

arithmetical mean of the results of a test such as crushing 

strength. But Building Diploma students can be introduced 

to more sophisticated statistics such as the coefficient of 

variation (which is mentioned in the British Standard 

Regulations on concrete blocks [101], because they need this 

in testing. Another example from the same field is the use 

of approximately sixty bricks for one square-metre of wall 

for,say, first year craft bricklayers, but the more exact value 

1/(0.225 x 0.075) for Diploma students. Both sets of students 

have to be users of this information so there is no point in 

writing two versions of this section, one for each type of 

student. However, if a craft bricklayer shows interest in 
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just how the accurate value is worked out some attempt must 

be made to feed the interest such as by having a sheet of 

notes on the point. 

5.6.2.2 Module Sections 

The following sections are intended as a guide to the 

construction of a module and may be varied to suit particular 

circumstances. 

General Objectives 

Specific Objectives 

Knowledge 

Tasks 

Exercises 

Information Pack 

Objectives can be varied to suit classes, time available and 

to accommodate syllabus requirements. The tasks are practical 

things the students should do in order to become informed. 

For example a task could be to view some slides or an over

head projection of a diagram; or it could be something carried 

out outside the classroom such as asking members of the public 

for their opinions. Exercises which have anything to do~with 

mathematics imrr,ediately conjure up visions of calculations or 

algebra problems. Repeated practising of certain techniques 

may be required of some but this is not an objective of a 

module. It would be much better if the use of the techniques 

for some purpose such as investigating the relationship between 

the reading error of a weighing machine and the magnitude of 

the reading were to generawthe practice. Again the term 

'exercise' is used to show the student that something now has 

to be carried out by means of a personal effort, but the 

exercises should be seen as problems for which there may not 

be one simple solution. The student will also have to make 
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some decisions as to methods (with the help of the lecturer, 

if necessary) such as using a computer to carry out 

repetitive arithmetic. In some of the modules tasks have 

been suggested which are practical such as calibrating a 

model of a tank in, say, the physics laboratory, which will 

require some teamwork between lecturers. Obtaining 

realistic exercises is not always easy but the effort should 

be made and this is where the use of industrial information 

becomes important. The information pack can be made avail

able to each student or just a few copies supplied, 

especially if it is not going to be used too frequently, or 

if resources are limited. This will mean either changing 

some exercises or instructing the student to concentrate 

on certain topics. For example, the general objective: 

Uses basic notation and rules of algebra 

from a TEe Level 1 Mathematics unit has the specific 

objectives: 

Represents quantities by symbols and numbers 

which could be changed to: 

represents quantities by symbols and numbers in 

organic chemistry. 

This would then focus mathematics on the relationship that 

it has with chemistry, if this is also a subject to be 

studied. 

Tasks could involve visiting a library, or viewing slides, 

or studying a diagram using an overhead projector. A task 

could also be undertaken outdoors as when sampling opinions 

from the general public. Making a list of measurements in 

certain situations, for example gardening is another example 

of a task. The instructions for the task should, be as 

clearly stated as possible in the text but some discussion 

and answering of questions will probably be necessary. The 
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exercises could be theoretical, experimental or a mixture 

of both. An example of a mixture of theory and experiment 

is when applying statistics to data gathered from a survey 

or a series of laboratory experiments. It is worth 

mentioning that the theory of the use of a statistic is not 

usually the prime concern of the user. 

'Educational Technology' is the term applied to teaching 

equipment and it is no use making a module very heavily 

.dependent on sophisticated equipment although it is some

times easier to obtain the use of a computer system than 

it is of, say, a slide projector. However, a good search 

of an educational establishment can often lead to equipment 

not previously suspected of being in existence. Much can 

be accomplished with little and this applies to making models 

to demonstrate technology. A regular feature of the 

publication Scientific American is the article The Amateur 

Scientist [102] which often contains instructions for making 

models. Very explicit in its supporting instructions for 

demonstration experiments is Building Craft Science [103] 

where the science is transferable to other disciplines. 

Good reference sources which are usually current and available 

free of charge are leaflets and booklets used to publicise 

manufactured products and services. There are also many 

government publications issued through, for example. the 

Department of Industry. One advantage of using these 

sources is the excellence of the reproduction of drawings 

and photographs which save much time in describing situations. 

Oil companies and nationalised industries (eg coal, 

electricity, gas and water) usually provide some free 

educational services which include posters and charts as 

well as films. .Travel brochures can sometimes supply useful 

information on other countries as well as illustrating the 

use of vectors, rates of currency exchange and modes of 

transport. 
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5.6.2.3 Notes for Lecturers 

These should follow through the module sections, adding 

further notes as necessary, bearing in mind that a module 

dealing with bricklaying may not mean much to a lecturer 

from a Department of General and Communications Studies. 

Thus the provision of adequate reference material or sources, 

without overwhelming the lecturer, is important. It may be 

hard for the mathematician to appreciate how difficult even 

simple mathematics is to the non-practising lecturer, who 

is just as entitled to forget things as the specialist. An 

assessment scheme could be appreciated but some lecturers 

like to construct their own. Solutions to problems, however 

elementary, would be helpful as a check on students' 

solutions. The use of special equipment may be required 

such as the overhead or slide projector and the question 

arises as to how reasonable it is to expect a lecturer in 

another college to provide this, bearing in mind the time 

and trouble this would involve. Yet many establishments 

have the equipment and even as far as the computer is 

concerned there is usually one available somewhere. 

Without some effort by a lecturer the benefits of innovation 

will not materialise. These notes end with some guidance 

information on assessment, bearing in mind the broad way in 

which the hypotheses have been set up: for example whether 

or not the students enjoyed working with a module, even if 

it contained mathematics which they do not generally like, 

is covered by HI and could be assessed by observing how they 

worked, if they were eager to start or even sang while they 

worked! On a serious note, once they are seen to enjoy the 

work then the module becomes an 'open door' to learning. 

Finally, if scores have to be awardea the following 

descriptions of the scales available in the order of 

precision are set down: 
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Classifactory - for example: likes theory, likes practical 

Ranking - for example: very interested, interested 

Interval - for example: a temperature scale (no zero) 

Ratio - for example weight (interval scale with zero) 

If the exercises are such that they can be scored numerically 

then the ratio scale can be used and with it a collection of 

parametric statistics. However the question without a unique 

answer which requires some thought and investigation in 

different directions, such as 'how would you provide heat 

for this house?', would serve the student better if marked 

according to effort and ideas by a ranking scale. It is 

interesting to note that the GCE Examining Boards which serve 

many members of the general public (in several countries) 

only provide results of their examinations on a ranking 

scale to the candidates. Two candidates can be awarded 

a Grade A pass and they will consider themselves of equal 

merit because the ratio scalings are not disclosed. Written 

assessments are the commonest means of examining performances 

but these sometimes go with a verbal component as with the 

GCE examinations for foreign languages. This method can 

strike nearer to a true evaluation of what a candidate has 

gained from a course because, although the idea in a 

candidate's mind is the correct one, whether or not it is 

conveyed to the examiner depends 

facility with the written word. 

partly on the candidate's 

When examining orally the 
. 

examiner can ask for clarification of a point, but on paper 

what the candidate writes is final. Understanding can be 

tested more objectively when verbal interrogation is possible. 

If the student does not object and would not suffer from 

inhibitions then recording the discussions would ensure the 

capture of all that was said so that a careful analysis can 

be made later. In this respect, the tone of a reply can 

indicate the strength of an opinion or preference. Finally, 

special attributes such as the good use of a library may 
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want to be assessed or just even commented on, as would be 

if a diagram appeared in the student's submission when it 

is known that few such examples are hard to come by. 

5.7 Module Pilot Study: Measurement and Construction 

5.7.1 Introduction 

The trial to be described took place at Wirral Metropolitan 

College, Birkenhead, England, after the author (reference ST) 

had been approached by a member of staff (reference HD) of 

the Department of Building to assist with that part of a 

Youth Training Scheme college-based ('off-the-job') 

educational programme which dealt with Information Technology. 

The syllabus reference to the subject was very brief in that 

it indicated that there should be some form of 'computer 

awareness realised in a practical way' and left the details 

to be filled in by the teaching staff. ST responded with 

the suggestion that the computer should be used in relation 

to building problems, seeing in this approach the potential 

for developing a module as a research exercise. HD agreed 

to this and asked for the lecture programme to start the 

following week which did not give much time for the 

preparation of individual written modules. This was overcome 

by obtaining the use of a room with about ten computer 

systems and storing the written text of the lecture (kept to 

a minimum) on a disc and loading it into the memory ready 

for use. An important advantage of this method for research 

is the ease with which text can be altered in a very simple 

manner in the light of trial experiences whereas prepared 

copies of a text would have to be completely replaced at the 

expense of time and resources. Providing the students would 

not object the method would be used to develop a series of 

notes, worksheets, etc, into a module. After the Information 

Technology period the students would have a short break and 

then be taken by HD again 

in this 

for 'Building 

could be used 

Technology' and 

during the period their experiences 

with HD and ST to develop a module based on 'building' tasks. 
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The author's ideas would be to involve mathematics as it 

relates to measurement in'building'. The hypotheses stated 

in section 5.6.2 (hereafter the hypotheses) would be tested 

by monitoring the students' opinions, behaviour and class

work. The computer would be used in a practical way that 

would be of benefit to the industry. The ideas of the 

interrelated approach were discussed with HD and he liked 

them: this then was the birth of a team approach (HD leading, 

ST the other member of the team of two) from which a module 

of study would emerge. The students.would be working in a 

multidisciplinary environment with HD providing technical 

and vocational components and ST mathematics, science and 

practical computer technology. However each member of the 

team agreed that there would be no operating principle which 

involved rigid demarcation lines for allocating particular 

subjects to a member of the team. Thus as far as science 

was concerned HD could bring in the scientific names for 

cerrent components (eg 1 ime) and then ST could intervene with 

the chemical name and composition, in a smooth and conjunctive 

way. There would be five weekly periods of ninety minutes 

each available to develop a module. The events of the first 

or pre-trial period are now described. 

5 .7 .2 Planning The Pre-Trial Period 

This period would enable the students to get used to the 

computer and the involvement of more than one subject, and 

the team to get some experience of how to deal with the 

integrated approach and assess the value of using the computer. 

This was very much a learning period and would probably show 

up much that could not be planned: team discussions after 

each period would help future developments. The following 

was the planned sequence of events: 

1. A brief introduction to the use of the computer keyboard 

would be given by ST for the purpose of reading information 

from the computer and obtaining answers or solutions to 

problems from the computer for checking. 
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2. HD then explained how the practical technology of 

building walls requires the use of mathematics to 

enable material quantities to be estimated and costed. 

He also explained the concept of the standard brick, 

one of many available brick standard forms. 

3 HD and ST jOintly described ways in which the number of 

bricks required to build a wall could be estimated. One 

method is to find how many courses (rows) make up the 

height of the wall and multiply this by the number of 

bricks which will make one length of the wall; all 

this will have to take into account is the thickness 

of the mortar (bed) which is 10 mm unless otherwise given. 

Another method is to estimate the number of bricks per 

square metre of wall and multiply this figure by the 

wall area; a figure of 60 is often assumed to ease the 

arithmetic (more exactly 59.259 ... ). It is important to 

convince the student that the two methods are MATHEMATICALLY 

EQUIVALENT, using algebra if acceptable; at this point 

the mathematics ceases to be 'basic'. 

4 Also in this period (a lot has been planned for this) 

the basic multiple choice test described in Chapter 2 

would be carried out with the intention of measuring 

the students' abilities; this was in response to a 

request from HD. 

As far as using the computer to receive instructions and 

text all the student had to do was type the command RUN 

when the following section appeared: 

WALL CALCULATIONS 

"Here are six problems of the same type. If you cannot do 

the first one then ask for help and you may be more success

ful with the others. The problem makes use of addition, 

multiplication and division and if you would like some 

practical examples in these techniques please ask. When 
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you press the ENTER key as requested. you receive more 

instructions and also are given the option of looking at 

either the answers to the problem you are working on or the 

entire working in easy steps." 

Problem 

A wall of given dimensions is to be built from standard 

bricks. The brick has dimensions: 

face - 215 mm wide and 65 mm high 

depth - 102.5 mm 

and the mortar bed is a standard 10 mm thick. Estimate the 

number of bricks required to build 

then plastered ready for painting. 

the wall.' The wall is 

If one litre of the 

paint to be used covers forty square metres of wall approxi

mately and two coats are to be applied, estimate the amount 

of paint required. Sketch diagrams and use the paper 

supplied for rough working if this helps. 

Dimensions of Walls 

Number of Wall Length (m) Height (m) 

1 22.5 8.5 

2 45 17 

3 2.25 8.5 

4 200 30 

5 250 50 

6 20 10 

Press « ENTER » to continue. 

Note: After pressing the ENTER key (RETURN on some computers) 

the options of the full working or just the answers would be 

offered, the user simply selecting a single key entry as 

indicated on the screen. 
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5.7.3 Review of the Pre-Trial Period 

The team of two had a short discussion on what had taken 

place and it was decided that such a discussion would take 

place immediately after a module period so that changes of 

policy etc could be decided while the events were still 

remembered and this would possibly obviate further special 

meetings. The following points summarise the discussion: 

1. The only special educational aids were the computers and 

these seemed to hold and maintain the interest of the 

students in what were simple mathematical exercises with 

a PRACTICAL BACKGROUND. 

2. In order to estimate the number of bricks the technology 

of bricklaying in respect of taking into account the 

mortar thickness had to be brought into the problem 

mathematically and this involved sketches etc. 

3. Some of the students asked for copies of the problems on 

paper, but this first exercise was not to be part of a 

module as it was just to test the INTERRELATED approach 

to teaching mathematics and building technology. The 

use of some computer technology was also under investi

gation. 

4. There were twenty-three students (rather a lot for the 

room) and HD said that this number would be reduced from 

next week as some were joining a Technician's course; 

he also said that this week's test should be carried on 

next week as it was worth doing, seeing that the students 

were interested and were being extended MATHEMATICALLY 

without protest. 

5. HD decided that there should be five more similar weekly 

periods devoted to technology, mathematics, and science, 

for example 

ST agreed. 

when it was necessary to use 'density', and 

The same team approach would be used. The 
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idea would be to incorporate some of the mathematics 

which HD would have to teach and also some of his 

technology. The teaching method would then be that of 

'interrelated studies' which HD liked and found accept

able as long as the students enjoyed their learning 

periods. 

6. HD stated that he would like the first of the next five 

periods to be used to carry on with 'Walls' but in a 

modified form which would include a short statement of 

the objectives of the series of work units, which would 

eventually form a module. 

7. 'Measurement and the Construction Industry' was to be 

the title. Sections would be referred to as A, B, C, 

D and E. 

8. The mathematics in the module would include the four rules 

of arithmetic, fractions, percentage, ratio, conversion 

of formulae such as that relating mass to volume and 

density, area and circle mensuration. 

5.7.4 Module Trial: Measurement and the Construction 

Industry 

The twenty-three students who had taken part in the pre-trial 

were now reduced to about twelve for the module trial due to 

partitioning into groups and allocating to other modes of 

training. Aims of the module were included as follows as 

the first.piece of text to be read from the computer screen: 

Aims 

1. To introduce the use of mathematics for practical 

measurement tasks. 

2. To show that 1. involves mathematics, science and 

technology in an interrleated way. 
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3. To make a sensible estimate of the quantity of paint 

which must be purchased to cover the wall as required. 

The other sections are: 

Section B 

Objective: 

Knowledge: 

Tasks: 

Exercises: 

To relate mathematics and science to the use of 

mortar 

Definitions of mortar 

The properties of mortar and how they are 

measured 

Types of mortar commercially available 

Look at the nine mortar laboratory tests from 

the slides or pictures and study the Information 

Pack (Appendix 5.6) 

1. For each mortar test write down a brief explanation of 

any science or technology involved 

2. Describe at least two mortars, giving the ratios of their 

constituents and possible uses 

3. Describe any chemical change which takes place during the 

setting stage of mortar and explain any possible 

disadvantages these may have 

4. A bulk consignment of 200 m3 of TILCON ready-mixed mortar 

is ordered. Find the quantities of basic constituents 

which would be required and estimate the weight that 

the set and dried mortar would add to the structure. 

Try to set out a routine for any final volume of mortar 

(you choose the type) and perhaps investigate how the 

computer could help with the calculations involved: talk 

to your lecturer about this but don't spend too much 

time on it 
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5. What is the function of the lime in mortar? 

Note on the Information Pack 

This consists of information for class reference and is a 

collection from a variety of sources. The term applies to 

any of the author's modules, the contents of the associated 

Pack being suited to the use as well as the subject of the 

module. There may be extracts from published literature, 

notes from conversations with specialists from industry or 

photographs and diagrams ,supplied specifically at the author's 

request or extracted from literature. Sometimes the author 

has received offers to make the slides or photographs for 

him and these have been gratefully accepted; many industrial 

organisations employ publicity specialists and produce work 

of a very high standard. Examples of material not included 

in this thesis, but illustrating the breadth of the support 

given to the author, are available for inspection. Bond 

also found excellent industrial support and indeed both Bond 

and Turner agree that their modules would have been 

relatively uninteresting and uninformative had it not been 

for such sources. Another educational advantage which 

derives from the industrial contact is that industry itself 

becomes more aware of recent innovations in schools and 

colleges. 

Section C 

Objective: 

Knowledge: 

To appreciate how the climate interr.elates 

chemistry, physics, mathematics and technology 

through the brick 

Bricks contain various chemicals which were 

present in the clays from which they were made 

and which can react with atmospheric chemicals 

such as acids. Rain and atmospheric water will 

be drawn into the brick (technical term?) and 
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thus increase the weight. So here we have 

physics and mathematics (percentage) to describe 

how bricks react with water 

1. Read about brick properties in the Information 

Pack 

2. Soak a brick in water for four hours. 

Describe the changes which have taken place 

1. A wall is to be constructed from Redland Surrey bronze 

bricks which have an average weight of 2.8 kg and absorb 

9% of their weight of moisture. If 200 bricks are used 

what will be the extra weight on the foundations due to 

the water? The calculation may be carried out in two 

ways 

2. The Ashdown Pevensey brick has a dry weight of 2.2 kg and 

absorbs 20% of its weight of water. Calculate the 

increase in weight of 10, 100 and 240 bricks 

3. The Chailey 2.1 kg brick absorbs up to 14% of its dry 

weight of moisture. In a laboratory experiment a dry 

brick is weighed after soaking in water as 2.26 kg, 

What is the percentage absorption figure for the 

laboratory conditions? 

Section D 

Objective: 

Knowledge: 

To understand and use the relationships between 

volume, mass and density 

density = mass/volume 

mass = volume x density 

volume = mass/density 
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Tasks: Study specifications of construction materials 

and write down as many instances of the use of 

the terms 'density', 'mass' or 'weight' and 

'volume' as you can find. Note the units used 

Exercises: 

1. The Tilcon company provides a ready-mixed mortar service 

to a building site. In one case 'a mortar of ratios 

2. 

1:1:6 (cement:lime:sand) is delivered in their standard 

0.3 m2 containers. The average wet density is 1800 kg/m- 3 

and set and dried the figure is 1650. Calculate the 

wet and dry weights of 10, 20 and 30 container deliveries 

_3 
Set and dried mortar has an average density of 2000 kg/m . 

Find to the nearest 1%, the volume of mortar which 'belongs 

to' one standard brick which is part of a wall, compared 

with the volume of one brick. What will the percentage 

figure be for weight if brick can be assumed to have the 

same density (this is reasonable) as the set and dried 

mortar? 

3. Find the density of water. TACBLOC aerated concrete 

blocks have a dry density of 630 kg/m- 3 and absorb on 

average 3% by volume of water. Find the weight of water 

absorbed, state the effect on the volume of the brick 

and then work out a value for the new (wet) density of 

the block 

Note 

The TAC Construction Company manufactures lightweight concrete 

blocks which achieve their low density by using gas to form 

spaces as one of the manufacturing processes. The company 

also publishes [104] a technical booklet containing much 

useful material which relates to mathematics and is a very 

useful source of practical teaching material. It also has 

had valuable and willing support from the company. The same 
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can be said for Tilcon Mortar Company [105] which has supplied 

the author with what is virtually a textbook on the s~bject 

of mortar, concrete and bricks and contains information 

which is difficult to obtain elsewhere. The author 

encourages students and teachers to write for free literature 

etc, because this keeps them in touch with the latest 

developments and the Construction Industry's products. 

Section E 

Objective: 

Knowledge: 

Exercises: 

To bring together properties of circles and bricks 

How circles are involved in the construction of 

simple brick archways and this brings in GEOMETRY 

and the value for the constant 1nr which does 

not have a definite value 

No set exercises were planned for this other than plotting on 

graph paper sets of coordinate points which, when joined up, 

would give the. outline of a circular arch section, starting 

with the base length of the arch and the height of the top 

of the arch above this line. The more able student could 

also calculate the T·adius of the arch from a given formula 

(it is derived using the intersecting chord theorem) but the 

intention was not to get involved with. traditional geometry 

as such. The full computer text is not reproduced here 

because it was not ready but what there was could be used. 

Again, because the students had to construct brick arches 

the mathematics was relevant to them although in a TECHNOLOGY 

INTERRELATED way only. This approach, in which the complex 

mathematics was hidden from the student (or arguably, the 

student was protected from it) by the computer, is considered 

to be an important research objective because it can justify 

becoming involved with the computer technology. 
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5.7.5 Report of the Trial 

The atmosphere of the trial was encouraged to be one of 

discussion between student and member of staff and between 

student and student. If an instruction was not understood 

or some help was needed then the appropriate action was 

taken. Marks were not awarded for 'correct answers' as in 

conventional examination classes, the emphasis being on 

testing the three hypotheses. A similar room to that used 

for the pre-trial provided the accommodation. It was 

equipped with a number of computers and a dry-wipe white board. 

The computers were not the same as those used for the pre-trial 

but the author's view of such variations is in terms of 

more experience of computer technology: this fact also did 

not seem to cause the students any concern. The modules 

were now also available on paper as well as from the computer 

(controlled by the user) and the students seemed to prefer 

this latter mode of presentation. Writing paper for 

solutions to problems was available as well as plenty of 

paper for rough sketches and working. There was nothing 

the students used which could not be provided in any class

room in any other part of the country so the module was 

transferable as far as educational technology was concerned. 

The computer facilities happened to be available as they 

might be elsewhere, and were by no means essential. If the 

small element of computer use suggested in the module is 

noted and acted on then this would be a bonus for students 

for whom. 'computer awareness' and use was not mandatory. 

There now follow reports on the sections as they were tried, 

with the use of the Information Pack material in Appendix 

5.6. 
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Section A 

This was not so much a repeat of the pre-trial period but 

a continuation. As repetition of similar problems was 

involved not a lot of interest was expected to be generated 

but, however, the students seemed to find the use of sketches 

and simple geometry quite absorbing; Obtaining help from 

the computer as well as relieving the lecturer of routine 

tasks seemed to be found interesting by all but one student. 

It must be noted that the generation of INTEREST IN LEARNING 

was to be one of the hypotheses to be tested and was a 

prime reason for proposing the module style of learning. 

Most found the relationship between the area of the wall 

contributed by one brick plus just 5 mm (half) the mortar 

all round and 'belonging to' the brick, difficult to under

stand: the impression of the author was that the importance 

of understanding this concept far outweighed that of getting 

the correct answer to the calculation. Here pencil and 

paper came into their own, as the relationship could be 

constructed with simple geometrical lines. The method 

introduced by HD (technology) was to find the number of 

courses (height of wall divided by height of brick) and then 

the number of bricks in each course (length of wall divided 

by length of brick) and then multiply these together. This 

is equivalent to finding the contribution of the face of one 

brick and its mortar to the wall area and dividing it into 

the wall area. This can be proved very easily by algebra, 

but would have been out of place here. It was eventually 

realised that this was gOing to be a problem for most students 

and that the essence of the difficulty was relating mathe

matics or mathematical ideas to technology. In this case, 

the technology was building a wal! and this could not be 

accomplished without an adequate"number of bricks yet at the 

same time one would not want too many. The formal method of 

teaching this would be to use algebra to derive or just 

present a formula and then use it without verification. The 

understanding of the relationships between mathematics, brick

laying and walls would then be lost. Some students' comments 

and questions were: 
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Will you start me off, I have forgotten how? 

How do you change millimetres to metres? 

When working out the number of rows what about 

the top one which has no mortar on it? 

1.9 litres of paint would have to be 2 litres 

Section B 

This was introduced by ST with a short discussion, hoping 

for some dialogue. Why we use mortar started an interesting 

discussion which brought in technology and science for the 

chemical composition of cement. Sand, of course, was well

known and this was linked with silicon and so round to 

modern electronics technology through the silicon chip. 

Measurement of mortar constituents was always by volume but 

technically how would this be done on a building site? This 

was asked in the module but needs more discussion than just 

a set of notes. More measurement came from the drying time 

of wet mortar, the hardness of set mortar and the ratio of 

constituents, as this is how mortars are classified - so 

relating to mathematics. RD suggested that it would have 

been helpful if a worked example to show how quantities of 

constituents for a volume of specified mortar were displayed 

on the overhead projector. Assistance was frequently 

requested when one component of a mortar ratio (such as 

1:1:2.5) was not a whole number. The first ratio component 

is always '1' for mortar ratios. The practice of increasing 

the fraction of sand in the mortar was raised by one of the 

students and this of course makes it cheaper to produce 

with the technical effect of reducing the strength of the 

mortar. Lime, a plasticiser which helps to make the mortar 

workable, is expensive and so the more sand the better for 

the builder. The following discussion question was set to 

the class on this point: 
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One mortar has cement, lime, sand ratios of 

1:1:6 and another ratios of 1:2:9. What is 

the fraction of sand in each mortar? 

The fraction of sand in each mortar is 3/4 and this question 

was used to introduce'the idea of a fraction as a comparison 

measure: this then led on to percentage, a very important 

fraction. The point of this exercise is that the difficult 

mathematics of fractions and their many forms was accepted 

in the context of and with the support of technology. It 

did not appear to the students that they were learning 

mathematics. Any other emphasis could have been chosen 

through the module, eg for teaching of computer skills. The 

team discussed this and agreed that the module was producing 

learning opportunities in areas such as mathematics which 

would not have survived in formal circumstances. 

Section C 

Difficulties were experienced with the use of the percent 

idea. This is not unusual and is found even at higher levels 

of attainment. It is in common use in the construction 

industry as indeed it is in many others. It was the 

experience of the team that the students did not want to be 

given a direct formula for substitution but preferred to 

try to understand the particular application from first 

principles in a way strongly integrated with the practical 

aspects; perhaps this then is one effect (not a bad one) of 

using a module. It was noted that mass and weight are 

considered as equivalent terms but when the force of the 

wall on the foundations has to be given, the mass must be 

multiplied by the gravitational acceleration to give a value 

in newtons. The technology lecturer came in strongly on the 

relationship between the strength of the foundations and 

absorbed water and also snow on the roof in the winter. These 

points could be given in notes for the lecturer, but not in 

any notes for students who would not then be able to reason 
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out (with a little prompting) the effects of climatic changes •. 

Some observations by the team were: 

1. Placing the decimal point when multiplying by 10 or 

lOO, say, could prove confusing 

2. Constant refreshing of useful techniques through problems 

is probably needed during a working life and a short 

interesting module would suffice 

3. Solutions written out on paper were not wanted 

4. The less able students will try a problem and check 

their working by using the computer more willingly than 

if the lecturer does the checking for them 

5. The verbal question 'a 100 kg brick wall absorbs 10% of 

water by weight, then releases 10%; what is the final 

weight?' produced answers: 100 kg and 110 kg 

Section D 

This section is by no means a repetition of the school density 

concept because industry has its own definitions' and 

terminology to add. Thus the terms 'material dry density' 

and 'equilibrium density' would be enough to put any O-level 

physics candidate off physics, but these terms are found in 

connection with aerated concrete blocks and only have meaning 

when interrelated with physics, block material and mathematics. 

The emphasis can be placed on any of the sciences. or technology 

to suit the class .. The manufacturer's information book [104] 

gives plenty of scope to go very heavily into algebra and 

the computer can be brought in if experience is requ.ired in 

this direction. It appeared that the method of working with 

the computer was liked by most of the students (assessment 

of answers to problems was available in this way) who worked 

in small groups, argued, discussed and defended their 

individual solutions. The reluctance to invoke the computer 

until they were reasonably certain of success was also noticed 
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as a feature common to all sections of the module. A 

student who was shown to be correct by the computer, when 

others in the group were wrong, would sometimes make this 

fact known loudly. This demonstrated competition generated 

by motivation to succeed and the team were pleased to see 

that this was taking place in an ATMOSPHERE OF PHYSICS AND 

MATHEMATICS. The use of writing materials was still vital 

but the computer added to this the fact that the student did 

not have to wait for the lecturer; motivation to try 

exercises was very evident in respect of the computer checking 

facility. Even those who resented solving problems commented: 

this is not the same as school 

which can be interpreted as school methods having proved to 

have been somewhat uninteresting or had failed to motivate 

them. 

Section E 

This section brought in the very common circular shape found 

in brick structures which naturally involved the constant TI. 

The problem of making a circular frame for the bricks of an 

arch to rest on so that the set shape of the arch will be 

truly circular can involve complex mathematics in the form 

of geometry. There seemed to be little.to be gained from 

the evaluation formulae yet it is important to give some 

indication how the shapes are obtained, working within the 

ability range of the particular class (and it nee~ not be a 

class of builders). The geometrical methods are well-known 

so it was decided to let the students see the very strong 

relationships between mathematics and a nicely shaped arch 

for the two algebraic methods outlined in the module. The 

mathematics behind the methods could cause A-level students 

to think hard but it was covered up by the computer which 

merely gave out the results for the plot. One student asked 

how the radius could be found if you did not know where the 

centre was. The formula for this (O-level mathematics would 
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derive this) was put on the board and worked through step by 

step. The student then tried a few examples and this seemed 

to make the undisclosed mathematics more acceptable. The 

plotted points for the outlines of the arches were joined 

to give as smooth an arc as possible. The mathematics was 

completely new to HD but he found it acceptable because the 

application results were available. Several very good arcs 

were plotted and this was enough for the students to be able 

to accept the work of the computer. The following 

page shows an example of an arch constructed by a group of 

students. The caption notes that two methods for producing 

plotting points were provided initially, the second one 

involving an angle and a distance, but this method was 

discarded because the students did not like,using protractors. 

A short appraisal of the module as a whole was attempted in 

a brief discussion with students after the completion of the 

last section and they agreed without dissent that they had 

enjoyed the time spent on it. The written classwork was 

collected in and no reference was made to this in front of 

the class. The main observations on the written work are 

that there are considerable sketches and that some had made 

neat presentations but others had not bothered; no request 

was therefore made for any form of presentation. 

Note: readiness to sketch is worth encouraging for all 

technology-based studies. 

5.7.6 Team Appraisal of the Complete Module 

The usual short meeting of the team took place l.mmediately 

after the students had departed and the module as a whole 

was discussed. The main point of criticism was the lack of 

a theme which could generate the sections in a naturally 

interrelated way, although the students had not complained 

on this pOint. This was probably because they had been 

interested in what they were dOing and so would not have time 
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An example of a brick arch constructed . 

by the YTS bricklayers. Note the frame 

made from wood which is used to form the 

bricks to a circular arc. The students 

plotted points for an outline template 

for the arc using the computer to perform 

the complex mathe matical calculations, for 

which two methods were available . 
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to appraise the sections. The team went to the Building 

Department staffroom and asked round for ideas. There was 

an almost immediate suggestion: 

show some slides of the bungalow project 

from CL* who had made the slides and also a video recording 

(later stolen) during the construction. The slides would 

offer something for each section, and another building 

specialist, JH*, who had helped with the filming and appeared 

in one scene, offered to produce descriptions for the scenes. 

The original guidelines for producing modules specified the 

use of educational technology and an example of this is the 

preparation of a list of the slide descriptions. This was 

carried out with the slide projector and a computer. The 

description was dictated by JH and typed into a data file 

by ST without using intermediate pen and paper: the.'team' 

is working. The advantage of this method is that any file 

record (description) can be replaced by re-typing. The 

scenes started from the excavated ground (biology here) and 

covered the uses of bricks, mortar, concrete and water. 

Triangles, rectangles and circle-section pipes brought in 

geometry and estimated quantities arithmetic, all with the 

purpose of measurement. Each slide contained a lot of 

information with the final product, the bungalows, available 

for all to see because the site is a local one. As buildings 

are being erected at most times it would not be too difficult 

to repeat the slides exercise in any part of the country. 

The complete list of slide descriptions is shown in Appendix 

5.7 Further team discussions produced a selection of 38 

of the slides (Appendix 5.8). The complete set of slides 

would have taken too much time to show while trying to 

maintain the students' interest. Two of the slides (Appendix 

5.9 ) from the selection are reproduced as photographs. 

A black and white xerox copier could produce quite good 

copies from the colour photographs of the slides and these 

would be adequate for student use if slides and a projector 

* Members of the Building Department staff. Both CL and JH 
subsequently became involved with the author and the three 
were considered to be a team. CL actually produced a small 
module which he was pleased with. 
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were not available. After this the team raised two main 

points of criticism of the module: 

1. Section A seemed to be unfinished in that most uses of 

bricks extend beyond a single wall to a structure with 

several walls and there are many shapes to choose from. 

The private person could ver·y well estimate, cost and 

build a house wall say for the garden but the industry 

would go well beyond this. 

2. Energy conservation is of prime importance and receives 

legislative support which builders have to conform to 

in making sure that heat losses through walls are limited 

by design of wall. materials: here then is SCIENCE. 

Something should therefore be included which relates to 

this through say, the U-value. The theory of the 

U-value uses a lot of physics and is used in design 

projects such as 'The Low-Energy Office' [106]. 

The evaluation of the U-value is carried out in stages and 

a computer provides a useful means of checking the results 

so this facility was incorporated in a final section of the 

module, together with some theory. Further deliberations 

about Section E showed it to be quite routine in that it 

resulted in plotted points, the mathematics being so difficult 

that an attempted explanation would not have been appreciated. 

However, the relationship between the mathematics (or 

geometry) and the technology of arch construction was 

thought important enough for the section to remain,being 

suitable for the less able who at worst could achieve a nicely 

plotted arch outline from the section; while the more able 

student could delve into the- mathematics. So here is some

thing for everyone. The new arrangement of sections is: 
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Section Reference Description 

SI measurement on a building site 

S2 cement, mortar and concrete 

S3 bricks and lightweight concrete blocks 

S4 the brick requirements for a house 

S5 passage of thermal energy through walls 

The sections were given new references because of the changes. 

The example to illustrate the house in S4 is one which is 

built to a standard design by a large building firm in 

various parts of the country with some minor variations. 

The author visited one of the sites and looked at the 

architect's plans from which an estimate of the number of 

bricks required to build it was obtained as well as the 

number of doors and windows and their measurements. The 

information was incorporated in the module·together with a 

copy of a picture of the house as it would appear to some-

one looking at new houses. As the important new sections 

in the module are SI and S4 it was decided to tryout these 

sections with the students who had carried out the initial 

trials, if time could be made available. The idea behind 

this was to support the research, but any use of students 

for this purpose would have to be justified on the grounds 

that they would benefit from the trial and that the substance. 

of the material taught would have to fit in with their course 

syllabus (this has not been a problem so far). If this were 

not so then the author could not use the class.periods. The 

author approached HD at the time when the YTS students who 

had tried the initial module had just returned from work 

experience to the college for the second period of 'off-the-job' 

training (education as well, depending on what one could do 

for them). When the request for more time was made HD 

remarked that ST had promised to show the students some 

slides on measurement and that his review of the previous 

period in the college brought out a concensus opinion of 

the students: 
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the module periods had been the best ones of the 

course. 

HD suggested that perhaps the students could fill in a 

questionnaire to give their views on the course as a whole 

but this did not materialise. The second block of college

based study involved technology which implied mathematics 

and a little science so HD was agreeable to ST and HD 

running this block as a team. Of the original class some 

had left but others had joined leaving thirteen for the 

trial. No compulsion can be exerted to keep a student in 

a course as education after leaving school is not compulsory 

as it is during the school years. Withdrawals can be for 

various reasons such as a student finding the course 

uninteresting or finding another course more personally 

beneficial or simply taking a job. Numbers for a research 

trial can therefore never be guaranteed to remain static 

or be completely statistically relevant. 

The module was now modified by the tea~at Wirral Metropolitan 

College and then discussed by the research team at 

Loughborough. The author also introduced a new module to 

the team based on the Oil Industry which would have a 

similar structure to that of the module described in this 

chapter. The obvious success of the building module means 

that it would be worth following up with one of a similar 

form. 

* CL and JH: lecturers in the Department of Building 

ST: the author 
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CHAPTER 6 

TRIAL OF MODULES 

6.1 Introduction 

The main components of the first module trial, described in 

"Chapter 5, can be identified as: 

Ca) some slides; 

Cb) written instructions and exercises: and 

Cc) educational technology 

The first trial had shown that the slides generate interest 

which encouraged the students to tackle the mathematics in 

the exercises and further interest was generated by the use 

of computer technology. Plenty of discussions were 

observed between students"in connection with the exercises. 

and this is evidence of interest. When this first trial 

was discussed with the research team at Loughborough and 

modifications were being considered the author outlined a 

similar form of module based on the theme 

Measurement and the Oil Industry 

This chapter now describes the trials of the two modules. 

The author would like to acknowledge the enthusiasm. and 

support of the research team for these trials. 
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6.2 Measurement and Construction 

6.2.1. Organisation 

As mentioned in the last paragraph of Section 5.7.6 HD 

proposed that his lecture periods (five, of one-and-a-half 

hours each), designated 'Technology' should be used with 

author to tryout a module and show the tape/slide 

Measurement Programme (as promised!). 

five periods is as follows: 

Planning for the 

Period 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Task 

Show 'Measurement' and 

Continue with S4 

Complete S4 

C.ontinue with SI 

Look at the TACBLOC information 

(omitted at first trial) and 

finally discuss the course with 

the students. 

The Sections SI and S4 were modified and are as follows: 

SI: Measurement and Construction 

Objective 

To be aware of the measurements involved in the various 

stages of a construction project. 

Knowledge 

You require this in respect of: 

(a) The estate of bungalows: . from slides or 

pictures. 
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(b) Measurements which have to be made during the 

construction or have been made in the 

production of the materials used. 

Examine the project during the successive stages of 

construction. 

(a) View the slides or study the pictures. 

(b) Note any measurements, giving short descriptions. 

(c) Do your selected measurements involve 

Exercises 

mathematics, science or technology? Note this 

on your paper: for example mortar needs 

mathematics for the mixture ratios, there is 

chemistry in the setting processes and moving 

bricks needs technology at each stage. 

After studing the slides write answers to the following: 

(1) Identify three examples of counting measures. 

(2) Identify some important angles. 

(3) Name a brick measure which varies between 

manufacturers and has no standard scale but is 

important to the architect and client. Give 

some examples from structures you know or like 

the look of. 

(4) Find a measuring device on one of the slides 

which is without a scale and has three 

similar indicators. How is the~deviceused? 

A version is also available with a scale: 

explain the purpose of the scale and illustrate 

with examples drawn from any construction 

projects you have seen or know of. 
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(5) Name a branch of science which is needed in the 

early stages of the project if possible damage 

is to be avoided in the fULure. How would you 

treat the ground to avoid such damage? 

S4: House Measurement 

Objectives 

After working through this section you should be able to 

produce an estimate for the material requirements for any 

of the following: 

Cl) bricks, 

and 

( 2) 

( 3) 

mortar, 

blocks, 

by using geometry and arithmetic with appropriate 

approximations. 

Knowledge 

All lengths are in metres 

Types of bricks, blocks and mortar 

Standard brick dimensions: 0.215 x 0.065 x 0.1025 

Area, percent and approximation techniques 

Tasks 

Study the details of the house: here are some measurements 

Here is a diagram to illustrate one type of wall: can 

you name it? 
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5·7", 

Here are some more measurements 

All measurements are external and above the damp proof 

course level. 

Height of the roof peak above the level of the top of the 

side walls: 1.3 

Measurements for openings in outer walls 

Lower Floor 

Front window 

Front door (inclusive of all glass) 

Side window (one) 

Side window ( two) 

Rear window 

Rear door (including glass) 

Measurements 

1.3 x 1.8 

2 x 1.2 

1 x 0.6 

1 x 1. 2 

1.3 x 1.8 

2 x 1 
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Upper Floor Measurements 

Front window 1 x 1.8 

Front window 1 x 1.2 

Side window 1 x 1.2 

Rear window 1 x 1.8 

Rear window 1 x 1.2 

Exercises 

1. Calculate the area of each rectangular wall. 

2. The shape of the front and rear walls has a 

geometrical name which is related to the number of 

sides. Write down this name which begins with p. 

3. Next calculate the area of the gable walls (the 

builder's term for the front or rear wall). You can 

split it up into two areas or use a subtraction. 

method. In either case simple trigonometry is needed. 

4. Add up the outer areas of all four walls. 

5. Calculate the sum of the areas of all the openings 

in the walls. 

6. Now find the total area of the outside brick faces. 

7. The next task is to convert wall area into a number 

of bricks using the number of bricks which will cover 

one square metre, which is not an exact number. 

Sometimes the 'round' figure of 60 is used. 

help with this. 

Ask for 

8. From the previous calculation give what you think is 

a sensible estimate of the number of bricks. 

9. The bricks require mortar which is 10 mm (0.010 m) 

thick between adjacent bricks. Make a sketch to 

show a brick in a wall and the mortar around it which 
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belongs to just the one brick. Calculate the 

volume of this mortar and then decide how you would 

find the volume of mortar required for all the bricks. 

10. If the inner wall is constructed of concrete blocks 

estima.te the number of blocks and the volume of 

mortar required. 

11. There is always some waste of materials (go and'have 

a look at a site) and an allowance must be made for 

this: one way is by allowing a percentage increase 

on the estimates, say 5%.' Try to allow for this. 

How does the waste occur? 

12. The bricks and blocks come from. the manufacturers in 

packs. Look at the literature and select a brick 

and a block and so finally write as completely as 

possible specifications for: 

(1) the brick, 

(2) the block, 

(3) the mortar 

you would use, giving reasons. Don't forget the climate 

and geography! So much for the geometry and 

arithmetic and materials and on to a most important 

consideration - that of conservation of heat. The 

rate at which heat escapes through a wall is measured 

by the V-value and brings in some physics, mathematics 

and material considerations. Find something on heat 

loss (someone pays for it!) in say, the free 

literature provided for the public in the Electricity 

Board shops (usually in racks). An interesting one 

is 'Conserving Heat Energy' a booklet published by 

the Energy Efficiency Office which compares energy 

costs for different sources. 
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First Period 

As HD and the students had reminded the author on several 

occasions that he had promised to show some slides on 

'Measurement' the time seemed opportune as it could give 

this next block of lectures an interesting start. The 

slide program Measurement of Section 5.5.3 with the 

synchronised sound commentary was to be used, even though 

it was designed for educators, because it was the only one 

the author had and there was not time to make up another 

one for students, although this had been mentioned during 

the discussions by the team and Professor Bajpai had pointed 

out that a need such as the present one might occur. This 

would be then a trial to show how the use of the programme 

could be extended - downwards in fact. The section S4 

would also be attempted. 

Organisation 

Both HD and ST were present, HD of course because it was 

his teaching period and if not for the research interest ST 

would not have been present: it is important to emphasise 

that the class concerned had been subjected to a very 

different treatment from that which they would have 

experienced had it not been for the intervention of the 

author, and one more special treatment was to be the slide 

programme. However, they had accepted all the teaching 

variants so far and so the author (HD had not yet seen the 

programme) did not fear another experimental excursion even 

if it was designed for educators. The students were asked 

to sit comfortably and make sure that they could see the 

slides. ST gave a short introduction to measurement and 

pointed out its importance to them in their chosen trade. 

There was also a brief description of their 'interrelated' 

learning mode during the previous period in the college -

this was done very superficially so as not to give the 

impression that their time had been taken up with something 
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which might appear to be extraneous to their studies. 

Some commented: 

we are glad to be back to these lectures. 

The students watched the slides and listened to the 

commentary in silence and seemed to find the show quite 

interesting. After a while some seemed to lose their 

concentration and became restless, tending to look away or 

even move around the room. However, at not time were there 

signs of disruption. When questioned about it after the 

showing, most had little to say but one or two remarked 

that they could not understand it and that too many big 

words were used. A few said that it was interesting 

(many were seen to be watching with interest) but it was 

doubtful whether more than just interest was aroused. No 

attempt was made to initiate a formal discussion on the 

interpretation of the programme. This experience shows 

that for such an audience a more realistic programme would: 

(a) not last as long, suggest about ten minutes; 

(b) use a simplified commentary; 

(c) deliver the message at the beginning; and 

(d) pose some discussions at the end. 

The Section S4 

This time calculators were made available (Casio FX 100) on 

request but some students had remembered having used the 

computer keyboard in the calculator mode and the author was 

asked t~ run through this again. The objective of the 

exercise was briefly described in the opening verbal 

introduction as estimating (this implies modifying the 

results of precise calculations) the number of bricks 

required for the outer walls of a detached house with three 

bedrooms. A picture of the house and its plan for both 

floors were available for something to refer to. Detailed 
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instructions were available from the computer as before 

(the notes headed S4) and the program was already loaded. 

The student could adjust the pace at which the text was 

brought to the screen frame by frame using the RETURN 

key as instructed in the program. At most three students 

at anyone time used a terminal. In order to overcome 

difficulties with the selection of a brick from the 

manufacturer's list and also to save time, copies of a 

data sheet on a brick (the 'Carlton' information sheet) 

were made available on the tables used for writing. There 

was no specific issue of papers to any student for personal 

possession. Rough planning was encouraged as well as rough 

working and it was announced that a formal worksheet was 

available on which to write down the solutions to problems 

after successfully working on rough paper. The instructions 

had been modified on the advice of RD so as to give the 

height of the apex of the roof (geometrically the height of 

an isosceles triangle) rather than leave the students to 

struggle with some unfamiliar trigonometry because he 

thought that they would not be able to do this; not 

because perhaps they had not done so at school but that the 

recall of this would simply amount to too much mathematics 

in which the purpose of the mathematics would become lost. 

Some students found the sentence giving the depth of the 

house (front to rear or side wall length) difficult to 

interpret and this will have to be looked at carefully: 

perhaps a diagram would help but these should be kept to a 

minimum. Between the computer screen frames, the ORP 

frames and the brick data sheet all necessary information 

was provided but some did not seem to think so until they 

were shown where to find what they were looking for. 

Summary and Observations 

1. About half the students obtained a final figure for 

the number of bricks and copying on to the worksheet 

would take place later. The rough work was collected. 
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2. There was a general air of activity with both members 

of the team being kept busy; the rough working paper 

was well used. 

3. Mathematics was much in evidence for the area of a 

wall, accommodating the openings (subtraction) and 

relating 'bricks per square metre' to an actual wall 

area. 

4. Alternative but eguivalent mathematical strategies 

were much in evidence, as for example when estimating 

the number of bricks for individual walls then adding 

the separate values, or combining the wall areas and 

then converting this once to a number of bricks. 

5. At no time was there any class instruction on 

mathematical methods. This could have been boring 

to some as the students were of mixed abilities. and 

so help was kept minimal and given as and when 

necessary. Considerable mathematics was endured~ 

without protest. 

6. There was a practical reason for using mathematics. 

7. Interrelation between mathematics and laying bricks 

came out in the discussions. 

8. Some difficulties were: 

(a) getting started; 

(b) identifying the missing letters of the word 

p ....... though most had probably heard it 

before so the recall was justified; 

(c) transforming brick area to a number of bricks; 

and 

(d) geometry. 
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9. HD was guite surprised at the amount of mathematics 

the students had accepted and had not expected this. 

Second Period 

The students continued with the S4 exercises and in the 

meantime the presentation of some of the information had 

been slightly altered to answer some of the criticisms 

and eliminate some common errors. Worksheets were handed 

out so that the exercises could be written up neatly. 

Most students were eager to do this. Returned work was 

discussed. The OHP was observed to be a focus of attention 

for small groups who engaged in discussions using the 

projection which, being large, made it much easier to 

member of a small group. A striking case involve every 

of technology relating to mathematics was the use of a 

figure for the number of bricks required per square metre 

of wall. Some technology lecturers teach that the figure 

must be a whole number so you take 60 which is 

1/(0.225 x. 0.075) rounded up. A small group volunteered 

to count the bricks in a measured square metre of wall. 

They returned with a figure of 58 1/2 bricks and some doubts 

about the authenticity of the figure 60. The difference 

in the number of bricks for the complete house was shown to 

one student to be about 100 bricks if the more exact 

figure was taken and he pointed out that this could mean 

the purchase of an extra pack. Someone pointed out that 

the two triangles of the gable ends would make one rectangle 

so there was no need to used the triangle area formula twice. 

These individual cases show that there was sensible 

mathematical thinking within a practical context and more 

could not be asked of any class. It probably never 

occurred to the students that they were doing mathematics 

and they had remarked that they hated their mathematics 

period (which this had now replaced). 
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During a discussion with a small group about the number of 

bricks to a pack, CL (he had suggested using the set of 

bungalow slides he had made and was referred to see the 

previous chapter) came into the room. to see the author 

about help with his project. He took over the discussion 

and reminded the students that they had helped to unload 

bricks from a lorry and asked them to recall details of 

the event and in particular why the full load capacity of 

the truck could not be made up of bricks (the answer 

required was that an unloading crane was being carried). 

As a brick technology specialist CL brought in the practical 

aspects of the subject. CL asked for an explanation of .the 

teaching method and suggested extending the exercises so as 

to include the bricks for the foundations and the garage. 

He was willing to take part in any way possible and be 

considered as the third member of the team. His first 

contribution to the module was made a few days later when 

the author mentioned that he would like some photographs 

of the students' practical work to illustrate their 

classroom exercise and use these in the classroom for 

discussions. He offered to be available when the author 

brough the photographer along. He made a very professional 

contribution which ranged from sweeping the floor to clear 

away debris, to setting the scenes for maximum effect. 

One of the photographs is reproduced on the next page and 

shows a practical case to illustrate the theory in the 

module. 
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Student practising building skills in the 

construction of two parallel and vertical walls . 

Third and Fourth Periods 

A return to S1 , the first section, was made but this was 

a new one 

activity. 

a building 

for this group and would constitute a change in 

The students had been visited by the author at 

site where they were building a perimeter wall 

for the purpose of obtaining their views on the module 
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periods. They all said that they would be pleased to 

give these and had found it interesting: this is part of 

evalution because 'interest' and 'liking' cannot be measured 

from paper exercises. The bungalow slides (these were 

introduced in 5.7.6 and are now required again), were 

projected by HD and both team members gave commentaries 

although most of the work was done by HD. As much 

discussion as possible was encouraged about the cases of 

measurement to be seen or implied in the pictures, and 

this included a measure for safety which was raised because 

of some of the practices seen when using scaffolding. 

When the colour of the r60f tiles was in dispute someone 

who had actually worked on the site settled the point. 

Chemistry came up when the white colouration on the walls 

was mentioned. The term efflorescence was mentioned but 

it should be noted that the chemistry of building materials 

is very complex and the mechanisms of a lot of the chemical 

changes are unknown. A critical angle measure was for 

the 'fall' of the sewer pipe, the angle being critical in 

that it controlled the efficiency of the system; thus we 

have two related measures. The viewing and discussions 

took about an hour and this was followed by the written 

exercises starting with examples of measurement. This 

stage was the 

took place. 

end of a period and the team discussion then 

HD suggested that each student should have 

a set of photographs instead of having to look at the 

slide projections in a group. Also this type of student 

needed detailed guidance on what to look for and write 

down. He also suggested reducing the number of slides to 

about six and reducing the total viewing time .• It was 

decided to bring in CL on this and he supported retaining 

the full number of slides, making the point that there 

was a lot of varied measurement in the slides (which had 

been selected) and something important might be missed out 

if you reduced the selection.: 
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The Last Period 

This period was used to go through some of the information 

on concrete blocks using the OHP and slides (see Informati.on 

Pack) to present pictures, tables and general facts about 

TACBLOC, the source being a wall chart supplied by TACBLOC. 

There was plenty of mathematics, science and technology 

all on the one chart which is a good example of what is 

available free yet makes excellent educational technology. 

The guidelines for t~aching in an interrelated way stress 

the use of educational technology whenever possible. The 

chart, although printed very clearly, soon deteriorates 

when taken out, unfolded and folded up again, so a more 

durable form for the information has to be found. The 

chart can be cut up and photocopied so that one does not 

have to go the expense of producing slides. A lot of the 

physics on the chart was difficult to understand but the 

students kept up a lively discussion and although there 

was little activity apart from taking a few notes the 

students said that they were not bored. This period was 

really a verbal one. An assessment of this type of lecture 

for learning outcomes would be difficult to make but would 

be possible if it were necessary to recall some of the 

information. The students were asked for some general 

comments on the Tuesday afternoons (when they used· the 

module) and they can be summarised thus: 

We liked the Tuesday afternoon period. 

We don't like the following period (mathematics). 

We had to do mathematics but we didn't mind 

this because the computer made it interesting. 

This last period was quite interesting. 
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The educational technology no doubt adds to the interest 

of what is taught and it should be noted that the computer 

was used in a very simple mode and it did not possess any 

graphics facilities at all. 

Note on presentation: 

At no time was any attempt made to produce good copies of 

a complete module, bound between covers and illustrated 

semi-professionally. The students never made any complaints 

in this direction and the author has put his 'interest' 

component in the educational technology. In contrast 

Bond [3 1 found that school pupils liked a module which 

was well presented, but he did not make use of educational 

technology. 

6.2.2. Some Conclusions 

1. The students found their activities during the 

experimental module development periods very 

interesting. 

2. Mathematics was generally an unpopular subject but 

mathematics and mathematical ideas within the 

environment of the interrelated approach to 

measurement were accepted and liked. 

3. Modern technology in the form of the computer was 

experienced in a useful way. 

4. As yet no good quality form for the module had 

appeared but this did not deter the students from 

learning. 

5. The hypotheses have been confirmed. 
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6.3 Measurement and the Oil Industry 

6.3.1 Background 

The topic for this module is the mineral oil industry which 

uses the services of the construction industry as well as 

bringing in shipping, engineering and general interest in 

many ways. Scarcely a day passes without there being some 

mention of the industry or its products. Distillation of 

crude oil C'oil' is mineral oil unless otherwise 

specified) produces secondary products which are fed into 

other industrial plants based on these. For example, 

most synthetic rubbers are made from the products of 

refined crude oil and Synthetic Rubber is a short free 

publication which explains the industry and jobs for 

technicians in a simple manner and is well illustrated. 

Also an important source of energy, oil is kept in the 

public eye by the effect of changing political situations 

in the oil producing countries as well as searching for and 

discovering new sources. This means when taken together 

that technology and geography are interrelated and a module 

could well steer the user in this direction. There is 

chemistry which is involved on a large scale which needs 

special engineering techniques which are provided by 

chemical engineers. Mathematics and physics are interrelated 

in pipeline problems and laboratory chemistry is needed 

to test and measure the products. Because of these facts 

it was decided to exploit the interrelationships between 

mathematics, science and technology through this industry 

or some part of it. There is also very strong support 

for education in this field, often without cost, in the 

form of free literature and films; for example British 

Gas which is another associated industry, supplies 

films on free loan. The films cover such subjects as 

agriculture and science. The module will also give 

opportunities for a computer to be used in a realistic way 

similar to the way it would be used in industry, the students 
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being encou~aged to show initiative and inventiveness in 

the use of data and the presentation of information on the 

computer screen. Because the topic has relevance for most 

people the module should cater for varying levels of 

ability and personal knowledge; for example a student may 

be interested in high-performance cars and hence provide 

information on grades of petrol, lubricating oils and how 

they relate to brand names. As this is a topic with 

colourful and impressive advertising literature it should 

be possible to make a visual impact with slides or 

photographs. Changes to text can be made economically 

and quickly by having this computer stored to be read off 

the screen or printed as required. Being experimental it 

was expedient to have the text stored on a computer disc 

so that the text could be read off by the students and only 

printed off by personal request. It was decided to 

concentrate on one facet of the oil industry, the spherical 

tank, this being not as narrow a view as it seems at first 

sight because when extended to tanks of other shapes many 

products become involved such as: 

flour (in road tankers) 

beer 

cement 

refrigerants 

chemicals. 

Mensuration is required from mathematics as well as 

geometry and the shapes of some road tankers are difficult 

to describe in traditional school mathematical terms, so 

this should give rise to some original suggestions. The 

module can be used for computer studies and contains a 

section for the use of the computer but this is not 

obligatory: if, however, some real and practical use is 

sought for a computer then the module will provide 

opportunities for this also. 
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6.3.2 The Module 

Format 

This is reproduced in Appendix 6.1 , and can be seen to 

have a very short form, although containing a lot of 

information. Being a first attempt it was not considered 

worth enhancing the presentation or trying to give. it a 

permanent look in view of many possible modifications. 

This view is from experience gained with the Construction 

modules. Also, the opportunities arose rather quickly to 

tryout the module so there was little time available to 

spend on reproductions: to this end it was fortunate that 

the computer presentation was possible. 

The Slides 

The slides came from various sources, all being connected 

with the industry. They were chosen so as to give a broad 

view of the industry starting from the search for oil right 

up to the many products obtained from the crude basic 

material and also to show the wide range of uses for the 

products. We are all users in one way or another. Reproduc

tions of the slides (Appendix 6.2) could be used if a slide 

projector was not available. 

slides are as follows: 

Short descriptions of the 

1 the formation of oil in the strata of the 

earth; 

2 survey methods by sound waves and examining 

rock formations; 

3 transportation is by pipe and ship but we 

need tanks also; 

4 a view of a complete refinery - note the 

tanks; 

5 a simple diagram to illustrate the distillation 

stages; 
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6 two spherical liquid gas storage tanks; 

7 an 'inside' view - patterns behind the 

substances; 

8 the many customers - lots of tanks and many 

shapes; 

9 a large chemical industry feeds on oil; and 

10 an international market exists for chemicals 

for the farm. 

The choice of slides was such as to bring out mathematics, 

science and technology and any commentary must do this 

without trying to separate out all the chemistry or all 

the mathematics. For example when asking the class: 

Where do we put the oil (or fluid products) until 

we are ready to use them .... 1 

descriptions of tanks could be asked for which bring in 

shape (mathematics); and perhaps the formula for the volume 

of an upright cylinder could be asked for as well which 

leads on to 1r The mathematical aspects can then be 

turned back to chemistry by asking about some of the products 

and their chemical compositions which consist of carbon 

and hydrogen atoms in proportions determined by simple 

mathematical formula (algebra). 

The Mathematics 

This can be introduced with the circle and rr It may 

be necessary to counter the idea that rr is 22/7 and one 

suggestion is to let the computer produce a value for 

as 4*ATN(1) that is as 4 times the angle (45 degrees) in 

RADIANS whose tangent is 1. 

calculator to give a value. 

Alternatively use the 

The formula for the volume 
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of the liquid in a partially filled spherical tank will 

have to be accepted by most students and its evaluation 

step by step in order to verify the computer's work, 

involves simple multiplication, division and subtraction, 

which can be taken in stages. Working with the computer 

(if one is available) could give confidence to the student 

and make the computational aspect of the calibration task 

appear more interesting. It should be noted that for 

students who have studied mathematics as far as O-level the 

mathematics associated with the sphere is usually just the 

formula for the volume in the form 4/37r R3. So here is 

an approach to mensuration for a very common shape which is 

extremely new but of practical significance. 

The General Questions 

These need some wider reading or discussions with people 

employed in industries associated with tanks. There is 

literature available and libraries as well so too much 

information should not be provided ready to copy out. 

The question about the Alaskan oil depends on how much the 

student knows about climates in other parts of the world. 

Television and radio media provide a lot of information 

through news items and documentary programs because the 

oil industry is very much of concern to the countries 

which have oil as well as those which do not have any. 

Students must be encouraged to seek this information for 

themselves and this should not prove too difficult a task. 

6.3.3 Use of the Module 

6.3.3.1 The Students 

Three groups of students were chosen for the first trials: 

descriptions of the groups for the purpose of analysis and 

evaluation of performances are as follows: 
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Group A 

Part-time (one day per wee~) students in the fourth or 

fifth year of a Higher Technician Mechanical & Production 

Engineering BTEC Certificate programme of study. Job 

functions could vary quite a lot from hospital laboratory, 

to power station technician. 

Group B 

FUll-time students working for a BTEC Building~Civil 

Engineering Diploma taking two or three years to complete. 

This is often chosen as a route to a polytechnic or 

university course. 

Group C 

Part-time (one day per week) students in the first year 

(level 2) of a BTEC Ordinary Certificate in Science 

programme of study. Jobs were related to science in such 

fields as pollution control, soap and allied products 

manufacture and edible oils precessing. 

Mathematical Education 

It is not intended to give a full analysis of this but a 

GCE Ordinary level pass or a CSE grade 1 result are 

acceptable as far as mathematics entry qualifications to 

the courses are concerned. With reference to the calculus, 

here are some topics to illustrate their differences in 

mathematical attainment - Group C have just about met the 

ideas of calculus: 

Group A 

Group B 

differentiation, integration methods 

partial differentiation 

elementary differentiation and integration 
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Group C the use of .increments to obtain a rate 

of change and the application to 

sine/cosine 

All these would receive the same module but it was not 

intended to take over the classroom teaching of mathematics 

but to invoke the use mathematical ideas as and when necessary 

and so make. users out of mathematical practitioners. In 

BTEC, mathematics achievement of objectives is important 

and this is usually demonstrated by using techniques, but 

in 'module' mathematics the subject or topic area is 

important. As long as the student realises what is 

required (for example a depth-volume calibration table) 

a computer could be used to do the mathematics provided 

the student is in control and understands what the machine 

is doing. This would then free the student to some 

extent to come to grips with problem solving in practical 

situations as they would occur in industry. As for 

sCience, the groups have widely differing experience of 

this. Thus Group A studies Engineering Science which is 

mainly mechanics and many have never studied chemistry 

beyond a CSE level; Group B studies Building Science 

which deals with the physical testing of materials 

(building involves some very complex chemistry in mortars, 

weathering of bricks and paints and physics in the thermal 

insulation problem of walls); and Group C of course 

studies chemistry as a major subject and also physics. 

It is worth noting that the demands of industry do not 

always take into account. one's level of knowledge as can 

be seen from Table 1 (Appendix 6~3) which shows some of the 

information supplied to a road tanker operator by Crane 

Fruehauf [107]. Inspection of this table shows a lot of 

chemistry, some physics and technology. 

6.3.3.2 Support From Industry 

Unlike for example the Construction Industry, where the 

materials and examples of their uses are readily available 
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for all to see and in fact provide each one of us with 

'shelter' in some form, industry's liquid products and 

their containers (tanks) are usually remote in many ways 

to the general public. Reservoirs, for example, are 

often grassed over and golf is played above the surface. 

Water Supply and Treatment [108] illustrates in· 

Appendix 6.4 how much the Water Industry depends on 

tanks of many shapes but also that it makes full use of 

biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics and technology. 

The Regional Water Authorities provide a good service to 

education in the form of posters, slides and illustrated 

information leaflets. Information on the Oil Industry's 

products and tanks is much less accessible to the general 

public because of the nature of the products and the 

specialised nature of the science and technology involved; 

hovever, the author has received a lot of assistance from 

industry which has helped to make the tasks and exercises 

presented to the students practical and realistic. The 

major oil companies operate special and very comprehensive 

educational services for schools and colleges. Shell 

[109J 

[110] 

provide posters with Notes for Teachers; Mobil 

supply excellent booklets which are illustrated 

with diagrams and photographs; and Esso [lllJ produce 

excellent wallcharts illustrating the chemical manufacturing 

side of the oil industry. The Occidental Group [112] has 

an Education Service which provides a really excellent 

booklet (prepared by the Public Affairs Department) which 

has some very effective overlays showing the basic 

construction of an oil drilling rig: but of immense 

educational value is the Glossary of terms for the oil 

industry, containing a good selection from mathematics, 

science and technology and all well presented. There is 

a re~ognised and official calibrator of tanks (Her Majesty's 

Customs and Excise Department has strict control over 

dutiable liquids), [113]. Consequently the author was 

unable to receive authentic information such as charts, 
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diagrams and Institute of Petroleum Regulations [114] 

which contain a great deal of 'circle' geometry relating 

to spherical tanks. Again, the author made a tour of local 

industrial sites and saw a spherical tank at the site of 

margarine manufacturers Van Den Berghs & Jergens Ltd. and 

asked for information on it and any other tanks. The 

result was a contact with the Training Officer [115] who 

arranged a private tour of the factory, supplied answers 

to technical questions through consulting colleagues and a 

set of plans for certain tanks the author identified. 

Many more contacts and industrial visits have been made with 

invitations to 'come and see for yourself' which sometimes 

includes students. The heavy engineering industry comes 

into the manufacturing aspects of tanks and British Steel 

[116], through their various specialists supplied much 

useful information. 

6.3.3.3 Operation of the Module 

The lecture periods for BTEC Use of Computers and Computer 

Assignments were chosen to use the module because these 

were under the control of the author and all three groups, 

at different levels of mathematical attainments and studying 

in different fields should yield a comparative study. The 

module would be presented in the same way to all groups 

except that their subjects would be used for illustrations. 

The sl~des were shown and comments and discussions from 

both sides were to be encouraged. The idea of the module 

was explained. Any student could look at the slides again 

by operating the projector personally. The module was 

available to be read from the computer screen (there were 

five) but printed copies were offered. Help in the way of 

clarification of the text was available but direct answers 

to questions were not, only discussions which would lead them 

(hopefully) to the correct solutions. Discussions between 

students and the seeking of answers and information outside 

the classroom such as in libraries or from anyone in industry, 

other members of staff or members of the family, was 

encouraged as much as possible. 
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Objectives 

These are distinctly for the students, indicating to them 

what they are to get out of the module; and those for 

research purposes. 

Module Objectives 

(1) Make use of the computer in a practical way. 

(2) Bring together mathematics, science and 

technology through the storage tank calibration 

task. 

Research Objectives (extra to the hypotheses) 

To investigate in the climate of an interrelated approach: 

(1) the relationships between the application of 

mathematical principles and levels of study; 

(2) the transfer of mathematical principles to 

other topics; and 

(3) how the computer supports the interrelated 

approach. 

(1) will show if the groups A, Band C can apply the 

principles equally well in spite of having had different 

amounts of mathematics education. (2) will investigate 

if changing the shape and hence the geometry of the tank 

affects the student's ability to carry out the same or a 

similar task such as producing a volume-depth calibration 

table (given any formulae required) or at least to be able 

to start it. Objective (3) could be investigated by 

determining if students are more willing to use mathematics 

when for example routine calculation tasks are taken over 

by the computer. 
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6.3.3.4 Initial Stages: Some Observed Attitudes 

Here are some early observations: 

1._ The slides were received with interest which 

increased when the students were asked to make 

personal contributions to the discussions. 

Few aspects of daily lives are untouched by the 

oil and allied chemical industries so each person 

is able to make some contribution. 

2. The slides were made available for every period, 

if required and students were observed to 

concentrate on just one slide and sometimes 

make notes from it. Use of the remote control 

cable and Unit by individual students was 

encouraged. 

3. There was no attempt to enforce a presentation 

of the final written work and attitudes to what 

was considered sufficient or in good enough 

style varied a lot. 

4. There were no outright protests at studying 

what were considered to be 'other subjects' such 

as chemistry by an engineer and a few words of 

reason settled any doubts. 

5. Initial attitudes to mathematics in principle 

and practice were most consistent across the 

groups in that it became different from the 

classroom subject because of the context - it 

wasn't easy to separate out the mathematics 

required, as a separate subject. 

6. Within the context of the brief instructions 

in the module there was freedom to extend 

mathematics or technology as desired; for 
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example the engineers were asked to attempt the 

proof of the volume-depth relationship since 

they had studied calculus to a sufficient depth. 

But this was torture! 

7. There was some copying from the computer screen, 

but for a short piece of text this method of 

presentation seemed acceptable and it also 

gave pract ice in the use of the k,eyboard. 

8. Some students were ready to. believe what appeared 

on the computer screen without checking. 

9. The module appeared to suit all groups - there 

were no cries of 'too easy' from Group A; 

6.3.3.5 

but as indicated in (6) it is easy to amend the 

module instructions to suit a paricular class 

or even one student because the interrelated 

approach does not imply specific topics or levels 

as with individual subjects. 

Assessment for Mathematics 

The module only went as far as an investigation into the' 

properties of the spherical tank, which meant that similar 

mathematical principles should be able to be applied to 

tanks of other shapes and so test Research Objective (2). 

By giving the same questions to the three group~ of students 

in a formal test situation Research Objective (1) could be 

tested at the same time. 

and to this end the 

Thus some formal test is required 

Assessment Test: Mathematica'l Bias 

(Appendix 6.5) was constructed for research and as a formal 

assessment for BTEC requirements - the use of the computer 

was called for by the test. Some special arrangements 

had to be made to supervise a classroom and the computer 
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room and the students as they moved between the two. After' 

using a computer they were told to erase all data from the 

working memory and clear the screen. Calculators were 

available to borrow. There was no point heading the test 

paper with the second instruction unless the equipment 

could be made available for use by a student without 

disturbing other students. 

6.3.3.6 Analysis of Results 

Sixty students took the test and Table 2 shows how they 

were distributed. 

Group 

A 

B 

C 

Total 

Table 2 

Number 

14 

18 

28 

60 

Each question will be considered in respect of the mathematical 

principles (MP) it uses and the success rate of the students 

in the three groups ,in using the MP. Research Objective (1) 

or R01 will be measured by the success rates. Analysing 

success rates for tanks of different shapes will test R02 

between the, three groups and finally some subjective views 

of the students will test R03. 

The analysis of the responses to the questions will now be 

given in the form of a table for each Research Objective. 

Research Objective 1 

Question 1 

MP 1 volume in each case is proportional to the height, so the 

calculation of volume can be simplified by recognising 

the common factor, which is the area of the base. 
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Results (no table necessary): the MP was not used by any 

student. 

Question 2(a) 

MP2 rate pf change of volume is zero at zero depth and 

maximum depth and the points cou1d be identified in a 

sketch. 

Table 3 

Group Correct Use % Correct 

A 9 64 

B 6 33 

C 19 68 

All 34 57 

MP3 rate of change of volume is a maximum at the level of the 

centre of the sphere, where the surface area is a 

maximum. 

Table 4 

Group Correctly Used % Correct 

A 10 70 

B 7 39 

C 14 50 

All 31 52 

Question 2(b) 

MP4 the graph can be sketched using three main feature 

points - two where the rate is zero (zero and maximum 

depths) and the third where the rate is a maximum, 

at half the maximum depth. It is worth noting that 
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the volume-depth function is easily differentiated 

into a quadratic form which can then be sketched very 

easily from a knowledge of O-level mathematics. The 

Higher Certificate students should be capable of this 

analysis but may not be able to see that this task is 

related to 'classroom' mathematics. 

Table 5 

Group Sketched % Sketched 

A 1 7 

B 4 22 

C 6 21 

All 11 18 

Question 3 

MP5 recognise that the cross-sectional area of the cylinder 

is constant. This can be stated or just used to 

construct the table. 

Table 6 

Group Recognised % Recognised 

A 2 14 

B 2 11 

C 4 14 

All 8 13 

MP6_ use percentage correctly, which can be done in a 

number of ways: if V = maximum volume then 

95% _ V x 95/100 

or 95% = V V x 5/100 

or 95% = 0.95 x V 
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Table 7 

Group Used Correctly % Used Correctly 

A 12 86 

B 15 83 

C 22 79 

All 49 82 

The main technique used was to multiply the volume by 

95/100 but other methods were finding 1% then multiplying 

by 95, finding the fraction 19/20 of the volume and 

subtracting 5% from the volume. 

Research Objective 2 

Question 3 

The module required the student 

table for the spherical tank. 

to the cylinder. What learning 

the spherical to the cylindrical 

to produce a volume-depth 

This idea is now transferred 

has been trasferred from 

case? The computer was 

used to produce the table· for the sphere, so the same method 

should be attempt~d. The calculator can also deal with 

repetitive calculations although not as quickly and 

expediently as the computer and its use is acceptable in 

place of the computer; for this a student could observe 

that equal increments of depth map to the same increment in 

volume .. 

Group 

A 

B 

C 

All 

If Technigue Transferred 

9 

8 

15 

32 

% Transferred 

64 

44 

54 

53 
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A common calculator expediency was to put the value of 3.14 

(or whatever was being used fornJmultiplied by the square 

of the radius, in the memory and then multiply this by 

successive depths. 

Research Objective 3 

How does the computer support the interrelated approach? 

The relationship between the topic area and mathematics is 

obvious because of the algebra and computation involved but 

there were no complaints about doing mathematics which 

seemed to be accepted as and when necessary. A lot of 

what would be called rote working is taken over by the 

computer (and of course the calculator) and'the work of 

Brown [32] suggests that a strategy of building up a 

network of mathematical relationships is a better answer to 

the lack of understanding in children than repeating the 

same type of calculation many times. But mathematical 

relationships are just what can be built into the computer 

program and in such a way as to be able to see them working 

(make the computer print out all the computational steps 

together with friendly messages). Again the computer task 

for any of the author's modules was never for the sake of 

exercising mathematics but for enhancing the relationships 

with something physical and meaningful. Professor Bajpai 

uses the term Computer Enhanced Learning [117, 412] and 

perhaps the author can be permitted to borrow it to make his 

point. To illustrate the mathematics - physical relationship, 

question 4 requires the computation of 95% of a volume, which 

fact must be related to the dangers of filling the vessel 

without allowing room for expansion or evaporation. The 

computation has to be correctly carried out and this can 

justify the use of electronic devices. If the student can 

reason out how to make the computer (logically, not just by 

trying things) work out the volume then the machine can be 

left to its computational tasks. The working environment 
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of the computer was observed to bring about discussions as 

students tended to work in pairs or a number would 

congregate to see something interesting. It was not" 

possible to confine each student to a desk and so the 

advantages of mobility must be seen and accepted. Appendix 6.6 

shows a sample of work produced by one of the Group A 

students who had found the module very difficult at first. 

He also feared exposure to the unknown (the computer) but 

eventually proved the volume - depth relationship for the 

spherical tank without help (this was not mandatory but they 

had done the integration, so why not use it?) after a 

considerable struggle. The author found a note from him 

after the course from which: 

... Thanks very much •.••. I have enjoyed the 

course immensely 

when read in conjunction with his module written work can 

be interpreted as the enjoyment not having come from the 

mathematics or computing but all that he was encouraged 

to bring into his submission. It is frequently noticeable 

that: 

a lot of practical mathematics, science and 

technology are brought into the students' 

work from OUTSIDE because the module as given 

(so far) to the students leaves a lot to be 

discovered by personal initiative. Bond's 

modules were however much more comprehensive, 

complete and professionally presented. 

An interesting fact which came to light was that once a 

BTEC or similar course of technician studies was undertaken 

(excluding those with a sicence base) in, for example, 

Building or Engineering disciplines, there was little 

contact with basic science such as chemistry or physics. 

Any attempt to bring these subjects into a programme of 
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study as such would no doubt lead to another academic and 

uninteresting set of lectures. One way to redress this 

balance is through interrelated studies. 

Group C: A Special Investigation 

Because these students had not had the same amount of 

lecture time devoted to mathematics as those in the other 

groups, it was decided that they could be at a disadvantage 

in the test through, say, not having the same command of 

mathematical language. It was therefore decided to 

interview them and make sure that their responses to 

questions would not suffer from, say, a lack of expression. 

Notes were taken at the interviews and these are now 

summarised. 

The Interviews 

In order to clarify some of the ideas used by Group C (the 

least mathematically experienced of the groups) they were 

interviewed individually. The students will be designated 

AI, A2, .... and their comments and responses prefixed by 

the number of the question to which they were related. 

These discussions were not tape recorded as there had 

not been sufficient time to prepare the students for this. 

So written notes were made in much the same way as in the 

case study of Chapter 4 with the time between one student 

leaving and another arriving being used to write extra 

notes by recalling some of the conversation. Here then 

are summaries of the responses of the whole group for each 

question . . 
Note that these students had just about started to receive 

instruction on the calculus and that their syllabus did not 

include anything on specific techniques. 

Question I 

Used calculator (typical) 

Rough working first (two only) 
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Question 2(a) 

Reasoned out the graph shape. 

The scale of the graph is not significant. 

Sketched the graph from memory of the experiment for the 

physical modelling. 

Maximum rate at centre because maximum surface area. 

Graph steepest at 9 m because sphere widest. 

Point of maximum rate not determinable. 

Used computer print of graph. 

Area of surface a maximum at middle and reduces away from 

the middle either way~ 

Cannot fill sphere right to top. 

More volume for a given depth at the centre. 

Note: paper was available and explanations were sometimes 

accompanied by sketches, which the author encouraged. 

Question 2(b) 

Idea of rate of change was not properly understood. The 

rate graph will be symmetrical about H = 9 line because of 

the symmetrical shape of the sphere. The point of 

maximum rate is not determinable unlike the points of zero 

rate (H = 0 and H = 18). Maximum volume is added at the 

centre. 

Note: Some found this difficult and did not do it but 

managed to contruct the sketch with further discussion. 

Question 3 

Used square of radius as a constant memory factor and 

multiplied by each value of depth Ca number did this). 

Modified the computer program for the sphere. 

Worked out the maximum volume - divided by 5 - added this 

up cumulatively to get a series of volumes for new depths. 
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I saw the relationship between depth and volume but 

carried out the working for accuracy. 

Used the calculator but also modified the sphere program. 

Wrote a program to get a table. 

Put value of volume for H = 2 in the calculator memory and 

then multiplied by 2, 3, ...• using the calculator. 

Wrote a program; referred to notes; checked on the 

calculator. 

Only did one calculator evaluation - area of cross-section. 

Values 4 times too large - used diameter instead of radius. 

Used calculator - no short cuts. 

Question 4 

Check for 95%; . it must be close to the maximum. 

Worked out 95% of 20 m. 

Find 5% of volume and take from volume. 

Used 1.25 for 4/3 and 3.14 for~ . 

In using the calculator I put 4 x~ in the memory. 

Note: Most used the calculator without short cuts. 

These brief notes show clearly how a number of mathematical 

principles and some techniques have been used or at ~east 

thought about, in a non-mathematical teaching environment. 

Perhaps when these students have made further progress with 

their mathematics lectures and received drill in using 

techniques they will not be so open about using the IDEAS 

of mathematics and will search their repertoire. for some 

technique or 'the formula' as this seems to be what a lot 

of mathematics teaching implies. 

6.4 Observations on the Construction and Oil Industry Modules 

1. Traditional mathematics teaching seems to inhibit 

mathematical ways of thinking. 
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2. The interrelated approach to the mathematics in a 

problem can bring success even for those who have 

not studied mathematics to a very high level. 

3. Computers and calculators are used in different ways 

by different people; just how is sometimes difficult 

to predict. These devices can remove arithmetic 

from mathematics and so clarify mathematical thought. 

4. The mathematical approach to mathematical problems 

as contained in this module and its assessment test 

does not seem to depend on specific knowledge ie 

success with mathematics when it is part of technology 

or an. interesting exercise can be achieved without 

h"aving achieved a high level of traditional knowledge. 

5. The module featured in this chapter could be considered 

as poor examples of eye-catching, interesting and 

colourful presentation. This deficiency was more than 

compensated for by the well-chosen slides provided with 

"each module. 

6. The mensuration in the Oil Industry module is non

standard up to O-level and could easily have been 

introduced with the phrase 'frustrum of a sphere'; 

in which case the students would probably have felt 

that they were about to do some mathematics. At 

A-level, students would no doubt derive the formula 

first. However, without either of these academic 

approaches students from a wide ability and mathematical 

experience range were able to accept and use the 

essential depth-volume relationship:'" 

7. Both modules provide for more or less science - some 

chemistry ('sulphate' in the bricks) for the builders 

and organic chemistry (molecular structure) for the 

engineers. 
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8. Students in both cases, were observed to make notes 

from the slides - another 'self-help' feature of the 

slides. 

9. The hypotheses have been confirmed for two modules 

for students with a wide range of educational attainment. 

10. The research team not only met for long periods of 

time and produced major decisions of importance but 

injected small yet useful contributions into the 

research. An example of this is the term 'Shelter' 

to replace 'Building' as an area of study, which was 

suggested to Professor Bajpai during a conference in 

Africa. Shelter certainly suggests a very wide

ranging concept and deserves more consideration. 

However, people are very traditional and a bricklayer 

is a 'builder' and so on. The author took Professor 

Bajpai's suggestion and asked Building Department 

students to discuss and come up with a term which would 

embrace everything from a lean-to protection for farm 

animals to an enclosure used by shipbuilders to that 

they can work undercover. With just a little 

encouragement from the author the term 'shelter' was 

soon suggested and appreciated. The point here made 

was further emphasised when the author was speaking 

to a contact from the McAlpine Construction Company. 

~is response to the author's 'What do you make?' was 

'anything from a garden shed upwards - you name it 

we'll build it! 'Shelter' brings together the 

Construction and Oil industries - it serves to 

interrelate them: one does not function unless it 

has something to build and the other cannot even 

erect a tank without calling a construction company to 

prepare the ground and lay the concrete foundations. 

Also, the North Sea oil operation would not function 

without concrete - it does NOT corrode. 
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11. A further exercise was suggested to the students but 

not written into the measurement in the Oil Industry 

module: carry out a simulated spherical tank 

calibration in the laboratory. 

complicated but this is the WAY 

This sounds very 

IT IS DONE IN INDUSTRY 

and requires very simple and non-hazardous equipment. 

Known volumes of coloured water are poured into a 

round-bottomed flask, the depth of liquid being 

measured along the polar axis each time. This 

PHYSICAL MODELLING of the mathematical relationship 

should give a calibration curve of the same shape as 

the one drawn using the computer-provided data. 

Thus the .computer process is checked. 

The experiment takes time of course and involves a 

number of decisions about experimental techniques to 

be made by the students: the author's attitude to 

such a (safe) experiment is to encourage two or 

three students to work together and see what they 

come up with. Some quite acceptable graphs were 

obtained at the pilot-study module trial. 

On the next page is a photograph of the apparatus 

assembled by a student who performed the experiment. 

On the following two pages his account of the 

experiment with results and a graph he drew from 

the data are shown. 
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The round bottomed flask models the spherical 

storage tank . Note how the thread of liquid 

trapped in the tube is used to measure the 

depth of liquid in the flask . 
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Student's Account of Experiment 
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Graph Drawn From Student's Experimental Data 
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CHAPTER 7 

FURTHER USES OF THE INTERRELATED APPROACH 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 Overview 

This chapter will develop the pilot studies in the use of 

the INTERRELATED approach and gives an account of some of 

its wider uses in Further Education. The needs of 

individual lecturers and the demands of special situations 

will also be considered. such as programmes of study 

designed for industry. Here is a synopsis of the sections 

of this chapter which will give the reader an overview of 

its many facets which are linked by the interrelated 

approach to education: 

7.1 Background to module trials beyond the 

author's college 

7.2 Development of modules at the author's 

college 

7.3 Module at Halton College: Measurement 

and Building 

7.4 Module at Halton College: Industrial 

Storage Tanks 

7.5 Case Study: Education Within Industry 
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7.6 Staff Development 

7.7 Module: Measurement and the Motor Car 

7.8 Module: Measurement and the Pharmaceutical 

Industry 

The tape recorder was used during the experimental 

situations described and transcriptions from the recordings 
have been used for appraisal purposes, the findings being 

analysed in some depth. A considerable amount of travelling 

was involved in meeting educational practitioners in other 

parts of the country, not only to persuade them to become 

involved in the experimental work but to give support and 

encouragement in developing ideas. 

The author found that the effectiveness of such support 

can be considerably impaired by the distance factor alone. 

When transmitting a new idea to someone at a distance it 

is useful to have available a short paper on the subject 

and it was with this in mind, and the extended objective 

of much wider publicity, that the author wrote and had 

published the short paper [Appendix 7.1]: 

A New Approach to Teaching 

Interrelated Studies in Further Education 

The paper was deliberately kept short so as to encourage 

it to be read by busy lecturers who might otherwise reject 

a longer paper. A response to the paper from a college 

in the south-east of the country is described in the 

section on Staff Development because a number of staff will 

be involved in looking at a sample of the author's modules 

with a view to adopting new approaches to 'integrated' 

teaching. 
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7 . 1 . 2 Module Trials Beyond The Author's College 

Sections 7.3 and 7.4 describe some uses and appraisal of 

the author's modules ina particular college in another 

part of the country.Section 7.1.3 is a brief account of 

some of the circumstances in which the contacts were made. 

Conferences are useful not only for the purpose of 

receiving information and exchanging views on a particular 

topic or theme, but also because they bring individuals 

together who would not otherwise have met. There is thus 

an opportunity to make contacts with other members of one's 

profession from different parts of the country (if the 

conference is national or regional)and explore common 

interests. Such was the case when the author attended a 

conference on Numeracy Needs [118) which was aimed at the 

identification of areas for Staff Development (this will 

be referred to in greater depth in Section 7.6.m. It was 

here that a first contact was made with a fellow researcher, 

Mike Hewitt (MH), whose main interest is Information 

Technology. Out of this meeting came the confirmation of 

the view held by the leader of the research team, 

Professor Bajpai, that testing of each other's material 

would be mutually beneficial to the teams' research by 

adding experiences from different parts of the country. 

MH is located at Halton College, Widnes [119) which was 

subsequently visited by the author on a number of occasions 

to meet members of staff of his college with a view to 

module trials, or just to discuss the ideas behind, and 

advantages of, using modules. Some of the background 

to these visits, what they consised of and some difficulties 

encountered will follow. The author believes that such 

conferences etc which aim to bring together lecturers from 

different colleges are of prime importance when one wishes to 

make contact with others working in the Further Education 

field, beyond one's own establishment. The small number 

of colleges available for these purposes (compared say with 

schools) makes it essential to use such means for contacts. 
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7.1. 3 Pre-Trial Negotiations 

From the many contacts made at Halton College only a few 

realised positive trials of modules although it must be 

emphasised that the staff contacted were interested in 

different educational methods but were restricted by 

having to work to specific study programmes. The following 

notes show how the author persisted in his efforts and often 

followed leads which did not produce results. There 

were many visits which had to be arranged at times 

convenient to· the author's own teaching schedule. 

1. During a visit to MH he introduced VM whose 

teaching subject is General Studies. She 

liked the Building module and took away some 

parts of modules to read. 

2. A further meeting with VM; some of the 

bungalow slides were left for her to assess, 

which she liked but did not think that pictures 

within the module were very important. She 

might use just part of a module, but felt 

that the slides 'bring the subject to life'. 

3. At a further meeting VM said that she had Food 

Technology classes so the author left her a 

copy of the Food, Science and Numbers module. 

4. Two forms of the module were provided for VM; 

one short and one long, about 80 copies all 

told. The author was then informed that she 

would now not be able to evaluate the module 

with students but she reported that another 

lecturer (SH) was interested. 
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5. The first meeting with SH seemed very 

promising and she was keen to tryout a module 

(she even had a BBC computer for her own use). 

Copies of a short form.of the Building theme 

module with slides, Notes for Lecturers and the 

slides were handed over for appraisal. The 

author was to see her one week later in order 

to discuss any problems. 

6. The author kept the appointment with SH but had 

to wait for one and a half hours because she 

was counselling a student. By this time the 

author had a feeling that this contact would 

not realise any action: this was correct 

because SH said that the class which was to 

try the module had been taken off her and 

replaced by another. However, she mentioned 

that Roland Pritchard (RP), an engineer now 

teaching General Studies had a class of YTS 

Building students and could be interested. 

7. RP was duly contacted by the author and an 

interesting discussion developed on educational 

methods. He was keen to tryout a module and 

the author left material for him to study. 

This contact had positive results which will be 

described in Section 7.3. 

8. It must be emphasised that the failure of 

members of staff to test modules as requested 

by the author was usually due to the lack of 

time or trials being required at short notice. 

Ideally, plans should be laid down at the 

beginning of the college year but then this 

can also be a time of considerable change. 

These points were put to the author by several 

members of staff but, as this chapter will show, 

there were some trials. 
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Some of these points will now be elaborated on, having been 

set down in a concise form so that some of the difficulties 

encountered could be appreciated, although the final outcome 

was one of some success for trials. The prevalent view of 

a syllabus set down objectively item by item was that it 

could not be re-arranged and any scheme of work had to be 

followed as laid down, especially when this was part of a 

Youth Training Scheme (YTS) programme. For many lecturers 

traditional craft and technician courses have been severely 

curtailed or eliminated altogether and-replaced by Youth 

Training Scheme courses which then provide the (usually) 

only major alternative professional work. However, one 

solution is to replace part of the syllabus by a module if 

it can be seen to embrace the syllabus and even provide a 

little more in the way of interest and relevance to a task. 

A 'Measurement and Building' module, varied perhaps to suit 

a course, seemed to be a most promising one to tryout as 

a few lecturers had YTS Building groups. RP who had been 

given YTS classes was keen to tryout innovatory educational 

methods and after some discussion asked if he could tryout 

this module. This is a story with a powerful message for 

educational progress because many of the other contacts 

were, as they put it, 'looking for class material' and a 

suitable module, ready to try, would be very convenient. 

But with RP the educational benefits of the module were 

also important. The module 'Industrial Storage Tanks', 

based on the Oil Industry, was more difficult to place as 

the staff approached said that it should be used by 

Engineering or Science students and these were not available 

at the time. However, later on, MH said that he liked the 

look of this module for use within his Computer Appreciation 

scheme of work with a particular class of students who 

'should try someting different': local industry (for the 

Halton College) is based on the use of chemicals and almost 

every other vehicle on the local motorway was a road tanker 

whilst tanks of all shapes could be seen at the various 
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industrial estates. MH looked at the module for its 

educational benefits. Most of the lecturers contacted 

(except for one other and RP) saw it as a piece of ready

made teaching material, and perhaps this is why the author 

finally depended on these two for help: on reflection, 

this was so. At a certain stage the author had contemplated 

trying to make contacts elsewhere but then similar problems 

might have" been encountered. 

7.2 Development of Modules 

7.2.1 Introduction 

This section describes further trials of the modules with 

the Building and Oil Industry themes, modified as a result 

of the pilot studies of Chapter 6. Both modules now have 

a 'booklet' format which contains an Information Pack for 

students. The text should not be too long for the student 

will possibly find this rather boring and instead will 

prefer to become active as soon as possible(compare Bond's 

successful experiences in school [3 ] where he used very 

comprehensive modules). Both modules have some slides 

which set up the background at the beginning as well as 

providing 

described 

information in an interesting form. The trials 

were carried out in the author's college in 

conjunction with lecturers from other departments. A 

particular research objective was to test the method of 

verbal assessment using a tape recorder during interviews 

with individual students and then transcribing these. 

The experience with the BTEC Science students (Section 6.3) 

showed that the discussions (although not recorded in that 

case) could bring out far more from the student than was 

sometimes shown by a written answer to a problem, so tape 

recording the discussion would improve the efficiency of 

the method and generate a more natural discussion atmosphere. 

Mathematical problems were handled in a most encouraging 

way during the pilot studies so the modified modules have 

been given exercises which become progressively more 
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mathematical in order to test the effectiveness of a module 

format in making mathematics more acceptable and thus 

perhaps easier to learn. 

Particular objectives were to assess: 

(1) the acceptability of mathematics under module 

conditions; 

(2) the contribution of the computer to learning 

mathematics; and 

(3) the role of the tape recorded discussion (interview). 

7.2.2 Module: Measurement and Building 

7.2.2.1 The Module and its Use 

The module was developed from the trials of Section 6.2 and 

now has the format Appendix 7.2. The Notes for 

Lecturers and descriptions of the selected set of the slides 

of the bungalow project were written in conjunction with the 

members of the planning team, the formation of which was 

described in Section 6.2. The process was a gradual one 

with the list being discussed, alterations suggested and 

passed round the team by the author who then made the 

changes to the computer stored list. During this time CL 

was completing a Teaching Certificate project for a 

Technical Teachers' Certificate at Bolton Technjcal 

Institute [119] for which his project topic subject was' 

based on the use of the computer; for this he asked the 

author for permission to use the module and the background 

material and development ideas, which was agreed to. He 

used the 'worksheet' approach for student exercises 

coupled with the one-page leaflet of the Carlton Brick 

Company [Appendix 7.3] which can be seen to contain a lot 

of measurement in a very compact form, well laid out and 

easy to follow. Although the author provided this leaflet 

it was CL who saw its potential and this illustrates one 
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way in which the team approach could work. It is worth 

mentioning here as a reminder that CL was one of the team 

responsible for producing the slides of the bungalow project 

and had given them to the author to use: the team was in 

action again. 

7.2.2.2 The Trial Situation 

The module was tried with classes of full-time BTEC Building 

Diploma and YTS Bricklaying students: a wide ability range 

for one module. The author believes that if the one 

module can provide learning material to span such a range 

of students and it is not expected that all sections will 

be completed by all students then the module is 'transferable'. 

This is desirable as new modules cannot be written for all 

the new situations now occuring in Further Education for 

schemes such as Youth Training, TVEI [120] and those funded 

by the European Social Fund [12U. About forty Diploma and 

twelve YTS students were involved. The Building Diploma 

students were given the module by the author as a BTEC 

practical assignment for the use of a computer; the YTS 

students used it in a joint teaching situation (JH and ST) 

which provided lectures 

Information Technology. 

on Mathematics and Technology and 

The YTS syllabus (MSC approved) 

was then satisfied in respect of three subjects which were 

taught in an 'interrelated' way in a room equipped as a 

formal teaching and computer classroom: this situation was 

set up specifically by. the author in order to test the 

module and was approved by JH for his students. The module 

was thus being used in its one form with groups of students 

with a wide range of backgrounds and abilities. 

7.2.3 Module: Industrial Storage Tanks 

7.2.3.1 The Module and its Use 

The module Measurement and the Oil Industry as described 

under trial condition in Section 6.3 was enlarged to include 
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some interesting background information. Renamed 

Industrial Storage Tanks [Appendix 7.4], the module title 

brings the student into immediate contact with the central 

topic. The Information Pack can be made available to 

individual students or a few copies put out. The drawing 

which shows the dimensions and plate structure of a spherical 

tank is that of an actual one submitted for calibration to 

an accredited calibrating company which also supplied a 

typical volume-depth table. Thus a very realistic use of 

mathematics for technology is shown to the student and 

also the close connection with traditional (and common) 

mensuration as experienced in every school syllabus. The 

Volume Formulae notes deal with the three shapes for tanks 

and some value for1T is required, including 22/7 of course! 

Matthews and Seed [ 67] had some practical advice on how 

to counteract this deeply entrenched view of1fthrough the 

results of an experiment to estimate the size of a molecule. 

The module concentrates on the sphericaYtank,just one 

shape of many, but formae are given for an extension of the. 

module to include other shapes. The photographs headed 

'Tank Installations' show how conversions between units can 

be used, perhaps to accommodate the requirements of users 

in different parts of the world. The computer could be 

programmed in a simple way to take care of the conversions 

and so reduce the errors and boredom associated with 

repetitive arithmetic. 

7.2.3.2 The Trial Situation 

The module was used as a BTEC 'Use of Computers' 

assignment; an involvement with about thirty full/part~t~me 

BTEC Engineering (levels two to five) and twenty-five 

Building Diploma students, there being something in it for 

both specialisms because, for example, the tank must have 

a concrete base which requires foundations: the pipework 

and fabrication of the tank involves various engineering 

disciplines and further both sets of students had programmes 
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of study which featured mathematics, science and technology 

in various forms as separate subjects. Again the 'computer 

teaching' situation was ideal for this experimental research 

because no extra curriculum time was involved and BTEC 

unit objectives would be met by using the module. 

7.2.4 Recorded Discussions 

7.2.4.1 Organisation 

In the following transcriptions quotes from the interviewer 

and the students being interviewed are given. The atmosphere 

all along was kept very informal to put the student at as 

much ease as possible to get the best results for this 

important part of the experiment. 

The student's quote will be indented. The responses will 

indicate the nature of the question but sometimes the 

student will be allowed to talk away from a particular theme 

because this is considered to be of some value. A list of 

prepared questions was not made obvious and was sometimes 

ignored when it was thought that the responses were giving 

information not expected but worth having. 

These notes on the organisation of the interviews apply to 

all interviews unless otherwise indicated. The transcriptions 

represent a sample of the total number of students involved, 

with the interviews being carried out as and when students 

were available. 

7.2.4.2 Measurement and Building 

YTS Students 

These questions involve the CGLI 364 Numeracy examination 

sample questions referred to in Chapter 3, the results 
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of which will be discussed during the interviews. Certain 

questions stand out in the population of overall scores 

[see Section 7.7] as having the lowest number of correct 

responses. Providing the questions have been validated 

and so deemed reasonable then one is justified in looking 

to the student for explanations of the poor results. The 

results are expressed in the form of two tables in Appendix 

7.5. Table A shows the score out of 30 for each student 

and Table B the number of students who gave the correct 

response for each question. Table B shows that question 27 

has the lowest overall score although the number of students 

who took the test is small ie eleven. JH had agreed to 

interview jointly with ST but would not be available from 

the start of the interviews and would join ST as soon as he 

was available. The test record numbers in Table A will 

serve as student identifiers for the transcriptions of the 

tape recordings. 

in the population 

This number simply indicates the position 

of students who have taken the test. 

They are in chronological order, with number one being the 

first or just one of the first group to be tested. These 

numbers do not follow each other in order because the 

students were interviewed when available. 

543. How did you do number 27? 

Guessed; no idea. 

Start it now then: (a long pause) 

Just the beginning - starting it -

Leave it and look at number 30. 

No idea - did not have an idea. 

know the method -

Worked it out - area -

Maths not bad at school; some parts interesting; 

fractions difficult and problems. How to work out was 

difficult. The computer has helped with maths although 

it can get complicated. 
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Has what you have done helped your maths? 

I dId not know maths would be that important; prefer 

to relate to a problem. 

544. Number 27; you did not give any response to this. 

I did not understand the question. 

How do you carpet the floor? 

Work out in square feet - find length and width and area 

and deduct for parts .... What does it mean, 300 cms. 

wide? 

There was a little discussion on this, then on the course. 

Teaching through problems was interesting. 

Was maths at school interesting? 

Sometimes - at the end of the school period (before 

leaving) . At the beginning of school it was not 

interesting - we just had sheets of sums to work from. 

Any problems? 

No. It was my favourite subject; Grade 2 CSE. 

After this course? 

I know about computers - it has helped with the interest. 

How about maths now? 

Always liked it - like it related to bricks. Course 

was interesting. I liked JH as well for technology. 

545. You got number 27 right! not many did. 

Number 30. You did not give a response. 
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I knew the answer but forgot to put it down - that's all.' 

Did you like maths at school? 

Interesting. 

Now asked if he liked the module periods. 

Different to the way we worked at school - working out 

is different - he (the teacher) used his own method. 

Did you like the computer? 

Yes. I know how to use it properly now - not just 

for games. 

Was the computer useful? 

The computer will get it right - you have to know how 

to do it in your mind - the computer is too easy and 

does not teach you anything but having to make your mind 

do it means you will understand. 

Give examples of. uses for the computer. 

It is useful if you become a foreman. 

Criticise the course. 

I have learnt a lot from it. The computer broke up 

the lesson from doing all the writing. I have learnt 

a lot about bricklaying and mathematics during the 

course. 

He got number 2 wrong (subtraction) so was asked for the 

correct response as a parting shot! Out came the correct 

response. So he obviously knows it but in a written 

examination by getting the incorrect answer to a long or 

short question the effect would be to cast serious doubts 

on his mathematical ability. 

546. He gave response A to question 27. Did you know 

how to do it? 
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1 guessed it. 

How about maths at school? 

I liked it. -1 have forgotten all the trigonometry. 

The basic stuff is easy. 

have to think about it. 

Percentage if OK but you 

What about maths on Tuesday afternoon (the module period)? 

1 don't like computers - 1 did it for two years at 

school and just touched it for one hour - someone 

broke it so all we did was write during the next two 

years. At first 1 resented technology and maths -

just thought the course would be bricklaying and nothing 

else. 1 can see the point in maths but prefer not to 

do it and just do bricklaying. 

What if you worked for yourself? 

1 would get someone else to do the maths. 1 just want 

to do bricklaying and nothing else but realise that maths 

is important. 

(Author's emphasis.) 

548. He scored 15 out of 30 

questions 4 and 5 wrong yet 

- very low, even getting 

said that his maths at 

school was alright; so the interview started with a 

discussion of some of the questions. 

Read and try number 24. He did so and gave C, the correct 

response. Why did you put down B in the test? 

Just guessing most likely. 

Number 27; what is the response? 

B. 

No. That is what you gave in the test (this then is not 

a guess). 
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How do you do it? 9 x 6 equals 7 -

Don't know - about 51 

Do you know your tables? 

No. I wasn't good at them at school. 

Now for number 30. A long pause. 

Don't know. 

You put down C -

I guessed. 

How would you start? 

Find area - then divide by 9 x 9. 

He knows the method but does not see how to cope with the 

mathematics. 

What maths did you do at school? 

Tangents, trigonometry - sine and cosine - I have 

used much of this at the college. Tuesday afternoon 

is very interesting and I applied maths to problems which 

is interesting. 

Have you any weaknesses? 

Long division; we were not allowed to use calculators 

at school; never done feet and inches. We try to 

work in metric. 

Any comments on the course? 

I am quite a good bricklayer but I still have to do maths 

for calculating the number of bricks etc and what we do 

here is harder than at school because if you make a 
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mistake you have to re-do the calculation. Teaching 

maths with computing and technology makes it interesting. 

I liked science at school. The course is a good one. 

549. He got numbers 24, 27 and 30 correct and scored 

26/30. He was asked about number 21. 

I gave the answer asll.2 for 57/5 and it should have 

been 11.4. It is so long since I have been to school 

I make little mistakes, see. I was probably rushing 

it. Which ones did I get worng? 

His mistakes were in 8, 9, 11 and 21 and he now worked 

through 8, 8 and 11. A pencil and paper were provide and 

he used these as required. He knew the methods and it 

seems that he produced the incorrect responses through 

working in his head and not on paper, not having enough 

time and getting the correct response but failing to write 

it down. Now on to his schooling. 

I loved it and got a CSE Mathematics Grade I result. 

I did not think we would have to do mathematics on 

this course which is not like school maths ('super'). 

We had a good teacher - he was friendly and made it 

enjoyable. 

What about maths at the college? 

Not too bad. It is too easy to make a mistake on the 

computer. At school we never used the computer for the 

course - just wrote about it: this one's better -

you should teach us more about programming, which would 

be useful. Computers now appear to be less boring than 

they were at school. 

Attitudes to mathematics. 

I should have been doing O-level at school the teacher 

said. Maths at school was easy except for tangents 

and trig ratios. Generally maths and technology are 
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interesting but the maths is harder than at school 

although OK. 

542. Question 27. You put C - did you know how to do 

the question? 

I think so. 

At this stage JH came in (the author had asked him to look 

in and take part in the discussions) and from here he 

carried on so the quotations starting from the left margin 

belong to him from now on. 

The cm is a school measurement not a builder's measurement. 

Did most not go for D? (ST - four of them.) 

Did you like the course? Answer what you feel. 

Maths at school was not my best subject - not 

interesting. Here there is more maths - I did not mind. 

Why did you not mind? 

Not as boring because at school we did algebra .. 

What was most boring at school? 

Area. 

What does area relate to? 

Building. 

So because it was applied it was more interesting - unlike 

2 x 2 at school. 

How did you feel about having to go into a classroom -

back to 'school'? 

I don't mind - just a bit each week. 
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Can you appreciate that what you do is directly related to 

jobs on the building site? 

geometry? 

Also why we have to do some 

Yes 

550. A high score in the test (28/39); when asked about 

number 27 he said that he had gone astray with the units -

centimetres. Did he like maths at school? 

Yes. 

How about Tuesday afternoon? 

When I don't get lost half way through I enjoy it. 

Was it useful? 

Yes - in brickwork as well as computing _I don't like 

computers, as they are only as good as the person who 

programs them. 

Can you appreciate maths and technology as being necessary 

in your trade? 

Yes. 

How can we make it easier for you to learn in the workshop? 

I started seven weeks late so it was hard to grasp some 

things which they all knew. I have been hurrying. 

Personall~ I think learning maths is like going back 

to school. We are all at different levels. 

Does maths relate to bricklaying? 

Maths is in everything you do. 

551. Another good score, 26130. Work through number 24 

now. 

I did not think I would have to do maths here. 
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(JH goes through it with him but he is confused and they 

do not get very far.) 

What was your maths like at school? 

OK but I did not like it much. The first year teacher 

was always picking on me because I was drawing in the 

back of my book and he would not allow it. 

Why did you draw? 

Because I could not do the things on the board - like 

algebra and if you asked in the second year he said 

'you have done it before' and so I guessed and he 

whacked me across the wrist because they were wrong. 

But in the fourth and fifth years I started to improve 

because I was leaving school. I have forgotten 

algebra but we had HD and he showed us to do what we 

had forgotten. 

How did you feel when you had to do maths here? 

School! here we go again! 

But what if maths is applied? 

OK. 

Do you like computers? 

Yes. I never did it at school. I don't want the 

computer to do ~he maths all the time because I like to 

work on paper first then check on the computer when I 

think my paper work is right. Sometimes it gets you 

down when you are in the classroom and you think it's 

school again. 

552. You got number 24 wrong. Do it now. 

The correct answer is C. 

(HE gets it right and rather quickly) 
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How was maths at school? 

Alright; but I didn't like the quadratic etc. 

How about using the computer? 

I didn't mind but prefer to work on paper. To use 

the computer you have to know how to do it to check it. 

Our approach to mathematics - applied to a problem - was 

it acceptable? 

Yes, and measurement is important. 

Was the time spent on technology adequate and why do we 

need technology? 

Yes it was and we need it to see how to construct a 

building. 

7.2.4.3 Measurement and the Oil Industry 

There are two groups of students involved here, meeting on 

different days but essentially at the same level of studies. 

All have had considerable experience of further education 

studies and being four to six or more years older than the 

YTS students (a few months away from school) have considerable 

experience of lecturers and teaching methods as well as a 

variety of subjects. Job specifications vary considerably 

and cover the field of engineering in respect of what would 

be required for jobs such as stock controller, in the stores, 

maintenance fitter and process controller. The last 

involves reading meters and making changes in manufacturing 

processes through remote control electronic apparatus. 

These people were given the module booklet which launched 

into the world of chemistry, mathematics, physics and 

technology (information as well as mechanical). Here 

then is a brief account of what they thought of the study 

material and methods. They will be referred to simply as 
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MTl, MT2 in the following transcriptions of some of 

the tape recordings of the interviews with the students. 

MT1 

This was a good student and his written work was very well 

produced. He volunteers quite a lot of information and 

opinions, all of which have value. His comments will be 

given under simple topic headings as it was hardly 

necessary to prompt him for information! 

The computer 

Don't use computers a lot in the job - I'm just a 

controller. I type in figures and close valves and 

start and stop pumps. The course has cleared up a 

number of grey areas for me - I can now read through a 

program. 

Mathematics 

Not a weakness but you need refreshers because you 

forget. It is nice to see where maths is used, not 

just on a blackboard. We object when told 'learn this' 

without knowing where it is used. But in the module 

you see it used and it is more acceptable. I am not 

keen to work out a formula and have had to go back to 

my notes (10 years!). For, say, shipbuilding 

apprentices, the module lets them know that there are 

other industries. This is one thing I find with students 

here that when they've completed their apprenticeships 

they only know one small field. 

Mathematics, science and technology 

You have to be involved with everything eg using a beam 

involves mathematics for the mechanics and materials for 

the design nothing is really isolated. 
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Comments on the module 

I feel that with my background in the Oil Industry that 

it wasn't all that exciting but it has been of benefit 

to me. 

What did you expect from the course? 

MT2 

The background of computers and what they are made of. 

In this course I was told how it works from· the keyboard. 

When you can put in a program and it runs OK then you 

get satisfaction and feel in command. You can see 

what is done and change it. You may not get the same 

response from all students because to many of them the 

BTEC system is just an extension of school but when you 

have been around you have some background. 

What did you think of the module? 

Provided good experience of tanks - helped me to work out 

tank capacities. A chap at work used to work with tanks 

and I got him to give me a hand with different things. 

Quite a good project. A lot of background which takes 

quite a time to read and I would have liked to 'pretty

up' my work. 

Mathematics? 

The % error changes with volume (when1T has a different 

value). Enjoyed it at school. Algebra is a problem 

but working out rates of flow at work helps. Did not 

get as far as the graphs - I am not as good as some of 

the others. Most of maths is formulae. 

I can understand 'book' maths by following the computer 

way of working out in orderly steps and do my practical 

maths this way. I like using computers and see the 
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product. I worked through the volume formula to suit 

the computer and could understand it. 

MT3 

What did you think of the module? 

Too much background. When looking at sections in 

isolation eg chemistry, you wonder what you want that 

for but when you work right through it comes together as 

a meaningful package with all the parts fitting together .. 

We expected programming but in fact we studied something 

and then looked at how the computer could help - better 

this way .. 

How did you get on with the mathematics? 

I have O-level grade Band BTEC level 3 passes but gave 

up trying to prove the formula. It was a bit basic 

but so is all maths if you break it down. If you write 

a program then you must understand the steps. The rate of 

increase of volume with depth graph would be like a 

semi-circle with the hump at the middle corresponding to 

the centre of the sphere. I used the program TANKS* ::to 

look at various volume-depth graphs for tanks and 

compared with my plots. 

Note:· the program TANKS was written by the author for 

learning and information purposes and is made available to 

all. 

* One the author had developed in stages to produce 

volume I depth tables and other information for the 

cuboid, cylindrical (with axis horizantal and vertical) 

and spherical tanks. 
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MT4 

What did you think of the module? 

The background is relevant and interesting because 

you have to know something about your subject,._ It was 

not what I expected and the assignments were not the 

same as for other subjects but I enjoyed it - it seemed 

like science - and I came back for more time so I must 

have liked it. 

Comment on the mathematics 

MT5 

I have gone as far as Level 3 - deep and hard to 

understand. Only got a CSE grade at school. Not a 

lot of maths in the module because you have one formula. 

For the % question I worked it out for three depths and 

all were pretty close but I am not sure where to go next. 

I have not plotted the graphs yet but I have used TANKS 

to see I should expect very quickly. Not too sure 

about the rate of increase of volume with depth. 

What did you think of the mathematics? 

I liked it at school and unlike for example English 

which depended on the teacher with maths you could get 

a result by working on your own and you knew if it was 

right or wrong. It was useful to have to make use of 

so many calculations. More maths here than I use at 

work. No difficulties but if you have a formula then 

it makes things easier. 

What about the computer aspect? 

My joh is on the sales side with hydraulic pumps and I 

carry out a stock search by computer which is routine. 

I now realise that with a computer you can understand 

a formula because it goes through it step by step and 

you can see how it works. 
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MT6 

What about the module? 

A pretty useful way of learning maths - involved with 

other subjects - pity we can't do it more. It could 

contain more maths such as standard deviation which we 

did in class and did not understand it but we did it on 

the computer and by looking at the print out you could 

follow it and also by reading through the program steps. 

Mathematics at school and in the college? 

It was one of my good subjects at school but for some 

reason towards the end of school life I started to be 

disinterested in school and maths - I found it boring. 

Maths here is different and is not total maths where you 

sit and do. sums and sums all the time - it was involved 

in a program and you saw how it was working, not just 

2 x 2 = 4; you saw how it could become a graph. I got 

lost with calculus at school. 

7.2.5 Observations 

The following observations are drawn collectively on the 

opinions and information obtained from .. the discussions 

with the students. They represent one way in which the 

Research Objectives of Section 7.2.1 can be commented on in 

a conclusive fashion. Another way is by considering 

written responses to constructed questions but then the 

whole essence of confrontation in the form of rephrasing 

and varying questions would be lost. 

Research Objective (1) 

(a) Throughout the discussions there were plenty of 

frank declarations of dislike for school mathematics 

but not one for 'module' mathematics. 
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(b) A general view of the mathematics was that it 

wasn't found to be objectionable because it was 

related to practical and useful situations. 

(c) The mathemat~cs was considered as necessary and 

not as a subject exercise which many students had 

experienced in school. 

(d) The module produced activity which stimulated 

interest. 

(e) 'Module' mathematics was 'different' to that at 

school. 

Research Objective (2) 

(a) Contrary to popular opinion that the computer 

generates instant and lasting interest many of . 

the students were turned against it by school 

experiences. However, when they saw that it 

could show structured mathematical steps it 

achieved a return to favour. Thus a self-proclaimed 

learning machine had mathematical advantages. 

(b) The drudgery and errors associat.ed with arithmetic 

for its own sake were removed by the computer and 

this seemed to stimulate real and worthy uses of 

mathematics or at any rate it was perceived by 

some that this could be the result. 

(c) An algorithmic approach was perceived in the form 

of a problem solution being broken down into 

simple and understandable steps. 

(d) There was an overwhelming feeling that for most 

students the computer could help with mathematics. 
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Research Objective (3) 

(a) There is certainly great flexibility in how the tape 

recorder can be used: for putting strictly 

formulated questions: for informal discussions or 

to probe thought processes. 

(b) From the point of view of time and convenience 

this method is not the best. 

(c) Frankness is wholly possible with the correct 

atmosphere and this is necessary for reliable 

information: thus the recorded discussion has a 

lot to offer. 

(d) One disadvantage is that when a student wants to 

talk or amplify a point a further valuable 

contribution can ensue. 

(e) The method is not as dependent on the tester's 

interpretation of written statements. 

,(f) The method has been used in various aspects of the 

complete research project by the author. 

(g) In summary the author is convinced that the method 

has very positive advantages over other forms of 

assessment. 

7.3 Module at Halton: Measurement and Building 

7.3.1 Introduction 

As explained in Section 7.1.2 a contact had been made (RP) 

who was willing to try the module with a class of YTS 

Building students. The first meeting came about as the 

result of members of staff passing the author to other 

members of staff who they thought might be able to help 

when they themselves could not: this helpful attitude 

brought results. At the first meeting, which took place 
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in a classroom where he was teaching, the initial outlook 

for a trial did not look good as RP said that the class was 

a particularly difficult one in that they were of low 

ability, and lacked discipline. However, the discussion 

broadened into education in general and during this RP 

disclosed that he was interested in educational innovation. 

The full module [Appendix 7.2] was looked at and declared 

too long for the time which would be available and RP 

indicated two sections which would be more than adequate 

for a maximum total class contact time of four hours (two 

periods) which would in reality be more like two hours or 

just one period. There was some concern here and elsewhere 

that the schedule of work laid down by the YTS managing 

agency should be maintained, although this schedule did 

not exclude some flexibility: however, the wishes of the 

lecturer trying out a module must be accommodated. The 

sections B, C and D as well as Circles and Buildings were 

to be removed and the remaining two sets of exercises were 

headed A and B for continuity. After a quick appraisal 

the.uses and advantages of educational technology were 

now discussed. The pattern of training for the YTS varies 

but in this case practical work carried out on a Monday 

morning provided the basis for classroom studies in the 

afternoon of the same day. The module sections chosen 

would relate to the schedule laid down for the teaching 

staff to operate. After RP's perusal of the module and 

information further discussions were necessary. 

7 .3.2 More Discussions and Planning 

Further consideration by RP led to the decision that only 

one period of two hours would be available for the module 

and that two sections might even be a little ambitious for 

this period of time and the particular class. 

RP I have nothing prepared for next week so we can try the 

module. 
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ST Here are some revised notes for lecturers. 

RP I will need all the information you can give me. 

ST Will there be a slide projector in the classroom for 

the slides? 

RP No. But I can get one. 

The discussion was continued in the staff room ('come and 

have a cup of tea') as the end of RP's class period had 

arrived. 

RP I will have to see if the students will try the module; 

they don't co-operate too readily and if they won't 

try the module I cannot force it on them; but if the 

module can get them working then it will have 

succeeded where other devices have failed. 

ST Can I come in to record their views after the trial? 

RP I only see them on Monday afternoon. 

ST Then this presents a problem. 

solution. 

I will try to find a 

RP Let me look over the module and information and perhaps 

we can meet mext Monday morning to see if I have any 

.. points to clarify. 

The meeting took place on the following Monday morning (the 

trial would take place on the same day in the afternoon) in 

the staff room. A number of other members of staff became 

involved in a discussion after RP had introduced the author 

and the module idea. The immediate reaction was: 

It won't work; where is the time coming from - all 

our courses have schedules - where can you fit it in? 

Here again was the obsession with the rigid schedule of 

subject matter,regardless of education value. The 

discussion continued: 
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The problem is getting them interested - we have tried 

all sorts of visual aids - yes, including the slide 

projector. Perhaps a new face would help. 

The comments raised by RP were: 

The 25 degree angle for the gable end looks too large. 

Are there any health and safety aspects, the present 

section of my syllabus? Where is the first-aid box 

shown on the slides? 

ST There are no toe-boards on the scaffolding - safety! 

RP I won't be able to start until next week, 

ST Can you get the use of one microcomputer? 

RP Not in the classroom; but they move to Information 

Technology after this so it might be possible to do 

something then. 

In view of the short.time available for the trial of the 

module and the problems experienced with the class by RP, 

the following limited objective was aimed for: 

to test the hypotheses(H2) that a module format, 

constructed and used within the guidelines of Chapter 5 

helps to overcome antitheses to learning such as lack 

of motivation, poor discipline and low ability. 

It appeared that not a lot could be expected from the class 

in the form of written communication so that an alternative 

assessment strategy could be required: in this respect the 

individual tape recorded interview of each student would be 

adopted providing the time could be found for the author to 

do this and the students would be willing subjects. Not 

too much success was envisaged for this group in this respect 

but then if a behavioural research experiment has to be 

restricted to an ideal situation any inferences to be made 

from the results would be very limited when it comes to 

drawing conclusions. 
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7.3.3 Post-Trial Team Discussions 

The first task was to find out from RP if the trial had in 

fact got off the ground because, as he had said, if they 

chose not to cooperate there was little he could do. 

However, the least to be expected was that the slides would 

generate some interest and initiate some learning activity. 

A visit was made to the college for the sole purpose of 

finding out what had transpired and the following account 

written down in dialogue form (transcribed from notes made 

on the spot) also sets the scene for further developments. 

RP Two thirds did something; they were generally reluctant 

workers. Some settled down quite quickly. 

ST Any modifications to suggest? 

RP None. 

ST How did the slides go down? 

RP They watched them with interest. Some went back to the 

slides for another look. There was not a great deal of 

discussion. 

ST How far did they get and can they carry on? 

RP Just Exercises A and there won't be any more time next 

week. 

~T Any final comments? 

RP The module was something different - it had a novelty 

appeal. It was worth trying. 

ST I would like to talk to them and record their views 

etc. When are they available so that I can fit this 

RP They are in the brickwork shop every Monday morning. 

If you like I will take you there next Monday and 

introduce you to the instructor with whom you can come 

to some arrangement. 

in? 
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7 .3.4 The Recorded Discussions 

The visit to the brickwork shop was duly made and the author 

saw the students for the first time. The instructor, who 

was a self-employed general building contractor engaged on 

an occasional basis for the sole purpose of technical 

instruction, agreed to make the students available for 

questioning on the following Monday morning and offered a 

small office at the en4. of the building for the purpose. 

There was a door which would shut off the office from the 

main activity. The idea of the questioning was put_to 

the class by RP and there were no objections. The location 

was away from the main college but little extra travelling 

time was involved. On the following Monday morning (the 

author had arranged to be available) the instructor provided 

a list of the students present and they were called in one 

by one. The purpose of the tape recorder was explained and 

as usual there were no objections, although being recent 

school pupils it is likely that some had similar recent 

experiences. Every encouragement was given to the student 

being interviewed to talk freely as editing could always be 

carried out. The tutor (BT) also volunteered a useful 

contribution and he alone was a little reluctant to be 

recorded but this reluctance was soon overcome. The 

following transcriptions from the recordings will be given 

under specific topic headings, identified by the underlining 

and written at the extreme left of the page. Quoted comments 

will be prefixed by several spaces before the comment. The 

interviewer's statements start at the extreme left-hand side 

of the text. 

Slides 

Good - not seen before with bricks but have for other 

things. 

RP said we must always wear a hat (safety) but not all 

those on the slides were doing so. 

they make the questions easier. 

Slides are good -
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Interesting though RP talks to the class as though we 

were A-level students - he talks Cambridge style or 

'summit'. He does not speak at our level when he 

explains. Did the tasks from the slides. 

OK. Seen slides at school but not very often. 

Helped us to answer the questions. 

Easier having these - you know what you are doing. 

Helped: interesting. They help you (after prompting). 

Attitudes to Mathematics 

Alright at school - no difficulties. Did not mind 

maths in these exercises. I did not take CSE maths at 

school. Liked the way of bringing maths and science 

together in these exercises. I would not like maths 

in a classroom. 

Worst subject at school. Couldn't do it. Couldn't 

Don't like understand anything from the first year. 

it now but you've got to do it. Better seeing slides 

slides first -. in school just straight into exercises 

from a book: boring. Took CSE exam but failed it -

volunteered to take it. 

I did not get down to maths at school after failing the 

Army Careers Test. The teacher was alright. Maths 

is part of nearly all trades so you've got to do it. 

Didn't like maths at school: not very good at it. 

Don't like it now. I will do it but I'm not interested 

in it. I'll work like this with the slides though. 

Did not like maths at school - boring. It is not 

boring here though because it has to do with brickwork -

not just maths all the time like at school. 
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I'm not interested in brickwork - joinery OK though. 

No grade awarded for the CSE at school. I never 

behaved in class and did not do the work. The first 

three years were alright because the teacher was strict 

but for the last two years the teacher was soft so we 

did no work. We asked for a new teacher but they would 

not give us one. 

Not good at school. Grade 4 CSE. I did not like it. 

I like more practical subjects. 

Attitudes to the Module 

The following comments relate to the module as a whole and 

include the method of operation and the exercises. 

I would not like to do just maths all the time. 

Have you done any maths since joining the course? 

Not much. We learn how to use a tape measure; 

that's maths isn't it? 

People who write these exercises come from college 

but we are only on a simple scheme and we can't 

understand some of it -

Here he read from the module -

- it's a bit mind-boggling isn't it? 

In spite of this, does it mean anything to you? 

Yes. It makes sense when you read it slowly and when 

Mr Pritchard explains it. 

I would like to do more exercises of this type. 

The exercises were not easy - I had to think. 

They have just started computing. 
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Don't want to do any more exercises like this but 

would like computers - interesting - we use them for 

maths questions - we copy programs off a sheet - times 

and all that. 

Would you have liked to have used the computer to check your 

working? 

Yes. 

in. 

But it would have been hard putting the program 

Module not like a text book - gives you maths with 

slides. Some bits difficult - percentage - I like a 

spread of questions. 

Science 

The students wrote little on paper about science and so this 

was raised through the reason for putting material into the 

cavity of the outer wall and also why the ground had to be 

treated before building commenced. Further explanations 

were prompted by simply waiting in silence so as to give the 

student time to think. However, the answers all showed 

original thought and were quite acceptable which indicates 

a possible lack of ability to express ideas through written 

words. Here are some responses: 

Ground Treatment 

Sewage treatment so there is no disease or poison in the 

area. 

Put stuff down: clear weeds and roots. 

Dig out the ground then landscape it: use weedkiller. 

Treat with lime or weedkiller. 
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Material in the Wall Cavity 

For soundproofing and strength: to keep the heat in. 

To keep the wind and all that out. 

Cavity insulation. 

The material is fibreglass insulation. 

The Brickwork Tutor 

He (BT) was given the reason for holding the interviews and 

was co-operative and extended his service in the form of 

volunteered opinions on the students in general who had 

passed through his hands. His main criticism of students 

work and attitudes lay with the changed pattern of available 

. work - the jobs requiring the use of a level of skill 

repetitively had largely disappeared leaving this type of 

student no option but to undertake skill training. 

They are not suited to the academic parts of the 

courses. 

Don't suggest that they do sums. 

I wouldn't like to teach this lot simple mathematics. 

The 'slides' approach is alright; 

I heard one talking last week about someone with an 

honours degree so he understands that there is such a 

thing .... little things you hear give you a measure of 

ability and intelligence. If you ask them to calculate 

the area of a wall they will be able to do it but you 

have got to let them know that there is some good 

reason for doing it .... 

I wouldn't like to teach this lot simple mathematics. 
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7.3.5 Observations 

There can be no firm conclusions because of the small number 

of students (12) initially involved and the limited extent 

of the written work submitted. 

objectives of the trial: 

Having achieved the 

(1) to get the students to attempt a module; 

(2) to involve staff in a team approach; and 

(3) to record students' frank discussions. 

the followng observations are viewed as relevant: 

(1) The students were strongly motivated by the slides. 

(2) The module text should be carefully matched to 

the literacy levels of the students. 

(3) Successful use of mathematical ideas should not 

have to depend on the ability to remember a 

formula as the means to this end. 

(4) The subject of the module was not a special ism 

of the operating lecturer and it also involved 

some technical terms which had" to be learned. ~ 

More time was needed for staff development on 

this but in spite of these problems 

transferability of subjects between lecturers 

is possible through a module. 

(5) Recorded discussions with students seem to be 

good indicator's of difficulties and associated 

problems such as interpretation. 

(6) Many of the students disliked mathematics at 

school yet cheerfully accepted it in the context 

of a module of interrelated studies. 

(7) The research objective has been achieved within 

the limits stated. 

(8) The author can note at this stage that perseverance 

at this college was justified. 
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7.4 Module at Halton: Industrial Storage Tanks 

7.4.1 Background 

The author had a meeting with MH for the specific purpose 

of selecting a module for trial with one of his classes. 

A number of modules were produced and when shown Industrial 

Storage Tanks [Appendix 7.4] which had been developed from the 

experiences of Chapter 6, there was an immediate reaction 

from MH with the comment: 

I like the look of this one! 

MH then decided to take the module away for a few days, 

look through it thoroughly and then produce his ideas for 

using it. At the second meeting MH disclosed his plan for 

the trial. The following points summarise this: 

(1) There would be about twelve students taking a 

Manpower Services Commission supported course 

called Computer Appreciation, which was divided 

into eight units. 

(2) The module would provide something different 

for the Problem Solving unit. 

(3) The class meets one evening per week for three 

hours and part of this time could be spent on 

the module and part of other course exercises. 

(4) ST would show the slides and deliver the commentary. 

(5) ST would have access to the students at any time 

in order to hold discussions with them, review 

their work, make tape recordings of discussions 

etc, all providing that the students were willing. 

(6) After the slides had been shown MH would revise 

the evaluation of volumes using the Volume 

Formulae sheets in the Information Pack. This 
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was his idea to bring to the notice of the students 

the essence of the topic. The formulae would 

be programmed into the computers. 

(7) A room would be made available for tape recording 

and discussions. 

(8) The students could be visited at any time in 

order to collect information. 

7.4.2 The Trial 

This took place in a room equipped with a number 

and some desks set aside for writing which could 

carried out on the table holding the computer. 

of computers 

also be 

MH first of 

all introduced the author's research programme and the idea 

behind it (just a reminder that he is a researcher) and the 

modules were issued. Each module contained a set of prints 

of the ten slides but MH then continued: 

Stan would like your reactions to a scheme of work: 

please watch the slides and listen to his introduction 

..... here is something different for you 

Lights out now - the students listen in silent attention 

as ST delivers the commentaries. The volume-depth 

calibration curve task was brought in at a suitable point. 

The local (Widnes) chemical industries fitted in well with" 

this introduction and examples of tanks to be seen on the 

roads were quoted. 

MH now took over and asked the students to turn to the 

volume formulae. His idea was to make sure that the 

students were familiar with the tank volume formulae and 

could evaluate the volume from the dimensions. For this 

he made use of the computer which would mean having: 
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(1) an ability to use elementary algebra for the 

formula; and 

(2) a facility with arithmetic for checking what 

the computer does. 

He issued notebooks for the purpose of: 

... keeping notes on what you do and work out •.. 

MH went through some theory and for instance said: 

remember (a recall of some previous teaching) we 

put in Land B for area. Let us try L,B and Hand 

get the volume of the cuboid tank 

He likes group working and they were observed to turn into 

groups in a natural way as if they had done this before. 

They were told to check the computer working with simple 

numbers using mental arithmetic as well as pen and paper, 

then try decimal numbers. The work went on like this for 

nearly an hour then they were told to save their programs 

on the disc and: 

•.. you can go back to your data base programs now ... 

but some kept on with the mensuration and tried a program 

for the cylinder. 

MH The change in activity (interest) is good. 

Next week we'll go back to the module. 

And to the class: 

Take it home - read it and prepare for next week. 

The time was about 8.30, two hours after ST had arrived. 

Here are some brief notes on this first meeting with this 

class. 
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(1) The atmosphere was friendly - encouaged by MH. 

(2) Study strategies are individual working, self~ 

paced to suit a mixed ability group. 

(3) Some students definitely liked to work with 

others. 

(4) The way MH made the introductions of ST and his 

module was impressive. 

At the second meeting ST went along with the tape recorder 

and noticed that some of the notebook work was quite good. 

There were of course some who had done little work in the 

meantime but this did not mean to say that they had given 

up. The idea of the recorded discussions was mentioned 

to some of the students and there seemed to be no objections. 

A group of two students who worked together (Derek and 

Stuart or D and S) seemed to be interested in this and they 

had problems with the sphere. Also their educational 

backgrounds and age were somewhat different so that their 

responses to questions and difficulties could be compared 

not just, say, on the basis of knowledge. So it was 

decided to concentrate on these two (willing) subjects. 

The recordings would then take place at the next meeting. 

Meanwhile, from MH: 

... and what have you brought me this week! 

which referred to the ready supply of modules always 

carried by ST in case he met a potential user. Out of 

the bag came a copy of 'Society and Numbers' based on diet 

sheets [App.7.~.After a brief glance MH came out with the 

encouaging statement: 

This is a lot of reading for these people but we are 

getting a lot of nurses in soon who will be taken by 

two friends of mine. This should be just fine for 

them. I will speak to them about this. 
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Copies were duly handed over! 

7.4.3 The Discussions 

Some transcriptions of discussions with D and S now follow. 

These took place in a room set aside for the purpose by 

MH and equipped with desks and board as well as some 

computers on tables against the walls. The author feels 

compelled to make the point very strongly that MH .had 

conducted the trial in a very able manner with many features 

worth noting. Just S came along for the discus.sions with 

D not available as he was engaged on some task which had to 

be finished. He had completed a part of a Engineering 

Craft course and has an O-level Mathematics pass. The'· 

student's comments will be indented with notes and the 

interviewer's remarks or questions starting from the left 

margin. 

Do you like using the computer? 

Yes. But not for playing games (I have one at home) 

I prefer to have a useful task for it 

How far have you got with the module? 

I spent hours trying to get the spherical tank program 

going at home during the holiday but it would not run. 

I even thought about it in bed and got up, took the 

computer down from the top of the wardrobe, set it up 

and tried out yet another idea! 

The module stimulated this degree of interest. 

So you have of course given up? 

No! I am determined to get it going. 

Aren't you bored? 

No. I find that the booklet (module) makes it 

interesting. 
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Well, let us try together. There is a Commodore computer 

the same as yours so let us set it up and use it as you are 

familiar with it: it also has a printer which is useful 

for carrying away results to refer to at home. At this 

stage D wandered into the room and was curious as well as 

interested in what was going on (D is older than S and has 

children). They had both tried some graphs but only by 

working out the individual volume values on paper: the 

graphs looked quite good. The rest of this meeting was 

devoted to programming the computer for a volume-depth 

calibration table for the spherical tank, carrying out 

checks and running off tables of depth/volume for use at 

home. At the next meeting with the author the first task 

would be the exercise set into the text which asked the 

student to check the capacities of the tanks shown under 

the heading 'Tank Installation' in the Information Pack. 

Neither of the pair had attempted the exercise. This should 

be highlighted as an exercise with a reference number and 

not just appear as part of the text where it loses its 

impact - another slight modification for the module. 

The conversions to be checked were from barrels to cubic 

metres and the formula was worked through logically as 

follows, regardless of algebraic refinements because the 

computer does not need to have the burden of calculation 

eased by simplification etc. 

1 bbl = 35 x 1.200 •••. gallons 

1 litre = 1000 cc 

(Note: bbl represents 
barrel) 

I cu.m. = 1000 00 cc = 10 to power 6 (they accepted this) 

= 1000 litre 

so B bbl would be equivalent to: 

B x 159.109925 x 100 

1000 000 
eu.m. 

They put it into the program as: 

(B x 159.109925 x 1000)/106 
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their brackets and choice of the exponential notation (S was 

the leader in this part of the exercise being more familiar 

with mathematical techniques than D, and also younger and 

closed to the school period). However during thi~ period 

it was apparent that D possessed mathematical aptitudes 

which can be obscured if there is too much concentration on 

just knowledge and techniques. Science, in particular 

chemistry, was brought in during the conversions (using 

the program after typing in) because the contents of the 

tanks were written down after interpreting the abbreviations. 

With a little prompting they deduced what LNG stands for. 

Butane produced an almost immediate association with 

cigarette lighter fuel. The computer checked conversions 

did not agree with those given on the pictures and moreover 

there was no consistent pattern of error (they were asked 

to see if there was one). So far from this just being a 

'sums' exercise it brought in geography (location of tank)' 

and science. In seeking reasons for, or patterns in, the 

anomalies the connection with formula evaluation was now 

very weak as the results themselves were under the 

microscope. 

So what possible explanations for the discrepancies have 

we ... ? 

We have used a different number of decimal places for 

our conversion figures. 

Suppose we had used 158 instead of 159.109925? 

We would get lower results each time. 

Perhaps rounding has done it. 

And so the discussion went on until they were asked to 

produce a table of values with the printer so as to have 

something to take away for study when away from the computer. 

Fortunately MH's instruction had been good and they handled 

the equipment well. 
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Any other conversions? 

Gallons to litres. 

They deduced the formula without help. 

The session was ended soon after and continued after a break 

of two weeks. What was now wanted was some discussion 

bringing in science, technology etc and the following 

transcription accomplishes this and also brings in educational 

background. 

S At school I was interested in physics, chemistry and 

got to do Computer Studies but the teacher selected 

the best and was not interested in the rest so I did 

not like the teachers ••• I could not get away quick 

enough. 

S I loved maths - O-level pass. 

D That's why he's clever see! 

Science? 

S Felt a bit poor there. I like physics perhaps 

because of the maths - also like experiements. 

D The nearest I got to a computer was the calculator. 

Thought I was OK until the exam. The teacher said 

that I used to do things the long way round - came 

nowhere so was put off it. The easy stuff" is OK but 

I am lost on the maths of tanks. 

S Took a TEC course and worked as an apprentice. fitter -

made redundant during the apprenticeship ~ and as the 

work was getting harder (formulae twice the length of 

the desk) I packed it in. 

D Never done anything like this before - never been one 

for using my head but I can talk though. I learn to 

keep up with my lad of seven and can show him where 

he is wrong. 
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What about the module? 

S A challenge. I did the cuboid and the cylinder but 

not the sphere! 

What has it done for you? 

S I now realise if you have the formula you can work it 

out with the computer. 

The background - any good? 

D Mainly what you did on the slides. The slides were 

alright to watch. Needed something (commentary) a 

little more adult for me (I'm older). It was so easy 

to take it in the way you were telling us - it could 

have been a little bit harder but when I saw it all 

written down it all looked so difficult. 

we had something hard at the start. 

Better if 

I gradually saw how the computer program connected with 

geometry. 

Sand D now engage in 

explains the cylinder 

a dialogue on 

formula and D 

the mensuration. S 

is still obsessed with 

O-level maths giving S the advantage over him. 

D I have tried to step through it but keep getting lost. 

Sitting at home I keep thinking how am I going to 

write it into the computer. 

The dialogue continued showing that they found the step

by-step working of the computer was a great help in 

understanding and following mathematics and also that in 

spite difficulties they did not give up. 

7.4.4 Observations 

(1) The module seemed to stimulate interest in 

mathematics, science and technology. 
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(2) The mathematics, if extracted and presented as 

such would not have survived as mathematics. 

(3) The computer seems to make mathematics 

acceptable and encourages discussion. 

(4) The module format is powerful in respect of the 

wide range of subjects it can invoke in an 

interrelated way, such as geography. 

(5) This module can bring together people of 

different abilities and backgrounds and encourage 

them to work as a team to their mutual benefit. 

(6) The text is perhaps too long and involved for a 

student to be able to become involved in the 

tasks without first spending some time reading it. 

However, the author cannot recall any outright 

criticism in this respect from the students who 

experienced this 'long' form. Should there be 

modules of both 'long' and 'short' forms? 

(7) A glossary of terms used in the module would be 

a useful addition to the Information Pack. 

(8) One must be careful to distinguish between lack 

of mathematical aptitude and lack of knowledge 

of techniques. 

(9) A few pictures can save a great deal of written 

or verbal explanations. Note how the Tank 

Installations pictures bring in -

mathematics; 

chemistry; 

mensuration; 

geography; and 

units 

in an i.nterrelated way. 
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7.5 Case Study: Education Within Industry 

7.5.1 Background 

This case study arose through the justifiable failure of a 

student (SH) to complete the assignments for a BTEC Computer 

Assignments half unit component of a science programme. 

She was granted college study time for one day per week but 

for personal and other reasons did not apply herself to the 

course and the course tutor and staff found that communication 

with her was extremely difficult. The student was employed 

as science laboratory assistant by a company manufacturing 

pharmaceutical products, with chemistry as the base of her 

daily work. However, the laboratory tasks and equipment 

together involved her with mathematics, science and 

technology in a necessarily interrelated way so.that these 

components became integrated. Computer technology was 

used and the laboratory was equipped with a microcomputer. 

The author was responsible for this student's tuition in 

computer studies and had to make an assessment decision 

which could have been a simple 'fail' one. After 

discussing the situation with SH the author decided that 

she had reasons for poor attendance and performance, one of 

which seemed to be a reaction against the college 

environment. There was no more official attendance time 

left as the end of the year had arrived. The discussion 

with the student had disclosed that she did have a genuine 

interest in her work and was possibly much better at 

learriing in the work environment than the college environment. 

The author by this time was thinking along the lines of the 

student completing her studies while working by demonstrating 

the achievement of the study objectives through the tasks 

called for as part of the job. Because of the mathematics 

science and technology in the research laboratory a module 

in which"all these would be interrelated would be suitable. 

So here was the possibility to pilot test a MODULE OF STUDY 

WITHIN INDUSTRY. After the idea, the reality would not 
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materialise until the BTEC moderator had given his approval 

and the student's supervisor (Dr I Jackson, hereafter IJ) 

had agreed to support the scheme. For supervising the 

study IJ would be in the best position although there would 

have to be occasional visits to the laboratory. 

7.5.2 Setting Up an Approved Scheme of Study 

One of the stated aims of the 1974 Policy Statement of the 

Technician Education Council was to: 

•.. produce a much better system of technician education 

by greater teacher and industrial participation 

A programme of study carried out within industry and with 

the (necessary) co-operation of industry is thus wholly 

compatible with this aim. It was also made clear in the 

Policy Statement that formal contact with teachers did not 

have to constitute the only mode of learning. If a scheme 

of work requires the use of equipment for practical 

exercises then the use of the industry's equipment should 

be investigated. This would help to give an authentic 

dimension to any experiments which have to be carried out 

and possibly designed to fit the programme. These ideas 

were put to IJ who was keenly interested in education and 

as such was a member of a Further Education Advisory 

Committee. He was also keen to assist the student to make 

progress in her studies, because from his knowledge of her 

and her background, he considered it worth the effort: 

the college staff had opposite views, however, but this did 

not deter the author because from the research point of 

view success was to be sought with a new method. The next 

step was to obtain the approval of the BTEC programme 

moderator for the author's plan: this was granted providing 

the author would oversee the operation of the scheme and 

organise the supervision inside the company by someone who 
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had an 'interest in education. The student also agreed to 

studies module the plan after the idea of the interrelated 

was explained and displayed considerable interest in this. 

7.5.3 The Programme of Study 

This would be based on the work which SH was engaged on in 

the laboratory so long as it provided sufficient mathematics, 

science and technology interrelated through whatever daily 

tasks were prescribed. For example, if her daily task 

was simply to carry out the same experimental procedure so 

as to produce many results for statistical analysis then 

this would not be suitable. SCience, mathematics and 

technology would have to be seen to be interrelated in the 

laboratory and requiring the use of the computer in a 

practical 

extent) . 

and supportive way (not necessarily to a major 

The module would be attacked by SH during the 

summer vacation period of the college. This was ideal for 

the author because educational contact with students ceases 

for this period and is not normally available, but the work 

within industry usuually carries on and certainly does so 

for the important pharmaceutical industry on which so many 

people depend in all parts of the world. The author put 

the idea to SH during a brief telephone conversation. She 

responded enthusiastically and the next step was, a visit to 

the company to hold discussions with both IJ and SH. Work 

on the module had already been started by SH but the author 

ignored this as he first wanted to know precisely what her 

daily tasks involved. Her immediate commission was testing 

filters. Flow rates (mathematics), physics (mechanism of 

flow), technology (designing, constructing and operating the 

apparatus) and chemistry (of the different substances tested) 

were all interrelated by the task. The mathematics as it 

happened was qUite simple but this was not really of much 

concern because there in the corner of the laboratory was 

a microcomputer. The laboratory was used by IJ and SH so 

that there would obviously be plenty of opportunities for 

the two to discuss the study programme. The author asked 
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SH to describe the work of her laboratory in the context 

of the whole Research and Development Unit of which this 

laboratory was just one part. The responses were full, 

knowledgeable and lucid. Notes were made during the 

discussions and the following extract provides background 

to the module. 

(1) The electron microscope is an important piece of 

equipment in a laboratory yet it is not explained 

at college. 

(2) Much of the college apparatus is out-dated and 

is devoted to wet chemistry which we never do here. 

(3) A simple explanation of the chromatograph should 

be given. 

(4) Mathematics is the most relevant of all the 

subjects but the Level II unit involves a lot 

of repetition of O-level work. 

(5) Only a little inorganic chemistry is needed and 

something on lipazones would be useful - this is 

a new field for us. 

(6) Practical should change - the college stuff is 

old-fashioned because industry uses instrumental 

methods which are often automatic. 

students agree with this. 

All the 

(7) We need practical applications for mathematics. 

(8) A final product will have passed through a range 

of lahoratories and will have involved a variety 

of processes involving mathematics and science. 

The work of the sections is brought together. 

The relevance of (6) can be judged from the author's visit 

to the research laboratories. The author then had a long 
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discussion with IJ which involved educational matters. 

Because the work of this and the other laboratories in 

the Unit rely heavily on 'measurement' in its various 

forms (see Chapter 4) the title put to SH was: 

Measurement in a Pharmaceutical Laboratory 

and on hearing this IJ said: 

just what I had suggested! 

The module (a short document) as written by the author was 

presented to IJ and SH for approval: this was accepted 

without discussion and is as follows: 

Measurement in a Pharmaceutical Laboratory 

Aim 

To show how measurement in a pharmaceutical laboratory 

brings together mathematics, science and technolgy through 

practical tasks. 

Tasks 

(1 Write a detailed account of measurement in your" 

laboratory which makes use of a piece of standard 

equipment. Give details of the context of its 

use such as: 

(a) background to the use; 

(b) relevant technology (apparatus); 

(c) the use of mathematics and sta~istics; 

(d) how science eg chemistry is involved; 

(e) how the computer supports the laboratory 

work, and 
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(2) Describe the use of a piece of standard company 

software explaining the involvement of any 

Notes 

mathematics, science and technology. 

several examples. 

Produce 

(1) CONFIDENTIALITY 

As your written work will be submitted for 

assessment by the moderator make sure that what 

you disclose about the work of the company has 

the approval of the company. 

(2) APPARATUS 

References to this should be supported by diagrams 

and possibly photographs. A brief but clear 

description of the mode of use should also 

accompany these. 

(3) NUMERICAL DATA 

Whether supplied by other parties or derived 

during an experiment care should be taken to 

ensure that the degree of accuracy presented is 

reasonable. 

(4) INTERRELATIONSHIPS 

At all stages mathematics, science and technology 

should be indicated in a relevant way: For 

example, if units are to change then a conversion" 

formula or method will be used so indicate clearly 

how this is done - this will not be mathematics 

used for the sake of mathematics but because it 

is called for by an experiment. 
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7.5.4 Operation of the Module 

The author had not been restricted by the company regarding 

supervisory visits but this module was to receive its main 

supervision from within the company through IJ. However, 

the author paid two visits to see how the work was 

progressing. There was just one point of criticism about 

the extraction of numbers from experimental data - they had 

to be refined to suit the accuracy of the apparatus. The 

student seemed very pleased with the ~ay she was making 

progress and seemed to enjoy relating her academic studies 

to her daily work tasks. A copy of the written work as 

finally submitted is shown in Apperidix 7.6 and was passed 

to the tutor for examination by the moderator as it stood. 

One point on which SH could not satisfy the module 

requirements (and this was not obligatory) was the provision 

of photographs of apparatus. However~ the author obtained 

a considerable quantity of literature from Instron Limited 

who supplied the company with materials testing machines, 

the function of one of which was to measure the strength 

of filter materials. This is another example of the 

excellent support by industry. 

7.5.5. Observations 

(1) What has been described is a case study involving 

the work of one student. However, the 

opportunity arose to try a module in the declared . 
mode and it was considered worth pursuing. 

(2) This case study reveals how important co-operation 

is from inside industry if the education/industry 

partnership is to work. In this case a 

supervisor with a keen interest in student 

education was available and willing to help. It 

should also be noted that the supervisor was 

himself very well educated and so was able to 

encourage the student in many ways. Students in 
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other industrial situations would perhaps be 

less fortunate. 

(3) This case study can be viewed as an experiment 

in 'distance learning' in which the college 

supplies teaching material, advice and some 

supervision. 

(4) The attitude of this student to learning within 

the college was obviously quite negative, one -

reason being that she considered the college 

equipment of little use when compared with that 

provided for her use by the company. This raises 

the issue of finding the best place to carry out 

the education: if it is within industry then the 

'module' concept might be the answer. 

(5) The use of the computer to handle the mathematics 

for the filter project was justified because of 

the repetitive nature of the experiment. Little 

would be gained from trying to compete with the 

computer~s mechanical computational consistency 

and accuracy. This use of the computer is 

considered by the author to enhance learning by 

removing the emphasis from arithmetic and placing 

it on the results of the arithmetic. It must 

also be noted that this use of the computer would 

have little significance in the classroom. 

Without the apparatus and the reasons for using 

the apparatus the purpose of the mathematics 

becomes considerably weakened. 

(6) As an attempted conclusion to this brief and 

limited experiment in changing the learning 

environment it must first be stated that the 

student showed more interest in her studies than 

she had ever displayed in the college. 

Enthusiasm and aqtivity were very evident. The 

environment of work no doubt greatly increased 
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the motivation to study. The relevance of the 

module tasks to what she did in the laboratory 

must have contributed to the increase in motivation. 

There was a good balance between the mathematics, 

science and technology in the student's written 

work. Little motivation could have been provided 

by the format and the presentation of the module: 

there were no pictures in the module and no slides 

were provided to view. The module could be 

described as 'dull' as far as the presentation is 

concerned. Finally, the degree of interest shown 

by the supervisor in the project must have been 

of benefit to the student. 

(7) Finally, the author views this case study as an 

example of distance learning and could be a 

for further cases as dictated by the needs of the 

pharmaceutical and other industries. 

7.6 Staff Development 

7.6.1 Introduction 

This section describes some of the ways in which the author 

attempted to bring the method of 'interrelated studies' to 

the notice of other educational practitioners through 

lectures, meetings, discussions etc or simply by making 

modules available. Probably the most effective way of 

reaching as many educators as possible is by publishing a 

paper on the subject; the shorter the paper the more likely 

is it to be read by busy lecturers. Publication also ensures 

that there is something tangible to refer to and also someone 

to correspond with for further information and guidance. 

The author's experiences with involving others varies from 

making individual contacts in his college to attemtping 

group contacts in other districts. In Section 7.6.2 the 

distribution of a module to numeracy practitioners is 

described: in Section 7.6.3 the interrelated approach is 
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pursued through the tape/slide programme 'Measurement': 

Section 7.6.4 looks at a staff "development group set up 

with controlling guidelines and financed by Adult ~iteracy 

and Basic Skills Unit (ALBSU) on an area basis: Section 

7.6.5 is similar to Section 7.6.4 but the group is drawn 

from a wider catchment area; a firm response to the author's 

paper predicts developments in a college (section 7.6.6); 

and an integrated approach to the subjects of an Applied 

Science course indicates the need for staff development in 

Section 7.6.7. 

7.6.2 Module: Science and Numeracy 

This module [Appendix 7.7] was constructed with the help 

of ~nformation obtained from the Training Officer of a 

margarine manufacturing company [115], and was an attempt 

to impress on the Numeracy Sub-group of the Merseyside and 

Cheshire Authorities Adult Basic Education Co-ordinating 

Committe that numbers are not used in isolation but very 

often in a scientific context. Numerous example occur in 

everyday life from estimating the quantities of Chemical 

additives in food to using numbers for controlling one's 

food intake. The response was poor from the representatives 

of numeracy education in the districts of Cheshire, 

Knoweley, Liverpool, Sefton, St Helens and Wirral. The 

excuse .for not being very interested in science as well as 

numeracy was 'I don't teach science!' so there was a lot of 

educating to be done. The modules were issued after the 

author had explained the ideas behind a module (an official 

allocation of time had been made at a meeting) and there had 

been a discussion. There were no responses from the 

committee members. However, science was not an entire void 

for the areas since at least one member had reported basic 

education schemes which featured science, even though the 

presentation was as a time-table of separate subjects. 

The committee did however at least discuss the module and 

each member accepted a copy of the module, promising to 

'see if 1 can use it'. The author felt that he had to 
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try to obtain module trials through likely agencies and 

this one seemed promising. This was one of the 

disappointments experienced by the author who feels that 

it must be stated. 

7.6.3 The Tape/Slide Programme and Teacher Training 

During a discussion with the course tutor for teacher 

training in Further and Adult Education at the author's 

college, the provision of educational technology arose. 

After hearing about the tape/slide programme 'Measurement' 

(Chapter 5) she said that she would like the students to 

see it and arranged for the author to take 

one period. The students were drawn from 

each group 

industry 

for 

(instructors and trainers), the 

time and full-time education. 

public services and part

The occupations of the 

students span a wide range of disciplines and are shown in 

the table '730 Course Occupations' which follows this 

paragraph. It would ve very difficult to assemble such 

a varied group if one tried, so the author was grateful 

for what looked like being a rewarding research exercise 

because of the potentially wide range of opinions available. 

Occupations were not the only diverse characteristics of 

the groups; academic qualifications range from that CGLI 

Technician Certificate to Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical 

Engineering. The students from the three classes have 

been grouped together for the analyses which start with the 

following table of occupations. 

730 Course Occupations 

1 Painter and decorator 

2 Apprentice trainer with British Nuclear Fuels 

3 Teacher of office skills 
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4 Non-practising lawyer teaching upholstery 

5 Teacher of home economics 

6 Part-time office worker (ex-policeman) 

7 _ Sister-tutor in intensive care unit 

8 Ex-nurse (SRN) now an adult literacy teacher 

9 Hairdresser 

10 Cookery teacher 

11 Hairdresser 

12 Dental nurse 

13 Sister tutor in hospital 

14 Bookkeeper 

15 Word processing teacher 

16 Apprentice trainer 

17 Potter 

18 Computer/electronics trainer 

19 Welder 

20 Sewing teacher 

21 Health visitor 

22 Cookery teacher 

23 Retail distribution lecturer 

24 Training officer 

25 Chemical engineer 

The groups were asked to write down what they thought the 

programme was about as it was shown without an introduction. 

Most saw that measurement was being brought out and 

mathematics also and that these two related to their 

subjects in some way. There was a free discussion after 

showing the slides and comments were recorded and analysed. 

Some transcriptions from the recordings are: 

_ 1 Just a way of teaching a difficult subject and 

relating it to everyday things. 

2 I found it a little bit over my head - I 

haven't met a micrometer. 
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3 Shows how life relates to measurement. 

4 Everybody's life relates to measurement. 

5 One thing has an effect on another. 

6 One thing every subject relates to is communication; 

you cannot touch anything without it. 

Author: the student's/comment means that all subject 

involve communication. 

7 In a college there should be communication between 

departments but some departments think themselves 

at a higher level than others. 

8 When teaching skills you have to relate to real 

life situations for the purpose of the knowledge 

you are giving. With a theoretical subject, eg 

maths, you can teach it regardless of applications 

such as learning all about logs without using 

them for anything practical. 

9 Speech terrible! very monotone. Pictures were 

quite realistic. There was a good visual impact. 

Author: it can't all be good! 

10 You can't avoid maths and the use of maths. 

11. Maths at school is knowledge for the sake of 

knowledge: there are no case studies. 

12 I measure people (a physical culture expert) and 

relate their measurements to diet, shape, size etc. 

13 I have always been taught maths as a separate 

subject and hopefully you relate it to something. 

• 
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14 Stop the sound commentary sometimes and give time 

for the message to sink in. 

15 We should relate to other departments and their 

work. 

The recorded discussion brought out very clearly the very 

positive feelings of the members of the group about not 

being encouraged to relate their subjects to other subjects -

the discussion was qUite heated at times and the feelings on 

this could only be judged by listening to the recording .. 

They felt the need to:talk to staff in other departments, 

mathematicians for example, if mathematics arose. An 

interrelated studies module would help to bring together 

different subjects in a relevant way for both the LECTURER 

AND THE STUDENT. To summarise, showing the Measurement 

programme certainly stimulated discussion which soon brought 

in the idea of subject interrelationships. The author let 

the discussions run freely, injecting a minimum amount of 

prompting. 

A development with this group would be to discuss modules 

involving an INTERRELATED APPROACH which would support the 

need they feel to cross subject boundaries. This idea 

could be put to their course tutor for incorporation in 

future training programmes. The author is sure that the 

tutor will respond to this suggestion with the same 

enthusiasm as she showed when the tape/slide programme was 

mentioned. 

7.6.4 A Sub-Regional Staff Development Group 

This group is funded by ALBSU and is still meeting It 

arose out of the one-day conference [118]. 

Relevant guidelines are laid down for the number of members 

of a group, the number of meetings etc. The conference 

was open to representatives of industry and schools because 

educational problems relate to all levels. Why did the 

author attend this conference? Simply because here was a 
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vehicle funded by a national body, set up to identify 

numeracy 'needs' and which must come up with something 

tangible - and probably the best form would be a module of 

study bringing together the basic ingredients of industrial 

and commercial life: mathematics, science and technology. 

For the author to suggest this right at the beginning of 

the conference would be too much but it was hoped that 

things would develop along these lines and one must try. 

It was not intended to push the module idea (after all some 

of those present had sat round the table with the author and 

rejected the idea) but to ,perhaps 'nudge' it along or just 

see what transpired: opportunities were being sought to 

tryout the idea of interrelated studies. After an opening 

address the conference members formed four groups, each with 

a leader (arranged beforehand so there was no awkward 

'election') and debated numeracy needs. Then the ideas were 

pooled and three sets of needs were identified for which three 

staff development groups (SDGs) were formed. Each of these 

groups then formulated plans of action. At the end of the 

day each group leader reported back to the reconvened total 

conference group. The author had taken two of his part-

time staff along and one subsequently produced a module onc 

catering calculations while the other was already a member 

of the Applied Science course team (section 7.6.7). The 

author used the tape recorder during the discussion sessions 

(with full knowledge of the group) because it would be 

easier to transcribe from, this than from written notes. 

The idea of a module did come out of the author's group 

'Measurement Involving Metrication and Estimation' and one 

subject suggested was Health, which the author pOinted out 

was related to science.* 

* The author believes that the (once rejected) science and 

Numeracy module(Section 7.6.2) will eventually be accepted 

in principle because of the work of this group. 
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This group meets regularly and is at present analysing and. 

classifying measurement and its iliustration and will then 

produce a module or modules with notes for teachers. 

Further funds will probably be available for the 1986-7 

session and will be used to produce a module based on the 

interrelated studies idea. During the meetings of the 

group the author constantly reminded the members that there 

was too much discussion and not enough action in the direction 

of producing teaching material. He also recommended a move 

in the direction of interrelated studies modules because 

although talking about numeracy topics they were constantly 

bringing in applications. Appendix 7.8 is a summary of 

the first part of the work of the group and indicates a 

place for modules. 

7.6.5 A Regional Staff Development Group 

7.6.5.1 Background 

Members of the Numeracy Sub-Group to which the author 

belonged were invited to join one of the regional staff 

development groups funded by ALBSU through the Regional 

Advisory Councils [12] the author's council is the 

North West Regional Advisory Council based at Manchester. 

The theme 'Teaching ABE in Other Topic/Subject Areas' 

attracted the author to one of the groups and he was 

subsequently elected a member. The members keep in touch 

between the meetings by telephone which is the ~nly practical 

way to make contact because of the geographical separation: 

but this must be a fact if one's ideas are to be propagated 

and tested beyond his work area. The feeling of the author 

about this staff development group was that it could support 

the research but since adult basic education is probably 

taken to mean literacy and numeracy (but should also include 

some science and information technology) and there would be 

room here for a development into an interrelated approach 

with respect to other subjects or 'topic areas'. If 

materials are to be produced then again a module seems to 
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be a suitable form in which to produce some teaching materials 

which if accepted will show a success for interrelated studies. 

Each group will be required to report back to ALBSU who can 

consider publication and dissemination of commissioned 

materials, which mean a wider publicity for the ideas and 

materials. Thus staff development will take place on a 

much larger scale than could be achieved by one individual 

such as a researcher working without special time and 

resources funding. Further funding for successful 

applicants for the continuation of the work of the groups 

will be considered after April 1986. This implies that a 

good case. must be made based on the work of the present 

groups. As with the group described in Section 7.6.4 this 

section will be incomplete because this thesis will be 

completed before the material has been collated. 

7.6.5.2 Summary of Discussions 

The first two meetings were taken up with what was to be 

the final part of the exercise: namely how to present the 

findings. One member was very much against producing yet 

another bundle of paper (a report) to be filed away without 

reaching and affecting the practitioners it is designed to 

help. He alone stood out for preparing a one-day workshop 

to display teaching materials and use it to explain the 

ideas to the visitors. This seemed to be putting too much 

into an event which could ultimately attract only a few 

people from the very large region so the idea of a REGIONAL 

group would have failed. Eventually he agreed to the 

production of something on paper but it must be interesting 

and useful. The author had produced some information on 

the pharmaceutical industry case study (Chapter 4) and had 

explained the background which is really, in the eyes of a 

basic education practitioner just an integration of numeracy, 

literacy and communication. A 'case study' was discussed 

in which members would produce a study based on a particular 

'model' and those case studies would be submitted to ALBSU as 

an illustration of ABE in other topic or subject areas. 
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However, the reader 

acceptable addition 

of this thesis should find SCIENCE an 

to the ABE list. One member remarked: . 

If only you had a tape recorder during the teaching 

periods! 

They thought that the author's case study was probably guite 

unigue and it tended to lead the thinking from this point. 

There were to be seven case studies conforming to the 

following models: 

(1) Service and Support: 

(2) Student Negotiated: 

(3) ABE with Core Work as Options: 

(4) ABE and Technical Learning: 

(5) Responding to Group Needs: 

(6) ABE and Outing: 

(7) Industry Links. 

The author's model was (7) and the case study submitted 

was based on the module 'Measurement and the Motor Car' 

of Section 7.7. The four submissions were based on the 

following case studies: 

Model Case Study 

1 Foundations for technical learning 

2 Tenants' group support 

5 Stimulus for writing 

7 Information technology 

It should be noted that Models 2 and 5 have, on the face of 

it, little to do with science or technology but then the 
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author welcomed the broader view of interrelated studies 

which came about because this group drew people from a 

variety of areas in "adult education. These were discussed 

very briefly because the main topic was 'how to present our 

findings to the ALBSU' as the production of a report or 

teaching materials was included in the" terms of reference. 

The case studies had many of the features of interrelated 

studies modules with ABE together particular subjects. It 

was decided that the report would take the form of a model 

for relating ABE to other subjects or topic areas, based 

on the four case studies only. More trials of the models 

were considered in other parts of the country (funds were 

available to finance these) but were quickly ruled out 

because of the time this would take. A member of the North 

West Regional Advisory Council staff was brought into the 

meeting because she was experienced in the production of 

illustrated reports of good quality: her services were 

provisionally booked for the setting and printing of the 

final report booklet. Each member took away two copies of 

the four models and would produce ideas on the final form 

by editing the copies. The next meeting would be for a full 

day at the end of which it was hoped to have a document 

ready for professional reproduction. In more ways than one, 

then, this project has some of the desirable features of 

'interrelated studies' modules: the means to meet as a 

team; the funds to produce materials; and a group size 

small enough to be functional. The next stage after the 

submission of the report will be to request further funding 

for a second stage - an experimental and investigational one 

over and above just four case studies. It should be noted 

that the four case studies correspond to module pilot studies. 

The national network of staff development groups organised 

by ALBSU will be available for the assessment of the case 

studies, if accepted. The final sum of money left from 

the grant made to the group (a few hundred pounds) will be 

used to reproduce copies of the case studies which will be 

distributed to educational practitioners in all parts of the 
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country. This then is one advantage of belonging to 

committees, study groups etc which have credence and which 

fund 'events'. The INTERRELATED APPROACH is 

all the models, broadly Adult Basic Education 

present in 

related to 

other subjects, study areas or just activities. The bound 

and published set of case studies will include explanatory 

notes and some conclusions; an extract from each of these 

initial case study reports is shown in Appendix 7.9. 

7.\>.6 A Response to the Author's Paper 

As was stated in the Introduction a short paper so published 

as to reach as many parties as possible who could benefit 

from using the methods of the research would be one way to 

effect the trial of modules. An encouraging reply [App. 7.10] 

was received on behalf of the Mathematics Unit serving the 

whole of Southend Technical College. The author spoke to 

the Head of the Mathematics Unit {as a first contact) who 

was keen to see and also find out as much as possible about 

the background to the modules: he was also interested in 

the research. Also the author wanted to know if other 

members of the college staff representing other subjects 

might be interested. This led to the possibility of the 

author addressing a meeting at the Southend College. In 

the meantime copies of modules have been sent down for 

consideration with one change: a new front sheet 

for 'Measurement and the Oil Industry' was made [Appendix 

7.11] which eliminated reference to the computer, the use . 
of which then becomes optional. This would not put the 

mathematicians under any obligation to use the computer. 

The author indicated his willingness to visit the college in 

his written reply [App. 7.12] and such a visit would be given 

official support by the author's Head of Department in the 

interest of staff development for the author's college. 

Further developments are now awaited and if this response 

brings about more trials then more and extended publicity 

for the modules will arise. A further conversation with 

the Head of the Unit has disclosed that he has distributed 
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copies of the modules to each member of staff in the college 

as a whole, who teaches mathematics. When the modules have 

been appraised in this way a meeting will be called to 

explore the best way of using the modules or developing 

others. This course of action will take some time to 

produce results but the author will be informed of the 

outcome: considerable design and use of modules could follow. 

7.6.7 Applied Science: A Case for Staff Development 

There are many course funding bodies in education, 

distinguished by title but in reality deriving their own 

fund_L' from! the citizens in one way or another (schools, 

colleges and universities are common examples). The 

European Social Fund is rather different in that it is one 

of the many funding agencies supported jointly by a group of 

countries through the Common Market. The fund has officials 

in the United Kingdom who are responsible for issuing 

allocated funds for the support of innovatory courses 

designed to improve the employment prospects of unemployed 

adults by means of education and training. The author's 

department is at present in the course of running the third 

such ESF:supported (the college meets half the expenses) 

course on the theme of Applied Science based on the topic 

'The Oil Industry' which was suggested by the author and 

accepted. The author, as course tutor, determined the 

cours~ philosophy, organised the staffing within budget 

limits, interviewed the applicants and had quit~ a few more 

functions simply because this was a non-traditional course 

with considerable innovatory factors such as industrial 

visits. Above all it was essential to steer the tuition 

away from the separate subject approach and exploit subject 

'interrelationships' as much as possible. As can be seen 

from the staff list for the second course team [Appendix 7.13J 

they are very well qualified to teach well above the often 

elementary levels at which some of the subjects were 

presented, yet they all did so with interest and dedication. 

Two were employed as part-time lecturers (SC and JO) and 

were selected by the tutor for their contributions to 'water 
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engineering' and 'medicinal chemistry' respectively as both 

these imply mathematics, science and technology "in their 

conte~ts. Certain mathematical topics were in fact common 

to these areas, for example the exponential function. 

The first course started off with mathematics being taught 

as such but the author then replaced the lecturer with JO 

which brought in science in 

neglecting the mathematics. 

an interesting way without 

All these innovations stemmed 

from the experiences gained by the author in the course of 

his present research. For the third and present course 

the author (still course tutor by request) decided to abolish 

mathematics as a subject and replace it by 'integrated 

studies' and the time-table and staffing [Appendix 7.14] 

are virtually unchanged except for the fact that JO is no 

longer in the team. SC has had module experience by 

producing a module 'Water' [Appendix 7.15] with the author in 

a team approach for a small group of six TVEI pupils from a 

local school. This group was particularly troublesome and 

the college staff were constantly complaining about them. 

The author suggested that we (in the college) should try to 

make their lectures interesting. The 'module' approach 

proved to be one answer to the discipline problem as can be 

seen from the report of a discussion [Appendix 7.16] between 

school and college staff. The author had asked to join 

the discussion group so as to be able to explain the 

practical nature of the research being carried out by the 

research team at Loughborough. The module has had a few 

modifications made to it in the light of trials and has 

enabled the computer to be used to advantage: 'The module 

'Measurement and the Oil Industry' was given to the 

students as a BTEC Use of Computers assignment and tape 

recorded comments are available as well as transcriptions. 

The students enjoyed the module, in particular, having to 

discover things for themselves. What are the lessons to 

be learnt from this account? Well, in Further Education 

one must be prepared for innovation. Separate subjects (as 

in school) for the whole course would not be very interesting 

and hence the module. Also industry demands changing roles 

for its workers and a broad base of ability: hence the 

~nterrelated' approach is ideal. 
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7.7 Module: Measurement and the Motor Car 

7.7.1 Background 

The module was introduced into a Mode A Youth Training Scheme 

for a Mechanic and Auto-Electrician programme of study. 

The Managing Agent (MA) was the Motor Agents Association 

through a Co-ordinator who operates over a wide, 

region ranging into the north-west area of the country up 

to the Scottish border, eastwards to Derby, southwards into 

North Wales and also Ulster. The Co-ordinator, who is 

based at Chester, is responsible for the satisfactory 

operation of the schemes under the guidelines laid down by 

the Manpower Services Commission. Generally, the work-based 

component of training ('on-the-job') takes place at garages 

where the repair and servicing takes place and the 

educational component which is mainly conducted in classrooms 

('off-the-job') takes place in colleges of further education. 

However, the choice of 

entirely with the MA. 

venue for the latter component rests 

The author was asked to provide 

teaching for the Information Technology component for a 

group of students placed by the Co-ordinator at the Wirral 

Metropolitan College. Section 3.4.7 of the Training 

Programme: 

(4 days) Hands-on experience in the operation of a 

simple computer and computer programs. 

does not convey too much information to an intending 

lecturer yet it does provide tremendous scope for exploring 

new fields and testing new methods for anyone who is 

interested enough to try. The author was shown a letter 

from the Co-ordinator which contains the following:, 

•... In ord~r that we can satisfy MSC requirements 

regarding the content of the various parts of the 

course I would appreciate a scheme of work being 
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submitted by the staff: this is especially important 

for the Computer technology. In some cases this part 

of the course has been subjected to criticism by the 

MSC ..... . 

and in view of this the author decided to discuss the course 

with the Co-ordinator~ after dealing with most of the 

requirements thought to be necessary with the help of a 

visit to a large garage where some of the students worked. 

Some points from the discussion are: 

(1) In a certain Lancashire town the students had 

not had a talk on banking. 

(2) The MAA had been very severely criticised last 

year because a lot of time had been spent 

playing computer games in the name of information 

technology learning. 

(3) We have great difficulty in getting lecturers 

to cross subject boundaries and talk to each 

other. 

(4) Assessment by examination is important to keep 

the students working. 

(5) In 1986 there will be a regional~ conference 

for representatives from all the college to 

discuss their schemes. 

The idea of interrrelated studies was explained by the 

author with a view to this helping with the problem of 

crossing subject boundaries and the idea was wel'l received, 

and a module planned for trial with the class was mentioned. 

7.7.2 The Module 

This was originally planned with a view to testing the use 

of basic mathematics in practical situations within the 
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context of the retail motor garage and also to evaluate 

mathematical performances. In view of the conversation 

with the Co-ordinator it was decided to extend the scope 

so as to involve science as well as perhaps technology,. 

since the motor car makes use of a great deal of science 

even the car owner who claims to be 'non-technical' cannot 

help being involved with science when there are problems! 

The support for educational modules can be quite excellent 

and also sometimes free, waiting to be collected; examples 

are the 'The Product Explained' booklets which are 

freely available in the showrooms of Vauxhall-Opel dealers. 

Electronic Instruments, for example, brings in electricity, 

temperature, pressure and graphs of different kinds as 

well as numbers and a mixture of the two systems of units. 

The module [Appendix 7.17] is a 

there was not much time left for 

short one mainly because 

the students to use it 

but also not too much time available for the preparation. 

Bond [ 3 ] also used a module with the same title in 

schools but his module related to many aspects of the 

manufacture of the car, providing general interest without 

demanding too much mathematics. In order to reduce the 

amount of paper involved and to facilitate the examination 

of students' work by external agencies the worksheet format 

was invoked. There are many 

etc available for the subject 

such modules, and the author 

Motor Company for assistance 

7.7.3 Use of the Module 

There were originally fifteen 

three had left just after the 

good photographs, drawings 

to use in the construction of 

is grateful to the Ford 

in this direction. 

students in the class but 

course started. The module 

was issued on the day before the last Information Technology 

period of two hours thus allowing time to be spent on it 

at home. With a view to this a short verbal 

of what was required was given. Not all the 

explanation 

students were 

present at this briefing but copies of the module were left 

for them in case they came in late. The next day only 
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eight students attended the author's class (the first. of the' 

day) and few had made an early start on the module. 

However, there was plenty of time within the period to 

complete .it. Most understood what to do and they helped 

the others. They were told to use the computer for the 

table and for the computations but calculators were provided. 

7.7.4 Assessment of the Students' Work 

The assessment scheme is outlined in Notes for Lecturers 

included with the module but this would be varied or replaced 

according 

allocated 

to the use of the module. Each worksheet was 

the same marks but these could be weighted 

differently. Worksheet 1 tests the ability to relate parts 

of the car with appropriate mathematics and science. 

Worksheet 2 tests the selection and use of arithmetical 

techniques 

subjective 

in meaningful situations as well as requiring 

judgements to be made, which are not easy to. 

Table 1 analyses the questions assess with precision. 

Worksheet 2. 

Question 

(Worksheet 2) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Technique 

Division 

Division and multiplication 

Multiplication 

Subjective judgement 

Subjective judgement 

Subtraction and percentage 

Addition 

of 

The mathematics qualifications of the students were mainly 

in the middle band of the CSE grades but none of the 
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mathematical techniques called"for were new to anyoI the 

students - they were just not being called for as in formal 

mathematics teaching. The mean percentage score for each 

question in shown in Table 2 and alongside the question is 

the number of a question from the multiple choice set [App. 2.1] 

to which it corresponds, in brackets. At the beginning of 

the course each student took the multiple choice test and 

this is now used to judge 

small size of the sample. 

progress, bearing in mind the 

Also included in Table 2 is the 

percentage score (in brackets) for the corresponding multiple 

choice question: the table is followed by an explanation. 

It can be seen that out of the four question which have 

reasonable correspondences to the multiple choice questions 

three show distinct increases in scores. The indication 

then is that after working through the course the students 

have improved in certain topics as shown by the Worksheet 2 

results when compared with the multiple choice test results. 

The fourth question (6) shows a diminished overall score 

but then the students found this difficult to interpret. 

The next step would be to have the module tested more widely 

so as to increase the size of the sample for analysis and 

to obtain feedback from other lecturers concerned with the 

course. To this end the module and results of the 

assessment have been submitted to the YTS Co-ordinator 

(Table 3, Appendix 7.18) and it is hoped that the large 

area of the country he is responsible for will yield further 

data. 

Table 2 

Question Mean % Score 

7 (25) 92 (58) 

3 (17) 85 (50) 

5 63 

4 75 
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1 (21) 46 (42) 

2 63 

6 (24) 8 (24) 

Explanation of the table 

Out of the seven questions for worksheet 2, four (7, 3, 1 

and 6) have been identified as corresponding' to questions 

out of the multiple choice set. For example, question 7 

corresponds to multiple choice question 25 which is shown 

as (25) in the first column. The second column contains 

the mean score for a Worksheet 2 question (for example 92% 

of the class obtained the correct result for question 7) 

with the corresponding multiple choice question mean score 

alongside in brackets (for example multiple choice question 

25 was successfully answered by 58% of the class). 

The YTS Programme includes numbers and their applications 

intended as a learning objective for the practical 

component of the training and the students have a 

'mathematics' period which from their accounts is formal and 

uninteresting. The very low mean score for Question 6 

arises from the fact that few students attempted it, 

probably because they did not understand it and this is 

supported by some their comments. The subjective judgement 

questions (4 and 5) were answered quite well. There was 

not a lot of time left after the work was collected in but 

there were no complaints about the questions. The little 

time left was devoted to a short recorded appraisal as 

outlined in the next section. 

7.7.5 Recorded Discussion With the Students 

The tape-recorder was produced and the students were asked 

to gather round and talk about the author's section of the 

course. As this was sprung on them without warning some 

seemed to be about to object but it was explained that 
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recording was an efficient way of making sure that all the 

important comments were captured. A transcription of the 

recording now follows. 

This was a group discussion because fifteen minutes was the 

maximum time available which included time for setting up 

the equipment. It was not possible to question each 

member of the class but just to wait for someone to speak. 

Prompting was used to make sure that the time was used most 

efficiently. The first student recorded came to the front 

and spoke very clearly and forcibly as if he had a definite 

point to make. 

The following is a transcription of the comments: 

1 What we have learned has been very interesting and 

that is that you don't need to know just about 

mechanics but about physics, science and chemistry. 

The computer bits are very helpful - we'll be in 

the Parts Department at work. 

2 At the start of this course I did not like computers 

but I like it now. At work you need to know about 

computers for sales and stores. It has. helped my 

maths a little although I am not very good at it 

and I like it a little more now. 

3 The maths in the module was a bit difficult. I'm 

not the sitting-down type but like to get out. I 

am very good with my hands but not at maths. 

4 Our maths lecturer.writes a lot on the board. He 

doesn't explain and doesn't teach us. He keeps 

coming round saying 'haven't you done that yet?' 

and just writes the answers on the board without 

an explanation. 
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5 We are expected to know the formula for the problems 

in maths but we didn't do a lot in school. It is 

easier now that we have the book [122 ] because it 

explains things. 

6 In the book the science is all in the maths. 

7 We would like more time with-computers. 

7.7.6, Author's Comments 

1 The mathematics in the module and in the computer 

applications seemed to be acceptable and was 

attempted without objections. 

2 Probably if the mathematics had been introduced 

without the context of the computer and the module, 

the interest observed throughout would not have 

been maintained. But if the students are 

interested in their work success is more likely 

with a diet which would be unacceptable in other 

circumstances such as a formal mathematics lecture. 

3 <lOnce again the module demonstrated the advantages 

in being free to help individual students, knowing 

that they have some prepared text which enables 

them to work individually. 

4 The tape-recorded discussion was short but the 

students could be~interviewed later in the year, 

perhaps when they have had time to appraise the 

module and its effects. 

5 The realisation of the close relationships between 

science and motor mechanics and mathematics came 

through very strongly. 

6 Further testing of the module is required but on 

reflection it was worth trying even for such a small 

sample. 
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7 It is obvious from the responses to question 6, 

Worksheet 2, that this question proved very difficult 

yet it requires no more than an understanding of the 

applications of the concept of percentage. In 

future versions of this module there will have to 

7.7.7 

be a modification of this question or perhaps a 

special worksheet aimed at teaching the applications 

of the idea or some comprehensive notes with worked 

examples. 

Report to the Co-ordinator 

The author sent a report on the course to the Co-ordinator 

which contained a copy of the author's paper (Appendix 7.1) 

a brief outline of the interrelated approach to the use of 

the computer as a means of bringing together mathematics, 

science and technology, the syllabus, the module and the 

final assessment results. A verbal reply was received 

from the Co-ordinator because he was particularly anxious 

to discuss the course with which he was very pleased and 

also future developments. 

the following points: 

During the discussions he made 

(1) The author's package has been well digested and 

understood: 

(2) Would you accept three classes next time because 

I want to move some to your college?: 

(3) Under new Manpower Services Commission rules there 

will be increased teaching time allocated to 

Information rechnology: 

(4) Perhaps you can work with the Engineering Department: 

(5) Generating an interest in mathematics is important: 

(6) Your suggestion of using the module more widely is 

a good one - I would like to see a conference on 

this and other teaching approaches for the whole of 

my region: 
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(7) Perhaps we can meet next week when I will be in 

the vicinity of your college at the Wirral Careers 

Convention; 

(8) 'Integration' of subjects is still a great problem 

in many colleges - some WILL NOT integrate. 

The author's response to this latter suggestion was to 

disclose that he would also be there and as it happened for 

the same session (afternoon) to which Mr Watkinson the Co

ordinator, responded 'I look forward to meeting you and 

having a useful discussion!. The author will offer to set 

up the conference and so propagate the idea of interrelated 

studies. Finally, to bring the beginning of the account 

closer to the end it must be noted that though the module 

was introduced for the purpose of research, it proved to be 

a useful contribution to a new subject. 

Finally, here has been a most beneficial use of an interrelated 

studies module: the teaching approach ('integration') 

reguired by the Youth Training Scheme has been adeguately 

demonstrated and the students have enjoyed using the module 

and have been able to accept the mathematics. 

7.8 Module: Measurement and the Pharmaceutical Industry 

7.8.1 Background 

This section is a consequence of the case study-reported in' 

Chapter 4. The author has kept in touch with educational 

developments at the plant and has discussed with the 

Personnel Director possible developments from the courses 

which were described in the case study. During the period 

of preparation of a report on the courses which the author 

ran on the company's premises, the rough notes from which 

most of Chapter 4 was written were perused again and one 

important fact stood out at this time which was perhaps of 

little importance during the exercise. This was that the 
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management policy was to capitalise on the experience gained 

and institute some sort of programme of education in order ~ 

to keep up the momentum of the author's work. Since then, 

of course, some more experience had been gained in the 

construction and use of study modules and further that the 

interrelated approach would also fit in well because of the 

very close relationships which had been demonstrated between 

mathematics, science and technology and the production line 

tasks. A module was therefore constructed [Appendix 7.18] 

which was based on the types of problems which the workers would 

have to deal with [App~ 4.3] , and also include some 

designed to extend some of the more able workers. The 

module would 'make use of the slides and photographs which 

were taken on the production line: the black/white versions 

copy very well and make good substitutes for actual 

photographs or colour slides. 

7.8.2 Discussions With the Manufacturing Manager 

The module and author's report were passed to the Manufacturing 

Manager who discussed it with the author. The following 

points summarise the discussions. 

(1) The idea of starting a structured education/ 

training scheme for production workers had been 

first raised some ten years ago and possible 

action discussed at various times since then. 

Attempts to remedy mathematical deficiencies had 

taken the form of providing some mathematics books 

obtained from local primary schools. Then the 

author's publicised Basic Mathematics provision 

took over. 

(2) There should be more projects of this kind 

within industry. 
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(3) There are practical difficulties encountered when 

trying to fit such a course into the production 

scheme. especially when production expands (as 

with this company) and it becomes difficult to 

fit courses into production schedules. 

(4) The Report has been accepted. 

(5) A worker is more likely to discuss personal 

problems with an outside lecturer than with a 

member of the staff and such discussions lead to 

an early solution of the problems. 

(6) The idea behind the module and its format is good 

but some of the questions will have to be made 

more appropriate to current practice. 

(7) Possible errors due to written instructions not ,being 

very clear (as highlighted in the report) have been 

reduced by using a computer to print them: the 

format is then fully under control. 

(8) The whole problem of further training is to be 

looked at in 1986 as and when time becomes 

available and the author will be asked to advise 

and assist in' this. task. 

(9) For future recruitment the possession of a pass 

at the Ordinary GCE level in Mathematics would 

probably be required for applicants be!ore they 

would be accepted into the production team. 

(10) The entry test [App. 4.4] .remains unchanged. 

7.8.3 The Module· 

The module will now be considered. in more detail with some 

explanations of why items have been chosen. 
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FRONT SHEET 

The objectives may not be fully appreciated at first but 

give the student reasons for using the module. 

The workers are able to consult the supervisor and are 

also allowed to consult with each other. 

The photograph is applicable to the industry as it shows 

an Automatic Weighing System [123 ] for tablets. Science 

is well represented by weighing and chemistry for the 

tablets, with mathematics used for evaluating an average 

weight, standard deviation and coefficient of variation." 

Information and communication are brought in by the computer 

which stores the tablet sampling data which is processed 

into information and produced on the printer on demand. 

Technology is represented by mechanics and electronics. 

All these are interrelated by the task of checking on how 

accurately and reliably the plant is working by sampling a 

number of tablets placed in each.of the sixteen 'flasks' as 

they are called. 

EXERCISES A 

(1) This is a pre-cursor to (2) and is intended to 

show that the error should not be treated 

absolutely. 

(2) This is a development of (1), the student choosing 

a balance. 

(3) The graph brings a range of reading errors 

together. This is one kind of graph but another 

kind (line) is also seen in the photograph (P11, 

the last one of the set included in the module) 

of a computer print of information obtained from 

the apparatus on the front sheet. Why produce 

a graph? 

(4) A typical type of production problem - small 

weights and large weights. 
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(5) The assay of the atmosphere is not something the 

worker would carry out but might become aware of 

in connection with Health and Safety Regulations. 

Biology, chemistry, units, ratio and percentage 

are brought together. 

EXERCISES B 

(1) Sensible representations of quantities (not all the 

decimal places from the calculator are required) 

must be demonstrated; a scheme of work (planning) 

and communication with other workers through the 

information on the label are some learning points 

here. 

(2) Some recall from Exercises A would help here. 

(3) The question is asking for the selection of a 

balance. There is a difference between estimation 

(using gross weight and a value for an individual 

tablet weight) and finding the actual weight of 

one tablet (which one?). 

(4) Necessary information is that 1 litre of water 

weighs 1 kg. Volume to mass conversion is 

involved as well as science and communication. 

(5) Knowledge of volume-mass-specific gravity-density 

interrelationships 

opportunity arises 

approximation. 

are required here 

to explore these. 

and the 

--Note the 

(6) Working out individual constituents would require 
" -

ratio. 

(7) Friability is a good application of percentage 

because it only involves one physical quantity -

weight. 
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NOTES 

These refer to just a few simple but important ideas needed 

for the exercises. The production worker is not likely to 

have access to textbooks unless the family has children at 

school and in any case the particular information required 

is not usually obtainable in a small unit. Mass and weight 

are two terms which are to a great extent used interchangeably 

and so it was felt that some note on this was justified. 

NOTES FOR LECTURERS 

Anything used .for weighing is technically called a balance 

so this term has been adopted although 'scale' will be used. 

Units always give rise to difficulties but fortunately each 

industry seems to adopt some system so one can concentrate 

on this. The use of any calculator in the correct manner 

for any but the most simple and routine of tasks requires 

some understanding of scalar algebra and if different models 

are used then some instruction on each model could be 

necessary. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHS 

These were extracted from the set taken on the production 

line. They were produced in three forms: 

as black/white photographs in two sizes; 

as black/white transparencies for an overhead 

projector; 

and as colour slides from which photographs could 

be made. 

The author made a selection from the larger photographs and 

mounted them and attached captions. The pictures required for 
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the module were made as photo copies from the black/white 

photographs and no difficulties have been experienced in 

extracting information from them. 

~lll can be read quite easily. 

Even the computer print 

A total of forty-eight 

pictures of the production line equipment and processes were 

obtained. 

7.8.4 Trial of the Module 

A situation where the module could be tried under the 

guidance of the author was sought. A class assignment for 

twelve BTEC Science programme students for their two half

units 'Use of Computers and Computer Assignments', level 2, 

seemed appropriate. They had been asked to produce a piece 

of software to convert a volume (value typed in by the user) 

to a mass. Some science and mathematics discussions were 

needed to this apparently simple exercise for the following 

reasons: 

the students seemed to have forgotten the density/ 

volume/mass relationships; 

thSy did not appreciate that relative density (specific 

gravity) could be an alternative to density; 

some thought the exercise very trivial until the above 

options were pointed out; and 

the program must allow the user a choice of units. 

There then followed an excursion into the physical 

relationships just outlined and memories started to return 

because after all, nothing more than GCE Ordinary level 

Physics or General Science at most was being recalled. 

After this in came mathematics for the quantitative 

relationships and then some examples using the information 

from Table 1 (Appendix 6.3) which brought in some more 

science in form of chemical names. It was pointed out by 
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one student that the term specific gravity was old-fashioned' 

and that relative density is now used (certainly more in 

line with the definition). However, the table is of recent 

publication by one of the largest producers of transportable 

storage tanks in Europe. So here is another example of 

industrial practice or terminology being out of line with 

the current teaching practice in schools and other 

educational establishments. The scene having been set in 

terms of mathe~atics and science interrelationships by this 

volume conversion exercise and most students having finished 

it, the module was introduced and the photographs shown. A 

possible use for the conversion program was within the module 

and the link was appreciated. The specific objective (3) 

on the front sheet of the module was reinforced by the 

following verbal instruction: 

.... make use of the computer only where you think 

it is justified because it has some advantage over 

other methods. Use simple programs, preferably 

those you have written •.•• 

7.8.5 Observations 

The students soon became engrossed in the exercise, pausing 

occasionally when they were in difficulties, in particular 

with Question 1. The reason for the difficulty here is 

that they have not been able to appreciate that the ratio of 

a fixed number to a variable number becomes smaller as the 
, 

variable number increases, probably because of the 

technological setting of the question. The mathematics 

involved can be classified as 'basic' yet there have been 

no complaints about the elementary level. It is worth 

mentioning that some of the students have not completed the 

volume conversion program so the two 

same time because they are related. 

can progress at the 

The calculator has 

been used more than the computer which is an indication 

that the module should be of use in situations where access 
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to a computer is difficult or no computer facilities exist 

at all. In the pharmaceutical industry exercises of the 

types in the module would be solved frequently so the speed 

and accuracy of the computer is appropriate to the industry. 

The use of the computer for a task which could occur in an 

industrial situation such that the student has be~n involved 

in producing the program (and so understands it), must give 

confidence in, and more sensible use of, a computer. 

The students were given the alternatives to the printed 

pictures of the balances - the sticks and overhead projector 

transparencies but they unanimously decided that they 

preferred the pictures. The exercises, of course 

depended on the pictures and so this trial shows how the 

module could be used within industry (as is intended) in a 

realistic way. The author's department has received two 

more requests for courses related to the chemical industry 

and experiences with the module should be useful . 

• 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT 

8.1 Summary 

This thesis is a record of certairi practical steps taken 

to counter the uninteresting and unhelpful way in which 

mathematics is seen to be taught. The teaching of mathe

matics in isolation from other subjects and from practical 

applications to which it is naturally related is seen by 

the research team as undesirable - by the author in Further 

Education and by Bond "[3] in schools. The interrelated 

approach to teaching mathematics was supported by guidelines 

for the production of, and strategies for, the implementation 

of modules of study for students, and supporting notes, 

information, etc, for lecturers. The author's case study 

on the Pharmaceutical Industry related to the teaching of 

mathematics but it turned out to be inseparable from science 

and technology, thus dispelling the idea of 'mathematics 

existing in isolation'. There was also a v"ery strong 

suggestion that the workers were really using mathematics 

because of MEASUREMENT and this was supported on looking 

back at the case study in Chapter 2 'Mathematics Related 

to Industrial Training' which was to illustrate some of the 

mathematics required in Further Education. The author 

developed the topic of Measurement as a basis for 

constructing modules of study for particular teaching needs -

for example, to provide useful applications of the computer 

for YTS and BTEC syllabuses. However, at the same time 

it soon became apparent" that apart from using the computer, 

mathematics was being involved in such a way that the 

students enjoyed it or at least did not object to it. 

This contrasted in many cases (as is recorded on sound 
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tape) to the dislike of mathematics as experienced at school. 

Further to the benefit derived from mathematics being found 

acceptable, other subjects such as chemistry and physics 

could be brought in, not as such but by the context of the 

module topics - chemicals in the atmosphere affect· bricks 

('Building' module) and the engineer should know something 

of the nature of the liquid gases stored in the tanks he 

constructs/designs ('Industrial Storage Tanks' module). 

Of special importance is the flexible way in which any 

component (mathematics, science or technology) of a module 

using the 'interrelated' approach can be varied to suit the 

ability level of the students. Thus, if capable, a student 

should be asked to use some algebra to transform a formula; 

if not, the result of the transformation is given. This is 

possible because the development of mathematical techniques 

is not the ultimate objective of the module: using the 

mathematics and appreciating what it does are more important. 

The use of the computer to take care of uninteresting and 

repetitive computation is a great help in this direction and 

the account of the interviews of students with different 

levels of mathematical backgrounds (Chapter 6) (using the 

same module) about this 'feel for mathematics' (not how 

many formulae they could remember) confirmed this view. 

Opportunities arose to use the 'interrelated studies module' 

technique in respect of the new requirements of industry for 

a broad base of training for its workers - for the YTS the 

'integrated' approach to theory and practice is most 

important; this then relates to the observations and analysis 

of section 1.2. The modules 'Measurement' and the 'Motor Car' 

were used to bring together information technology, mathematics 

and technology for YTS motor vehicle trainees. The ~uccess 

of this module is demonstrated by the very favourable response 

from the regional coordinator who in fact was grateful that 

someone had responded to the call for an 'integrated' approach 

to education and training. It is important to note that the 
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author has decided on careful reflection that this module 

and what it has contributed to Youth Training Schemes would 

not have arisen without some of the ideas suggested by the 

research team. 

To return briefly to the pharmaceutical industry, the case 

study (Chapter 4) was left without a firm plan of action for 

future education and training. 'When the module 'Measure-

ment in the Pharmaceutical Industry' was submitted at a later 

date, to the company concerned (after trial in the author's 

college) it was received, accepted and treated as a contribution 

towards the company's new training plans. It should be 

pointed out that many of the outcomes from the use of modules 

have definite promise for future use and can be considered as 

a response to 'A New Training Initiative' [ 1 ]. 

The ideas, trials and findings of the experimental components 

of the work behind this thesis would be limited in the benefit 

they could bring to educators in all parts of the country or 

the world if confined to a few trials within the author's 

college. While Professor Bajpai has supported the research 

team in taking the ideas to different parts of the world and 

trying them out, this thesis does report in full on what the 

author has contributed in this direction. First, the 

Measurement tape/slide programme was used with educators for 

the purpose of 'staff development' in the field of inter

related studies. They found 'it stimulating and discussions 

took one group a long ,way towards the idea of an interrelated 

approach to teaching. Although not many trials were recorded 

the programme has great potential for further use, perhaps in 

a modified form. The trials with students (in a college of 

Further Education) showed that the programme was not perhaps 

suitable for them but the idea is worth pursuing. 

The second approach to staff development made by the author 

was to join such groups, set up and funded by Qational bodies, 

so as to be able to introduce the research team's ideas and 

make contacts for trials. Working in other geographical 

areas did not prove easy but the use of the interview (with 
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the tape recorder) proved to be a great advantage in assessing 

what the students had got out of the module. A good deal of 

dedicated support is required from others in order that 

these 'external' trials should be successful and the author 

did in fact (eventually) find a source of such support, for 

which he is grateful. Perhaps the obvious way to enlist the 

help of others is by writing about one's experiences in a 

publication read by the target population, taking care to 

invite those interested to contact the author of the paper. 

The author did feel tha~ in spite of some success with trials 

in other parts of the country, he would like to reach 

further or at least explore the possibility and so tried and 

succeeded in having a short paper published. A response to 

this (from Southend Technical College) has much potential and 

it is hoped that further responses will be forthcoming. 

8.2 Recommendations 

These will be stated briefly. 

1. rhe module of interrelated studies has a definite and 

important role to play in present and future education 

and training schemes for the Further Education sector. 

2. The three hypotheses (HI, H2 and H3) of section 5.6.2.1 

which a module was aimed to test have, as far as this 

thesis reports, been adequately confirmed. 

3. A module can be devised to encompass a group of subjects 

within an education scheme (eg for the YTS or BTEC 

students) so that it supports the overall education 

programme, makes it more meaningful and does not consume 

extra course time. 

4. Mathematics becomes more acceptable through the module 

approach to those inclined to resent it. This can be 

demonstrated by listening to groups of students discussing 

their problems. The reason for this is the relationship 

of the mathematics to a topic or theme of concern and 
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interest to the students. 

5. 'Measurement' is an important and useful theme on which 

to base a module. 

6. The support of industry and commerce is vital to the 

success of a module. Information in the form of leaflets and 

fa6t Sheets brings reality and relevance to the subject. 

Also the direct contact with industry ensures that current 

industrial practice is invoked. 

7. A few slides to set the scene for a module are very 

powerful in that they create interest, provide (if chosen 

with care) a lot of information presented in a compact 

form and can be used at random by students. Even one 

good slide can be of great help. 

8. Educational technology offers considerable support to a 

module. It can take many forms (slides have been mentioned 

in the previous item) such as pictures, models, literature, 

overhead projector transparencies, the electronic 

calculator or the computer. It is up to the individual 

lecturer to select equipment to suit the module, providing 

this is available. Physical modelling of mathematical 

relationships should not be excluded. 

9. The author has made considerable use of the computer but 

only with simple self-written programs: in no way could 

he have produced anything as professional as the excellent 

MIME material. But the 'simple' can still be 'useful'. 

The computer has been found very useful in the preparation 

of printed module material, changes being made very 

easily when required. The students have derived great 

benefit from the way the computer carries out the solution 

of a mathematical problem 'step-by-step' so that they can 

follow what is happening. The ability to deal with 

tedious computation is also welcomed and enables applications 
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to be studied without the burden calculations bring. 

Also the computer can carry out complex calculations 

(beyond the students) and deliver meaningful results: 

for example, in producing coordinates to plot the points 

for a brick arch template. If just a simple application 

is seen to be of benefit then the use is fully justified. 

10. A small team is more productive than an individual when 

producing a module and a satisfactory start is a team of 

two. Other members can be added gradually. 

11. Considerable success has been achieved by using the module 

approach with low mathematical abilities or antagonism 

towards mathematics. The acceptability of mathematics 

in these circumstances has sometimes amazed the author. 

12. The value of the recorded interview for assessment 

purposes goes beyond that of some written appraisals. 

It helps to produce a more accurate picture of the 

student and helps the lecturer to assess the module. 

8.3 Suggestions For Further Research/Development 

The author's work has many facets which could suggest useful 

topics for further research. Of immediate necessity are the 

following suggestions. 

1. The production of modules for BTEC and YTS programmes. 

The accounts of trials in the thesis relate to information 

technology as the subject used but modules within other 

subjects,eg physics,should be tried. 

2. Produce modules for the GCSE (replacing O-level and CSE 

examinations eventually) COURSEWORK component. This 

carries 20% of the total marks. Modules for Mathematics 

(and other subjects) would appear to suit this component 

and the author has had initial discussions with Examination 

Board officials: they say 'try it out'! 
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3. An investigation could be instigated into how the ideas 

propounded in this thesis could be effectively 

disseminated in colleges of further education. One 

suggestion would be via a professional centre for 

mathematical education established at a university or 

college of further education which would have facilities 

for: 

static displays 

lectures/seminars 

advisory teachers 

reprographics. 

4. The involvement of lecturers in further education 

providing in-company support for industrial/commercial 

training departments has merit. Further research with 

detailed case studies would be of great value. 

Since commencing the writing of this thesis two firms 

have asked the author's department to submit details of 

courses for production workers and professional staff. 

The proposed courses specified a list of subjects and 

the results from Chapter 4 suggest that a standard set 

of procedures should be investigated, starting with 

personal interviews.and a review of the company's 

activities. An interrelated approach to accommodate 

the subjects seems to be indicated. When a plan of 

action has been formulated it could be submitted to 

other companies who wish to undertake education and 

training. 

5. Throughout the course of this research project, the 

computer has played a prominent part in the modules 

produced. Further development in this respect would be 

of benefit. For example, the ideas within the module 

'Industrial Storage Tanks' could be extended to include 

tanks of other shapes. The author has produced some 
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software to support this, with the help of local industry. 

More industries could be brought into the picture. A 

module could be used for dealing with the topic of 

mensuration within schools: cooperation with Rod Bond 

is the first thought in this direction. 

6. The findings of the author and Bond have highlighted 

different attitudes and approaches between teachers in 

schools and those in further education. A comparative 

study of methods and philosophies would be of value 

especially in view of the current trends in pre

vocational education, eg TVEI, CPVE: schemes which are 

run jointly by schools and colleges of further education. 

7. Practical work is appealing to students as shown by their 

response to using the computer. Further investigation 

into the development of practical assignments involving 

a range of equipment would be valuable. 

8. The research programme has shown that an interrelated 

approach to teaching has much appeal to students of all 

ages. Further development work would be valuable into 

how this approach could be adapted to many other common 

topics eg: 

shelter 

transport 

food 

leisure. 

9. An investigation into further use of audio-visual aids 

within the classroom would merit consideration. The 

tape-slide programme devised during the course of the 

research programme was well received by both students 

and teachers. Further development using this medium 

would be useful. In addition the video recorder can be 

an effective teaching aid and should be exploited in 

future work based upon an interrelated approach to 

teaching. 
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APPENDIX 1.2 
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What is 24 317 expressed in words? 

a T'fIe:'lty four tho'..J~and :hre~ :'undred and 

$eventeen. 
b Two hundrgtj and four t.:'ousar.d three 

hundred a:"ld seVenteen. 
c Twenty four tr.o ... sand three nundred and 

sevent'(. 
d Two hundred and fortY ~nree thousan:::! and 

seventeen. 

A man earns £2.20 per hour for a 40 hour w~k. 

Overtime i~ calc:Jla.ec at time and a half. In a 
week he earns £101.20, How many hours o'/er
time does he 'Nork? 

• 3. 
b 4. 

.C 5. 
d 6. 

A Chine!e restaurant tal<2S £145.35 for food served 
on the premises and E252A4 for :ake-away food. 
What are the total takings? 

• 
b 
c 
d 

£408.29. 
£407.29. 
£407.19. 
£398.39. 

Three lengths of tir.Jber 3.5 m. 2.33 m and -1 m, 
are needed to repair a wooden garage. "'1hat is :he 
total length of timber recuired? 

a 2.72m. 
b 5.87 m. 

c 9.83m. 
d 27.2 m. 

10 Pock.et mO;1ey was distributed among 3 children 
as follows 

! to Tom 
I to Dick 
i to Harry . 
What fraction of th'? mon'?y was teft o ... er? 

• 1. 
b f' . 
c It. 
d Nothing. 

11 Eo;gs COst 32::> per coz'!n .. .:.. ,'ecipe us'?s 3 eggs. 
The e;gs COst 

7 p. 

b 7 !p. 
c 6 o. 
d 9 p. 

12 A partY of rrudents goes on an outmg and tne :otiJl 
bill corr.es to £':6.6C. If the C:J!I~g~ ::>Ws! the bill 
the Loc,,1 .l.'..Ilhorit'(; ,and th~ Hudents pay for the 
rest, how mucn do they ha'Je to pay 1 

a £6.10. 
b £9.i5. 
c E12.2\l. 
d ::24.40. 

13 A lady weighed 12 st 4 lb. She dieted and reduced 
her weight to 10- 5t 7 lb. How m~ch weic:;ht did 
she I~e? (14Ib" l st.) 

a 11 lb. 
b lst7lb. 

c 1stl1lb. 
d 1 st 13 lb. 

14 A ferry leaves England at 23.05 on Tuescay. It 
arrives in France at 01.52 on Wednesday. How 
Ion; was the journey? 

• 
b 
c 
d 

1 h 57 min . 
2h47min. 
22 h 53 min. 
24 h 57 min. 

15 There are approximately 21 cm in an inch. You 
. want to buy a pullover, siz'? 42 in. 'fIhat -;;iz~ will 
this be in centimetres? 

a 44.5 cms. 
~ 63 ems. 
c 84 ems. 
d 105 cms. 

Day I Mon I T.,,, I Wed I Thurs! Fri !Sat I Sun ~ Tutoll 
No 

I 4 14 
, 

15\ 4\30 of 
.3 I 5 

pints I I 
Fig 0043 

16 The table ij'l Fig. 0043 sho:ws the number Of pints 
of milk delivered to a hous!! 1n ')n~ week. How 
many pints were celivered on Thursda.,.? 

a 2. 
b 3. 
c 4. 
d 5. 

I , 
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APPENDIX 2.1 

CITY AND GuiLDS OF LmJDON Il>:ST1TUTE 
SU3..!ECT: I\!U:-,iERACY 

SAl\l?LE ITcL~1S 
Paper: 364 - 1 - 01 

The sampl~ f:e!T!s that foUew illustrate the kinds of questions included in the examination question papers 
for this s~b.i~ct. Th~'1 shou!c fiet, how-ever. je consicered representative of the entire scope of the 
examination i:1 elthe:- c.omem or difficuity .. -\n answer key is provided. 

In the examination q:.wn:on par-er, syl:abus tOjJics are covered by items in approximately the percentag~s 
shown be!oVJ. 

2 hours 60 items in question paper 
Addition, SL.:bt:r~ction. 
~u!-::;llic3~:~:1 ;;1d c:'.'!sion. r~blas 
and pince value 
Decimals 
Fractions 
O~cimal/f:"action conversion 
Standard u~its 
Tables of fig:Jres 
Orders of m"g::ituce, 
estimation etc 
Ratio and proportion 
Averages 
Percentages 
Algzbra 
Props;ti23 of sr:a:oes 
Perimeter, area and volume 

20% 
10% 
6% 

6% 

5% 
5% 
2% 
10% 
2% 
3% 

of right-angled fis;'~re3 5% 
,Grach~. charts sr.d ciag;~ms 7% 
Combination items. 7% 

NOTE: CALCULATORS 'NILL NOT 3E ?ER~,-:!IiED IN TH=- =XA~,lINA;!ON 

1807.;. 625' 

a 1181-
b 1421-
c 2423. 
d 2433. 

2 Sub:ract 780 
-44 

3 82<. 
b 746. 
c 744. 
d 736. 

3 ~1ul:::::;1'i 273 

x 8 

• 15:'~ . 
b 166~. 

c 2100. 

" 2224. 

4 
,...--

Divide 25)5iSO 

a 23. 
b 203. 
c 230. 
d 2300. 

5 What is the !otal CO$t of 

6 Ibs of potatoes Jt <1 P per!b 
2 \bs of O=.1ns at 18 p per!b 
and 3 "eaC:'~5 It 9 peach? 

• 31 p. 
b 67 P. 
c 7/p. 
d 87 ;). " 
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Ir.':perial! I I 
(in) I , 12 I 20 I 36 

Metric' I ! I 
(mm! i ;:5A I 304.9! 508 914.4 

FIG. 0121 

11 Fig. 0121 shows a conversion table from imperial 
lengths to metric lengths. i:he equivalent of 8 ir:ches 

is 

a 152.4 
I> 164.3 
e 203.2 
d 406.4. 

18 Which one of ,Me fellowir.; is neare!:: ~o 24.S x 13? 

a 25. 
b 32. 
e 250. 
d 320. 

19 The number of ';:Ieoole a!':ending a footoatl match 
was 21 525. How wau:d this be reoort.?d by th~ 

press, to tne neares! nundred? 

a 21 500. 
b 21 5BO. 

e 21 600. 
d 22 aDO. 

20 A man works ror 40 hours and eerns £60. How 
much wouid he earn if ne works for 50 nours 

ar the same rate? 

a 
b 

e 
d 

£4B. 
(70. 
£75. 
£10B. 

21 A bus covers a journey on diHerent occasions in 
the following times: 10 mins. 12 mins. 11 ! mins. 
11 ! mins, 12 mins. '~\'hat is the average time rer the 

jO'Jrney? 

a 11.3 mins. 

b 11.4 mins. 

e 11.5 mins. 

d 11.6 mins. 

22 How mucn interest is :J'lid a: 7% p.a. on a surr, af 
(120 ce:tos:tec ior a yp.dr in -l :!!.Oilding society? 

a rBAC. 
b £'!2.iO. 
e (lE.3C. 
d £24.00. 

23 How much V.A.T. at S% w(J1.!ld '::e :.harged on an 

item cos':n'] £i6? 

48 p. 
;, f: 1.2 El. 
e £1.4B. 

d £2.00. 

24 A ihop buys a carpet at £3 per metre lenQth and 
sells it at £3.45 p~t ~ette. The percentage orciit 

is 

25 

a 1.5% 
b 13.5% 

e 15% 

d 45%. 

A salema:"l's salary is c3:cuiatea !Jy :he fomlu~3 
SALARY = BASIC'" Cm.iMISSION. What is :he 
commiss:on if SALARY" £i530 and BASiC::> 

£13901 

a £190. 
b £290. 
e 

·d 

£810. 
£2970. 

FIG. 0202 

26 The ladder resting agJinst .he ' ..... il in Fig 0202 
makes an dr,g!e ~f 60" witn tr.e graund. 7i1: :i"gie 

x at the top is 

a 
b 
e 
d 

27 What length of carp~t :;00 cm. , .... ,i'.J~ is ~eo'..:irec 

to co\'er a floor 9 me-::es x 6 me~res? 

a 180 metres. 

-b 72 me .. es. 

c 24 metres. 
d 18 metres. 



NAIL 

"!'''tr 'll
[' : "'I" I' 

2 3 o 1 

cm 

RULER 

FIG,0125 

28 Tne le~~'th of the nail in Fig 0125 is 

• 2,1 cm 

b 2.6 cm 
c 2~ cm 
d 26cm. 

4 *O----Io~~20=-~J~O~-4~07oC 

FIG, 0215 
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29 ;"'c;.:ording to ~he graph in Fig, 0215. 3SO C is the 
same temperature as 

• 3" F 
b er ;: 
c 95" F 
d 100' F. 

9 It 

5 it 3in 

FIG.0203 

30 Carp!:! :iles a~t;! ~o ~g I.:;id in a rectangular room ?os 
-;hown in Fig. 0203. Th~ tile .. mEasure 9 incnes by 
9 ;ncnes. (12 :r,c~ei -= 1 foot). The .Qam will r.eed 

• '0 ,- :i~~s 

:.l 54 ,ilei 

c 56 :;~l::S 

C 04 tiles. 

ANSWER KEY 
1 d 11 c 21 b 
2 d 12 c 22 a 
3 cl 13 c 23 b 
~ c 14 b 24 c 
5 d IS d 25 a 
6 a 16 c 26 a 
7 b 17 c 27 d 

8 a 18 d 28 b 
9 c 19 c 29 c 
10 d 20 c 30 d 

If you have an enquiry about 'these ~ar:"lple i~ems 
please write to TSD, CitY :Jnd Guilds of London lns:itute, 
46 Britannia Street. L'Jndon WC1X 9RG 
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10 Relf:----------~ULCHWR.4 

20 ';;::,"HOW 'MANY QUEST IONS".; 
30 Input Q 
40 Dim N3.m$(24) ~G~E'O${i)) ~Cse$(O), Ans$(Q-l) 
50 ;ii 11 ~ ! L!:::NAt1E " ; 
60 Input Fi 1 s= 
90 Open\1,27+Q\Fil$ 

140 Gosub 500 
150 8 11 NUMBEH OF STUDEhiT ~ECOF:D2-= "; N;--l 
170 ;,,"RECORD OR BYTE-- (F:/B) "; 
180 Input llJ$ : If vJ$="S" Tnen 370 
1 90 ;~ 11 R::'COF~D--N~G TD END"; 
200 I npu:t "F: 
210 If R(O Then 530 
220 If R+1. >Nr Th=n GQ5~t 48:) 
270 8"NAME---"; 
280 Input Na.r.;$ 
290 2"GCEO---"; 
300 lli;JI_\t 8-'::.12-=.$ 
310 ;i'lllcs~ __ n; 
320 Input Cs=-$ 
330 ;j} 11 RESPO~-:SES-----II ; 
340 Input Ans$ 
350 Put'1,R\Nam~(-1)~GcEo$(-1)3Cse$(-1),Ans$'-1) 

.3.S:) Geta 19:) 
370 ;i'''TO WRIT~ A CHAS:ACT~R----RECOr:D (NEGATI')E TO 5:ND) ~ ByTE «,«.::--
.390 Input R, B 
410 If R<O Then 530 
430 Dim B$(O) 
44;) ;i> 11 DATA---- 11 ; 

450 Input B$ 
460 Put\l,R,B\B$(-l) 
470 Goto 370 
480 Put\l~O~O\Str$(R+l) 

490 Return 
500 Get\l,O~O\Nr$ 

510 Nr=Val(Nr$) 
520 Retut-n 
530 Close 
540 End 
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Program 2 

1 Rem---- MULCH. PRO 
2 Rem 24 JULY '84 

10 i)"OPEN\3\ at }~eyboard if printer output is required. ESC first." 
40 Input"FILE NAME--",Fil$ 
45 Nq=Val(Fil$(S,Len(FilS») 
47 ~·Nq 
50 Rl=27+Nq 
55 CL\ Ri 
60 
70· 
80 
85 
90 

130 
135 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
2:;0 
240 
250 
290 

Open\l,Rl\FilS Get\l.O,O\NamS(-l) Nr=Val (Nam$(-l) : 4) Nr-l;" Student Records" 
Rem--------SF(NQ,2) holds score 0 to NQ with frequency of the score 
Dim Sf(Nq.2) 
Rem-------use SF(NQ,2) in option 2 
Rem-------Rl BYTES 
Dim Nam$(24},Ans$(Nq),A~s(Nq).Re5p(Nq),Gceo$(O),Cse$(O),X$(Nq>,ResptNq,S) 
Dim A(NQ.2),B(Nq,2) 
Dim B (f'lq+l) , A$ (0), Sq (Nq+l) 
Rem-----MENU 
<i,l"SELECT THE PROCESS AND TYPE THE NUMBER" 
4)" -------------------------------------" 

~ 

~" o. 
~" 1. 
~" 2. 
~" 3. 
~. 4. 
~" 5. 
@" b. 

" 

CLOSE ALL FILES AND STOP EXECUTION" 
READ THE ANSWER KEY: THIS IS IN RECORD 0" 
SCORE~ FREQUENCY TABLE" 
READ THE RESPONSES" 
READ THE NA~ES9GCEO le CSE QUALS. AND SCORES" 
OBTAIN A SUMMARY OF THE SCORES FOR EACH QUESTION" 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES" 

300 ;iI"REI'~EMBER:: :: : ANSWER KEY IN RECORD 0" 
:::>10 4) 

320 Q>"NUMBER ««< "; 
330 4) 
340 
350 
470 
480 
8bO 
890 
920 
9:>0 
980 
990 

1000 
1020 
1030 
1050 
1 ~_170 
11)80 
1090 
1130 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1:::35 
1'::40 
125') 
1~55 

1~6!) 

1270 

Input D : O=D+l 
On 0 Geta 470,480,6000,920,1230,1870,3830 
Close: Stop 
F=O : 5=0 : Gote 990 
Rem:::::::::::PRINT ANSWER RESPONSE KEY. 
Rem::::::::::::O RECORD CONTAINS THE ANSfIIER KEY 
G)"FIRST ,SECOND RECORD NUMBER"; 
Input F,S 

.;> 
Rem FILE OPEN AT 60 

For R=F To S 
@"RECDRD::::";R;"::::"; 
Get\1,h~27\X$(-1) 

t~r B=O To Nq-l : @ Val (XS(B,B»; 
@"-"; 
Next B 

:;) 

Next R 
Rem CLOSE AT 470 ONLY 
Goto 150 
Rem----------SCOr.'E FOR EACH STUDENT 

For X=O 10 Nq : Sf(X,l)=X : Sf(X,2)=O : Next X 
@"FIRsr RECURO (NEG. WHEN FINISHED ), SECOND" 
Input A,S 
If A<o Then 150 
I.H m Scor H~q) 
Rerr.:::FILE ALREADY OPEN 



l:Sc..' 
1290 
1 }20· 
13:;(' 
1340 
1350 
1360 
1310 
1380 
1390 
1400 
141t) 
1420 
1430 
1470 
1480 
1510 
1520 
1530 
1550 
1~7(t 

158') 
160::10 
1611) 
Ib~O 

163'J 
164(1 
16:::iO 
1660 
1671..' 
1691) 

1700 
1860 
18}O 
189(1 
191)0 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
1961-' 
1970 
19UO 
1'791) 
2000 
2(110 
2(1.30 
'::040 
2f)SO 
21)60 
2070 
2080 
:!u?O 
~I')O 

::110 
:;::1:0 
:131) 

:! 14') 
2160 
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Get \ 1 ,1.1\Nam$(-l) • Geeo$ (-1) ,Cse${-I}, Ans$ (-I) 
X$(-l}=Ans$(-l) 

For ReO To Nq-l ; Seor(R)=O : Next R 
:i\"OU1PUT TO PRINTER (Y/N) ?"; 
Input Q$ : If Q$=wy" Then 1550 

" @ Tab (4) ; "NAME"; Tab (28) ; "O-LEV. "; Tab (36) ; "CSE"; 1 ab (44) ; "SCORE/": Nq; Tab (59) ; "SCORE Zoo 
@ Tab(4);"----";Tab(28);"-----";Tab(36);"---";lab(44);"-------";Tab(S9);"------" 

" For R=A To B : Get\I,R\Nam$(-I),Gceo$(-I),Cse$(-I),AnsS(-I) 
Scor=O 

For K=v To Nq-l : If Val (XS(K~K) )=VaI (Ans$(K,K» lhen Scor=Seor+l 
Ne>: t .~ 

Sp= {In t (Scar INq*1000+0. 5) ) 110 
@ R; Tab (4) ; Nam$-; Tab (28) ; GeeoS; Tab (36) ; CseS; lab (44); Scar;·' ab (59) ; Sp 
Next R 

Input"PRESS « RETURN » TO CONTINUE ",CS 
Goto 1240 
Rem--PRINTER OPENED AT keyboard - see line 10 
:»\3\ 1 ab (4); "REF."; lab (1(1) ; "O-LEV"; lab (20); "CSE"; Tab (27); "SCORE/"; Nq; 1 ab (37); "SCORE Z" 
@\3\ Tab (4); "----"; Tab (10) ; "-----"; Tab (20) ; "---"; lab (27) ; "--------"; Tab (37) ; "-------,, 

For R=A To B : Get\l,R~Nam$(-l).Geeo$(-I)~Cse$(-l),Ans$(-I) 

Scar=O 
For K=O To Nq-l : If Val (X$(K,K»=Val (Ans$U<,K» lhen Sear=Scar+l 
Ne;.: t t~: 

Sp=tlntCScor/Nq*1000+0.S»/10 
Q\\3\ 

.])\3\ Tab (4) ; R; Tab (10) ; GeeoS; Ta.b (20) ; Cse.; Tab <27> ; Scar; Tab (37) ; Bp 
Next R 

Rem FILE CLOSED AT 470 
Gota 150 
Rem::::::::::PROFILE OF RESPONSES 
H=O 

For R""1 la tJq-l : 5q(R)=O : Next R 
r,em FILE OPENED AT 60 
Get\1~O,27\X$(O.Nq-l) 

Input"GROUP OF RECQRDS--FIRST ,SECOND (NEGATIVE IF NO MORE) ?".F,S 
If F<O Then 2030 
H=H+S-F+l 

For R=F To S 
Get\1,R.27\Ans.(O,Nq-1) 

For B=O T~ Nq-l : If Ans$(B,B)=X$(B,B} Then Sq(B+1)=Sq(B+1)+1 
IlIext B 

t-'ext R 
Goto 1920 
Rem FILE CLOSED AT 470 
Input"OUlPUT TO PRINTER (V/N)?? ",QS 
If D$="Y" lhen 2210 
Input"FIRST QUESTION,SECOND ?".F.S 
;j)"PROFILE OF RESPONSES FOR QUESTIONS ::::::::";F;" TO ";5 ., 
.i) 

.i)"NUM&ER OF STUDENTS' RESPONSES PROCESSEO::::::::";H 

" @ Tilb (2) ; "QUEST! ~U''; Tab (13) ; "CORRECT"; Ta.b (27) ; "7. CORRECT" 
@ li\b (2); "--------";lab (13); "----------";Tab (26); "---------,, 

For R=F To S 
Xc llntCSq(RJ/H*1000.0+O.S»)/10 
;j) R.5qtR),X 



2170 
2180 
2190 
2200 
2210 
:::220 
2230 
2:::40 
~250 

2260 
2270 
2280 
2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
38:30 
3840 
:m·15 
3847 
3850 
3800 
3070 
3880 
3885 
3890 
3900 
3910 
39:;::0 
3930 
3940 
3950 
3960 
3970 
3980 
3990 
3995 
4000 
4010 
4')20 
4030 
4040 
4050 
4()60 
4070 
4!)80 
4090 
41(10 
411') 
4120 
4:::00 
4210 
4220 
4230 
11240 
4~50 

426(1 

4270 
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Next R 
Rem CLOSE AT 470 
Input"TYPE ANY NUMBER TO CotHINUE-----",C 
Goto 150 
Rem--PRINTER OPENED AT LINE 10 
Input"FIRST QUESTION,SECOND ",F,S 
.:i)\3\ I .:i)\3\ : ~\3\"PROFILE OF RESPONSES FOR QUESTION5::::::::";F;" TO ";5 
.:i)\3\ 
Q)\3\"NUNBER OF STUDENTS~ RESPONSES PROCESSED::::::::::";H 
Q)\3\ 
~\3\ Tab (2); "QUESTION"; Tab (13); "CORRECT"; Tab (26) ; "7. CORRECT" 
Q)\3\Tabt2);"-------";Tab(13);"-------";Tabt26);"---------00 

For R=F To S 
Q)\3\ 
.:i)\3\TabtZ);R;Tabt13);SqtR);Tab(26); (Int(Sq(RJ/Htl000+0.5»/10 
Next R 

Rem CLOSE AT 470 
Gata 150 

For K=1 To Nq 
H=O 

For L=1 To 5 

Rem FILE OPENED AT 60 
Get \ 1,0, 27\Aus$ (-1) 

Resp (K, L) =0 Ne)(t L 

Input"FIRST RECORD (NEG. TO END) RECORD,SECOND",A,B 
If A< 0 Then 3970 
H=H-tB-A+l 

For R=A To B 
For l<=0 To Nq-l 
Get\I,R,27\XS(-1) 
D=Val (X~ (I-:,K» 
If D=O Then Resp(K+l,I)=RespCK+l,I)+l 
If 0=1 Then Resp(K+l,2)=RespCK+l,2)+1 
If D=2 Then Resp(K+l,3)=ResptK+l,3}+1 
If 0=3 Then ResplK+l,4)=Resp(K+l,4}+1 
If 0=4 Then RespCK+l,5)=RespCK+l,5}+1 
Next K : Ne::t R : Gota 3850 

Input"FIRST QUESTION CNEG. TO STOP ) ,SECOND ?",F,S 
If F<O Then 4120 
Input"OU1PUT TO PRINTER--(V/N)-",QS : If QS="Y" Then 5000 

Next K 

Ql : Q) : ~ H;" STUDENTS ";".. INDICATES THE CORRECT RESPONSE" 
~"=====",,,-=""===============::===============" 

" :;) 

4)"QUEST. "; Tab l13} ; "RESP. 1"; Tab (26) ; "RESP. 2"; Tab (39) ; "RESP. 3"; Tab (52) ; "RESP. 4"; Tab,(bS) ; "NONE
Dim A$(68) : As,{-U",,"-"+As,(-l) : GJ AS 

For R=F To S 
G> R; Tab (13) ; Resp tR, 2) ; Tab (26) ; Rasp (R~ 3); Tab (39) ; Resp <A, 4); Tab (52) ; Resp (R" 5); Tab (6S) ; Rasp (R, 1) 
G>"» .. ;Tab(13*ValCAnss,(R-l,R-IJ»; ...... 

" A$ 
Next R 

. Gata 3980 
;i) : Goto 150 
Rem---5UBRQUTINE FOR ORDER OF QUESTIONS 
Dim A (t"lq, 2) ,BCNq,2) 

For 1=1 To Nq 
Dim 8(Nq,2) 
ACI,I)::::SqCI) : A(I,2)=I 
Ne)tt I 

For- J=1 To Nq-l 
For K::::J+1 10 Nq 



4280 
429u 
4300 
4310 
4321) 
4330 
4340 
1:1350 
4360 
4370 
4380 
4390 
44')0 
4410 
4420 
4430 
4980 
4990 
500(1 
5005 
5010 
5020 
5030 
5035 
5(137 
~t)40 

5045 
5')60 
5(170 
5':-80 
5090 
5100 
511 (i 
5120 
5200 
5210 
5220 
5230 
5240 
5::::50 
5260 
5270 
5280 
5270 
5300 
5310 
5320 
5:!.30 
5340 
5350 
5360 
5370 
5380 
5390 
5400 
5410 
5420 
5430 
6000 
6020 

6060 
6080 
6090 
biOI) 
6120 
614{) 
6160 
6180 
631)0 
6320 
634u 
6~60 
6380 
6385 
6390 
6392 
6393 
6:97 
6399 
601(10 
6420 
6600 
6610 
6620 
663(' 
66<10 
665(' 

If ACJ,I»A(K,I) Then 4310 -323-
A=A(J,1} A(J, 1) ==A C .... " 1) 

A=AeJ,2, : A(J,2'=A(K~2) : 
Next K 

Ne:~t J 

A(K,I)o:A 
ACK,2)=A 

For 1=1 To Nq : B(I,2)=1 
For .. 1=1 10 Nq-l 

B (1,1) =A (1,2) 

For' K=J+l ·'0 Nq 
If B (J, 1»8 (1(, I) Then 4390 
B=BeJ.l} : B(J,l'=BCK,l' 
B=B(J.2) : BeJ,2)=B(K,Z) 
Ne::t K : Next J 

For 1=2 10 Nq 

B(I~.l'=:zB 
B(K,2)=B 

If A(I,I)=A(I-l,l) Then 8(I-l,I)=ACI,1} 
Ne}:t 1 

Return 

Next I 

Input"FIRST QUESTION (NEG. TO STOP ) ,SECOND 7",F,S 
If F<O Then 5120 
~\1\ : ;i\\3\ 
:i)\3\H;" STUDENTS ";" ** INDICATES THE CORRECT RESPONSE" 
@\3\"===============================================" 
@\3\ 
@\.3\ 
Dim A$(68) ; AS(-I)="-"+A$(-I) : Q} AS 
:i)\3\A$ 
@\3\"QUEST. "; Tab (13); "RESP. 1"; Tab (26); "RES? 2"; Tab (39) ; "RESP. 3"; Tab (52); "RES? 4"; To:1Ib (65); "N[J 
~\3\A$ : d)\3\ 

For R=F To S 
4l\:.\R; Tab (13): Resp (R. 2) ; Tab (,26) ;Resp (R, 3); Tab (39) jResp (R,4); Tab (52) ; Resp (R~ 51; Tab (65); Resp (R, 1 
@\3\"»"iTab(13*Val (Ans$ eR-I, R-l»); " •• " 
~\3\A$ 

Ne):t R 
Goto 4980 
Goto 150 
Rem---SUBROUTINE FOR ORDER OF QUESTIONS 
Dim A(Nq,2),B(Nq,2) 

For 1=1 To Nq 
Dim BCNq.2) 
AII,l)=SqCI) : ACI,2)=I 
Next I 
For J=1 To Nq-l 

For K=J+l 10 Nq 
If ACJ,l»ACK,l) Then 4310 
A=(HJ.l) A(J, l>=A(K,1) 
A=A(J.2) : AeJ,2)=AtI<,2) : 
Ne::t K 

Ne::t J 

A(K,l)=A 
A(K,2)=A 

For 1=1 To Nq : B(I,Z)=1 B(I,I)=A(I.2) Next I 
For J=l lo Nq-l 

For K=J+l To Nq 
If B(J,l»BIK.l) Then 4390 
B=B(J,l) : BeJ,I)=BCK,I) 9(K~I)=B 

B=BeJ,2) : B(J,2)=B(K,2) 8{K,2)=B 
Next K : Next J 

For 1=2 To Nq 
.If A(I,I)=ACI-l,l) Then BCI-l,I'=ACI,I) 
Ne:{ t I 

Return 
Rem----------SCORE-FREQUENCY TABLE 

For X=O To Nq : Sf(X,I)=X : Sf(X,2)=O Next X 

4)"FIRST RECORD (NEGATIVE TO RETURN TO MENU), SECOUO"; 
Input A,a 
If A<O Then 150 
Oim Sc:or{Nq' 
Rem: : : F I LE ALREADY Of-EN 
Gel \1, O\Nil.ln$l-l). Gc:eo$. (-1), Cse$(-I', Ans$ (-1) 
X$(-I)=Ans$l-l) 

For R=0 10 Nq-l : Scor(R)~O : Next R 

For R=A 10 B : Get\.1.R,27\Ans$(-I' 
Sc:or=O 

For .',=0 To Nq-l : If Val U$(K,K) )=Val (Ansto(K,K» Then Sc:or=Scor+l 
tJe:~ t K 

Sf {Sc:or,2)=Sf(Scor,Z'+1 
Next R 

tnput"output to printer Y/N ",Q$ If Q$="Y" Then 6600 
;i) fl-(l+-li" students";" ::: ";Nq;" questions" 
.j)"Score" ~ "Frequenc:y" 
;"j)"-----"."---------" 

For 1=0 To Nq : _ Sf(T,l),Sf(T,2) : Next T 
4) : Gota 6000 
:"i)\3\ lci-A+1 ;" students";" ::, ";Nq;" questions" 
;i\\3\ 
,i)\J;\"Sc:ore","Frequenc:y" 
.'i)\:. \ "-----", "---------,, 

for 1=0 ·'0 Nq : ~\3\Sfn.l),Sf<T,2) 
~\3\ : Goto 6000 

N~xt T 
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APPENDIX 2.3 

Table 1 

Groups of students who have taken the CGLI type numeracy test 

Group 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

Description 

1 - 53 
54 - 65 
66 - 65 
84 - 106 

107 122 
123 139 
140 155 

Laird 
Craft 
Craft 
Craft 
Hotel 

Apprentice School 
Plumbers 
Bricklayers 
Joiners 
8r. Catering Yrl 

156 - 168 Hotel 8r. Catering Yr2 
169 182 
183 196 
197 - 212 
213 - 229 Prep. '0' Maths 
230 - 245 '0' Maths FIT Gr.4 
246 - 253 SLA 
254 - 261 Ecg. Diploma 

Sept. 1982 

262 - 272 Science Technicians Level 1 
273 - 282 '0' Maths FIT Group 3 
283 - 292 Build. Dip. B 
293 - 305 Build. Dip. A 
306 - 322 YTS Mech.Eng. MTYA 
323 - 340 YTS Mech.Eng. MCYIA 
341 - 359 YTS Mech.Eng. Sheet metal 
360 - 378 YTS Mech.Eng. Craft 
379 - 396 YTS Mech.Eng. Welding 
397 - 413 B.S.(Training, Education, Safety) Craft App. 
414 - 425 B.S.(Training, Education, Safety) Craft Tech. 
426 - 448 CITB YTS Bricklayers 
449 - 465 '0' Maths FIT 
466 - 479 '0' Maths FIT 
480 - 488 New Opp. For Women (NOW) 
409 - 498 Mech.Eng. Yr.l Craft 
499 - 504 Science Lab. Assistants (CGLI+) 
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R::F. O-LEV CSE S:::ORS/:;O SCORE ., ,. 
-------- -------

48(1 ::9 96.7 

~Sl C 27 90 

452 26 B6.7 

483 ::3 76.7 

464 ::0 100 

485 27 90 

L:86 24 80 

467 C 29 96.7 

488 29 96.7 

F'F::J:=-!!...E OF ~E3!='ONS~S FOR QUESTIOr·:S:::::::: 1 TO .30 
N:.Ji'!8ER OF STUDENTS" R=:SPONSES PROCESSED:::::::::: 504 

C:.JESTION CORRECT " CORRECT ,. 
-------- ------- ---------
1 48B 96.8 
2 485 96.2 
3 463 91.9 
4 406 BO.6 
5 476 94.4 
6 496 9B.4 
7 295 58 .. '5 
a 483 95.8 
9 <62 91.7 
10 ...,.0=--'" 

-,.J.~ 70 
11 :::22 63.9 
12 340 67.5 

13 316 6'2.7 
14 4')3 80 
15 4~5 84.3 
16 443 87.9 
17 421) 83.3' 
18 394 78.2 
19 q(H) 79.4 
~O :.3::; 76 
::1 ::75 ~ .... :. 6 

378 ~~ 
,~ 

::3 273 5t: . .:! 
24 196 :::8.9 
~~ 

-~ ~·41 67.7 
::b :.<:;'5 78.4 
::/ ::::!:'5 4(1. :-

~B 41.'(' 
79.4 

~" :.18 t.::; • ! 
3tl ::19 4: .. ::; 
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504 STUDENTS •• INDICATES THE CORRECT RESPONSE 
================================================ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
QUEST. RESP •. 1 RESP. 2 RESP. 3 RESP. 4 NONE 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 4 3 9 488 0 
» n 
2 0 14 5 485 0 
» *' 3 11 8 22 463 0 
» ** 4 73 8 406 17 0 
» •• 
5 7 9 12 476 0 
» ** 6 496 0 5 3 0 
» '* 7 40 295 40 116 12 
» .. 
8 483 16 1 4 0 
» *' 9 6 28 462 6 2 
» .. 
10 71 54 12 353 14 
» n 
11 43 106 322 28 5 
» ** 12 79 47 340 29 9 
» ** 13 14 144 316 27 3 
;,;> ** 14 53 403 24 17 7 
» .. 
15 14 17 38 425 10 
» ** 16 16 25 443 14 6 
» ,. 
17 17 36 420 13 18 
» ** 
18 5 49 44 394 12 
» ** 19 15 30 400 47 12 
» .. 
20 12 81 383 10 18 
» ** 21 loa 275 69 30 22 
» ** 22 378 41 35 13 37 
» u 
23 45 273 69 78 39 
» ** 24 58 90 196 113 47 
» ** 25 341 27 15 67 54 
/) .. 
26 395· 17 28 13 51 

» .. 
27 63 91 59 205 86 ;,> .. 
28 9 400 15 26 54 ») .. 
;;:9 28 31 318 65 62 » .. 
30 56 80 70 219 79 » 

** 
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APPENDIX 2.4 

TECHNICIAN EDUCATION COUNCIL 

Standard Unit 

1. UNIT TITLE: MATHEMATICS 

2. UNIT LEVEL: I 

3. L~IT VALUE: One DESIGN LENGTH: 60 Hours 

4. PROGRAMI<tS: 

The guidelines produced by Prograttme Committees 
indicate the standard units for possible incorporation 
in their prog-:"ammes. This unit has bee,n de\'ised 
as a CO~'llOD unit for use in a wide \"ariety of 
programmes, and is in~ended as a replacement for 
the unit Mathematics I U75/005. 

5. PRE-REQUISITE UNITS: 

6. CREDITS FOR UlilT: 

GCE '0' level grade A. B or C or C.S.E Grade 1 in 
:r!athematics. 

7. AH!S OF THE UNIT: 

a) To consolidate basic principles and establisb 
a corecon base for fur~her p~o~ress, taking into 
account the wide variety of approacbes to 
Matbema~ics pre\'iously encountered at earlier 
s~ages in education. 

b) To give the student a facility in the language 
of mathema~ics as a preparation for further 
studies in the mathematical techniques relating to 
Science and Technology. 

8. SPECIAL NOTES: 

a) It is expected that students will have attained 
the following objectives from the Mathematics Bank 
of Objectives in their previous education. Colleges 
should, howevBr, ensure that stud~nts havE attain8d 
a reascnable de~ree of proficiency in them, Qakin~ 
good the ground. where necessary. by adjusting the 
startinb point of the unit. using learnin~ packages 
etc. but the testing of these objectives will not 
form part 6f the asseSS~2nt of the main ur.it. If 
c~lleges find that students ente~ing technician 
;J!"'IOb'rarr_T.'2's ha\·e s,=,riouE deficie:1~ies in thl? topics 
li:sted below, it is recor:lIDeoded .:h:l.t ad~itional :ir.1::: 
should be devcted in o~der to cover thes~ objectives. 
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LEVEL I 11ATHD!ATICS 

TEe uRO/653 
Ma therr.a:t ics I 

10. U:;IT CO:;TE;;-r 

AA 

AA 

The unit topic areas and the general and specific 
objecti\'es are set out below, the unit topic areas 
being prefixed by a capital letter, the general 
objectives by a non-decimal number, the specific 
objectives by a decimal number. THE GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
GIVE Th"E TEACHING GOALS AND THE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES THE 
MEA."iS BY WHICH THE STUDENT DE:JONSTRATES HIS ATTAIN!!ENT 
OF THEM. Teaching staff sbould design the learning 
process to meet the general objectives. Tbe objectives 
are not intended to be in a particular teaching 
sequence and do Dot specify 'teaching method but, for 
example, practical work could be tbe most appropriate 
teacbing method for the acbievement of the objectives. 

ALL THE OBJECTI\"ES SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD TO BE PREFIXED 
BY THE WORDS: . THE EXPECTED LEAP_"ING OUTCOME IS THAT THE 
S7UDEXT:.-

A. 
3. 

4. 

A~ith~etic Ooerations 

Evaluates expressions involving integer indices 
and uses standard form. 

3.1 De:ines the terms base, index, power, 
reciprocal, in terms of an(a> 0). 

3.2 Applies tbe following rules, where m and n are 
positive integers. 

m D m"'o a ,a = a 

am = am- n , (am)n = amn 

an 

3.3 Deduces that aO= 1 for all a, and that a-n=l/an • 
3.4 Expresses a denary nUJ:lber in standard Sorm 

(scientific notation) e.g. 1.234 x 10. 
3.5 Converts to normal decimal form a number given 

in standard form. 
3.6 Adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides two 

numbers given in standard form. 

Evaluates expressions involvin(; negative aod 
fractional indices and relates indices and logaritbms. 

4.1 Applies the rules in 3.2 where m and 0 are 
negative indices. 

C.2 Applies tbe rules in 3.2 where m and n are 
fractional indices and recobnises t~at 

a 1 / n = ~/a 
4.3 Evaluates expressions which co~bine positive, 

Dl2r.ati\'e- and fr-actional .indices. 
4.4 Defines the inverse ofaX=y as x=lo~a r 
4.5 Reco~nises :ha: only positive numbers ~ave real 

lobJ.ri~h::ns. 
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APPENDIX 3.1 

QUcSiIONrJAIRE 

flote for class lecturer 

At 8 recent raculty 2 Burton Manor seminar it was agreed to obtain students· 

opinions on the issue of prepared lecture notes, data, tables etc. At the 

same time their views on the use of mathematics and computing at work could 

be obtained, so 8S to furnish us with data for the design of teaching schemes 

1n two important aress. 'Would you please put the completed questionnaires in 

the large envelope in the staff reem. This project has official approval. 

Thank you. 

s. Turner, Science & Maths Dep~ 

QUE STI ONrJA I RE 

DEP.~RTMErJT 

Please tick the aooroorinte box 

1. Would you like to receive: 

(a>O all, 0 some, 0 no, ready made lecture 

(b)r==] Just copies of diagrams, tables etc.? 

notes? 

2. Is there a subject ps:-ticularly suited to the issue of prepared notes? 

3. Would you like to receive 8 lecture summary covering a period of 

4. Brief description of your job: 

absenca? 0 
Yas 

Does it require any.mathematics (e.g. ~ounting, calculation atc.)7 

o Ves 0 No. If yes, please -explain. 

5. Is there a computer at your place of work? ~ Yoe 

6.. If your Job is associated with computing in any way, please indicate how: 

7. Do you think that some college experience or computers would be 
useful? 

Dves ONO 

o 
No 
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APPENDIX 3.2 

STUDENTS' PREFERENCES FOR PREPARED NOTES 

8CJ2D------12 RECORDS 

8P2D------15 RECORDS 

3-----25%----WOULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
9-----75%----WOULD LIKE SOME 
O-----O%----REQUIRE NONE 

4-----15%----WOULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
19-----70%----WOULD LIKE SOME 
4-----15%----REQUIRE NONE 

8CJAD------11 RECORDS 

8T2------21 RECORDS 

5-----13%----WOULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
29-----76%----WOULD LIKE SOME 
4-----11%----REQUIRE NONE 

8-----14%----WOULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
46-----78%----WOULO LIKE SOME 
5-----8%----REQUIRE NONE 

BHTD2S------13 RECORDS 
9-----13%----WOULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
56-----78X----WOULD LIKE SOME 
7-----10%----REQUIRE NONE 

8HT8S1D------20 RECORDS 
21-----23X----WOULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
64-----70X----WDULD LIKE SOME 
7-----8X----REQUIRE NONE 

STUDENTS' PREFERENCES FOR PREPARED NOTES 
-----------------------------------------
ST3A------22 RECORDS 

STHC1------9 RECORDS 

1-----5X----WOULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
17-----77X----WOULD LIKE SOME 
4-----18X----REQUIRE NONE 

3-----10X----WDULD LIKE A COMPLETE SET 
24-----77X----WOULD LIKE SOME 
4-----13X----REGUIRE NONE 
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APPENDIX 4.1 

E. R. Squibb and Sons Limited 

Reeds Lane, ivloreto~':. VVirra:. r'.1ersE:\,sioe L46 l QVV Tei2[J::one 051-6770171 Telex 629103 

.-
t~~ 

\g 
~~-~.-

::l>i,d:.~ 

26th Auggsi:. 1981 

Head of Department 
Science & Mathematics, 
North Wirral College or Technology, 
Borough Road, 
BIRKENHEAD. 

Dear Sir, 

I note from your Prospectus tilat you run a number 
ut courses dealing with basic mathematics. 

We have a number of Operators within our Company 
who require on-site training in basic weights and measures 
and mathematics at a fairly elementary level. 

WOllld it be possible f,)r one of y6ur lecturers 
to visit the Cumpany with a ~iew to discussing this further 
with Production Management and myself, and to establish 
whether an in-ComJany Jrogramme could be arranged. 

We will, of course, be prepared to pay fees on 
a scale that you h~v~ ~~emed to be appropriate. 

Yours f~/ 

~/L 
.. ~?AL>~LR 

Personn:~~ ~evelo?ment Manager 

:::',re,IQt:; G.O ::;ntdl ICn.jI[m(ll~ 6 :\tHlilqlr,~: r11r;"tl'·. ~.;.! b:,,;. .. 
::' Cnii:rner~ M~ en.L .. J !\tl l..(lctl;;ln~:. D.~- H~alt'\' !\1", ~c:.; V.' \\ 

~.: n~tH'''':1 ,11. IU.S; ~ -:".II:,pr,·· f.~_ :. ,:) .. " Fr:,3(., 

tle:--,::'I:l" 1\.1-" Ft'-'S. j :"',W'>{':' f-!"-':,' '" '. i',,,·,,· S~'l1ilrr:~ ~,,~ 
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NO. Desc~i~tion of Slide. 

1 
2 
~. 

4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
9 
10 
:l 
12 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
"") ... 
~~ 

24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
29 
30 
31 
... "") 
~~ 

~.. ~ 
34 
-~ .. ..J 

36 
37 
38 
39 
41) 

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

Avery Floor scale, maximum =SOkg, a~curacy O.5kg using a rider 
As for Pt : reading accuracy inc::--eases towards ma>:imum reading 
Avery Floor Scale (electric), maximum 1000kg, accuracy O.2kg 
The esti mate of the wei ght must not go be,yond the reading accu.racy 
Toledo Floor Scale 8180, digital 
Ano':her 8180 
81S0 information the operator needs to know 
A Sample Reading ~rom the 8180. What values can the last digit take? 
Ave~y Floor Scale, maximum 500j.~g, accuracy lkg 
As P9, reading in ~rogress 
Salter Floor Scale, m~'imum lOOkg, accuracy O.Skg 
As Pll, reacing to the nearest half division 
Tiamulin powder being weighed 
The label +or F"13 : note biology, mathematics and physics are involved 
A closer look at P13 : note- the clear instructions 
Avery Floor Scale, maximum 50kg, accuracy O.lkg 
As Tor P16 the instructions arein metric units only 
As for P16 : note the separate tare scale and dual units 
As for P16 , note the dual units and how the instructions imply addition 
Sal.ter Floor Scale, maximum 30,1'g, accuracy 100g 
As for P20 : note the dual units but 'g~ occurs only ,once 
Avery Bench Scale, maximum SOkg. accuracy O.OSkg 
As -for P22 : note all units in ,:kg,; estimation is to one ,divi'sion 
Toledo Eletronic Platform Scale,maximum 60kg, accuraey;0.02kg. 
As ~or P24 : note ~he term 'accuracy~ 
Instructions for P24 : note. the 'term ~readability' 
Avery Bench Scale, maximum 36kg, accuracy ~.02kg 
As for P27 : -note mixed unit:s and the direct reading tare scale 
P27 weighing alkathene (another name is polythene), used as ointment base 
Sartorious Bench Scale: ma,):imum 18kg,. accuracy O.QOOlkg 
Avery Bench "Scale, m~!imum 12kg, accuracy 109 (mixed units again) 
Sartorious Mecnanical Balance: maximum 1000g, accuracy O.Olg 
Sartorious Electronic Balance: maximum 1200g, accuracy O.Olg 
As Tor P33 : "note clear in+ormtion; a ~+" here but a '-' in P33 
Mettler Balance :maximum 800g, accuracy 0.1g 

'As for P3S : note the subdivision of O.lg 
Sartorious Balance, maximum 20(Jg~ accuracy O.lmg 
As for P37 : note how it is being used to find the average tablet weight 
Stanton Balance, r.'laximum 109, .accuracy 0.002g : note the teChnology 
As for P39 : note the spirit level (physics) 
As for P~9 : the essential information is not always on the front 
Mi~:er for pill ingredients: timed operation: pro;lortions to be uniform 
The compu~er ~rocesses tablet in~ormation and it only deals in numoers " 
The computer prints out i~+ormation - here sttistical 
AutomatiC table~ weighing by C.I.Elec~ronics 
As for P4S (the Inquisitor) : mechanical handling of tablets 
7esting solubility of taolets ; artificial stcmacn acid; this is biology 
Friability = 0.65 : an e}:ample for the operator 
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APPENDIX 4.3 

Sample of Pharmaceutical Industry Production Line Problems 

1. A container is to be packed with 75000 tablets 

of average weight 200mg. Show how you would 

do this and select a scale from the list. 

200mg = 0.200kg 

75000 tablets would weigh 75000 x 0.200kg = l5.0kg 

Put container on scale and tare up or weigh the 

container 

container weight = 
weight of tablets = 

1.3kg 

l5.0kg 

l6.3kg 

So add tablets by hand until scale reads. l6.3kg 

Select scale P9, PlO 

2. Find the average weight of one tablet from the 

total weight of a known number of tablets sampled 

from the production line. 

Balance used: ·37, 38 

Number of tablets in sample : 30 

Weight of 30 tablets = 6.5732g (to O.lmg) 

Average weight of 1 tablet = 6.5732 
30 

g 

= 0.2191 ...... 
= 2l9mg to nearest mg 
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.3. Tablets are coated in pans then unloaded into trays. 

The number of tablets has to be calculated and entered 

on a log sheet, and this is done at several stages. 

The batch consists of one full and one partially 

full, tray. 

Weight of one full tray with tablets = 17.6kg 

Weight of tray = 1.4kg 

Weight of tablets = 16.2kg 

Weight of partially filled tray = 9.7kg 

Weight of tray = 1.4kg 

Weight of tablets = 8.3kg 

Weight of one tablet = 0.836g 

Estimate of number of tablets in batch 

== 16.2 + 8.3 

(0.836/1000) 

= 24.5 29 2 0.000836 = 306. 2 ...• 

= 29306 tablets 

NOTE 

We only have an estimate the measure Is a 'count' -

one by one! 
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4. A cream is being mixed in the pharmacy. Calculate 
the amount of cream base to be added to the key 
ingredients. All ent~ies must be writcen in che log. 

400kg of prepared cream is required. 

Ingredients : 4 1 water 4 
400g neomycin 0.400 
400ml perfume (so small 

Total 4.400 

Base to be added = (400 - 4.400) kg 
= 395.600 kg 

kg 
kg 
-

kg 

or 395.6 kg to 0.1 kg 

ignore) 

Select suitable scales for the appropriace weighings. 

5. How are specific gravity, weight (kg) and volume (l) 
connected by formulae? 

6. 

SG = W (weight) 
V (volume) 

equivalent to 
equivalent to 

W = V x SG 
V = W 

SG 

Note: 

(1) SG is just a number, no units 

(2) The formulae can be called 'algebra' 

of a lcohol of SG 0.895 will weigh 50 kg? What volume -

V = W = 
SG 

50 = 
Q.895 

55.865 

Ans. 55.9 to 0.1 litre 
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7. A consignment of 100 1 of ointment of SG 1.07 has been 
ordered. What will the expected weight be? 

w = V x SG kg 

= 100 x 1.07 kg 

= 107 kg 

This will be entered on the log sheet by the operator. 

8. In the testing room one of the tests measures how 
easily a tablet loses weight by coming into contact 
with other tablets, boxes etc. 

The measure is the coefficient of friability (F) 

F = loss in weight x 100 
original weight 

= a % 

See P47 ~ top left for the card showing this to the 
tester. 

The tablets (say 20) are agitated in a drum for a 
fixed time. 

Given: original weight 
final weight 

Calculate F 

F = 6.05 - 5.93 
6.05 

= 1.98 

x 100 

= 2% to nearest 1% 

= 6.05 g 
= 5.93 g 
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APPENDIX 4.4 

Entry Tests 

1. Express One Kilogr~~~e, numerically, to two decimal 
places. 

2. Express 188 grammes, as Kilogrammes. 

3. Per::orm the following calculat':'cns, :nen-:.allv:-

a) Express 0.95 as a percentage. 

b) Express 0.07 as a percentage. 

c) Express 0.156 as a percentage. 

d) Multiply 3.85 by 100. 

e) Divide 176 by 100. 

::) Express 76% as a decimal f=action. 

g) Express 6.25% as a decimal ~ ... ' 
.rac_~on. 

h) Express 0.125% as a decimal fraction. 

4. Add:- 12 + 13 + 98.5 + 0.78 + 63.9 

5. Divide:- 782 by 16. 

6. Hultiply:- 196 by 42. 

7. Express ~% as a decimal ::raction. 

8. Express, numerically, TEI2TY NINE Milligrammes:-

a) as milligrammes, (to 2 decimal places). 

b) as g:::ammes. 

c) as Kilogr~~~es. 



-
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APPENDIX 4.5 

Notes for Students 
I~ternr~tation of Nu~~~rs 

We use the 'base 10' or DENARY number system. 

Each digit of a n~~ber has a value 10 times that ~f one t~ 

its i"mmediate right. 

Each digit of a number has a value one tenth that of one to' 

its immediate left. 

Exam-ole 

683 

l:=:J=iU 

8 tens 

~-----6 hundreds 

The tens are written as 80 ( 8 of 10). 

The hundreds are written as 600 ( 6 of 100). 

Note that the zer~ is used ~o posi-tion the digit. 

Vie may write this number in terms of _its constituent pa:-ts : 

H' T U 

3 

8 0 

6 0 0 

6 8 3 

Note that a n~ber by itself is meningless because the whole 

number system was based On the relationship between a 

m~asure of a physical quantity and a n~ber. 
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F~actio'!1s 

If our smallest unit of measu=eme~t is tQO large we divide it 

into ten "Darts ( base ten again) ane so each :part is "ne tenth 

of a unit i.e. the idea of a fraction I)f a unit now arises. 'tie 

cannot show tenths oy just placing anothe digi~ tQ the right 

of the unit digit so we use a 'dot' or DECI;dAL point to separate 

the whole number part from the fractional part. ~e still go 

d.QW~ in value by a factor of ten~ 

tenths 

units 

i: 
it 

.. n_ . l' t + ti f t':. -," 7 ~S', .'le ac~ua ~n erpre.a Qn 0 ~~ ~ 

i: 
7 tenth parts of 1 w:1Qle unit and can be written 7/10 

23.45', 

t: hundredths 

tentr.s 

3 1.1:!.:' ~ s 

2 "tens 

10 1 1/10 1/100 

2 3 • t. 5 
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The ?lace Ze.,..-o 

If ':'le brea..1{ down the d.ecimal or fractional part of a n=ber into 

its cons~ituent pa:-ts then in- the case of 56.598 we C8!'_'10t write 

9 to represent hundredths b~cause this a~eady means 9 units. 

So we insert one zero before the 9, starting with a decimal pOint. 

Thus: 

56.598 equals 56 nlus .5 plus .09 plus .008 

ahd brea..1{ing it right down, 

50 • 

• 09 

.008 

56.598 



'--
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Named Units of measure 

Weigl1t : 

l kg equals 1000g 

1 g " 1/1000 kg or .001: kg 

1 g " 1000 mg 

1 mg It 1/1000 g or .001. g-

Volume: 

1 litre 

lml 

equals 1000 ml 

" 1/1000 litre or .001 litre 
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f'lear,!,no 

(a) Nu~be= of C2ses in every hundred. GR 
(b) The rate ~E= cent. 

7::::hn':'cal lJ.se 

The:e are t~c ~ays c~ us!~~ the te=~ a~~ these ~ill ~~ des:=ibsd aGd 
the method Eet ==wn in ste~s. 

(1) ,0 .,) 
.... 1 ,. 

N is a give~ nurn~er a~d we ~ant ~o f!~d P ~un~=a~th =a:ts of 
N. 

Exar:i:::le 

Ste~ 2 

~, '" "'-1" of 500 = 

21~ of =CQ = 105 

rin~ 1/100 ~a=t of 500 (N) 
50C = =: 

22% = 21 of 1/180 parts 
= 21 x .5 = lQ2. 

2! x ::C:O = 21 x 5 = 
100 

105 

This could have :een written in ~ha ;~21~wing ways t~ give 
exactly the same value: 

21 x 500 
1 100 

21 x .?QQ 
100 1 

21 x §£Q 
leD 1 

21 )( SOD 

100 

9 ~s d~V!~2d !~ta l~O ~a=t~. ~e ~ant to fi~d ho~ ~a~y Jf ~~az2 
parts t~ere are in A; ~~i5 is than the pe=:6n~a~D t~a~ A iz of a 
Exa~~16 50 as 2 ~e:=e~t~ge :f ~tO. 
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Steel 1 Find ...L part ef S 

100 

.?.@. = 2. <1 

100 

Stao 2 How many times cess 2.4 go into 

So 5o,~ 25~ of 240 

A~ O~~ calculation 

50 is eO 
240 

60 is '?:::!"'" 
.;.._.? 

= 50 
2.4 

x lOD~~ 

~f ~~a 

= 600 = 25 
24 

of 240 

60? 

This could be ~=ittan !n the following ~ays to give exactly 
the same value: 

EO x lQQ. 
240 1 

50 x 100 
240 

so x l.9Q 
240 

50 x l.9Q 
1 2<10 
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APPENDIX 5.2 

Descriptions of slide bank for selecting the MEASUREMENT programme 

SLIDE NUMBER Description 

1 CAR INSTRUMENTS 

2 LASER BEAM 

3 ELECTRON MICROSCOPE 

4 WEIGHING CELLS 

5 LEAK DETECTION 

6 GAUGES BY BATY 

7 TACHOMETERS 

8 TACHOMETER DIGITAL READOUT WITH TAPE MEASURE 

9 ... MEASURES OF OUR SERVICES ..• NPL 

10 TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY WITH YESTERDAY'S INSTRUMENTS 

11 DIAL INDICATORS 

12 NPL-DIAL ACCURACY 

13 RECOVERY OF SILVER-WRITTEN DETAILS WITH MEASURES 

14 MEASURING MACHINERY NOISE 

15 THE LOGO 8/TEC 

16 TIME-BIG BEN WITH QUARTZ CLOCK 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

'-. <:.
....... ,.1 

TIME ~< TEI1F'. IN STEAi"1 PROCESSII~G (SPIRAX--SARCo)) 

LUI'IP OF COAL 

CUL.TURE PF(ODUCT r OI<-OLD BLJ ILD. +NEW TECH. 

FEN r C IL_LI N TAI\lkS 

STOF':I',f3E TANI<S 

GASE:S 

O!L FUG 

L 1 NE,AR SCALES ~, ELECTRm.n C I I~STFWMENT 

IN'rEGRATED CIRCUIT 
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26 INDUSTRIAL LOAD CELL WEIGHING-DEFIANT 
, 

27 DRUMS BY METAL BOX CO. 

SCHOOL LAB GROUP 

29 FERTILISER EXPANSION @ BANDAR, IRAN 

30 CHEMICAL PLANT 

31 STEEL CONTAINER PRODUCTION PLANT 

COALITE'S MANY PRODUCTS-PHARMACEUTICALS ETC. 

HANDLING CYLINDRICAL VESSELS 

34 STEAM TURBINES-CALCULATIONS 

THROUGH TO EUROPE BY FERRY TRAINS (BULK LOADS) 

36 FACETS OF ICI 

37 USES OF SILICA 

38 SEGMENTS OF ORANGE 

39 VOLUME SMALL 

40 VOLUME LARGE 

41 TEC TRAINING-PRINTING INDUSTRY 

42 TEC TRAINING-BUILDING INDUSTRY 

43 TEC TRAINING-CIVIL ENGINEERING 

44 TEC TRAINING-MECH. & PROD. ENGINEERING 

45 TEC TRAINING-THE WOMAN ENGINEER 

46 TEC TRAINING-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

47 TEC TRAINING-SCIENCES (BOY & GIRL) 

48 TEC TRAINING-ELECTRONICS 

49 NETWORK OF PIPES 

50 ROUND TEST RA2-MITUTOYO-ROUNDNESS MEASURER 

51 AS 50 WITH ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT 

ROUNDTESl RA2-WRITTEN DETAILS-4 MEASURES 

ROUND TEST RA2-4 MEASURES ONLY (SEE 52) 

54 LAB. WEIGHING-ELECTRONIC READOUl 

AS 54 WIT~: MEASURING CYLINDER PRESENT 
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56 RULER, MICROMETER & CALIPERS 

57 CHll .. D'S PLAY TO USE CDI-IPL.EX rlEASLJRERS 

58 MEASURING A PROFILE 

i 59 ?WPl, I CAT IONS OF TECHI\IOLOGY I I'ICLUD I NG SPACE 110DUL.E 

60 CRUSADER-MICROCHIP CONTROL FOR MACHINE TOOLS 

61 CRUSADER-PANEL CLOSE-UP 

62 SINGLE CLOCK GAUGE 

6 ·" .,' MITUTOYO MICROMETER-DIGITAL & VERNIER READINGS 

64 AS 63 WITH PAPER READOUT 

65 GROUP OF MITUTOYO CLOCK GAUGES 

66 ANOTHER VIEW OF 65 

67 BRITISH TELECOrl LEAFLET DESCRIBING MEASUREMENTS 

68 DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT-SYLVAC LINEAR PROBE 

69 3-D MEASUF:ErIEt-H 

70 NPL LINEAR ACCCELERATOR FOR HIGH ENERGY DOSE CALIBRATIOt 

71 NPL POSTER-POLLUTION OF ENVIRONMENT 

73 LENGTH MEASUREMENT-WITH DIGITAL READOUT BY TRIMOS 

74 TRANSDUCER-THEORETICAL DIAGRAM 

-= I.) MOVING HEAVY LOADS AT TOUCH OF BUTTON-FUCHS 

76 AS 75: MOVING A PIPE SECTION 

77 THICKNESS OF BUTTERFLY'S WING (MIKROKATOR BY JOHANSSON 

78 BUTTERFLY FLIES AWAY UNHARMED 

79 DIGITAL MICROMETER-SONY 

80 DETr4 I LS OF 79 

81 HARPIST : TECHI~OLOGY, MEASUREI"IENT & MUSIC 

82 CAR PRODUCTION LINE - A LDl OF MEASUREMENT 

I\IF'L FDSTEF:: Ohl ?lTl-IOSPHET: I C F'e'LUIl IOI\I·,TOTIlL \! I EW 

84 AS 83 (NPL FOLLUTIOI~ POSTER)-NO CAPTIONS 
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86 E,ECT ION OF 8:5 

87 SECTION [)F 83 

8t3 SECTIDI', OF 1'13 

89 SECT I 01'1 OF 83 

90 NPL P[)STER-UNITS-ALL WRITTEN 

91 F'ART OF 90 

,-' ,. ... 
7..:- F'ART [IF ',0 

9" -' PART OF 90 

94 CONCORDE (FRENCH) 11'1 FLIGHT - SEE 103 

95 COMPUTER GENERATED 3-D CONTOURS 

96 COMF'UTEF:S 

97 CABBAGE-NATURAL SOURCE OF IR[)N 

98 FENNEL-NATURAL S[)URCE OF IRON 

99 BR[)CC[)LI-NATURAL S[)URCE OF IRON 

100 TOMATOES-MEASURES OF SHAPE,TASTE,COLOUR, .•. 

101 HIGH SPEED TRAIN 

102 HOVEF:Cf·':AF'T 

l'Y" CONCORDE (BRITISH) 01'1 THE GROUND - SEE 94 

104 SIMPLE BUILDING - PLENTY OF MEASUREMENT 

1 O:-:i I'IEASUPEI"ID,TS ETC. FOR 75 (MOVING HEA"/v LOADt3! 

106 'MEASUREMENT' LOGO I>JH I TE ON BLACK 

( 107 'MEASUREMENT' LOGO - BLACK ON WHITE 

101:1 "t1E:r-lSUFiEI'IENT' STA1TI1EI'HS-l F'ER LETTEF:-W m'1 B 

109 'MEASUREMENT' STATEMENTS-l PER. LETTER-B ON W 

1 10 GROUP OF MUSICIANS 
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APPENDIX 5.3 

ir-pUp of slides for- the tape/slide pt-ogr-amme 
--------------------------------------------

,ROUP NU~JBER 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

::1 

,-, .. :,< 
...:. -' 

'--, ,j 

BANK NUt'JBER 

106 

108 

16 

20 

6 "" '0' 

64 

il9 

69 

77 

78 

51 

21 

40 

31 

27 

54 

76 

DESCF, I P'T I ON 

, MEASURE~JENT' LOGO - L\'H I TE .oN BLACK 

'MEASUREMENT' STATEMENTS-l PER LETTER 

TIME-BIG BEN WITH QUARTZ CLOCK 

PENICILLIN TANKS 

RULER, MICROMETER & CALIPERS 

DIGITAL/VERNIER MICROMETER 

AS 63 WITH PAPER READOUT 

NETWORK OF PIPES 

3-D J'JEASUF:E~JENT 

THICKNESS OF BUTTERFLY'S WING 

BUTTERFLY FLIES AWAY UNHARMED 

AS 50 WITH ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT 

SToF:AGE TANJ<S 

VOLUI1E L~iRGE 

STEEL CONTAINER PRODUCTION PLANT 

DRUMS BY METAL BOX CO. 

LAB. WEIGHING-ELECTRONIC READOUT 

AS 54 WITH MEASURING CYLINDER PRESENT 

t'JO',JlHG HU',',jy LO{,\DE; AT TOUCH OF BUTTOI, 

AS 75: MOVIHG A PIPE SECTION 

CABBAGE-'NA"fLIRAL S()LJRCE O~ lR[)I~ 
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25 98 FENNEL-NATURAL SOURCE OF IRON 

26 99 BROCCOLl-I.IIHURfiL. SOURCE OF IRON 

27 81 HARPIST : TECHNOLOGY, MEASUREMENT & MUSIC 

28 14 MEASURING MACHINERY NOISE 

29 1 CAR I NSTRUI'IENTS 

30 101 HIGH SPEED TRAIN 

31 102 HO'/ERCRAFT 

-::-.., .-,..:.... 94 CONCORDE (FRENCH) IN FLIGHT - SEE 103 

33 103 CONCORDE (BRITISH) ON THE GROUND - SEE 94 

34 ~~ 
.:- ...J INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 

7~ 
. .,; • ...J 90 NPL POSTER-UNITS-ALL WRITTEN 

36 Si 1 PI',RT OF 90 

~7 "-' , 92 PART OF 90 

..,.,-. 
~,o 93 P,o,RT OF 90 

39 28 SCHOOL LAB GF:OUP 

40 41 TEC TRAINING-PRINTING INDUSTRY 

41 42 TEC TRAINING-BUIL.DING INDUSTRY 

4·2 43 TEC TRAINING-CIVIL ENGINEERING 

4' .~ 44 TEC TRAINING-MECH. & PROD. ENGINEERING 

44 46 TEC TRAINING-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

45 48 TEC TRAINING-ELECTRONICS 

4·6 47 TEC TRAINING-SCIENCES (BOY & GIRL.) 

47 1 10 GROUP OF MUSICIANS 

48 ~~:El 
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Slide 
NUI!lber 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

TIME 

(3) 

(4) 

LENGTH 

(5 ) 

(6) 

(7 ) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

( 11) 

(12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

(15) 

SLIDE COMMENTARIES 

Commentary 

Measurement is fu..1'1damental to everyday living. The organisation of 
society and in particular the technological development of villages, 
towns, cities and mathematics, science, technology and vocation are 
closely interrelated through measurement. The slides will illustrate 
this for TIME,. LENGTH, VOLUME, MASS/WEIGHT, SOUND and SPEED and conside 
some special aspects of vocation and technology before a concluding 
statement. 

The very letters of the word emphasise its significance ... 

Observation of the planets, sand flowing from glass to glass, rotating 
wheels powered by a spring, electronics .•. chart the technological 
developments in the measurement of time. 

Plants grow and the human body functions to time ... the growth of 
the penicillin culture is carefully time-controlled with mechanical 
and electronic technology. Various vocational skills are involved .•. 

Here are three instruments for measuring length. The rule (commonly 
called a ruler) would be used by anyone but the other two belong to 
the craftsman. Note that the vernier brings in the important idea of 
ratio ... 

This micrometer gives a digital reading using electronics as well as 
a direct mechanical scale reading. 

A more permanent record is available on a roll of paper. 

These pipes carry liquids in measured amounts and their installation 
involved many measurements of length. 

We live in a 3-dimensional world: here vie show measurement in three 
directions. Maths would calculate measurements from these, to give 
volume. 

The wing is clamped so gently that the butterfly flies away, leaving 
a record of its wing thickness. Technology has been involved: the 
biologist and the butterfly are pleased. 

The roundness tester ... how round is round ... ? 

The volume of liqUid chemical is measured automatically and indicated 
on a dial. 

The inside and outside of the tank requires the use of special paints 
for protection. 

Vocation, technology and measurement together with the mathematics of 
production schedUles, transport, etc, interrelate in this plant for 
producing steel containers. 



(16) 

MASS/WEIGHT 

(17) } (18) 

(19) } 
(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

SOUND 

(27) 

'c. -(28) 
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A range of containers can be produced from steel or plastics, to 
custome~sl specifications. Note the metric measurements. Many 
industries are linked by one type of container. 

Precision weighing in the laboratory interrelates vocation, technology, 
physics, biology, chemistry .•• 

Heavy weights can be moved precisely into any position by the touch of 
a button. Vocation backed by technology is illustrated by production 
line workers. Electronics controls the movements. 

On the car production line interrelationships exist for physics in 
design technology, paints to combat corrosion and of course mathematics 
for counting of components to feed the production line to the solution 
of complex equations when designing the suspension system. 

To weigh large masses the load cell is used. This is compressed by 
the load and electric charges are generated and their magnitude gives 
a measure of the weight. Physical principles and mathematics are used 
in the design, technology in the manufacture and an operator will read 
the weight on the electronic digital scale. 

"Some tomatoes, please" 
"Which kind?" 
The simple tomato illustrates measures of shape, mass, colour., flavour 
and biologically nutritional components. An interesting indirect 
measure is that of the country of growth ..• 

Cabbage, fennel, broccoli ... some of nature's sources of iron. The 
chemist will use a variety of technologies to analyse the various 
important constituents and express the results as mass percentages a 

The horticulturist will apply science to obtain regular good quality 
crops. The manufacturing chemist will supply fertilisers ... tending 
the crops is an important vocation .. a marketing implies counting and 
costing .. a important basic mathematics a And if someone somewhere in 
the world does not have access to nature1s natural source of iron the 
pharmacist will supply some in tablet form ..• The actual masses of 
essential constituents are very small and it is necessary to understand 
and be able to manipulate the appropriate metric units of mass. 

The skill of the harpist provides us with sounds pleasing to the ear 
and technologically the instrument must be constructed --in a precise 
waYa Music is an important vocation and a musician's hearing must be 
good ... but not all sounds are welcome and those we find unpleasant or 
unwanted we call noise. ToO much noise of the wrong kind (low 
frequency) can permanently damage the ear and legislation limits noise 
levels to safeguard the health of workers in many vocations. 

Here the latest technology is being used to measure machinery noise on 
a meter, behind which lies much mathematics and physics in the design 
and calibration. 



SPEED 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

TECHNOLOGY 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

( 38) 

VOCATION 

(39) 
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We combine basic measures to form new ones ... time and distance 
combine to give speed. Each car has a speedometer and also instrument 
which measure for example temperature, volume of petrol, the charging 
state of the battery and the rotational speed of the engine in 
revolutions per minute ... 

as for the modern high-speed train which also has an instrument to 
measure the angle of tilt ... air-conditioning is provided in very war 
climates for the comfort of the passengers and this implies measuring 
instruments for temperature, humidity and air flow for each passenger 
compartment. 

Not an example of high-speed travel but one travels above rough seas 
or uneven ground. Speed of air flow, motors, forward speed are some 
important rate measures involved. 

Is Concorde on the move ..• it should be with so much mathematics and 
physics in its design which culminated in very advanced technology. 
Speeds measured are vastly greater than those on land or sea. A 
formidable list of vocations for operating the service can be identi
fied ." cleaner, hostess (also giving some medical service), clerk, 
techniCian, pilot, tester of planes and constituent materials ... 

•.. in the air and on the ground. To work out the stresses in the 
structure of the plane the mathematician has to solve hundreds of 
equations .... 

The heart of applied electronics technology is the tiny integrated 
circuit consisting of thousands of components mounted on a chip of 
silicon. The design requires minute, exactly measured added impuritie 
so clinical cleanliness and also special technology for handling minut 
components through optical viewers are very important considerations. 
Particular attention must be paid to the medical care of the operators 
eyes to avoid strain. Special chemical methods are used to measure 
the purity of the silicon and of the gold connecting wires. 

The National Physical Laboratory is internationally known for the 
calibration and checking of all kinds of measuring instruments. Here 
are some data on various basic and derived measures. A wealth of 
technology is utilised in the Laboratory and the measures are such 
that all branches of science are involved. Skilled operators and 
technicians are an essential part of the service and the organisation 
has its own vocational training scheme ... 

... which starts 'w-,1ith a good school background in v,lhich science 
education is very concerned with measurement. After school technician 
training schemes are nationally controlled by the Business/Techniciun 
Education Council. 
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CONCLUSION 
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Some technical vocations are in: 

printing 

building construction 

civil engineering 

mechanical and production engineering 

electrical engineering 

electronics 

and sciences. 

Every industry requires teamwork to produce the finished product. If 
they wish to achieve harmonious, efficient production then the parts 
of any industry must come together as naturally as nature brings to
gether the segments of an orange. 

Within schools throughout the world, to teach mathematics, science 
and technology in separated isolation may prove to be a worthless, 
meaningless exercise for many. If we can prove to our students that 
what we are asking of them is relevant to their existing and future 
experiences then we may generate both enthusiasm and interest. By 
relating our work in schools to actual everyday things we cannot treat 
subjects in total isolation. The products of today's society requires 
a marriage of science, mathematics and technology. For many students 
within schools an interrelated approach may be the way forward ~ the 
way in which their curriculum takes on a new exciting look. If, using 
this approach, we can arouse curiousity and generate interest then we 
will have achieved a great success in communicating through INTERRELATED 

STUDIES. 
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Slide No.47 ••. and every industry uses more than one 
vocation. Harmonious and efficient production 
within an industry requires the parts of that 
industry to come together as efficiently as 
the members of a musical group. And what of 
teaching? Throughout the world students 
experience subjects taught in isolation 
instead of the teaching being related to 
everyday things which would bring together 
disciplines such as science, mathematics and 
technology 
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Slide No.48 .•• as naturally as nature brings 
together the segments of an orange. 
The products of today's industry 
requires this marriage of many 
different subjects, and for many 
students within schools and colleges 
such an interrelated approach may 
be the way forward - the way in 
which their curriculum takes on a 
new and attractive look. If, using 
this approach, we can arouse 
curiosity and generate interest 
then we will have achieved a great 
success in communicating through 
INTERRELATED STUDIES. 
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APPENDIX 5.6 

Information Pack For Building Students 

Description 

COMPOSITION AND 
MANUFACTURE 

Mortar 

Binding Materials 

Cements 

Limes 

. Aggregates 

Colouring agents 

Mortars 

Mortar consists of a binding material or materials, and an aggregate mixed 
with water. Where required or specified additional ingredients such as 
plasticisers, air entraining agents, retarders, or colouring pigments may be 
added. For special purposes, mortars containing materials such as latex are 
now being used. 

Normally the binding material is cement and for best results cement and lime. 

Ordinary Portland cement is used for most purposes, but rapid-hardening 
Portland cement or Portland blast-furnace cement can be alternatives. 

Sulphate-resisting Portland cement is sometimes necessary for work below 
ground level in sulphate-bearing soil and occasionally in very wet conditions 
as a precaution against sulphate attack on the cement in the mortar. 

High alumina cement should never be used in mortar for brickwork_ 

Lime may be hydrated lime but lime putty imparts better working properties 
to mortars_ 

Aggregates are usually natural sand or crushed stone. They should be well 
graded and free from harmful salts. Quality of the sand affects both final 
strength and moisture movement of the mortar. 

All pigments should conform to the requirements of BS 1014 and be accurately 
proportioned. Plant mixing ensures even dispersion throughout the mix and 
therefore uniformity of colour. Coloured mortar can be supplied to blend 
or contrast with all types of bricks. 

Mortars must be either mixtures of lime and sand to which ordinary Portland 
cement and water are added on site or retarded cement:sand or 
cement:lime:sand mortars ready-for-use and requiring no site preparation. 



Description 

Mortar mixes 

Bricks 

Varieties of bricks 
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When using ready-mixed lime:sand for mortar the following table gives the 
required site additions of cement. 

Mortar Mortar by Ready-mixed Site mixing cement to 
designation volume by volume ready mix 

cement:lime: lime:sand 
sand by volume byweight 

kg/tonne 

i 1: Y.:3 1 :12 1 :3 250 
11 1:Y,:4Y, 1:9 1 :4Y, 170 
"' 1: 1:6 1:6 1 :6 125 
'v 1 :2:9 1:4\!, 1 :9 88 
v 1 :3: 12 1 :4 1: 12 65 

Volume yield-

1 tonne of ready-mixed lime:sand for mortar when mixed with ordinary 
Portland cement will lay approximately 1000 bricks. 

Ready-to-use ClM mortars - standard mix is a type iii mortar. 

Volume yield -1 m' of ClM will lay approximately 1700 Fletton type frogged 
bricks or 1900-2900 solid or perforated bricks. 

Bricks are walling units not exceeding 337.5mm in length, 225mm in width or 
112.5mm in height. They are produced from a range of materials - clay, 
concrete and a mixture of lime and sand or crushed stone or a blend of both. 
These last types are referred to as either calcium silicate bricks, sandlime 
bricks or, where appropriate, flintlime bricks. 

Facings 

These are bricks intended to provide an attractive appearance. They are 
available in a wide range of strengths, colours and textures. While satisfactory 
for ordinary exposure conditions in general wallin~, not all are suitable for 
conditions of extreme exposure. 

Commons 

Bricks suitable for general building work but having no particular claim to 
provide an attractive appearance are described as 'commons'. The term 
covers a wide variety of bricks and is not a guide to quality. Many common 
bricks have excellent properties. 

Special quality 

These bricks are durable when used in situations of extreme exposure where 
the structure may become saturated and be frozen, e.g. retaining walls, 
sewage plants or pavings. 

Engineering 

Engineering bricks have a dense and strong semi-vitreous body with a 
guaranteed minimum strength and maximum water aosorption. 



Description 

Shapes of bricks 

Types of bricks 

Finishes of bricks 

Names of bricks 
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A wide variety of shaped bricks is available, including those with splayed 

or rounded edges etc. 

Forms in regular production are described in BS 4729. 

Solids 

These are bricks in which any holes passing through, or nearly through a brick 

do not exceed 25% of its volume or where a frog does not exceed 20% of the 

vo:ume of the brick. 

Perforated 

In this case, holes passing through the brick exceed 25% of its volume. 

C"lIular 

Bricks in which the holes are closed at one end and have a volume greater 

than 20% of the volume of the brick. 

In addition to the general description 'Facings' for bricks intended to have 

good appearance. a variety of other terms is also used. 

Sandfaced 
Sand is incorporated on the surface during manufacture, affecting both the 
colour and the texture. 

Rustic 
A texture is imposed mechanically on the face of the bricks, producing a 
variety of patterns. 

Multicoloured 
A variation in colour which may occur from brick to brick or across the faces of 
individual bricks. 

Some types of bricks which are made predominantly in one district have 
'acquired recognition of this in their names, e.g. Staffordshire blues, Leicester 
reds, London stocks, etc. 

Flettons 
This name is applied to a type of brick made in the Peterborough, Bedford and 
Buckingham regions from the Lower 0x.ford clay. 



Description 

Blocks 

Varieties of blocks 

Types of blocks 

ACCESSORIES 
Mortar 

Tifcon Bonding Additive 

Bricks 

Wall ties 

Reinforcement 
. ~; 
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Blocks are walling units exceeding in length, width or height the sizes specified 
lor bricks. For external use they are generally produced from clay or concrete, 

Facings 
Concrete and clay blocks of suitable quality to provide an attractive 
appearance. 

Commons 
Blocks suitable for internal use or when rendered for external use. 

Specials 
BS 4729 states thickness, height and length tolerances for special blocks. For 
irregular shapes a method for measurement should also be specified. 

Sonds 
These blocks have small cavities which act as finger-holds for ease of 
handling, otherwise. as the name implies, they are solid. 

Hollow 
Blocks which have cavities passing right through. 

Cellular 
Blocks that have cavities which are effectively closed at one end. The closed 
ei,j is laid uppermost on the wall to provide a good bed for the next run of 
mortar. 

General purpose bonding agent. For further details contact Tilcon 
mortar regional sales offices or mortar factories - referto pages 169-171. 

When the two skins of a cavity wall are built completely separately they are 
often not properly stabilised and wind loads on one are not transmitted to the 
other. To overcome this, all cavity walls are normally linked together with wall 
ties. 

Wall ties must be strong enough to make the skins of brickwork deflect 
together, especially when the walls are subjected to strong winds. Special ties 
are required for walls built with a cavity of more than 75mm. All ties must be 
embedded at least 50mm into each skin of a wall. 

A kink or twist is incorporated in all wall ties to break the path of water which 
may try to pass across the tie. The ties should slope slightly to the outer leaf of 
a wall. Clearly, mortar droppings must not be allowed to collect on a tie, or 
water may pass across by capillary action. Clean, properly laid ties do not 
allow water to cross the cavity . 

Reinforcement can frequently be successfully incorporated into brickwork to 
overcome low tensile resistance. When selecting reinforcement. account must 
be taken of the space available to accommodate it. If used in a bed joint, then 
there is limited space and this may require only thin reinforcement. However, 
if a special bond is being employed to accommodate vertical reinforcement, 
the space is not a limiting factor. The various types of reinforcement are 
covered by British Standards. 



Description 

Damp-course materials 

Masonry 
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Building Regulations and ordinary good building practice demand that a 
damp-course be insened in all walls at ground level to prevent moisture from 
the ground rising through the wall. Venical damp-courses are also used to 
prevent moisture passing across walling materials. 

In addition to being durable a damp-course must be sufficiently impermeable 
to prevent the passage of water and at the same time robust to resist damage 
by building labour. The horizontal dJmp·course should be laid on a bed of 
mortar and then funher covered with mortar. This ensures that the damp· 
course is not punctured or cracked during laying. Some materials, panicularly 
the bitumen·based sheets, become very brittle in cold weather and are thus 
easily damaged. 

The damp·course should not be bridged with mortar. 

Damp-course material should comply with the requirements of BS 743. 

Tilcon Masonry Cleanser A pre·mixed ready·to-use solution designed to remove most stains from 
brickwork etc. Refer to Tilcon Product Data Sheet No. 3. 

SIZE AND SHAPE 
Bricks 

Standard Sizes 

The overall size and shape of bricks is limited to some extent by the nature of 
the raw materials, the design of buildings and partly by method of use which 
requires that the weight and shape of a brick make it easy to pick up in one 
hand while using a trowel in the other. 

Clay bricks to BS 3921 

The standard format is 225 x 112.5 x 75mm which assumes a 10mm monar 
joint, thus the work size of the brick is 215 x 102.5 x 65mm. 

The dimensional tolerances permitted by the Standard are:-

Specified dimension Overall measurement 
off 24 bricks 

mm 
65 

102.5 
215 

mm 
1560 ± 25 
2460 ± 45 
5160 ± 75 

Concrete bricks to BS 1180 

The standard format which assumes 10mm mortar joints is:-

Co-ordinating size 
mm 

300 x 100 x 100 
200 x 100 x 100 
200 x 100 x 75 

Brick size 
mm 

290 x 90 x 90 
190 x 90 x 90 
190 x 90 x 65 

Calcium silicate bricks to BS 187 

The standard format is 225 x 112.5 x 75 which assumes a 10mm mortar joint, 
. thus the work size.of the b,ic,k is 215 x 1,02.5 x 65mm. _ ~., .' •. 

The dimensional tolerances permitted by the Standard are:-

Work size 

mm 
215 
102.5 
65 

Maximum limit of 
manufacturing size 

mm 
212to 217 
101 to 105 
63to 67 
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To meet the requirements for dimensional Co-ordination some manufacturers 
are producing bricks in dimensions more directly related to the preferred 
300 x 100mm. 

The format sizes of these include:-

300 x 100 x 100mm 
300 x 100 x 75mm 
200 x 100 x 100mm 
100 x 100 x 75mm 

These are also available from certain manufacturers. Thin bricks have always 
had a strong visual appeal and some facing bricks of less than 65mm height 
are still obtainable. Generally the tendency in recent years has been to develop 
larger than standard units with a view to increasing the speed of building. 
These are usually perforated to reduce weight and probably shaped to retain 
ease of handling. Some units are greater than the standard width of 102.5mm 
and have proved useful in calculated loadbearing brick structures. 
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The width/thickness of blocks ortheirwork size is the full width of the wall and, 
unlike bricks, they do not require the addition of a 10mm mortar joint to obtain 
a standard format. 

Clay blocks to BS 3921 

Work size mm 
Designation 

Length Width Height 

300x 62.5 x 225 290 62.5 215 
300 x 75 x225 290 75 215 
300 x lOO x 225 290 100 215 
300 x 150 x 225 290 150 215 

NOTE: In additIon. half blocks. 140mm long. and three'Qu8ner blocks. 215mm long. should be 
available for bonding. . 

The permissible deviations in sizes of indivIdual blocks for work sizes are:-

less than 125mm ± 2.5mm 
125mm to 225mm ± 3.0mm 

more than 225mm ± 5.0mm 

Concrete blocks to BS 2028' 1364 

Length x height 
Block Thickness 

Co-ordinating size- Work sizet (Work size) 

mm mm mm 
400 x 100 390 x 90 75,90, lOO, 

TYPE A 
400 x 200 390 x 190 140 and 190 

450 x 225 440x 215 75,90, 100, 140, 
190and215 

400 x 100 390 x 90 75,90, lOO, 
400 x 200 390 x 190 140and 190 

TYPEB 
450 x 200 440 x 190 
450 x 225 440 x 21.5 75,90, lOO, 
450 x 300 440 x 290 140,190 and 
600 x 200 590 x 190 215 
600 x 225 590 x 215 

400 x 200 390 x 190 
450 x 200 440 x 190 

TYPEC 
450 x 225 440x215 

60 and 75 450 x 300 440 x 290 
600 x 200 590 x 190 
600 x 225 590x215 

-
NOTE 1 Blocks of work size 448mm x 219mm x 51, 64, 76, 102, 152 or 219mm 

thick and 397mm x 194mm x 75, 92,102,143 and 19Amm thick will be 
produced in lengths as required. 

r,OTE 2 If blocks of entirely non-standard dimensions or design are required 
the limits of size or design shall be agreed. Such blocks shall then be 
deemed to comply with this standard provided they meet with the 
other requirements . 

• Co·ordinating size, A size of 1he soace, bounded by co·ordinating planes. allocated to a 
::omponenl.IOCluding the allowance for jOlnlS and tolerances. 

T Work size. A size of a building component soecihed lot liS manufacture (0 which its actual size 
Should conlorm Within specified permissible Cle .... latlons 

i 
( 
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Density kg/m> 
Type of mortar 

Wet bulk Set and air 
dried 

LSM ready-mixed lime:sand 1.850 - 2.000 1.800 - 2.000 
With air entrainment 1.700-1.850 1 .650 - 1.800 

CLM retarded 1.700 -1.900 1.550 - 1.750 

LSM paving 1.850 - 2.000 1.900 - 2.000 

The weight of standard size bricks will vary appreciably. both with the type of 
material and dependent upon whether the brick is solid. perforated. hollow or 
cellular. The range is approximately from 2.0 - 3.2kg. For most purposes it is 
more useful to consider density of brickwork/biockwork. 

Type kg/m> 

Aerated concrete blocks 500-1.000 
Lightweight aggregate blocks 800-1.500 
Low density cellular clay bricks 1.475 
Dense blocks 1.500 - 2 .300 
Calcium silicate or low density solid bricks 1.700 
Concrete bricks 2.000 - 2.250 
Medium density perforated clay bricks 1.925 
High density solid clay 2.250 

Where coloured mortars are specified. only colours guaranteed by the 
manufacturers should be employed as coloured mortars made with inferior 
pigments are liable to fade in sunlight or leach from exposure to rain. Tilcon 
uses only those pigments which will last the lifetime of the building - and that 
gua rantee is endorsed by the manufacturers of the pigments. 

It is recommended that the bricks or blocks a re bedded in the coloured mortar 
rather than just pointing. To obtain continuity of colour throughout a large 
area of masonry it is essential that the consistency of the mortar and the state 
of the units should be constant. otherwise variations in shade can occur. 

When the mortar. bricks and type of joint have been chosen it is advisable to 
erect a site panel. Tilcon will arrange to deliver free sample bags of coloured 
mortar to build these. The panels must have a,dpc at their base and a good 
coping. With. this type of construction the panel will take up to one month to 
dry out and present the correct colour of the mortar. 
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GI,..,.lln,ormaUon 

8ullorllY Building Materlall 
Umltad I, one 01 Britain's major 
manufacturers 01 lacing Mcka 
with an annual output capacity 
eXCeeding ..00 million bricks. The 
range Includes high Quality 
laclngs with a superb choice 0' 
tones and textures, numbering 
OVer 90, and·. whole spectrum 01 
COlours. Included are other Buller
ley specIalities such as s~lal 
shapes, purpose made bricks, 
engineering bricks, clay ~W'etS, 

refraclory products, handmade 
bJJquelles, brick sHp!! and Aglite 
building blOCks. 

Ser1al Numbers 

The prellx lellel'3 0 and S rel.r to 
Ordinary Quality and Special 
Quamy rospecllvely as descrlbod 
by Ihe 8rUlsh Standard lot clay 
Bricks and Blocks 'SS 3921: 197-4). 

Durablllly 

Brickwork durability will yary 
according 10 the degree ot 
exposure to the elements, the 
characteristics 01 the bricks, and 
the composilioo ollhe mortal. 

In conditions 01 severe IIxposur. 
whore brickWOrk may remain 
ulurated lor long periods and 
e_posed to Ihe action 01 1I0sl, 
such as occur bttlo .... a d.lmp prool 
course, in sills and copings and 
earth tetainlng .... alls. careful 
attenUon shOuld be poliO 10 the 
choice 01 brick. 

It is glolne.ally cl.dvised Iherelore 10 
10110 .... Iho rtu,;omrnen"dlions 01 
Table -4.1 01 Ihe Code 01 PracUce 
lor Walling (CP121. Pat! 1: 1973) 
which details Ihe minimum 
quality 01 bricks and mortars lot 
durability. 

Mort.rs 
Tho solacllon of Iho correcl type 
01 moria. lor any particular 
purpose Is very ImpOrlan! and can 
depend on several lactors, I.e. Itle 
required final slrenglh, rale 01 
hardening, degree 01 exposure 
end aesthellc Qu.llty 01 the 
brlckwor1o.. 
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Dimensions and Approx.imate Weignts 
STANDARD TACBLOC DIMENSIONS AND BLOCK'/WALL2 WEIGHTS 
At Equilibrium Moisture Content (3% v/V) 

I WORKS FACE SIZ=: (mm) 

o90x215 I 590 x 190 I 440 x 215 i 440 x 190 

BLOCKlWALL IBLOCK WALL3IBLOCKiWALL3IBLOCK1WALL3IBLOCK'WALL3 
ACTUAL Unit Area I Unit ,Area !Unit I Area Unit Area 

Weight Weight Weight! Weight /Weight Weight Iweight Weight THICKN:::SS 
mm ,kg I kg/m' / kg I kg/m' I kg i kg/m' kg I kg/m' 

215 1 18,00 I 159 15·90 I 161 I 13·40 1 161 1 11·85 I 162 

200 1 16·75 I 148 14·80 1 150 112·50 I 150 1 11·05 I 151 

190 I 15·90 1 140 14·05 / 142 1 11·85 1 142 I 10·50 1 143 

150 I 12·55 I 111 /1,.,0 I 112 I 935 1 112 / 8·30 I 113 

140 I 11·70 I 104 I 10·35 1 105 I 8·75 I 105 1 no I 106 

100 8·35 I 74 I 7·40 I 75 I 6·25 I 75 I 550 I 76 

90 7·55 I 67 I 6·65 I 67 I 5·60 I 67 I 4·95 I 68 

75 I 630 I 56 I 5·55 I 56 I 4-70 I 56 I 4·15 I 57 

!.oadbearing Properties 
WALL CONSTRUCTION I ACTUAL STOREY HEIGHT 

2·400m / 2·500m 
/ 

2·600m 2·700m 
• Outer Leaf Inner Leaf 

kN/m 

Cavity Walls 100 mm 56 
103 mm Brick or 150 mm 71 
100 mm Block 190 mm 80 

215 mm 85 

Single Leaf Walls 75 mm 27 
1.00 mm 47 
150 mm 69 
190 mm 78 
215 mm 85 

Notional Fire Resistance of Walls 
Loadbearing Single Leaf Walls 

kN/m I 
::;::: . 
~'"' 
70 
78 . 
84 
?~ -::> 
45 
67 
77 
84 

I 
Minimum thickness (mm) with/without finish for 

I Finish3 notional period 0; fire resistance of 

6 ., 4h 3 h I 2 h I 1 V, h 

None 215 180 14.0 100 100 

VG / 180 150 I 100 100 90 

kN/m I kN/m 

54 53 
69 68 
77 76 
83 82 

23 22 
• 44 43 

66 65 
76 75 
83 82 

I 1 h I V, h 

1 90 I 90 

I 90 I 90 

1 - To nearest 0·05 kg 2 - To nearest 1 kg/m2 3 - Including set mortar joints 
@ 2000 kg/m3 de:1sity ENQUIRIES ARE INVITED FOR OTHER SIZES 

Loadbearing Cavit/ Walls 

None 1 ::0 I i 50 i.!O I lOO I ,00 90 90 

Non-Ioadbearing ~ingle Leaf Walls 

None . =., ~ ':10 ,j "" 
.. , - SO .. -
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APPENDIX 5.7 

Descriptions of the full set of slides of t~le bung~low project 

Sl ide Descripti.on 

1 Foot~ngs:b~d graund:concrete has to be extra wide 

Note extra depth of footings : reclaimed land 

What is the function of the cabin? 

4 Foc.)tings again 

5 Note the banJ, of soil. Kill or remove the vegetation - w~IY ? 

6 Obligatory polythene under I-aft:step in footing & raft 

7 View down footirlgs:note the slopirlg site 

8 General view of t-aft:note pf)lythf:?ne sticking Dut 

9 Two service ducts on to the raft 

10 Sewage charlnels-curvature of pipes-T junction 

11 T-junctiDn~burning round pipe fDr nialleability 

12 Sewage pipes:variety of measurements 

13 Gully:top end of drain-note polythene again 

14 Trench showing pipe connection: note access to clear blockage 

15 Manhole. IcJent:ify the falls; 1:40 for- .1.00mm Etnd 1:60 for- 150rnm 

16 Note build-up round manhole:a closer view 

17 Sewer with large foarlhale to collect all sewer pipes 

18 The 'drop' using the plank is illegal 

19 l_orlg run of pipe: plastic push-fit jOint, with lubrjcant 

20 rrench blinrling ~"3hould be consolidated in lavers 

21 ?;ll blinc:iing in 

,.),.~ ·rr'f~·ncl·") f i]. :I 

,' ... ", 
. .::..~ B!··icJ::layr-:r- I.)utt".j no :i.n thE! A.~-(":tl 

:~6 ril c,ck~; Cll··, v-Ji':ll]. C,::'i-·j····j ~;~" .. :! bv l.i nt~~'·l 

')_.; ..... , 
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28 Window opening:hole for what? 

29 Seating for springer at gable end 

~o View down soldier arch:wall plate & asbestos seal for cavity 

31 Chimney 

32 Combination frame-inside view:blac~( spot is damp course 

33 Window frame:note pivot-type and slot vents at top 

Window louvres to prevent condensation 

55 Starting the inside walls 

56 Inside view 

-:'7 Bloc~{wor~( : toothed ends: partition wall indents (1/2 wjdth for in 

58 General view-indents etc. 

59 The whole back:note wall plate on top and toothed ends 

10 Indents for a wall dividing houses 

!1 Internal walls 

12 Part of truss:chimney breast-bottom part with off-setting 

l3 FlUE liners 

14 Pots 

15 Fireplace opening with lint81 

16 Chimney breast 

17 Flue liners:rebating at join so that condensation runs j,nto chimrley 

18 Set of chimney breast flue liners 

19 General view of inside walls:chimney stack 

50 Completed chimney stack:note corbel ling and offsets 

~1 Another view of chimney stack 

52 Corner being built 

53 General view:r",ote that 4 courSES Df bricks meastJre 300 CRI 

54 Scaf'folding:arches & gable end:dar~' bricl~work still wet 

56 3ca"f"ful(jing 

General view of site 
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Peak going up 

Upper end of gable-'pike' or 'peak' 

Brick ends cut off 

Trusses:CATNIC:flue liners 

Roof trusses 

Trusses in gable end:note racked back 

General view :completed pikes and trusses in position 

General view 

Gable end showing springer 

Gable end & elevation showing springer and eaves 

View of soffit 

Completed roof showing plaster & pl~stErboards 

Labourer mixing plaster 'ban~(' or 'pile' 

Close-up of floating (dubbing-on) 

Applying floating coat 

Plasterer filling hawk: 'devil-floating' scratches for adhesion 

Foil-backed plasterboard for thermal insulation-

View of plasterboard in position 

Cowing in roof space 

Fireplace opening with throating:note lintel 

Wiring carried down walls to outlets 

Roof trusses:see connections and straps for .stability .(e.g .. in wind) 

• 
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APPENDIX 5.8 

Descriptions of the Chosen Set of Bllngalow Slides 
-------------------------------------------------

Slide Desc~iption 

1 Footings,bad ground,concrete has to be extra wide 

2 Note extra depth of footings , reclaimed land 

~ 

-' What is the function of the cabin? 

4 Note the ban~( of soil. Kill or remove the vegetation - why? 

5 Gene~al view of raft,note polythene sticking out 

:, Sewage channels-curvature of pipes-T junction 

7 Sewage pipes:variety of me~sureRlerlts 

3 Trenct~ showing pipe connection: note access to clear blockage 

7 ""lanhClle. Idenotify the fall~,; 1~40 fo,'" 100mlTl and 1:60 for· 150mm 

10 Sewer with large manhole to collect all sewer pipes 

1 1 Trench blindjng should be cOflsolidated in layers 

12 Metal CATNIC lintels,start of the "soldier" arch 

.~ , '"' Bric~~layer pL{ttirlg in the arch 

l4 Window opening:hole for what? 

l5 Chimney 

l6 Window louvres to prevent condensation 

~7 Inside vie".., 

l8 Blockwork , toothed ends, partition wall indents (1/2 width for in • 

. 9 General view-inderlts etc. 

~O 

~ 1 Pots 

).., 
"~ 

,-;~ 

: .. ..:. 

t 
>1-

,e' 
.-' 

.0 

~7 



3 Cavity wall: wall plate 

~ Fibreglass irl5ulation 

) F'e.,k goi ng up 

Brick ends cut off 
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asbestos board seal at top 

! General view :completed pikes and trusses in position 

Gable end.& elevation showing springer and eaves 

Completed roof showing plaster & plasterboards 

Labourer mi ,d ng pi aster 'ballk' or 'pi 1 e' 

Foil-backed plasterboard for thermal insulation 

View of plasterboard in position 

Cowj.ng in roof space 

'hollow' binds. 

., 
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APPENDIX 5.9 

Extract from slides of the Bungalow Project 

The footings: the vegetation in the mound of soil must be 

suitably treated (biology is involved here). 

, . 
, -

... -. '" ,. 

-~,~-~----~ - ,._-- - - -- -.--- '''--'''''--~ 

". 
- '.~"'-
.. < '{-' 

!-,:>~,:-

':""1: .•.. ',. , 
.. -': ~ 

A general view of the site. Note the different shapes -

here is some geometry. 
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APPENDIX 6.1 

Measurement in the Oil Industry 

The sear cl"", -for oi 1 starts wi th measurement, the geol ogi st 1 eadi ng 
the ~1C\y. Once detec:ted or sLlsoected beneath the ground or seil bed a 
sample must be obtained. Analysi!::> of samples brings in phYSical and 
chemical measurements wlth mathematics in the form of statistical analysiS. 
Having located an oi 1 re~ervoir a decision to start e):tractlon will 
depend on the estia.ated quantity in the reservoir and the technological 
problems involved in the e}:traction. Natural gas (m'=linly methane) and water ar~ 
usually found with the oil, the liquids being held in rocl~. The gas itself 
may be worth e>:trac:tl.ng \.'jithout th~ oil and thus a 'natural gas' field 
would be the result of the searel,. Chemical analyses and pipework technology 
involve mathematics, science, technology and vocation in an interrelated 
way by the many measurements involved. The Alas.~an oil fields were most 
difficult to e}:ploit and new technologies had to be developed. Why? 

Tasks 

View the slides and: 
(1) Name five measurements which would be nece5sary during the search; 
(2) NitrnE some substances you might e>~pect to find in the drill samole; 
(3) Name four pr1ncipal chemical elements in the sample and give some 

of their chemical and physical properties 
(4) Name some of the products of the primar"y distillation of crude oil, 

classifying each as solid, liquid or gas. Give a chemical formUla 
if you can. 

(5) What types of machines are involved in the movement of li quids? 

Study Objectives 

Thi s modul e of study wi ~,l consi der the nature of. methods of stori ng 
and uses of some gaseous products associated with crude oil and involves 
the ChemiCal, Construction and va.rious fa.cets of the Engineerlng Industries, 
all of wl"d,ch ha.VE Cl part to play and cannot be considered as isoloted. 
Students of building, engineering or science subjects could l!se 
this mod'..lle and each could make 0\ particular contribution. For e>lample 
a stor~g~ tan~~ has to have firm foundations and this involves the use of 
concrete ~jhicrt must be resist,;,nt to spilled Chemicals. The particular 
type cff vt:-ssel used for stor-ing liquid gases in bulk which is known 
as a HORTONSF'HERE wi 11 be a major component of thi s study. 

Typlcal gases involved are: 

(1) 1 i qui Ci petrol e\..lm gas or LPG; 
(2) 1 j qui d natural gas or LNG; 
(3) propane and butane which are separated from LPG (how?) 
(4) li~Ldd nitrogen (how cold 7). 

lI-Jhy this concentrat1on on LIQUEFACTION? Make reference to sea trClnsport. 

We now take- c< 1001: at, thE' probleRI oof producing a depth - volume calibra.tlon 
curve for the tan,., and see that it is possible to program Co computer so thilt 
t'tle; tedlOLls calculationE, are tf\ken care- of e>:pertly. 1he progre..rtl 1:' short. 
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Producinq a Calibration Curve 

To investioate the volume calibration of a spherical liouid cas storage 
tank in terms of the depth of liQuid it contains 
Introduction 

The depth of 1 i qui d is measured al cr1l~ the verti cat a}: i 5 of the soher's. 
The volume of liquid is computed by using a mathematical formula" 

I. which relates the volume to the depthl thus calculation is involved. 
A smooth graph is then drawn connecting depth to volume: note that the 
volume is an INDIRECT measurement, depending on the fundamental 
measurement of the depth of the liQuid. 
One application is storina liquid butane or propane which are crude 
oil distillation products. 

Theorv 

D = the diameter of the vessel 
H ::;I the depth of 1 i Qui d measc..II'-ed along the pol ar al-: 15 
V = the volume of liquid in the vessel 
p = the value of ci as found from a computer ~vstem 

= 3.14159265 to 8 decimal places 

It can be proved thats 

2 
V = P x H x (0/2 - H/3) cu.m. if all dimensions are in metres 

The depth of liquid is found practically by dipping or usinl;l a float 
with an electrical indicator as in the aetrol tank of a car. 

1 Write and test this as a first staQe for one value of Hand 
then make changes to give vou a table of values for various 
values of H :see 2 below 

2 Use FOR--NEXT-- to Qive V for a ranc;:re of H valUes. 
3 Adjust the output values of V with ·the INT function to give V 

correct to two decimal places. 
4 Use an INPUT statement so that the user can choose any diameter 

Exercises 

1 Draw a simple diagram to illustrate the vessel and its dimensions. 
2 Whv is the diameter more practical than the r.ildit.ls as a volume meCl.sure ? 
3 State some factors which would limit the choice of metals for the shell 

and find an appro:·:imate value for the thicknass of the metal wall. 
4 Discuss some scientific and phvsical principles which would be acolied 

in the sitlnQ and desiqn of the vessel. View the slides acain 
5 What technology would be involved in the construction of the vessel? 
6 Dr~w a callbr~tion curve fr~m the computed data. Plot V aQainst H for D=16 

Ma.~e the comcuter craw a qraph for yc·u using F·RINT TAB (). 
7 What would be tne % error in V if 3.14 is used for pi ? Would this 

be constant for an ... · volume 7' Explain vour answer. 
S Use y~ur graoh to read the volume when the height is 4.5 m. Check this 

bv using the formula 
9 What do vou notice about the shaoes of curves ~or various diameters? 

10 Whv i5 the vessel not a ~er~ect sohere Inside and how does the shaDe 
chance as the volume of liauid is increa5ed~ Nam~ th~ n&w shapQ. 
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APPENDIX 6.2 

Illustrations From The Set Of Slides For The Oil Industry 
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Slide 4 

Slide 5 
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Table 1 - Crane Freuhof 

Tank 
Alternative Material Discharge 

Product Name. Specification Method 

Ethylene Dichloro· Stainless steel Pump 
Olchlorlde ethane 304. Phensl 

Dutch oil formaldehyde 
Dutch liquid fesin lining if 

carbon ateel 
used 

Formaldahyde Oxy-methylene Stainless .toel Pump or air 
Formalin 321 minimum. pressure 
formalith Insulation may 
Formi- be required 
caldehYde depending on 

operating 
conditions 

Glycerin Glycerine Stainless steel Pump or air 
Glycerol 304 or pressure 
Glycyl alcohol Aluminium. 

Insulation 
recommended 

Tank 
Alternative Material Discharge 

Product Names Specification Method 

Hydrochloric Muriatic acid Mild &teel or Gravity or 
acid Chlorohydric aluminium with air pressure 

scld rubber or 
Hydrogen phenol formal-
chloride dehyde resin 
Spirits of lining 
.. Ita 

Hydrofluorlc Hydrogen Consult tank Air pressure 
acid fluoride maker about 

anhydrous matarial and 
lining 

Tank 
Cleaning 

Flush 
thoroughly 
with water, 
steam and 
rinse 

Wash 
thoroughly 
with water, 
or steam 

Steam 

Tank 
Cleaning 

Flush 
thoroughly 
with water 

Lime slurry or 
soda ash as 
neutraliser 

General 
Information 

S.G. ,·2554 
Inflammable 
Flash point 
70'F 

S.G. ,,075 '0 
,·081 
Flash point 
'30'F 

S.G. ,,265 
Should be kept 
above 64°F tor 
easy flowing. 
Sets solid at 
50'F 

General 
Information 

S.G. approx. 
",9 
Highly 
corrosive 
Poisonous 
fumes 

5.G. approx. 
0·99 
Highly cor-
rosive. 
poisonous and 
highly 
dangerous. Will 
8ttack glass. 
Produces 
severe burns 

.;C." 

,· .. tH;: 

Min. Extra 
Information 
to Tank Maker 

Operating 
conditions 

Ultimate use 
of product 

Min. Extra 
Information 
to Tank Maker 

ActuaI5.G. 
and 
concentration 

ActuaI5.G. 
and 
concentratio., 
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In lake 
pumping 
station 

. Fblu. m' .... ' ate lD~j,I'1' 0f1'9"":: 10 <I've QUICk .nd 
complelf' m'''1\9 ot 'Od01'Vf1 ""I~ .. !n~ .... "~r. 

Alum'~ ,doro 10 (Oa9U1<lle In~ ,.,. .• " oartoCIH 

Carbon slurry IS .OOed \0 'emov~ o,;n ..... I\'eo OflOUf1 and 
laSle 

Lime Can ~ idd~ e'l~e' as' SO~lenf't or 10 ,a:"" ,!,,,! pH 
alIne ... ".r. 

chlo"n~ .her It has 

Clear 
water 
tank 
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Abstracting, treating &. distributin~1 water 

Reservoir 

Providing th~ PURE water we need brings together: 

BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
PHYSICS 
TECHNOLOGY 
~li\THEMATICS 

for treatment 
for analysis of contents 
to design the technology 
to effect th~ processes 
to bring all the above together 
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APPENDIX 6.5 

Assessment Test: Mathematical Bias 

Support your answers with reasons and explanations. Use any computer 

and your notes. 

1. Three liquid gas tanks are described as follows: 

(a) Spherical: diameter Srn 

(b) Cylindrical: diameter 5.Sm, height 3m 

(c) Cylindrical: diameter 4.Sm, height 4m 

Arrange these tanks in order by volume capacity. 

2. (a) Sketch a graph of maximum depth of liquid against volume for 

a spherical liquid gas container. Indicate two points on the 

graph where the rate of change of volume is zero and the point 

where the rate of change of the volume with depth is a maximum. 

If the diameter is 18m state the depth at which the rate is a 

maximum and relate this depth to the geometry of the sphere. 

(b) Sketch a graph of the rate of change of volume against depth of 

liquid using your answers to (a) to guide you. 

3. A cylindrical liquid gas storage vessel with plane ends perpendicular 

to the axis has dimensions: diameter 4m and height 10m. Produce a 

table of volume against depth of liquid for depth from 0 to 10m. in 

steps of 2m. 

4. A liquid gas storage vessel is never filled completely: why not? If 

the vessel is spherical with a diameter of 20m and the amount of liquid 

is restricted to 95% of the maximum volume find to the nearest cubic 

metre the maximum permitted volume of liquid it may hold 4 

5. The external diameter of a spherical liquid gas vessel is Srn and the 

thickness of metal can be assumed to be a constant 5cm. Calculate the 

volume of metal needed to construct the Shell. If the density of steel 

is 7800 kg/cm and that of liquid butane 800 kg/cm, work out the weight 

of metal and weight of liquid butane when the depth is 3m. 
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APPENDIX 6.6 

This work was handed to the author after the student had 

worked through the module on 'Measurement in the Oil 

Industry'. 

The module was a short one containing very little information 

but in spite of this it can be seen that the student has 

obtained a lot of what he required through his own efforts 

and has also involved other people. 

In case the reader should think that this is a most able 

student, he experienced some difficulties throughout the 

period. As he explained, he found the module very interesting 

and obviously was considerably motivated by it, as he 

indicated in a letter he left for the author. 
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Fig:. I. Hortonspheroid. 

() 

Fig, 2. Hortonsphere. 
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c)' Blast:. vvalls ~ye nlu!!::- around sW'tj <1 

vrZsse/ s . \IV' hen /17 close. /,rO'X/I77/~ 
co rna/n fJ/Clnc, eec,. 

D"I A-utv /YZaL'7'c... sansoys (A<2.Uc) Clre locaiecl 
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5) J.</#A7 -rC:CHNOLoG Y VV'ouLD 8£ INVOLVED 
//V' THE CONSr.eUc 7/0/'0/ of THE V£..s,sEL 

Th<Z.r<Z. 
//7 t:/-ze 

i VtZ...:5StZ/, , 
: 8 c: 177t.r}Q::J 
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C0,A4Pc../7E;:? P;eOGf!?A/V{_ ro;E? PL.o T r/N( 
CAL/e,eA"T/oA/ Cu~vE_ 

/ JZ5 1 @ CH,e # (26) 

2~! p = ~~A7N' (/) 
I 

.3 91 1 / NPU-r If D/A.Ar1£r£F'?: PL-£ASE. ____ {2) 7"'0 S: 

I 
4JZf: / r= -D = fl5 rh'£N 

5f!5 /NP~rr'//VCREM£NT 0;= D€PTH _ _____ ~ 5 

Cl - 6 I H -- 2}2f ----~ 

7pl V = p~ HA2*f'D/2- H /3) 
- -I --- - ------- ------- - -- -- '_ -- - - -------- --- ,------ --- ---

8;5' @ - H;, v:- -- - - ------ --
9~1 END 

8 /p1i @ CH~ 11 (26) 
I 2,<61 p == ~~~TN(/) 

JPI/NPUT J:)/AME/ER FLEA:5E. _____ {Z5 7"0 5 Ta, 

4~I/r .D=: "T,#£?V'.z ~p ., 
SPi /NPU-r //VC,.E:£/v1£]VT of D£PTH__ ___ ,..s 

6JZf\ Fo~ H = J2f TO D SrEP .5 

7rJ" V= p~ 1-//\2 ~/.D/2 - H/.3) 
I 

10><'1 G) H, v. 

1195; HEX; H , 
/ I. 
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g~1 ;e£"M -- _ V. 70. 3 DEC/MAL PLACES 

. spiV..! = (/Arr(IJ!1~~~ V+P'S)//RJ~{l5) . 

· IfJfi@ H, V, V.t... .. .--.. . . ___ .... __ . __ .. _~_ ~-. 
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· -. .. /h;:s-----C.-;;,.:--~};tZ·---;n-se.-;;2:ea>nC:;;·_;;-,:.~,.;:;;m 
--.. ClS ;f"o//o'vV'S':- _._ ...... _._ __ ..... _._ ' ..... ____.__ . 

.. ;1 [Jfl D-/ N1 : -- --G. # -7/0 } .-~---_~-:~_ -. . __ .-_ -____-. _ . 

':/21/~;;UT NZ; ;;-y"'';·WA..vT;'" G~A.PH __ --(Y!N );'G.# 

13P{
j

/,c eX .,f :" Y" THEJ-./ . 17?f. 

) Iffr'! IF a.1 = ''N'' THeN 2 .3' t;!f I .' .. .. __ . 151 GOrO 14p . _ ". 

:,_)61/;"/P~-"SCAL£ rrtC7'o.e _ ._. __ . ~ K 

171.;:0£ H:= (X 70.D srEP.s 

e.I!Pl V=?~H/\2-K(L:>/.2-r//..3) 

· 191' V =. V / -<:'_ ... _._ .... _ 

2~;fi @ = lA.5 ( v); "7'C" 

2/' NEx/ H 

Z2? END 
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DRAVV A CALIBRATION Cu;evE 
THE CO/v7PUr£D DA TA 
?Lo7 "'v" AGAINST 'H'. 

ATHf02IMEUC EoRA4ULA 

- H \ 
_ 3-) 

I --
i V = VOLU,A..//E (.IV'f£T.eES.3) -

-Ip -PI rCON5TA"vr) = .3·/~/53265-.---
D _ 
___ _ ~_IH ~ ____ HE/GHT_OF __ L-/aUID __ IN -rANK. 

iD -= D/.A../V1ETER of __ SPHE~-E (/wE7/l?~ -- --- --- - --1------ -- -- - - - - - - -- --- --------

----~-r---~-:--~ --- ----- -----'--------------
Co/vlPUTER FoRMA f oF FoRMuLA 

" ~ DENo 7ES /v1ULIPLICA77oN SIGN. 
~, 

/\ D £ AI 0 T E..:s PoV'V'E.e.. 

/ DE/VoTE.:s D/v/Sio/'J 

PTo. 

/3 
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_ 0- 5 7 -33 
/-0 30-36.9 
i-5 67-/51 
2-0 117·286 
3 -0 25~ ·1-69 

____ .. _ ..... _____ 4- -° . _ _____ 4-3 5·634-· 
5- 0 6 5 ~ - 49 t3 
6-0 .... __ 90-'1-"779 - I -
7 - 0 _ . __ _ _ / / 8 0 - 1 .9 2 
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THE % £,e,eo~ /1'/ 
USED FoR. Pi r 

WOULD TH/S 8£ CoNSTANT Fo.e. ANY 
VOLUtVlE ? ExPLAIN YouR ANS'vvER. 

P/ ~ TL - 3-/4-
1'1100 

~ --- u Us ':15 
_ .... " .. - ....... - --- .- - -

'Ye ChonJrz.. = ~.e/GIH'''''L P,'''''ODIFLCI:> 

........ - .- _. . ..... _ .. - .. - ......... -------------X /00 

..... -70 Cho1ja.=- _7_7..50"-." _---........,-__ 7.....;{~"'4...:t X /0 0 
770 ..... 

% Cha~J<Z.= 3-/4-159265 - 3·/4- X /00 
.3-14/59265 

o-ooIS:?;ZGS X /06 
3_~ 74-/532 6:S 

.. 

0- 00 0 506956 x lOO 

% Chan.:;e.:::: 0 - 0:50696/0 

2i1 % ChCf"!j<L::: "0' 0 5 / % . 

As t::.n<2- VQ/ue. 01; pi.. /s q const:anc 
,;e aces as q conscanc Chyou.ql7o~~ a.acn 
colccdocfon wh<l..n ~~/nq c/t<z. sea6cd, <z'Qpabtm, 
CIz.<Z.Y<zft>rCZ uS"''':!J t:h(l. ~ va(u..e.5 of et ~r 

! valttrzS or 11 qrui Z> CPz<z'I'C.. Vv'/!I ha. '0 Cons-bat: 
! % cAarlJ fZ-. --"'====,/.'7.67=_= .. ======'-
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EL£c.-ceo - 7H'e=;eMA L 

• 

LFlfel-s-e'nstft HTl"p'roves accuracy~ ___ '. ___ , __ . 
A new type of fuel sensor using Du 

Pont's Kapton has been announced by. 
VDO. This should result in more 
accurate and reliable gauging for the 
driver, whilst suitability for high '1olume 
production combined with the ability to 
be used in irregular shaped tanks 
should ensure its popularity with in
dustry. 

The design operates on the electrD-' 

Voltage 
detector 
contacts 

Copper con,duc:to,·s 

. ".": .,~ 

thermal principle, The sensor baSically 
consists of a number of thin film re
sistors which are larnina!ed between 
two sheets of Kapton polyimide film. A 
current 'passing through ·the resistors 
heats them; those which are immersed 
are cooled more by the liquid than 
those above the surface, This creates a 
resistance differential which changes 
. as the fuel level fluctuates, Electrical 

_ ..... 

circuitry translates this varying differ
ential into appropriate signals for the 
fuel gauge and the on-board trip com
puter. 

The sensor substrate is 50ILm thick 
Kapton, The iron-nickel resistors (about 
t OILm thick) .are sputtered on followed 
by copper conductors of about t 1Lffi. 
Sensor and conductor structures are 
produced by means of photolithography 
and the whole system is then clad with 
a second layer of polyimide for protec
tion. Finally, crimped contacts are 
pierced through the two foils, 

The new sensor should make its 
appearance in production cars in the 
mid-eighties, The motorist will benefit in 
two ways. The dashboard fuel gauge 
will be more precise than at present, 
especially in the nearly full and nearly 

. empty ranges. The system will also be 
less prone to failure, 

A major advantage to the automotive 
designer results in the flexibility of the 
complete sensor. Fuel tank shapes and 
locations have undergone much 
change in recent years to maximise 
space in compact cars and to accom
modate 'cfllmple zones' for greater 
crash safety, The flexible film should be 
able to adapt to almost any shape of 

£:::::===' _~tan:-=k:.., _ Circfe ~ 
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A Nnl APPROACH TO TEACHING 

lnterrelated Studies in Further Education 

5tanley Turner 

(Science and Mathematics De artment 
~'Jirral HetropolitDn College 

The structure of most courses or programmes of study follows the pattern of a 

series of separate subjects taught in isolation which can be uninteresting and 

boring to the students. Organisationally this is true of the eleven school years 

which lead to the GCE Ordinary level certificate, a vital pre-requisile for many jobs 

and further or higher education opportunities. Certificate requirements are laid 

down subject by subject regardless of whether desirable relationships have been 

established between subjects, such as good English practice being used to support 

the writing of accounts of Bcienti fic cxper iments. o"In the \:Ior hI of work, hO\Olcver, 

subjects do not exist °in isolation t but several subjects are interrelated through a 

task which usually involves, or actually is, measurement. Inter-relationships 

commonly occur between mathematics, science and technology through measurement: 

for example, the Pharmaceutical industry production \lIorker has to estimate (measure) 

quantities of tablets, produce measured quantities of base ingredients (chemistry), 

perhaps using specific gravity (physics). The calculation of quantities and the 

final processing of the ingredients bring in mathematics and technology. 

The education of technicians comes under the control of the Business and 

Technician Education Council, an amalgam of their precursors, the Technician EdUcation 

Council and the 8usiness Education Council. The new education and training force at 

the craft level is the youth Training Scheme (now to have a second level). The guide-

lines for the operation of the TEC (1979) (1) stated: 

MOST TEC PROGRAI·UIES CONSIST OF UNITS ~/HICH ARE SELF -CONTAINED 

AND SEPARATELY ASSESSED CO/1PONENTS, and in the Report on 

r1athematics in Further Education (2) Hfll commented; 

ONL Y IN A FEW CASES HERE THERE ANY ATTEI-1PTS TO RELATE 

I·IATIIEI-IATICS TO ANY OTHER SUBJECTS OF THE CURRICULUII OR 

10 HIE I·IAIN DISCIPLINES or THE COURSES. 
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In the r-lanpol!rer Services Commission document which introduced the proposed 

Youth Training Scheme (3) it was stated that: 

THESE AH1S REQUIRE AN EFFECTIVE INTEGRATION OF 

SKIllS, KN0\1lEDGE AND EXPERIENCE ••••••••••••• 

Thus for technician education the new system has kept the traditional diet 

of separate subjects criticised by HNI, but the scheme for the new era in craft 

training attempts to be more realistic and cross boundaries. Somewhere in Further 

education perhaps part of the time allocated to a course can be dedicated to the 

idea of interrelated studies so as to create more interest in and relevance for, 

say, mathematics or a branch of science. The idea has been developed and tested 

by 8 small team at Loughborough University of Technology. ~lodules of study \:Iith 

notes for lecturers which have been tried and developed are: 

r·IEASURENENT AND THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

AND 

fIEASUREI'IENT AND THE OIL INDUSTRY 

BTEC Certificate and Higher Certificate students have found the modules 

interesting and enjoyable. The modules have been found particularly useful as 

assigments for the BTEC half unit Use of Computers at level t~o because using 

the computer is not an end in itself and must be associated ulith 8 real task ~hich 

implies some general context. 

The Construction module has been used ~ith YTS and Building Diploma students. 

The Oil Industry module has relevance for Building, Engineer~ng and Science students 

and, any\:lay, why shouldn I t engineers kno~ something about the chemical nature of 

liquid gases \:Ihen servicing the storage tanks? This module has concentrated on 

the storage tank, its construction, calibration and simple physical modelling 

(computer checked). 

A final point is that excellent support has been obtained from all facets of 

industry, \:Iith offers to make slides and supply real information for excercises. 

If you are interested in trying the modules or discussing them against the back

ground of your teaching requirements please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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APPENDIX 7.2 

Module 'Measurement and Building' 
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Introduction 

Bricks, mortar and concrete are simple yet important basic building 
materials which ma~~e structures of many different shapes and sizesa The 
structures which protect something or someone can be classified under 
the term 'shelter'. Many other materials and services are related to 
anyone building project, from planning to heating. Have a lool~ at 
the block diagram. If we concentrate on measurement then this is needed 
and used in many forms from Simple counting to the application of some 
complex mathematics in order to estimates quantities. Science comes into 
the picture as for example when walls or concrete surfaces have to be 
given protection 1n chemical environments er where there could be some 
e>:posure to radioactive materials. Technology is naturally related when 
the use of materials is considered as in the case of plastics. 

Objectives 

After working through this module of study you should : 

(1) appreciate how mathematics, Science and technology are 
related to measurement; 

(2) understand how simple mathematics is used in a practical 
way for measurement. 

Knowledge 

Tasks 

The various stages of a building project. 

(1) View the slides of the bungalow projsct. 
(2) Note any measurement. 
(3) Find applications of mathematics, science and technology. 

ExerCises A 

(1) Give ten e><amples of counting measures. 

(2) Name a branch of science which is related to the preparation 
of the ground before bl.li 1 di ng starts and state why certaifl::: 
treatment is often necessary. 

(3) Find the measurement of an angle without the use of a scale. 

(4) Identify the types of bricks used. Name some brick measures. 

(5) Name the material in the cavity space of the outer walls? 
State its purpose and that of the cavity. 

(6) Name two types of triangles which can be seen on several 
51 ~ des. 
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Exercises B 

(1) ldentiiy some mortars and note their particular uses and any 
special properties. State the mixture ratios in each case. 

(2) Describe some changes which take place during the setting stage 
of concrete, and state any disadvantages which these may have. 

(3) A bulk consignment of 200 cu.m. of TILCON ready-mixed mortar is 
to be made up at the factory_ Work out the measured quantities of 

·the base ingredients required. Assume ratios for the constituents. 
What extra weight would this add to a building and how would the 
architect take this into account? Try to construct a computer 
program which will work out the volumes of the constituents for 
any bulk quantity and gbiven ratios. 

Exerci ses C 
" . 

(1) What is the function, Qf concrete before walls are erected? 
How ij it used in 'the projects you have seen? 

(2) E::plain how certain measurements must be made before the 
concrete is actually used. Give a numeri~al example and 
refer to the building site. 

<3} Why and how, is concr~te work sometimes protected on a site? 
(4) You are required to produce a specification for concrete 

starting wi th the basic consti tuents: make a procedLlre 
list showing constituents~ ratios~ densities and weights. 
Try to write a computer program to give the quantities of each 
constituent for an input oT the ratios and volume required. 

(5) How does TACBLOC differ from bulk concrete? 

(6) What change takes place at stage 2 in the manufacture of 
TACBLOC 7 Na.me the gas produced and state its purpose. 
purpose. 

(7) Describe measurements you would make to compare the densities 
o.f aerated concrete in block form with brick. By referring 
to the literature obtain a c:hec:~~ on the e:·:pec:ted resLllts. 
Are there any factors e.g. moistLlre content. which could 
affect acc1..lracy and should therefore be ta~~en into account 7. 
If possible carry thi.s opt in say the bric~(work shcp. 
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jxercises D 

(1) List the measurements you would need to know in order to estimate 

the number of bricks required to build a wall. 

(2) Describe a method by ~hich the volume oi mortar required to build a 

a wall ~ould be estimated i~ the number of bricks required is known. 

(3) A wall measures 12m by 4.Sm and is one brick thick (O.1125m). 

Estimate the weight of the wall assuming that set and dried mortar 

and bricks have the same density, namely 2000 kg/cu.m. 

(4) EXplain why the climate should be considered before selecting a 

a brick for a building. 

(S) Circular shapes are quite common in brick structures. Describe 

some examples and make sketches of what you can see as you travel 

about in your daily life. You might like to try some of the section 

'Circles and Buildings' if you have time. The mathematics of circular 

shapes is complex but points for plotting the outline can be easily 

prOduced by a computer and used to construct a framework of wood. 

• 

(6) What advantages would TACBLOC or any similar lightweight block have 

over brick d~ring the actual building of a wall? : also. would there 

be any structural advantages to be gained ~Ihen building with bricks 

and blocks, rather than building entirely with bricks? 
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House Measurements 

------------------
Tasks 

Study the house picture and plans, then try to work through the e>:ercises. 

Here is a diagram to illustrate one type. of wall: can you name it ? 

--------------- (---- PITCH:25 DEGREES 

4.9 

-----------------
5.7 

Here al--a some more measurements 

-------------------------------
All measurements are external and above ope level 

Front to rear length (side of house) ; 9.1 
Measurements for openings in outer walls 

----------------------------------------

LOWER FLOOR 

Front window 
Front door (inclusive of all glass) 
Side window (one) 
Side windOW (two) 
Re~r window 
Rear door (including glass) 

UF'PER FLOOF: 
-----------
Front window 
Front window 
Side WindOW 
Rear window 
Rear windOW 

MEASUREMENTS 

1.3 X 1.8 
2 X 1.2 
1 X 0.6 
I X 1 • :2 
1.3 X 1.8 
2 X 

MEASUF:EMENTS 
------------

I X 1.8 
I X 1.2 
1 X 1.2 
1 X 1.8 
1 X 1.2 
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E::erci ses E 

1 Cal"culate the area. of each rectangular wall. 

2 The shape of the front and rear wallS has a geometrical name which 
is related to the number oi sides. Write down this name which begins 
with p. 

3 Next calculate the area of the gable wallS (the builder~s term for 
the front or rear wall). You can split it up into two areas or use 
a subtraction method. In either case simple trigonometry is needed. 

4 Add up the outer ares of all four walls. 

5 Calculate the sum of the areaS of all the openings in the walls. 

6 Now find the total area of the out,side brick faces. 

7 The ne::t task "is to convert ~all area in~o a number of bricks using 
the number of bricks which will cover one square metre~ which is not 
an exact number. Sometimes the ~round~ figure of 6(1 is used._ Ask for 
help with this. 

8 From the previous calculation give what you think is a "sensible 
estimate of the number of bricks required. Why WOUld. you want to order 
e::tra bricks? 

'9 Bricks com"e in packs. Loo~t at the literature and select a bric~< and 
find out how many there are in a pack. 

10 HoW many packs of bricks would you order? .0 

11 Think about the same series of steps to give you ~n estimate of the 
number of bloc~~s .:..nd hence packs to order. 

12 Write down as completely as possible specifications for 

(1) the bricl( ; 

(2) the block; 

and (3) the mortar ! 

yOU would use. giving reasons. Donrt forget. the Climate and geography! 
So much for the geometry and arithmetiC and material5 and on to a most 
important conSideration - that of cor15ervation of heat. The rate at Which 
heat escapes through a wall is measured by the U-value and brings in 
some OhYS1CS~ mathematics and material considerations. Fin~ somethinq 
on he~t loss· (someone pays for it !) in say, the free literature in 
the Elec~ricity Board snops~ for e}:afnple : , 

A Guide to Home Heating Costs 

Conserving Heat Energv 
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Circles and Buildings 

Shape and for"m contribute pleasure as well as utility to buildings and 
structures. The casual student of archi tec:tu .... e can find many e:-: ampl es 
of how the designer has permitted art to play a major role in determining 
the final form. A common shape used extensively in buildings is that of 
the circular arc:, either alone or in combination with other shapes. Some 
examples are: 

Doorway arches 
Passageway arches 
Bridges 
Wlndow arches 
Bay windows 
Industrial chimneys 
Power station cooling towers 

Oescribe and criticise some examples you have seen. 

Measurements 

The m2asurements associated wi th c:irc:l es make use of B. very'!important 
nu~ber called 'pi' because this is the Greek letter chosen as its symbol. 
The value is not exact but can be found as an approximation to any number 
of decimal places. The ancient Chinese knew that the value was about 3. 
The value correct to five dcimal places is 3.14159. The area o~ a circle 
is given by the ~ormula : 

area = pi x the square of the radius 

A Problem Using Pi 

An industrial brick chimney has the shape of a hollow brick cylinder 
90 metres high with an internal diameter of 5 metres and a thickness 
of 0.3 metre. Calculate the volume of the brickwork and its mass if 
the average density of. the bricks and set mortar is 2000 kg./eu.m. 
The cost of build·ing the chimney increases with the height - why do 
you think this is? Take the value of pi to be 3.142. 
To find the mass (or weight) use the ~ormula I 

Volume = mass multiplied by density 

Plotting the Outline o~ a Circular Arc 

• 

The shape often consist·s of part of a circle i.e. just an arc and in 
building terminology the distance between the ends of the arc (a chord of 
the full circle> is called the SPRINGING LINE and if this 1s horizontal 
the vertical distance above this line of the highest point of the arc 
is called the HEIGHT of the arc. If the brick structure to be built is 
say an arch for a doorway then an outline structure in wood must be made 
to act as a guide for the bricks and to hold them in position until the 
mortar has set. The first step in the construction of the frame is to 
make its outline on paper or stiff cardboard. A number of methods are 

-used but here is one that requires the plotting of points and joining 
them up. The following diagram illustrates the method. 
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H 

p 

A N O· B 

AB is the springing line 
0 is the centre of the springing line 

OH is the height of the arc 
H is the highest point of the arc 
P is " typical plotted point, where ON = x and PN = Y 

The radius of the full circle can be calculated as .follows 

Radius = 0.5( OH + AB x AB 1(4 x OH» 

Example an arch has a base of Srn and a height of lm. Find the radius 
to two decimal places. 

Radius = 0.5(1 + 5 x 5 1(4 xl» 

c: 0.5(1 + 25/4) 

::::I 0.5(1 + 6.25) 

= 0.5(7.25) 

= 3.625 

= 3.63m to·2 dec.plac:es 

Here are some sets of data for arches so that you can plot the points 
for the outlines on graph paper to scale, then join them'up into a smooth 
curve. Plot points on both sides of 0 using the same values of x and y. 
Work out the radius in each case and check you',.. plotted outline by using 
the calculated radius to draw part of a circle which you can put over 
the plotted outline to see if the two match. 
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* Length of springing line = 5 Height of arch = . 2 

x y 

0 2 
~~ 

• .:.;J 1.99 
.5 1.95 
.75 1.89 

1.8 
1.25 1.67 
1.5 1.52 
1.75 1.31 
2 1.04 
~ .,~ 

..::. .... "'" .66 
2.5 0 

RadiLls = 2.:;6 

* Length of springing 1 ine = 4 Height of arch = .5 

x y 

0 .5 
.25 .49 
.5 .47 
.75 .43 
1 .38 
1.25 .31 
1.5 .23 
1.75 .12 
2 0 

Radius = 4.25 

* Length of springing 1 ine = 7 HIi1ight of arch = 1.5 

x y 

0 1.5 
.25 1.49 
.5 1. 47 
.75 1.44 
1 1.4 
1.25 1.34 
1.5 1.26 
1. 75 1.1i 
2 1.07 
~ ~~ 
.... o..:...J .94 
2.5 .8 
2.75 .• 64 
:; .• 46 - .,~ 
,-' • .... .J .24 
3.'5 0 

Radius = 4.83 
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Notes For- LectL\rerS 

IntrodLlction 

The slides are important because they should oenerate interest and act 

as a focus for attention. There could be plenty of class discussion and 

if possible the students should be allowed to operate the prOjector at 

a later stage 'in order to view particular scenes. There is little that 

cannot be seen locally where buildinq is taking place and the students 

should be encouraged to look at as many building sites as possible. 

The E}: erc i ses " 

--t-----------
These can be selected or the complete module worked throuqh. QLtestions 

are posed which do not always have one clear answer and because of 

this they should invoke discussions between students which should be 

encouraged. Bricks~ mortar and concrete sound a very simple trio yet 
, 

their use involves physics and some very comple>! chemical changes ~s 

well as requiring the application of mathematics such as geometry the 

technology behind the use of the materials should also not be forQotten. 

Here are some notes on the exercises. 

E::erci ses A 

1 Examples are number of pac~:s of bricks, rolls of polythene~ labourers. 

2 Biology - vegetation needs to be killed or else! Tree roots too. 

3 Using a spirit level or string line. 

4 Common. facing. 

5 Glass wool - thermal insulation. The real purpose of the cavitv is 

to act,as a moisture barrier. 

6 Rioht-~nqled. isosceles. 
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E:-:erc i ses B 

1 See mortar information e.g. coloured mortar. 

2 L~ss in volume (1/3) and drying. 

3 If ratio is 1:1:6 then volumes are 1/8~ 1/8 and 6/8 of 200. Added weight 

due to mortar which when dry has an appro):imate density of 2000kg/cu.m. 

The volume of mortar will be worked out (10mm thick for a standard 

brick: 215mm-by 65mm face~ 112.5mm deep). TheY'should draw diaQrams. 

Exercises C 

1 Provide a base for the walls. F'oured into the trenches perhaps. 

2 YOLt must ~~now the volume to order therefore the dimensions of the trenches. 

3 From,rain with polythene sheetinq. 

4 Cement~ sand and coarse aggregate and some water. The proQram is not 

essential but some may be able to do this and find it motivating and 

some professional help may be available in your college. The industry 

is very much aware of the uses of computers. 

5 Light in weight volume for volume; easy to cut and drill. 

6 Hydrogen gas produced - driven o~f to leave voids. 

7 Measure dimensions~ calculate volumes. Weigh each one and calculate 

each density from: weight/volume. 

Enercises 0 

Number of bricks per square metre~ mortar thickness and brick dimensions. 

2 Say: volume of wall - volume of bricks. Assume standard bricks. 

3 Weioht = volLtme }: density. 

4 E:{p05ur-e to salt- or chemical- laden atmosphere needs consideration. 

5 This one may interest some of the more able students. 

6 Fewer units to carry and lighter ones too~ so time is saved during 

construction. After~ it is easy to clad TACBLOC i.e. drill it and 

attach materials or fittinqs: These are just some points. 
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E~:ercises E 

The house plan and dimension sheet should be used with these e>:ercises. 

The cal cul ati on ignores ex tra pi 11 ars and does not take account of what 

happens at the [;orners when wall s merge but in spi te o-f: thi sit shoul d 

make the student think about just how an economic estimate of materials 

is arrived at, even if it is for buildinq a private qarden wall. 

1 Geometrv. 

2 Polygon many sides. 

3 Area of triangle = 1/2 x base ~ height. 

4 Addition. 

5 These again ere just rectangles. 

6 SLlbtract from total area. 

7 Number of bricks per square metre 

1/<0.215 + 0.010) <0.065 + 0.010) (add 0.010 for mort'ar) 

= 59.259 to three decimal places. 

8 Round up to a whole number. Add some for waste say 61.. 

9 The number per pack varies a lot. 

10 Divide number of bricks bv number per pack and ROUND UP. 

11 The dimensions of a block will have to be selected but the mortar 

bed is still lOmm {(J.010m). See TACBLQC information. 

12 Type. name manufacturel"'~ weight. mortar mixture ratios etc. The 

estimation of U-values is important .and involves a lot of science 

as well as technology for usi ng i nsu1 ati ng materi 03.1 s. 
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The Slides 

The followino arE brief descriptions of the slides which were made at 

vari ous staaes' of the constructi on. The students shoul d be encoLlraQed 

to contribute verbal descriptions which should qenerate some dialogue. 

between students. Encourage the s-tudents to describe what they see. 

The footinqs for the wallS which are wider than usual because the 

9f""'OLmd had been filled in with rubbish etc. 

2 The footinas are also ENcavated to more than the normal depth. 

3 Note the bank of soil which should be removed completelY or well 

treated to ~=ill the vegetation which will find its way a0vwhere. 

4 Anv suggestions as to what could be in the soil ? 

5 This is a qeneral view of the concrete raft which forms the base 

far the structures. The bungalows form a terra~e and the complete 

raft is stepped because of the slope of the qround. 

6 Sewaae channels. Note the curvature of the pipes which must meia.n 

doing some geometrv for the design. A T-junction can be seen. 

7 Sewage pipes implying a variety of measurements. The supplyint;l of 

water and removal of waste constitutes a large and very important 

industry. servicing private and commercial users. 

8 This trench has a pipe with a branch which does not have a port 

through which a blockage may be cleared. 

9 A manhole. Note the 'fall' or gradient of the pipe which has to be 

correctly adjusted as follows (some science here) 



Qradient 

1 in 40 

1 in 60 
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pipe diameter 

100 mm 

150 mm 

10 Sewer with a large manhole to collect all the sewer pipes. 

11 The pipe in a trench is covered with loose 9ravel. which has the 

dual function of being flexible and so allowing the pipe to move 

slightly. and also easy to excavate if the pipe has to be exposed 

for maintenance. The loose material is called ~blindinq~ a~d should 

be consolidated in layers. 

12 Note the metal ·1 i ntel and the start of the ' soldi er ~ arch ~ so call ed 

because the bricks stand upriQht. 

13 Here a bricklayer is actually building the arch. 

14 This shows an opening for a window. Ask about the angles involve~ 

(90 degrees) and two measurements (length and height) which have 

to be accurate', 

15 A chimney. The cross-section is a square. 

16 Window louvres. Ask what they are for (to prevent condensation). 

17 An inside view of the walls. Ask what they see. 

18 Some block walls~ not as dense as brick and they ,jo not support the 

the main weioht of the roof. Note the toothed ends and indents far 

a partition wall. 
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19 A qeneral view of the inside. 

20 These are liners for the flues. 

21 ChimneY pots. What are they made from? (clay). 

22 A chimney breast. 

The rebating (grooved lip) on the flue liners is inclined so that 

any condensation inside runs back· into the chimney. 

24 A corner being built - what angles do we have? (90 degrees). 

25 A general view of the walls. Note that four courses (rows of briCKS) 

contribute 0.3 m of wall. 

26 Scaffolding and"a gable end wall ~ what shapes can be ioent4fie ? 

! 
(an isosceles triangle and a rectangle~ giving symmetry). The dark 

bric~~work is still wet. 

V Bricklaver plumbing the corner (making ca trLle right-angle). 

28 Cavity wall: note the wall plate and asbestos board seal at the 

top. 

29 The cavity is filled with fibreglass - why 7 (to qive thermal insulation) 

30 The ape:< or fopea.k~ or 'pike' (depends where vou come from) being 

built - note ragged ends. 

31 The brick ends are cut off with a special electric saw (·whizzer fo ). 

32 Completed peaks and tr~sses in position. 

33 Gable end and elevation showinq the eaves. 

34 The completed roof showing plaster and plaster-boards. 

35 A labour-er mixinq a plaster ~bank1 or ·pile'. What is essential? 

water !). 

37 Plasterboard bac~:ed with metal foil (for thermal insulation). 

38 The roof spac~. What shapes do you see ? (triangle~ rectangle). 
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APPENDIX 7.3 

CL's Attempt At A Module 

WORKSHEET 

B-R-I-C-K-S by C-A-R-L-T~O-N 

Your Tasks : 

(a) Study the Carlton information sheet. 

(b) Attempt the following exercises. 

Exercises 

(1) Complete the following information 

(a) Individual brick weight is •••••••.••••••••••.•••. k~ 

(b) Length of one brick is mm 

(c) Depth of one bri cl.: ........................................................... mm 

(d) Estimated number of bricks for a wall 6.5m long .•• 

(2) How many bricks are there in one pack? 

(3) Calculate the weight of one pack of bricks (convert to tonnes). 

(4) The estimated number of faCing bricks for a. certai.n detached house 

is 7800 ': hO .. J many packs of Carl ton br-i cks wou) d you order ? 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS OF 'CARLTON'FACING BRICKS 

i Loadbearing Water Crushing Crushing Suction Brick Brick !I 
Strength Strength Rate Weight Weight i I Class 

I 9.S.3921 1974 

Absorption 

I 

Ibf/in: Nimm= kg/m :/min 
, 

Ib kg I 

g·O I .7% I g,OOO 61·5 I lOO I 5·6 I 2·55 !I 
liability to Efflorescence: Nil to Slight 
Thermal Conductivity: Information available on request 

THE ABOVE SPECIFICATIONS COVER THE RANGE OF FACING BRICKS SHOWN OVERLEAF 

Carlton bricks are available in Metric sizes only. 

METRIC SIZES: 215 mm x 102·5 mm x 65 mm 

Tolerances: 24 bricks measured overall shall be:-

Dimension Not less than Not more than 

215 mm 

102·5 mm 

65 mm 

5·088 m 

2-424 m 

1·536 m 

5·232 m 
2-496 m 

1·608 m 

Details of other metric sizes manufactured available on request. 

Good brickwork 

Further details 

It is good practice to always ensure that brick stocks on site, and bricks in 
construction are adequately covered during bad weather, especially when 
there is heavy rain immediately after bricks are laid. These simple precautions 
will go a long way to minimising the unsightliness of various forms of staining 
and efflorescence. . 

(a) All facing bricks are produced on one of the most up-to-date tunnel kilns in 
the country. 

(b) Weekly output of ~ million facing bricks. 

(c) Strict quality control processes are observed each day at various times and 
at all stages of production. 

(d) Competitively priced for QUALITY of facing brick offered. 

(e) Ail facing bricks are polythene shrink wrapped in packs of 504 and 
dispatched to site on vehicles equipped with off loading systems. 

(f) Samples of all colours are readily available and one of our representatives 
will be pleased to call on you, without obligation, at your invitation. 

ADVICE & ASSISTANCE ALWAYS AVAILABLE BY RINGING BARNSLEY 711521 
_______________ 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. ______________ _ 

CaU"'91ton Ma~n f.9U"Dcr:;~'MI~DHrk.s [.ttd. 
HIGH STREET· GRIMETHORPE Nr. BARNSLEY . SOUTH YORKSHIRE S72 7BG 

7"E! :OL-:'n.,\IC .:::;JR\-'Sl =\' 7" ~~_"'. 
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APPENDIX 7.4 

MEAStJ'REZ-!E:NT AND 'IRE OIL INDUSTRY 

Injustrial Storage Tanks 

General Objective 

After worKing through this module you should 
appreciate that industrial tasks involve measurement 
through which mathematics, science and technology 
are interrelated. 

Specific Objectives 

(1) To use mathematics as required by measurement 
(2) To identify applications of science and technology 
(3) To rrake use of the computer in the solution of routine 

problems which are related to production tasks 

Hew to Use This Mexlule 

Study the notes and photographs then try the exercises. 
Discuss ~~y difficulties with your lecturer or another 
student. 
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INDUSTRIAL USES OF TANKS 

Industries Based On Oils 

·Mineral oil provides fLlel and base chemica.ls for lIse in most industries. 
Edible oils such as palm oil are the basis of margarines and many other 
food products. All these industries bring together chemicals and engineering 
technology as the subject which is known as chemical engineering. 
The search for mineral oil starts with measurement, the geologist leading 
the way. Once detected or suspected beneath the ground or sea bed a 
sample must be obtained. Analysis of samples brings in physical and 
chemical measurements with mathematics in the form of statistical analysis. 
Having located an oil reservoir a decision to start m:traction will 
depend on the estimated quantity in the reservoir and the technological 
problems involved in the e>:traction. NatUral gas (mainly methane) and water a 
usually found with the oil, the liquids being held in rock. The gas itself 
may be worth e}:tracting without the oil and thLls a ~natural gas' field 
would be the result of the search. Chemical analyses and pipework technology 
use mathematics, SCience, technology and vocation in an interrelated 
way by the many measurements involved.The Alaskan oil fields were most 
difficult to e}:ploit and new technologies ~ad to be developed. Try to 
explain why there should be these difficulties by referring to the different 
climatic conditions e>:perienced when wor.dng in the Middle Eastern fields. 
The edible oils however are comparatively easy to obtain as they are e>:tracte 
physi call y from vegetabl e crops whi .ch are speci all y grown for the purpose. 

Background to the Mineral Oil Industry 

View the slides or if these are not available look at the blac.: and white 
prints of these look at the Information Pack. 

(1) Name five measurements which would be necessary during the search; 
(2) Name some substances you might e>:pect to find in the drill sample; 
(3) Name four principal chemical elements in the sample and give some 

of their chemical and physical properties 
(41 Name some of the products of the primary distillation of crude oil, 

classifying each as solid~ liquid or gas. If possible give a chemical 
formula and some industrial uses for. them. 

(5) What types of machines are involved in the movement of fluids? 
(6) Name the two chemical ele~ents Ir'/hich are combi"ned in different propertic 

to form the many different hydrocarbon substanc~s which are found in 
the oil and also derived from it. 

(7) Identify some tanks and their uses. 

Exercise: Tank Capacities 

Lao~~ at ttle photographs of tanlcs headed Tan~: .Installations in the Information 
F'acl~. StLldy these and note the different shapes, cdPa.citif~S. products 
stored, uni ts of val ume and geographi cal I ocati ons. Here are some equi val Ent 
LIMits: 

1 barrel· (bbl ) = 159.109925 litres 
35 Qalll:lns 

:::. 35): 1.2(1)92615 ?lmerican gallons 
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Make a table with columns for: 

Product Stored Capacity (bbl) Capacity (litres) 

'usi ng a computer program for thi 5 whi ch al so converts barrel s to 1 i tres .. 

Tanks and Mathematics 

Tanks are Llsed to store and supply fluids when required which means 
that the quantity pumped OLlt and the C\mOLlnt left has to be measured 
to a certain accuracy which is e>:tremely important if E):cise duty i~ 
payable; in this case regulations stipulate the method and accw'-acy 
of the calibration methods. The cLlboid~ cylinder and sphere are the 
commonest shapes +01"" tanks and the design~ manufacture and calibration 
call for some quite complex mathematics. Some mathematical formulae are 
given for reference (information Pacld note the importance of the circle. 
Perhaps the spherical tank is the most unusual one to be seen and of 
the three~ the most dificult to manufacture. Its main application is 
storing gases in liquid form. 

Typical gases involved are: 

(1) liquid petroleum gas or LPG; 
(2) liquid natural gas or LNG; 
(3) propane and butane which are separated from LF'G (how?) 
(4) liquid nitrogen (how cold 7),. 

Why this concentration on LIQUEFACTION? Make reference to sea transport. 
Making a large spherical metal container demands a great deal of specialised 
technology : sLlggest why the shape is so important. Pi ctures of somE' 
tanks [Information Pack] show their geographical locations~ contents. shapes 
and capacities in two units~ Study these and try to write a program to 
give you the di.:tmeter of a spherical tank as the output when the vOlume 
is typed in as the input _information. To do this yOLt must first re-write 
the formula which gives the volume of a sphere in terms of the diameter to 
read D = etc. where 0 is the diameter. This involves Palgebraic transposition 
and the computer will not do this for you. Having done this test the program 
using a corresponding pair of diameter/volume values. Ne>:t select some 
of the spherical tanks shown and estimate the diameters from the pictures. 
Now use the program to check your estimate of the diameter" in each case. 
How good an estimator are you? Compare yourself with some else. 
Spherical tanl:s are by no means as common as cylindrical tanl:s yet they play 
an i"mportant part in :.torage in the petrochemi cal and associ ated i ndustri es 
and can be seen in many countries. The designers and manLlfacturers of such 
tanl:s appl y sci ence to the selecti on of the metal for the shell, to 
operational safety measures, the maintenance of the sphere and its associated 
equipment and of COLll'°·se in the design and calibration. What follows is 
a simple investigation of the mathematics involved in the c~libration 
wittl the tlelp of a computer. A silnilar method is used by tile organisations 
which specialise in and are officially recognised calibrator'S. 

A Case Study : The Spherical Tanl: 

One of the first requirements of a user ot such a tanl~ is some method 
of estimating accurately the volume of liquid trom the o,easu~ed de~th 
of ttle liquid in the t.:tnl(. A similar but far less accurate measurement 
is requi r~d to f i rid the amount of petrol in the tank of a motor Ct'lI"". 
The Institute of Petroleum lays down stringent calibration procedures 
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and an e>:trac:t of these is avai 1 abl e for you to see : note what a 1 at 
of ·circle' mathematics is involved [Information Pacl:J. The depth of liquid 
can be 'dipped' with a rod and this depth fed into a mathematical formula 
which gives the volume. Let us investigate the relationship between 
depth and volume. 

The Mathematics 

The depth of liquid is measured along the vertical a>:is of the sphere. 
For a sphere of known internal diameter values of depth are SLlbstituted 
in the volume formula~ thus giving a table of depth/volume values. The depth 
can be gi ven val LteS from zero up to the di ameter, in uni form steps. 
A smooth graph is then drawn connecting depth to volume: note that the 
volume is an INDIRECT measurement of the volume, depending on the fundamental 
measurement of the depth of the liquid. 

Theory 

D ~ the diameter of the vessel 
H = the depth of liquid measured along the polar axis 
V = the vol ume of 1 i qui din the vessel 
p = the value of pi 

= 3.14159265 to 8 decimal places 

It can be proved that: 

2 
V = P x H x (0/2 - H/3) cu.m. if all dimensions are in metres 

If your maths is that good, can you prove this formula? 

A practical method used for checl~ing the calibration is simply to insert' 
a dip-stick and measure the length which is wetted by the liquid (suggest 
a safe liquid to use for this calibration) of ),nown volume. Once in sevice 
a float is inserted in the tank Which causes a change in electrical 
reSistance of a circuit as the depth varies and this is transmitted 
to a dial which is situated away from the tank. How is the volume of 
petrol measured in the tank of a vehi c 1 e ? The formul a for the val ume 
will probably not look at all familiar but replace Hand D by 2 x Rand 
simplify_ Can you recognise what you have and e>:plain why J,his value of H 
gives it ? 

A Computer Program 

Wri te and test thi s as a first stage for one val LIe of H and D~l(1~ 

Then use pen and paper to see if you ugree wi th the computer (or is 
it the other way round?) make several checks. 

2 Adjust the output values of V with the INT function to give V 
correct to two d~cimul pluce5~ 
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3 Use an INPUl statement so that the user can choose any value for the 
diameter O. Again c::hec.~ with the formLtla - you must not accept the 
results from Cl machine you have programmed without checking. 

4 Now modify the program using the FOR and NEXT statements to give a table 
of volumes for Cl range of depths. What is the upper limit for H ? 
Add an INPUT statement so that the user is asked for the maximum 
depth of liquid. 

Exercises : The Spherical Tank 

1 Draw Cl simple diagram to illustrate the vessel and its dimensions. 

2 Why is the diameter more practical than the radius as a volume measure? 

3 State some factors which would limit the choice of metals for the shell 

4 DiscLtss some scientific and physical prinCiples which would be a.pplied 
in the siting and design of the vessel~ View the slides again 

5 What technology would be involved in the construction of the vessel? 

b Draw calibration curves from the computed data for 0=5, 15 and 20 

7 What would be the % error in V if 3~14 is used for pi instead of the more 
accurate value? Is this be constant for any volume and diameter? Try one 
or two cal cuI ati ons f or V eval uated usi ng both val ues of pi. Can you deduc 
with algebra that the % error is always constant 7 You may. need help. 

8 Use your graph to read the volume when the hei ght is· 4. 5 m~ Chec~. thi s 
by using the formula 

9 What do you notice about the st"tapes of curves for various diameters? 

10 The vessel changes shape as it is filled. Can you see describe and 
name the new shape the sphere takes as the volulT!e of liquid is increased. 

11 When the tank is calibrated (by specialists in tllis field) the internal 
diafTteter is found by measuring the length of a band of material which 
i~ place round the outside along the equator and also through the 'poles' 
from which lengths the diameter is calculated. Can you see how to do this 
Here are some actual data 

Internal diameter 
Plate thiclmess 
We>ight empty 
Weight fLlll 
Mean circumference 

18838 
38 

448 
3948 

mm 
mm 
tonnes 
tonnes 

59.381 m 
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The internal volume is found from the weights empty and full, water 
being used as the calibrating fluid. Calculate the mean internal diameter 
and from this the theoretical internal volume. Then calculate the 
internal volume from the weight of water which fills the sphere .. Compare 
the two and comment on the values. 

12 Find a section of the graph which appears to be appro):imately straight 
and try to e}:plain why this is so by referring to the change in the 
surface area of the liquid with depth (the area = 0 for depth =0). 

13 Check the shape of the calibration curve by a practical calibration 
using a laboratory model in the form of a round-bottomed flask. Your 
physics lecturer will gl..lide you in this but try to plan the e>:perimental 
details for yourself. 

14 The spherical tan~' which holds the hydrogen gas at the Van Den Berghs 
and Jurgens "Margarine works has an ~nternal diameter of 5() feet and 
is supported by ten steel columns which keep it off the ground. 
This information can be read off the construction blueprint which also 
states that the 1 aad on each col umn when the sphere is f i 11 ed wi th 
water is 210 tons and 30 tons when filled with hydrogen gas. Use this 
information to calculate the actual internal volume of the sphere 
and compare it with a value obtained from your computer program. 
Also note that the density of the hydrogen gas is very small and 
that imperial units are used. Explain why there is a discrepancy between 
the internal volume based on filling with water (an official method) 
and the theoretical value using 50 fe~t as the internal diameter. 
You will need to consult data tables for the density of water and 
then convert the weight of water ONLY? to volume. 

15 In your program for the depth/volume calibration table for the spherical 
tank the volume of liquid is computed each time the depth is increased 
(you have typed in the increment). You have also typed in the final depth. 
The table also starts from depth =ero. Now suppose the diameter of the 
tank is~ say, 10m and you want the volume for a depth of 2.7m and no more 
values after this. What step value for depth could you put in so that 
the output contains the volume for a depth of 2.7m ? If you modify the 
progr"am so as to set the ini ti 031 depth at a val Lie other than zero by 
means of an input statement~ what values WOLtld you give for the three 
variables (initial depth, increment and final deptt,) so.that the Olltput 
consists of just the one value of volume corresponding to the depth of 
2.7m 7 Is it possible to do this for any value of depth? Try this 
for some more values of depth. 
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I N FOR M A T ION P A C K 

1 Photographic illustrations of the Mineral Oil Industry 

2 Tank installations 
n • 

3 Spherical tank dimensions and plate structure 

4 Mathematical formulae relating to tanks 
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TANK INSTALLATIONS 

1963 

!1967 
I 

1975 

Durban, South Africa 
Butadiene 
22,000 bbl (3 500 m3) 

• I'. 

1964 

~~~nd Forks, North Dakota 1968 
1,000,000 gal (3785000 I) 

Cord ova, Alabama 
LNG 
13,000 bbt (2 075 mll 

1976 
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Birmingham. Alabama 
LNG 
175,000 bbl (27822 m31 

Boston, Massachusetts 
LNG 
624,000 bbl (99 364 m'l 

Woodward, Oklahoma 
NH, 
20,000 T (18 000 t) 

~----.--.,...~~-- -~ 
.. ~ . \' 

l"'~:..·~ . \."\ J 

~~:5'ld 
~;ritt Island, Florida 1 966 ~~:ner. Iowa 

500,000 gal (1 892500 I) 30,000 T (27 216 t) 

1969 ~~~onton. Alberta, Canada 1970 
so,ooo bbl (9 539 m'l 

Superior. Wisconsin 
LPG 
152,000 bbl (24 165 m'l 

1977 Burnsvllle, Minnesota 
LNG& LPG 
410,000 bbl (65 600 mll 

1978 East Kalimantan, Indonesi. 
LNG 
2,400,000 bbl (381 558 rnl) 



,IMEN510)JS AR.E CALcuLATED 
,",SIDE OIAME1£Q OF 
L PLATES. (r,t:. 18638). 
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DIAGRAM FOR EXERCISE 11 

COURSE 2. 

-----. 
AL!RGT. OF SPHERE PLATES. 
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Volume Formulae 

Note: The dimensi~ns given are for internal measurements. If 

the external dimensions and the. thickness of the material 

(T) are given instead then T or 2T (you decide which) must 

be subtracted in order to obtain the internal dimensions. 

Cuboid 

Maximum volume = LBH 

lH VolUDe when depth of li~uid is Y 

~~-----------------)j~ = LBy 

L 

Cylinder: axis vertical 

... 2-

Maximum: volume = ~ D H 

4 

Volume when depth of liquid is y 

I 

D 
I 

axis. 

Cylinder: axi·s horizontal 

r----------------,----- ~--~ 

f--------

H 

o 
;;". -

/ ' ... 

~ 
_ 1'/Dy . 

4 

_ - -- axis D 

The circle illustrates any section perpendicular to the axis. 

The depth of liquid is y. 

The volume of liquid:: shaded area (segment) multiplied by H. 
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When the level of the liCiUid is below the centre then: 

segment area =area of sector AOB - area of triangle 

When the level of the liCiuid is above the centre then: 

segment area = area of sector AOE - area of triangle 

Trigonometry is reCiuired to find angle AOE in degrees 

-
Sphere 

area of sector AOB ~ 
angle AOE 

360 
x area of circle 

• 

OAB 

OAi3 

Consider a secti on by a plane passing through 'poles ," 1. e. the 

highest and lowest pOints, N and S in the diagram. 7his section 

will be a circle and the shading represents the extent to r.hich 

a; sphere is filled with liCiuid of depth y measured in the 

vertical direction from S. The formula for the volume of liquid 

in terms of y and the diameter D has to be derived with the 

integral calculus and if your mathematics does not extend to this 

the proof would not be a useful exercise. 

----.... ------
__ 3 

11 D 
D Maximum volume_ 

S 

Volume of liCiuid =iiy~(D/2 y/3) 
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APPENDIX 7.5 

Table A Table B 

REF. O-LEV CSE: SCORE130 SCORE ;':" QUESTION CORRECT ;. CORRECT 
.-------- ._------

542 3 22 73.3 1 11 100 

543 3 22 73.3' ' 2 " 10' 90.9 
, , 

544 3 22 73.3 " 3' " 11 wo 

545 2 25 ,B3.3";,: 4' B .72.7, .. ' 
.,: : ., ,,' 

5~b 2 26 86.7,: ' ~ , 

.J • ' 10 90.9 

547 7 21 70 6 11 100 

548 4 15 50 7 7 63.6 

549 1 26 86.7 B,' 10 90.9 

550 2 2B 93.3 9 
;1 

10 90.9 

551 3 26 86.7 l 10 6 

552 1 2B 93.3 11 6 

54.5 

54.5 
, 

12 9 , 
I 

81..8 

'I 13 '7 
\ 63,.6 
, 
1 14 B 72.7 

15 9 81.8 

16 11 1(10 

17 7 '63.6 

18 9 81.8 
.. , '" --' .... 

,19 ',' 10 90.9 
'. 

,20 10 90.9 

I, ,. " 

21'_;: ' ,', 6 . , i 
54.5' 

22.'· 9 81.8 

23 10 90.9 

24 B 72 .. 7 

25, 8 72.7 

26 11 lOO 

27 4 36.4 

28 11 100 

29 7 63.6 

30 21 
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APPENDIX 7.6 

'Measurement In A Pharmaceutical Laboratory' 

Meo.s~\.'V\t.I./\..\:. \..t/I... a 1f',\Q v· ... "Clc:: \c,." .... \:rJ/,.. ... l:rI."J . 

i,lA.5!::vCI.A CVl.l0e.vsc,-L TE.«,L"v(\ \A.Asl;V1t-\NEW\l ell\. \OM i 1:22.) 

\\"'- o.-bc.v'Q. ~\W'\A.C.d 1.·:I.S\:ofU.,V\.<: .. III.,t. ccu,,- \::E.. u.sed... ~v 
().. \lCl.'\/\Q~ ~ 'u:.sls o..v-c\.. e..."p=..v~~'C.L\..\.s.. \AA ~\.ASe...:..'r.:e"'I.AIIo"'-'\"\:. ',,\:. 

1.$ 'oe...("''j \..=\.. 1::0 ''-''''.C6~ \:.\.,"-.. 1'{'..S\S\co.""c.Jl.. \::1:> o.M.. o..f'P\,u,.d .. 

\cMc.Jl.. . ~ ~,5>IoCM..'= \~ cr--''e.V' I:>::! CA .. \I...\h.r ~cJ: "'-= ~ 
u.seo.... "":.... p~ ~\.\N~ .1\,,- t<25vJ..\:s v.::.c.U.. '3l~\)~'~ 

~~ IS 0...''1 ';:""J'\..~t~co...,,0: P'''\:.'CAi....\o-v co,\.\:.cu,~IOl..<v'- c\, '<.k 

\~iJ:..., . 1\-.>:.. \,\J .. ~' ,';, ~\'\'~cl t/c,w, (:!...VI. "~\...\.S 'CV, C\cLw\..\ .. \.u:5tvcJ:,:CV\. 

.\..\....M..'t O-t-l.cL o...b\..~o... .. to 0'- G€~ .. O'c..k\..\.'sc,,1.. s:;,u...'Se. . I'IAL 

S'j'<"I..A.A..'je.. lS p\avu:c..\.. u.Aico ~~ 02S\...\.. c.\, ~ '\A~.1.o...l '<=sQ.. p\~ 

o...<-'c\... \rJ:..\.c\.. \..\..p'Ujhl so .:..\: \s se..\:. .. u..:, Cl. v"€..vb:cM pcs·,st..:C\..\ ~ 

~ ~ cl>.. c,::)' .. o-..~IA. 'oe..\.o...0) 

(36'AI(.£P... ---
I':O~ E;. ..... c..cS5 

WA-re~ 

............. HiiAL SAx 
PUlTE. 

I\~ I..\.AS\:N""~IA'c..;s ~ sto-v6..cl u..p Cl-IAd whI..? .. \/1. 

1tv\.Q. (..vCSS\~ 1tC\ .. cM..a..,,;; ~ (l\..~e..v \...k.. \..DJ-..\.... ckx:>~ 
. \ . 

V:. \........J:o '<:vo.. Oc\...W e.\... Cl....\:: 0.. s p<'....cd.. c\ 50 \'\AY\A . M..IAA - v.: \..I::k 

CA. {, \..\...\..l ~C.J...t.. c~\s...c..\:..:.o...l.. et 0 \ \..{.\\) O_l..Acl.... 0.. ~\...\..ll sco....Lc 

\..0c0.. c~ o· cs- ~. 

""'-.'«.. (;:~~~ .... \...\: \.u.,,0.s J~ SC"",,,\..I...? ~ we,,," USed, 
<i) I....\....v, c~~Q..vc,,~\.. -\. 0J.:-",.. 

Co \) '{).~.. \.A5Ecl \...0~ wo....\s..' 

(i 1\ ') \?"'-C - \..-.::.ec\.. \...01....\:1..".. 1....\.l....tofC\.0C-c..VC\...6 so\..\.. .... \:..,o..-\. tu 'bE 
'c.:...sl.::u:..l . 

l:C.c...\.A l S ttS 1::..0.. lA/\. Cu....c..I"'\;.co..tt.. . 

.. .. . .. - _.- -.-:"; _. -' ---_ .. __ .- .. --_. __ .... -.. -. "-...... _-- .... - - - - --" 
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~ v.AS\:'Ar",-",,,,-,,,,1: I'::> CC\A-'~ \:c.o.. cO'Ct.f'h- p~ 

\:1A.~s CjI-\k"S a. tCV<..Q.. I 'c..u..V\S c.u..'V.Q. lJ.A.Js': \:k c..vO~o.c\. 
LS le:\. "\AC~(cv\.. nu::. e.xo.-vv..-p l£ '5 ~v1. ()..N!. lAck c.oV\..V\Q c.h.J.... 

wJ::.\..-. \1iv:-s e·>f'e.vUA-1CIAI.:. bu.k. Q..N'€. ~ p" ccJ. t-eo.clcu..!:'S 

G 

a: 
0.. 
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::> 
Cl 

i r ::f 
·1 ::: 

1
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I~ 
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ci 
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\k '\fVUL I tu~ cu.N1t€. \s co\'we.v~c.L \:c CL ~l-\:.ol 
t-eo..cJ..o c.0: . "I \..v..s t-£o.d.c uJ:: lS CO\.A.. vevl:o.c.l uMO ~ So c:\, 
~q<j ~ o.\,w Cl.{>r\....d-l-.v~ 0.. '5u..J:.o...\a~ CCV\.\,'€.-\"\:<':CAA,. 

\0,\1" ~ s'av \AA,??" ol.oV\.Q., I.,\;. ~'P1'€ se.vJ:.s ~ O-VV\.CUA-J:: 

q, v.:x;.vlvl.. ~ ~l:. \::l"ll. \..LI.l:.r l"€SiS"-WAc..Q. 

C cJ.c..u..\.c.J:..:O.AS V"w C0 .. ,...,- d. 

10 (.0\1\.\,,,,,,,\0 ~ cUS(J~ t~ .. O.ClUA:> ~\:o \;\,\.Q. \uA.cJ. 
c..\.Q.s~ec\.. ~Ic;. c\, ~CO'j , \.,1: \.5 cl" COUJISQ. 1/\.CCQSSa...'d- . 
'aJ ~~ ~ l"€od.uA.Cj ~ o..M.. o...Pp'OpvLCJ:.". CC\A..I.)eNS,IC!V\. 

~d.uv. ~ -\fch.v (s clo..p~ CM. ~ CCV\.cLJ..-:CV\'5 

·et ~ \;Q...sc. . "\0 . o'o'co...u:,.,. \1r~ .....v..'a..ct'o.ked. ~v..Q. ~c.....\:..~ 

u.A.\:t> ~s ~ '$X)J'v..... 0/ ~ I ~ -\CN"~o. (.'5 

I ~ ::. x 
10,000 

W'wue. ~ :.. 

L --
'3 " 
X = 

\...... x 

€N\Q;9'j \.AA. \~. V\A.V'./\.. 

\v..D.... SW l.a. -lead... uA. ~ 
voM. et '5a..1I\A.\='\..Q ex~OA ( VrOSS\.\.Q.o.cl) 

. ~o.l.Ov' ~ '- :5?=-d. 

11&5\..1..\..-\.5 Cl'o\CL\.lArcl.. 

o 6.cM... \~ v.::o5 I;r..S"-.W.. \1c.,t-eQ. IJ...."""'-S , 0.. ~)0co.i. ~ 
et. l'€.5v...\..~ IS o.s ~.c.'U.o....:s .. - . 

hA . .\..l -sco..\.u....lc.o.d.. 0 0'6" H_Cj 

Grc:83\"\Qo..O.. S0'l'-J-. 50 'N\V",-· 'i\A.u..A - \ 

® 1 v(Lv '?""- - ~s.<:.J.. \..0;"\0\ .. ". vocJ:J:.r· 
<..M..."'-ca"f o...,l::.cx l'-€.a..~ (I ) '5 4 "3":j... 

Cl» ss (,.'1 

li' ,) :s 4- T z.. 
~ ., cU.a.r p~ .. \..A5..Qo.. wJ1..... ~. 

~o/cJ:u.,- ~cy <i) 5" 5 20 

C!i) 5 bD1 

G\\) 51;.C-J1 

•. -:~ __ • __ ,~ .• "_ •• __ "_._. __ ~ ••••.• '_'." .... _. - - ............. ,.... •.••• --_~ •• , 'r-"._;_-" __ .~ ____ .~. _____ • __ ._ •• - .• ~-.-.. :--.• ,. --:---------.- •.• 
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© 1 -..l'W P"" - I-I5£C\ \NI-\;:",,- ~\'l:v'QuQ.Q.V\Du.s soluXcC.lA , 

C'l 5 b50 

(!.,) 

Qi i) 
S b It 2 

1 c,\),!i.r p''€. - 1..~5E'G\.. v::Lkk VlA'\.;v'CJ-0o.a.~'C~l '5. 

lAA_,e.,Svo-hu KC.~\.UA<jS l!) 5 S 5- S-

lii)' 5 b S'2 

lii.) s (, I-=t-

soLu.h:c,-" 

"""- ~<;Yj vul.~ ~v ecu:.\r.. """c~,-~o..\ ..e.~"j 'lAw. 

\::0 '02. cc' I () ,lCA.h.d. Cu.Ac.l o.bc ~ YV\.Qa..,-, ~:::> \)~ 

,\,"''' €.CAc..\', '5o.M.A..p\.J2. \,-tb.. , 0~ I::c I:W<. ~~I:.:.c",

I..I..,-uG~,",-G'- ~v\''''''j cc.J...C'-vlc-.hCM, C>.. ~\AAa.-Ll (0.t\A.(-'v...1:v 

~=yCA..\M. ccu...\.J.."'02 ~v\.\:k",- ~ \..\5ecl '<wL c:~o.h _ 
~ ""-s u.L\;:S . 

----.---------------.~-------~-----------

5 PRINT'THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED FOR USE WITH RESULTS FROM THE INSTRON' 
10 PRINT'MODEL 1122.PLEASE ENTER DATA WHEN ASKED' 
20 REM SET COUNTERS 
30 J=O 
40 C=O 
50 FOR 1=1 TO 50 
60 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
70 INPUT'INPUT FULL SCALE LOAD IN K.';L Q 80 INPUT" INPUT CF:OSSHEAD SPEED IN ITIltL/nLinl;3 
90 INPUT'INPUT INTEGRATOR READING';X 
100,E=(X/l00001'L*S 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 

J=JtE 
INPUT'OO YOU WA~T TO ENTER MORE DATA?CY/N)';C$ 
IF CI·'Y'THEN C=Ctl:PR!NT'ENERGY IN ~a/ •• IS';E:NEXT I 
IF C$="NI THEN C=C+l!PF\INT 1 ENERGY IN Kf!/mltL I3";E 
PRINT:PRINT'THE MEAN ENERGY IN Kg/ffi~ is';JIC 
PRINT:PRINT:INPUT'DO YOU WANT TO ENTER HORE DATA' ;8. 
IF B$·'Y'THEN ~O 

180 END 

F:ead,:;, 

..... 
,.'----.~~ .. --. -, .'" _ ... - -_ ...... ---: .. -_. __ . ., ..... -- .. -

", -- ,-
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=0 

=0 

I

TO 

c. 

I~P\.JT 

'S 
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:~ 

&./10000) 
L ":K 5 

-S- + E 

L-__ ~~_';--.\l-_\ _I 
YES c C -t- \ 

.. -.,,~-----:- _ ... --.------'--.,-.-----:----- -.--.-, .. - -----.... ---
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i3 SI '125 .. \ 
" 

'I 

ND 

( <= NO J 



o 

o 

~'~':';j 0 
:-~::' .... ~ c' 
~;i/~;;l ~ 
-<,;'-.;;:J 
::",:1 

o 

o 

0-

:;,;::.1 0 

<'~~~I : 
.~ .. ,-l::f:. 
_'-.- :-,0-1 

~~~::"'\1 0 
~, "7-1 
.~.; ."! {;] 

.'.;. ':-;"l 
, '., ~ 

_ -;- 1 
< - j 0 

, ... j 

"/J 
" 0 " .' 
.I 

. ~'. -1 
-_,1

0 
':-:~:;l 

,0 
.',j 

,,:;'~'::J 
-- -, 0 

-, , 

". . .~ 

RUN UTI.DAT 
THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED FOR USE WITH RESULTS FROM THE INSTRON 
MODEL 1122.PLEASE ENTER DATA WHEN ASKED 

INPUT FULL SCALE LOAD IN Ks' 0.08 
INPUT CROSSHEAD SPEED IN ffiffi/ffiin? 50 
INPUT INTEGRATOR READING' 5650 
DO ~OU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA?(Y/N)' Y 
ENERGY IN Kg/ffiffi IS 2.26 

INPUT FULL SCALE LOAD IN Ks' 0.08 
INPUT CROSSHEAD SPEED IN mm/min? 50 
INPUT INTEGRATOR READING? 5642 
DO YOU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA?(Y/N)' Y 
ENERGY IN K~/mm IS 2.2568 

INPUT FULL- SCALE LOAD IN K~? 0.08 
INPUT CROSSHEAD SPEED IN ffiffi/ffiin? 50 
INPUT INTEGRATOR READING? 5597 
DO YOU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA?(Y/N)? N 
ENERGY IN KS/ffiffi IS 2.2388 

THE MEAN ENERGY IH KI/mm IS 2.25187 

DO YOU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA? Y 

INPUT FULL SCALE LOAD IN K.? 0,08 
INPUT CROSSHEAD SPEED IN mm/min? ~O 
INPUT INTEGRATOR READING? 5588 
DO YOU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA?(Y!N)' Y 
ENERGY IN Ka/mm IS 2.2352 

INPUT FULL SCALE LOAD IN K.' 0.08 
INPUT CROSSHEAD SPEED IN ffiffi/min? 50 
INPUT INTEGRATOR READING? 5652 
DO YOU WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA'(Y/N)? Y 
ENERGY IN K~/mm IS j.2608 

INPUT FULL SCALE LOAD IN KI? 0.08 
INPUT CROSSHEAD SPEED IN nlnl/ruin? 50 
INPUT INTEGRATOR READING? 5617 
DO YO~ WANT TO ENTER MORE DATA?(Y/N)' N 
ENERGY IN KS/mffi IS 2.2468 

THE MEAN ENERGY IN KS/ffiffi IS 2.2476 

DO YOU WANT TO ENTER 110RE [IAl'A? N 
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~ \:, ,-u.l...c\. p-r0q.v()JJ'v'- o.l,\.cINS 0... ,-,w.;- 'cc> \A)-Ah <A 

\3'rtS,c(" cx::::>vcu,'v\' 10..) o.;~v.,'-'j c'- ~e.Yu::s c\, 0,,,,.6"-'-0,,,, cl.sso,\. 'o..'v"=j 

"""'- c\.cJu.\., \k is e.sre.c..~~~ \A5Q,v.,\ ~ \,V\().,~w-'3 c.\.oJ;.o.. 

w\,~(,"'- \::, \,-.sI;. cvZ.e,v0;.uJ:.<.c)..., \ 'd rlC0.A. I3l1 ILD "'-P'P \.~co.b:c",'S 

I..AAC.~ 5'ttv().L)~ cl. 'I..vJ,,('vIAA"'-~C>.A c\.~\:. YW-wVJS • \IACUv~~-,.o..\A= 
c\, \""C>..,-\.,,-,-~'j I c.c.\.c~'€'5S US~'5 . \:\,\Q.. "o..'Ai:.iv..

J 
\<, e\.\cLlL'i>" 

(?,qc-~ ~ vu..1A,uM9 ~. 1:>u..J.o.. I?,rcx:\"",,~ ':le,,\. IM.~ 
~~ cM-:,ou.X. ~ s'::ls~ you-. wo..",\,\: 'tt> ~ , 'io\.-, v\!;,.'s~ 
~€. c>-Ir:,'u, lco tu.ASc..::ev ~ \o\.~w\W:) ql..\.o:s.\:Ao.\S, 

l()v..c-k \.u.u.:cl-. cl.:, c)..w.o. ''i, Uc '( l €CS V"'0N'OS) 

00 \ wcu,,,'I: o~" \:><?o(-,\sL ico wU.,;:,~, e~ < 

lAo\...:> \.AA~) ~c.o.·::{\~\o..i) ~ CJ..'Ssoc..'-~ ,-.;)\.\:.h E:OG\.--. "",cc.vd.: 

Vl"'-C>v\ eAt:> ~-:,e. ~~\.cb \.~ ~'v..JL ? 

MCw lOA') ~ \..~) ') , 

Oc::> ~'j <:.o..*~ c'.-"_'P\...o-. ~ V\AA_\l'Ae..v\.C UN:>..vCAc0::. 7 

Oc ~ c.CAA.\:.~ dvJ:.. s 7 

Qc \ V-)Q,\.A.\: ~ seA CJ.A tLvl.'j c\, ~se -\~c\.'5 7 

'A"-'-".'S'S \:0 ~ Io~ ?~Vo.N\A ('S cJct.ClJ.N~d. '0,-) \ClCfj"'-"J 
uA.-\c", '--J0UvV C'-CC.D\.L~ ~vGW\. 'j0l..\.-v ~cl, CM= '-JOv.. a.,..~ 

\..OCjCf-d.. LM.. CA..) 'i'~ ~ v.::c.vc\. 150 '~D C>.AAC\ C"'A'>\.A..--e.,v \:.k YWlSic.-:CMS 

cv" "<'.\'\..0..) ~ o..'S~d.-

~ -\ I.AAC0.. ~u.,\k. \S \Av"- o,'l.C. 'ov-l: s~"'''-'O-.\.. -p.CCJ" cur,,';"_ 
\'1.. ,-dAO \.Q. SI..,)sttlM.\..-O'''''''- ,v.~ \oeQ.V'\. CIQC,,"-t.cl.. V::\A,'cJv,. v:>V-.l. 

e<.-\"\ou:> '-pv-. \co o.O.d. \::t:> 0. c)..cJ:.e<.- Y.:o.-se, (JY\.C'~ 0",,"- ~ t ~\.;. 
c: c.vJ:u,,,l: S I ecAA.,\' , 5e(J.,V~ 0-'-'-0... 'So; I: \(\."'- o.cJ:o.. ,~ ~<.C.u,-,

S':)S\:2.Vv'\. \..-0 \,u.().". Y 0'-"- \..-:>~ <:? «,-Atv-' v.h. (~ \AA c.,c.\):. ""P c\ ~ s ~ C 
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,,\ I.\'UA \:'\-l.vO,-,S\'\. c\. ~ '(JvOC)VQ.MA CC,-""V\C\: ""'e 
c.AolcCM.M.<::cl ,'ov--Ic ~ CU<2.. SOMe. ~O-.lM.~hl cl" ecvv,,'plo-Ld... 

o CC"-A.A C \: s . 

F'IF' CAF'TO. [lI,T 
CAF'TOPRIL INTERACTIONS WITH INFUSION SOLUTIONS 

SOLUTI ON MEAN ffis/.l DEU FROM MEAN [lEU FROM INIT. TIME 

5Z[lEXTROSE 1.0604 
0.91. NaCl 1.0136 

1.0279 
1. 0302· 

LACTATE 
SOLUTION 

0.97-
NaCI 

RINGERS 
SOLUTION 

0.457-
NaCI 

1.0637 
1.0615 
1.0362 
1.0615 

1.08.62 
1.0323 
1.0472 
1. 0617 

1.0604 
1.0362 
1.045 
1.053 

1. 0686 
1. 04 9 4 
1.0609 
1.0802 

01. 
0.7i. 
'") ... -, 
.;... ~/. 

1.01;~ 

1 .7 6;! 
01. 
O.S5/. 
01. 

0.'257-
1.01r. 
1.55;~ 

O.30i! 

1 ',45;' 
01. 
1,157-
01. 

0.66/. 
1.461. 
0.251. 
t.787/. 

00.00 
-4.411. 01.25 
-3.061. 03.08 
-2.841. 07.05 

00.00 
-0.21. 01.12 
-2.51. 03.16 
-0.27- 06.56 

00.00 
-4.961. 01.48 
-~.O2% 05.~9 
-2.251. 07.33 

00.00 
-2,28% 01.30 
"1.45% 05,10 
-0.691. 07.03 

00.00 
-1.80% 01.27 
-0.721. 03.29 
+1.081. 05.13 

(l,v....J..cl-. \=>.DCjvc,u,V\ ~S ~ 6 ~\:: C\..J.. KS,-,-\.ls 

\ v 0.M. C". ~ "'- 6' ~ v\, W'V\.A.o .. \ACS- \'\..(9 ,-,~J. CM..vO\'\.AO-I.: OGJ' Cup~ c::. \ e \....C... ) 

~~'-I:: . 

F:eBd'.J 

F'IP BU\V\ATCH.DAT _ 
CHLORTETRACYCLINE/TIAMULIN HYDROGEN FUMATE PREMIX 

CHLORTETRACY~LINE TIAMULIN MINERAL OIL BATCH.NO 

49 50 56 06333 51789 1. 
42 48 53 05337 51789 2 
24 29 69 06336 51789 '!, 

'3'-I.\."(-'\'':) p"-'~\:"·lC.J C",-c. \\.\.1:.. Yx.,-\:.c\,e,s C-\ "C\..,-" "'-"C~"'-.,c-\s. 

\::\,\(A.\: '-'-'<-'""-. ,-,s.c.o.. \co V'v'C~\\l: L'-e '<\.\.1:.. \"L\';,s\.~C\. 0GC\.\.\C.\:- \..x...\.cl". 

--- ... _-- .... -.-.. - -~ .. -.,,-- , 
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i 
I 

i 
! , 
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Re~d'::! 

PIP ASSIG.DAT 
PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULATION ASSIGNMENTS 

NO. PROJECT CONTENTS 
---------------------------------------------

1 NYSTATIN PASTILLE 200.000 UNITS 
ISSUE DEVELOPMENT PROTOCOL 
MANUFACTURE 2 MORE PHASE 3 STABILITY 
ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 

1.2 
1 7 .. ~ 
:1. .4 
1.5 

2 NYSTATIN PASTILLE 100,000 UNITS 
ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 2.1 

2.2 
2.3 

BATCHES 

~ TIAMULIN/TRIMETHOPRIM PIGLET SUSPENSION 
ISSUE DEVELOPMENT PROTOCOL ., ., ..... .,;,. 

7 -
~." 

MAN~FACTURE 3 PHASE 3 STABILITY BATCHES 
ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 

4 NADOLOL INJECTION 
4.1 ISaUE DEVELOPMENT PROTOCOL 
';'.2 ISSUE GlJIDE FORMULA 

4.4 
5 CAPTOPRIL INJECTION 

5.1 

5.4 

ISSUE DEVELOPMENT P~OTOCOL 
ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 

D.DATE 

2/84 
2/84 
9/84 

2/84 

2/84 
3/64 
10/84 

2184 

12/84 

2/84 
10/84 

6 TIAMULIN/CHLORiETRACYCLINE FEED PREMIX 
ISSUE DEVELOPMENT PROTOCOL 6.1 
PACK OFF,PLACE ON TEaT PHASE 3 STABILITY 
ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 

2184' 
LOTS 2/84 

6.4 
, ~ 

0 .... 

7 ECONACORT CREA~ 
7.1 ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 

7.3 
I. D.MENT PROTOCOL FOR REVISED FOR~ULATION 
MANU. 2 PHASE 3 STABILITY LOTSIR.FORMULATION) 
ISSUE AMENDMENT TO GUIDE FORMULA 

7.5 
7.6 

8 FUNGILIN OR~L SUSPENSION 
8.1 ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 

8.3 
9 AM£< LIPOSOMES 

9.1 PLACE ON TEST A PHASE :2 STABILITY BATCH 

9 -, . ~ 
9.3 
9.4 
9.5 
9.6 

ISSUE DEVELOPMENT PROTOCOL 
PLACE ON TEST 3 STABILITY 
ISSUE GUIDE FORMULA 

LOTS 

7/84 

~/84 

2/84 
3/84 
9/84 

3/84 

OPEN 

4/84 
OPEN 
OF'EII 

ASSIGNEE 

M.D.~IARD 

M.D.WArm 

I.£tROWNING 

I. M. JACt~SON 

I. M. JACK3DII 

I.r..JAC;~SON 

I. M. ['ROWNING 
h .11. flAF:D 

t~.D.UARn 

M.D.WAF:D 
I. BF:Otw' 

(\..,"-Q, 0-SS ~~c\. 1::0 

C~,Lh0e.A'-€~ '0'--6 ' 

. ",,,lAD \:'w:..,-,) 

s\',o l.,-lc\. 'eR. 
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Read';:l 

PIP F'OLK.DAT 
CAPTOPRIL INTERACTIONS 
CAf'TOPRIL CONC. WITH EACH IS 27.S ffig/ffil DILUTED DOWN 
TO GIVE 3 DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 

INTERACTION CONCENTRATION STABILITY 

0.457. Nael 

0.9% NaCI 

51 DEXTROSE + 0.91 NaCI 

LACTATE SOLUTION 

RI~GERS SOLUT!DN 

PHOSPHATE SOLUTION 

FRUCTOSE SOLUTION 

o 

O.Olms/lT.l 
0.005 rtr3/nrl 
O.02rhs/ml 

0.01 ITJs/ml 
0.005 /TIs/ml 
O.O:! m's/Rll 

0.005 ms/ml 
-0.01 ms/ml 
0.02 ms/ml 

0.005 !ifS/li!1 
0.01 1lI9/mI 
C.O:? nrs/r:rl 

0.005 ITrs/ml 
0.01 mS/OIl 
0.02 ms/ml 

0.005 IT,s/n,l 
0.01 ms/m! 
0.02 ms/nil 

0.005 ms/ml 
0.01 ms/ml 
0.02 ms/roll 

__ ~.:. __ , ...... _.,. _ .... ,- .. - ... ~-. -~ '--"-'-~ .... -_. -~. --:-···-----··.,--···--·--;--7·~_:_· 
.', ", 

4 C 32 C R.TEMP 40 C 

4 C.32 C,R.TEHP.40 C 

4 C.32 C.R.TEMf'.40 C 

~ C.32 C.R.TEMf'.40 C 

, 
" 

'. 

,".- - ~-,.--- .-. ~.' 
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HELLO 

RSTS U7.2-04 RSTS/IDL Job 19 (Local) KB19 05-Sep-84 01:49 PM 

User: 51,26 
F'assword: 
1 other user is lQ~ged in under this account 
SEE NEWS FOR DETAILS OF THE NEW 'BROWSE' COMMAND, 
*******,********'1*****.1.*1***************.****** •• "1 •• ** __ ,*., •• ** 
THE ON-LINE TIME SHEET SYSTEM SHOULD BE USED FROM WEEK ENDING 10/8/84, 
NO MANUAL TIMESHEETS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED FROM THIS DATE, 
THERE HAVE BEEN SOME SUBTLE CHANGES TO THE TIMESHEET DATA ENTRY PROGRAM. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUERIES. PLEASE CONTACT RIV. 

SAFETY .•••.. SAFETY 
ANY ONE INTERESTED IN LEARNING HOW TO USE THE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
WILL Bi GIVEN TRAINING , IN THE INTE~E3T OF SAFETY IT IS A GOOD 
IDEA TO LEARN HOW TO PUT OUT A FIRE. F'LEI.SE LET GF:AHAM JONES or, RIV fi\ 
KNOW BY ELECTRONIC MAIL SO THAT WE CAN MAKE ARF:ANGEt1ENTS UITH Tf'E ~ 
FIRE Dc:PARTMENT ••••••. THANKS RIV 
++++++++++++~++++++++~++++t+++++++++++++~·++++++++++++++·~+t+++++++++++~+ 
TO THOSE PEOPLE WORKING ON TIAMULIN/CEPHRADINE PROJECTS PLEASE USE 
PROJECT CODE KXV-840 FOR TIMESHEET DATA. 

.. '-.'. 

****************E* •••• I**********I*****.**,**,*****.***.**1*****.11**** 
GMP AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS DICTATE THAT LABORATORIES SHOULD BE CLEAN 

AND TIDY 
*******1'*'*1**"'***************"'*****'****,****,*******'************* 

• •• - I 

A MESSAGE E .PENDING FOR IJAC ® 
.... _ ...•. . ...... ~ . ...... - . ~ ."-.~ -"-' ...... " ... .. o ", ..... .... . .. ~ " -'~' ... ...... '.' .. -. 

0) ',. \'5 0-\-'- €.XCJ.»Jvf>\s.-.. (~ 0- v\'-Sl.S~ \t~C-.1:. \5 -:se,,\.J:. 'cc e.A""~ 

1"01" \\ USev', \\v.:s VII .. e'::f5J::AC:f- ~J:S cu.1- cv... \.~ , 
® \I.,\.Q c.c.IA.\.I"lA.W ~\. Cjo€;S G\/\. 'co ~ ~ ~ (s 0... . 

y...\..C.$S(A.~~ p"-'.Ac,l,u.A''j ~ \ 3 'A <... ~ 'O.V\,\.C.c.c:d.r.. \ '3,:) \:y (J""'-'j H_C. E lu6 

IN \2.E:.c. IJ'f\c. C CUA ~C!<..u-", '(us:.. ~~e ' 

,,- '~-'-'-' - - ..... _- -- - ... - - •. _._-:;:.-: •• : ..... -: ••••••• ~. "':" _____ " ••• _ •••• __ • __ ._ •••• ___ :..,.- __ ri- •• ;, ..... - ___ ••• ~-:-. __ '_."_~ •••• 
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APPENDIX 7.7 

5-C-!-~-i'I-C-~ = ~!-U-M-S-~-~-C-Y 
~==;;:.:::;====== =============== 

l In~ormaticn Sheet~ 

Science and Numbers 

::::c.w r-':at.er i a.l s 

Flow Diagram of Margar~ne P~Qdu~ticn 

Scme Fac~s AbCU~ the Wcrks 

Floating Fertilise~ P!an~ 
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Study tMe information sheet headed ~SciEnC3 and Numbe~s~. This pr~sent~ 
infcrm~ti~n on thr~e prcducts~ 2acM o~ ~Ihich use~ basic mathematics 
in somE form. Here are samE e::ercises basec an the thrEe produ~ts. 

1. Name ~h~ mai~ r3W material which is used to make cottage che038 and 
one other ingredient nat stated in the list whict, occurs naturally
ai1d C:l.I..tS3:i us to complain when we have too little and when ""H~ have 
too much. 

Is 11~g e::3ctl~' equal to 40: 7 If not suggest a sta~em~nt to give 
a t:l~a"" indication of any apprc::ima:.ion invclvad. 

List the protein~ fat and carbohydrate weights in cottage cheese 
as percentages of the contents. What is the significance Of. the 
statement on calories? 

4. Chemistry and biology come in'to the manufacturing pr';:j~esses et: all 
these products: give some illustrations of this statement .. 

5. A person·s diet sheet states that 20: ef fi~h is Qne perticn fer 
a me~l. What instruction would you give to the pgrs~n who wanted 
to gat this portion as sardines if (as the picture shows) th9re 
are four icentical fi~h to a tin 7 Assume that there is no scale 
a'.'ai labIa. If possible state the accur"acy of the me":.hod you recomm'?nd 
to o~tain the portion. 

6 .. E::amine various tins of sardines to see how clearly the type of 
oil is specified. Pay particular attention to the de~cription ·edibl~~. 

7. Fine some references to biola.;y in the Sen:HJd-yne t'::Jothpaste in"'for-ma:ior 
Apart f:-cm supporting "geod health" what other effect doss usinG 
the toothp.ste have ? 

8. In the name STRONTIUM CH!...ORI.C'E H~X,-':"HY:Jr::::'T=: ;::lick out tlooJ.:! ch::l,,:,i'::2.1 
etem211':S. Gi.Vf.? the nallle of et t:;2'Otn!?t:--ic3.1 shap>.? ~mi • .:h 'Jegl'ls wit.:-I 
HEX and stata th9 meaning of this ~3.rt of a word. Wh~t dce~ a ward 
b~ginnin.; ·",i.th H"(DR Lt~uetl1y rele.te to ';" Hydl~!\nt is onE -=;~.alr.plo? 

= Finj t~o rgf~ren~2s to ~~rc~~ta;~ i~ the S3nscd~'n~ infcrm~tic~. 
A r~~io er proparticn i~ also given : r~st~t~ this a~ a pEr::~~t~gs. 

10. The Sensodyna output of the unit sMcwn is 50 OOt) tubes p~t' wee~( for 
each of ~i~e W~~k5. C~lculate tl,~ total volum~ of th~ bulk ing~edieI1t~ 
in lit~'~g fo:'"" this peried. 
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R~ad ~nrcu~h th~ feur infcrmatio~ sheets cn I~argarine. T~,e manuf~cturing 
pro~~~E starts with raw materials of which six sources are sMown. 'fOU 

.7Ia'/ t:,.= ~w~.re of 't.h~ 'b:..tt.: .. t.er versus margarine~ d-?~ate ~.nd to SUPPOi":. t;,e 
:""':5j:9>::ti-'-.Ie C=-.5<?S information is often published in :ldv'.?r"tis~rn'.?f1t:;. Th'? 
oi scussions centre on using ane or other of the products on h'5'.i\l th groLlncs. 
Can you sift out the evidence and perhaps c~aw your own conclusions ~ 

Here are some questions and tasks 

1. Th::- 1,oH'"'itten in~orrnation on each of th~: ra.'I materials I:ant.ains at 
le3:st one r~ference to a parcer.tage. E::tract this information in 
each ca5e and wri-te a brief e::planation for E3ch value. 

~ Write a summary of the u~es of the constituents of the rew m3teria!s 
5uch as~ for example~ palm oil being used in soap manuf2cture. 

".:J. L.ist as many bril"nds and as many types of ma.rgarines as YOL\ can discov5: 
It is useful to work in small teams and pool '/OL\"jr- findings .. HOL'J c.-an 
you obtain a quick estimate of the r~lative" pcpularities of the 
common brands by lool<ing at the shelves in shops? 

4. List the additives put into the oil and state which are simple. 
ch2micals. Is anything taken out unchanged? 

5. Name the gas used for hardeninq the oil. This gas is on9 of two 
ct1emi cal consti tuents of a very common SUbstance ~\lhi ch naturg provides 
and wh i ch makes us compl ai n if we have too ml..l.ch and al50 if we 
have too little ~ All living thing:; would die withaL!': this and 
a large national indu5t~y regulates the supply and te5t~ it for 
pLtri ty~ How much

l 

does each persan use on avera.ge per day 7 

6. The quantities of the vitamins A and 0 added to table margarine 
produced in Great eritain have been laid down ~y law. It must contain 
between :7 and ~~ international units (i.u.) per gram of vitamin A 
and 2.8 to 3.5 i.u. per gram Qf vitamin D. 

1 i.u. of vitamin A =,0.0006 mg 

1 i.w. o-f vitamin D = 0.0000:25 mg 

Salcwlate the qu~ntities of each vitamin p~r pac~et of houzehold 
m~r~arina and also th~ tot.l quantities required in the f~~tcry 
-f"::r- 3.n OL'.tput of 360(.1\) ;J~"ckets. 

1 mc.3 ::::; 0.0(11 9 

7. F"l~n a~d carry out a survey of the ~elative US3 of tnargarine.and 
tutter. YCI~ can ~nly sample a small section ;Jf the popu12tian .!r~d 
will ha',e to ta~e a crass-sectiQn of ~he populatio~ for ig~s ~nd 
CC~uD6"tions. This will bri~g ~cu into contact with ST;~TISrrCS." 
Di~cus~ thlS with your lectu~er .. 
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it ~s net a!~ay~ pOEsi~le t~ wr~~a ~e~f9c~ C~ ev~n m~~n~ngfu! ~ofinit!c~~ 
l'lith,:;ut 3CI:1!? ,a::amc!-2S t~ illt.Ls't!"'=.tt:? th~m. '.:w';: qui':~ '~ft,:n ic':?a3 .3..-= '=L!il': 
'..!::l t:-"lr'=L:.~I' .=crrunor.' '..!.::ie an-':: -S::;C:Li.r-a bi the ·me'=i.~. ;';n e::al~~!e i9 ·.iL!C!9~.r" 
en~rC\1 which m~st lay p~c~19 ~~=~~t with ~~ma und~r=t~nding witncut 
having any knowlacge o-f nu,=!>;,ar ph'i:::;ir::s. The fo110win..; ':!afii11ti·=n·~ arg 
s~gge5t~~ fer dis~w~sicns with ~he s~udent5 3nd ca~ be ~iven cut or mo~ifi~' 
3t th~ di~creticn ~f t!,~ lactur~r. 

3:.: i er": ~ 

The or-dar"ed arrnng~ment of discovered kncwledge~ including tha mathods 
by which t~9 ~~~ow!~dg~ can ~2 incr~a5ed and cetails of how the truth 
~f the knowl~dge can te tEsted. 

!"l.-athamat i ·:5 

One cefinitian is the study obtained by bringing tcgetht?r' sets of as:iume,j 
rules (axioms) in alogical way. There is no completely satisf~ctcry 
d~finiti~n. Numeracy is a much ngwer version o~ mathe~ati=s, of c~urse. 

The stud:l of ":ohe cctTlpc5iti·=n of sIJbstan,:?S and o.f the -=h3.n~es in ccmpcsiti.:Jr. 
~hich th9~ under;o e!~her naturally or ~rti~icially in the laboratory. 
C~emi~t~ divide all chemic~ls into two ~lasses : organic or inorg~nic. 
Organic is the term applied to substances ccnsisting of molecu19S that 
are formed fr·om carbon. mainly with o!:ygen and hydrogen. AI!. ·~":.hgr 

~h3mic3.ls are inorg3nic such as silicon (the ~chip') ~nd the many com:ncn 
mg~a.ls. Organic molecules are the main constitugnts of living ~nd de3d 
(min2~al oil ?) ani~al and vegetable matter. 

~'hysi =s 

n",~ s':'_ldy ~-:: ~l·~=-:."":C:i'.!. l',.H~ine:;·=i?nt. me-:.r.aid·=al. m,;?t;i"'!o,.:"ti,=, r-::'dicc?,c~i'.I.? 
~.n=· th3rmal phenclln:!"1a such that th~r5' c?l-e cha.nges in ,?n'Er'"';Y ~r_I': r.~ c;'-ElTIi·c3.1 
·:han~e5 ere involved. 

Tha st~~y o~ li"i~g ~yste~z ~ucM ~~ pla~ts or anilnal~ ~r ba~teri6 ~~~ 
~~~ way i~ whi~h ~~'Q sy~tams i~taract witn th9 9nvircnment. 

~;:a~pl,?s .:::If tr.::; '.JcC 1Jr in th:2 making of .:-,lc.cn'~l~ ,::r:e95e ~.~:: ';in';?gar ~";-.-=:r9 
,Tlalf:'':u: 3;-'" -=!'r'an<;~= al-e Ct'"'.:J'...I,;ht a!:J';:"_tt by th~ U::;-:: C:':i-tE.:'n. 5' .. :j,;::.::? .... c':?!! f':~.,l! .=,j 
an=yffie:; : ~n e::tsn:::;i=n ~f thi5 :Ech~ique i~ ~;En~tic sn~:ne~~:n~ 

;:'.:!: ;;i''7l~ly ':?=I-~r"':':':-;'i i::: th:= ,7"r'?:?rt.::: '.:h'.?;-·:=by :;.:.!..;r'.,:::: ::'-:-:CII-;';'::; ;:.-~.:::::;\: .• 

;';:.,:-'/ .?: =.:jl=~'!'= ::-:= :"I'~'."" :;~=:.::-:.::,:::;';::'=,;: :';;:·i,-.,; I.: 5 . .:; \:!- =-.r-~.:: "::·:un:: in ::".~ ::.:': i:'!,:' .. :~~,~~.' 

.~. -:.". 
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T:,~ ~C'~d i.i'~:..:~":r':-, ;,a::: ;nan',; ~~·=~":.s f:""::'ll1 t;""ai1s':::'~rt I.incl'..i.ci::; :;h~;;f=:'n·;) 

t~ ch~~is~ry And se 3!mc~t any ~bj~~":i~~ ~O~ the 5tud~ cc~:~ be 5ingl~~ 
'='-1":. !--!'=weVEr-~ :"'5 iia::; ~aan 3t:3.t:?~ nl.lInera·=':1 is a m.?j'..Jr ·=~m.~':';J'=:'1t wi":~:'n 
dn~' s~~dy ~nit i~·.·~~vin~ sci9nc9. Th?r~ is another pos5ible 9bj?~tiya 
in :he form o~ usin~ ~ comput~r sY5tem ~C;"" th~ provi~ion o~ fnfc;""mation 
und9r the c=n~rcl of th9 cp~rator~ by stcrin~ th~ t~xt for th~ stud9nt 
using RE~D and GAT~. This giv~s pra~tic? in ~2yboa;""d 3kilL~ and enabl?s 
t~3 ~~~tur9r to m~!(3 rapid cnang~s to the informatio~~ perh~p~ t~ ~uit 
st~~~nts with dif~srent abilities. M~re qU2stions, data ?t~. =:3.n be 
adjsj to raise the 12v2~ ~rom introductory 50 as t~ acccffilDcdate mere abl~ 
S~!_t(~'gnts. F'E~haps :3. U3eT!-t.! app!icati':!n w:.t:-,in incu=.tr·y wculd. i::l~ in an 
. inc: ... c:ti:::n° ..:;:.pa:::i':.y ':'01'" nsw ~mploy-:?es o'r ,=mploY~Es who ~.r2 t"'ecuir'Ec :to 
chdnge thgir wcrkin~ sit~aticns. CQntribu~iQns to ths modu13 by m~ny 
memcers of staff would ensure the best possible materia! being prcducsd. 

Acknowledgements 
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Why do teeth become sensitive? 
rn. 'lOt"''' ro.,'IM'¥' lOOjIl nu. "1110 OUt .. I..,~ C&l~ ..... ~wl><l" 
I)rOIl~CI5 1Nl le"s~"'. "",e' layers ell"! tcaUl rlom 0et/'19 " .... , Cy " •• 1. 
COld. loocI U.-.ovrs ,,,d 'ouen. h", ...... m.'t.y., c".,r, In, 0'" allI'1t 
1000" .. ""," IS "CII' .... ~v '<00'.0 -Ina 0_" H" .nt o/In, tOOIn(tnl 
'0011 'S COvO!'O!C ov In, 9\1'" 11 Q OlD no"'_' lfT1IA .• DO.'" ott...,..n 
ll'0! ~'o .. n ¥Id ,". ~um_I>u'U\lISI,,·n\l_C •. c IIUl. COI(I.IUI,.IOUCJIr 
:~ 'lacn Ine senSitIve ~''''Q bU",U :l!lnelOOl1'1 TI\IS ollt" InUll1 
I,om Ilully 1~lno'usnlnQ. "'u ..... e<:;:l!lS'OtI.;U'" o"t., •. '10:, 

.t.CUvt ,,,o,aCI.nt; slror'tUm ~1Gt>Q! ""4I'IvCUlllt lO'lo on. 
O'euanuy ttlvOl.#ea CH!.n"nQ c::enl~"C' :u. ••. 

What happens next? 
8ec:.uSl ot " QaontulloCluSII U"'ICN'I~'n Dtooel'l'( ,"', may oa 
neQltc:f'd 3I'd ,,,_ 't1 .. lIanll"~ 01 'W000::I oral "YQ"I'I! Cl" ~IIC 10 
'1'<10\,1$ 1001" Ind;um CIIIIIUII ... ,," •• ,,"II,IIIICU 01 11I1I1n 
Fonu".'II ..... ,nil r~~ IS $ImO'll. ",1I~aI OlU,"""} _H'I Se"sOl:t'l"1I 
IOGI"OUIII. \,Ialll;, J.erHIUllIItcllOO1IIOfu$l'l lUG" U In. SII"'oayl'o" 
011""11. caro Iflllt yeN lrom (nil 011,1'001 tQOlnC1u$fl'"q 10 1"" ClIfQUII 
and Dad,"". ca" C. lemo ... 'l. jft~.ne!;ums~" CflUS C. IUIOCtcl 

10 L'IOIm" QOOCll"luttn. 

O"tCUGnI; To oe IIltCl Ollly ,n DtaCI 01 OIdlnl,.., loot""." •. 
$taI'lOl1:l-,.hU., '-la.. """ .. IQ. ~flS. E~. 

SENSODYNE 
TOOTHPASTE· 

What Sensod'/ne iootl"1paste does 
j.~ ~ ''!r.~ C_"I~' ~~ ~OO'f""'OOIl'ClUle.a"" 'c.'IL'1<e 
II~' "a.~ ,.........,~, '.-.'.-1" r::_ uSI ~ SIt'ISOCIyI"OtroerQl i I;l.Id 

'OO;JoI,.r>1S 
;",euvrlll~111I ConI,"'" 1~a1"",1!OI4'"1 Clle(! 
;,,0"1 ...... el""lOI oil' I", cc." I ...... ,"'s""" 0301 ~ '_IOC'\..~"'rrcn .. as 
:)«:lIT''' .. oon<l 10 ,.. ... rtf"II""Q ca ......... SI.".,. l'r;lfTI .ueronq \/"lIt 
.-- ... , OllO'll ,n .".IOCOI" r .... ""e<:'I Cl Sf""OCr'I"'e 1$ prO:;I,,,"II. 

_"'" I'~ Ill" .ov _ 'O"I!! 11\&1 :C"~ Otu...-Q '. m..rerr mo. 
::ltftG"IOIIlf'Otnal I"l0l. (ora ..-.a ICI(I100Q •• noI7AlS"'''''O"'IQIt' 

for sensitive teeth 

~ur_ ~Iom 1./"IeI"".., r~,"" C."'¥ '.U <:J ~,()Q","" ..... 9~" VrO 

.~_ fOUll~'III'" e~~at\ ilf'()tf~ It"" Cl3Q\A.~1I 
Sens<:JOVl""OttlU ___ QOO~ QleoperIoltIIUCle<O' IOITIQI' :11"0"..,., 

IOCII"IOIIS'I'. 

How ttle Sensocyne GenUe foolhbrush helps 
r~. S""OO'I~ c._. <I 10K"'" ~,o;neo 10::0 n,.' ..... II·~ 
u ...... ,., .. 0 1000nCl"Iod"'" .. nrc:n c," a.lT\jlq .. o",nl (1"1.311..,,, nvrr:rt 
''''' ...... 1 """1"1 ,,111 I~II'lIl:lIIO"~ .... 0 •• "'" er",cltl 11"10 oear 
_IV 01 .... anoO«:l'I1 ~1"'rrw'QI-"or~. 
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FLOW DIAGRAM OF MARGARINE PRODUCTION 
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PACKE!) 

INTO C>SES 

Deslqn~~ ana ?rmtcd Oy 'Ian d~n 2ergns & Jur~ens lie .. Srilain's PrincIpal PrOducer 01 Margarine. Cooking Fats and Oils. 
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Raw materials 

The Bromborough factory is the biggest of the Company's four production units: 
the others are factories at'Purfleet in Essex and Needham Market in Suffolk and 
an edible oil refinery at Silvertown in London. !t is indeed one of the large, 
margarine works in the ~orld. 

Historv of the Comaanv 

The Company's name reflects a sto~/ unique in the history of the margarine 
industry, for it was two butter merchant families - the Jurgens and the Van den 
8erghs - who in 1871 in Holland took up the invention of a Frsnch scientist (wh, 
invented margarine in 1869) and beoeme the first to make and market the product 
on a commercial scale, so founding the margarine industry; they remained ~ompet. 
leaders of the industry for more than fifty years, but eventually joined forces 
1927. 

The first factory on the 8romborough s~"a, however, was built by Sit William Le 
for his Planters Margarine Company and it commenced production in November 1918 
This replaced the r"argarine factory at Godley, Cheshire, which Lever had acquir 
in 1914 but which was not really suitable for the expansion which scon beceme 
necessa=y. Since Lava:- owned a g=9at stretch of land along the Ri'Jer nersey at 
8rcmborough adjacent to hie oil refinery and hydrogenation plant and having goo 
road and rail links ~o all parts of the count=y, it was logical fer hiw to chac 
part of this as the si ta for his new factory, '"hicn :-lCW oC::Upi99 some 40 acres. 

Planters t outstanding achievement was the production, in 19~7, of the world's 
fi=st vi !;arninissd ma=g3:-ine, IJIKIrJG 3RAND: this was a b!,9akth=oU!;h of the wt::10S 
im90r~ance t~ the 9n~i=9 industry 2~C established ~ar~ar~ne as a focd in its O~ 
-;:",:nt_ 
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In 1929 the Ma~ga~ine Union, which was mainly comprised of the Jurgens and Van den 
8erghs and their associatad companies, joined with Levar 8rothers to form the 
Unilever combine. One ~esult was that the margarine ractory at 8romborcugh, aftar 
being reconstructad and modernised, was taken over in rebruary 1932 by Van den 
8erghs & Jurgens, a British company with headquarters i., London. 

Ouring the period of Government control of the industry in the UK (a wartime 
measure which lasted until 1954) the factory produced about one third of the 
country's antirs margarine ration. 

Oil Refinerv 

The oil refinery was extensively modernised in 1956 and is one of the largest 
edible oil refineries in the World. 

Crude edible oils, which are ou~ basic raw materials, are shipped from all parts 
of the world to the Sromborough Dock installation one and a half miles down river 
from the factory, and are transported by road tanker and pipeline to the Refinery 
as required. 

Bromborough Dock, opened in 1931, is operated by the Unilever service company UML 
Ltd., and has an oil storage capacity of approximataly 150,000 tonnes. 

Modernisation 

"-In the 1960s the Works Was again completaly reconstructed at a cost of nearly 
£6 millions. F'urt'her imp::-ovements in tha edible oil refinery and marga::-ine 
processing areas of the factory have been carried out, and the product warehouse 
and packaging materials storage facilities have been improved and enlarged 
sinoe 1970. 

Emolovees 

The Works employs a total of 120D people, just under 9DD of'whom work on shifts. 
Since it stands almost on the river bank, most employees ,live within an area 
stretching f~om 8irkenhead to Ellesmere Port, many of course living in Brcmborcugh 
and th,e ajoining parts of the Borough of Wirral. 

Products 

The 8romborough Works produces the follOWing well known brands of margarine and 
cooking fats:- FLORA, STORK 58, 50FT BLUE BAND, 50FT SUl'lf!1ER COUNTY, STORK, KRONA, 
ECHO margarines, OUTLINE low fat spread, SPRY, COOKEEi'l, WHITE CAP, and WHITE rLDRA 
cooking Tats as well as specialised products for the baking, catering and 
confectionery trades and the food manufacturing industry, for UK and export markets, 

i"Iarketino 

i"Iarketing operations (selling, advertising, etc) 'are carried out by specialist 
divisions of the Company operating f~cm Head Office, at Burgess Hill. in Sussex: 

r.t.' VA.N den SERGHS DIVISION, which sells to the domestic consumer, mainly via ,the 
retail t:-ada: 

,. 
CRA.IGf!1!LL.~R DIV!SION, which markets ranses of margarines, shortenings, oils and 
other catering p~oducts to hospitals, schools, ~h9 rorcas, caterers and bakers: 
LOOERS AND NUCOLINE, which sells a complete z:ange of edible oils and fata to the 
food manufac~u=ing industry in home and export markets. 
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Measurement Involving Metrication. Estimation and Calculation 

Introduction 

This work has been produced by a Staff Development Group of basic 
mathematics education practitioners in Merseyside, funded by the national 
body, ALBSU (Adult Literacy and Basic Skills Unit) based in London:; 

General Aim 

To investigate the application of measurement in the following aspects: 

1. Length 
2. Weight 
3. Volume/capacity 
4. Area 

Specific Objectives 

1. To recognise that measurement is a fundamental task of everyday life. 
2. To appreciate that the formulation and solution of problems requires the 

use of communication and understanding. 
3. To select and apply to problems the skills of estimation and calculation, 

where appropriate. 
4. To incorporate the use of simple mathematical aids where applicable. 
5. To produce, test and evaluate interesting materials as pilot studies. 
6. To enable other practitioners to develop, test and evaluate similar 

materials along suggested guidelines. 

Guidelines 

1. Getting the Sense 
Understanding the aspect of measurement to be considered through 
practical experience. 

2. Vocabulary 
Cons idering the terms that are used in the specifiC context. 

3. Metric Units 
Listing the metric units and their abbreviations used, and selecting the 
relevant one for each task. 

4. Tools of Measurement 
An awareness of the tools available and how to use them. 

5. Estimation 
Using a variety of skills to pro-judge, compare and approximate. 

6. Mathemuticcd Sl:ills Needed 
Looking at the particular skills needed for each aspect. 

7. Imperial Units 
Looking at the imperial units used and their abbreviations. Gaining a 
sense of equivalence of metric and imperial units and the use of 
conversion graphs or calculators to convert if necessary. 

8. EveD:'day Use and ApnliCiltion 
I\.:;]atinu to normill everyday situations. 
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Case Studies: Adult Basic Education In Other Topic Areas 

DEVELOPING A.B.E. THROUGH OTHER TOPIC AREAS 

Basic Education oS a Foundation for Technical Learning 

1a) Historv/Develooment 

In Stock port College, in common with other colleges, there had been concern for 
some time over the problems students, especially Day Release Craft Students, 

faced on copi ng wi th thei r courses. Al though i t \~as rarely an exp 1 i cit reason, 

it was suspected that literacy problems were causirig students to drop out 
or fail their courses, despite adequate practical ability or technical knowledge. 

Funding from the European Social Fund during 1983-85 provided the scope for 
research into the problem and subsequent developmental work. 

Many students in F.E. spend the major part of their .day writing. In most 
cases this time is not used constructively to develop literacy skills - reading, 

. writing, spelling - but on the contrary often reinforces any difficulties 
in these areas and correspondingly obstructs the learning of other topics. 

The integration of the aims of .developing basic education ~/hilst teaching 
other subjects, technical or academic, can enhance the learning process. 
Whilst giving relevance and some important to the learning of literacy skills, 
that in turn can increase the effectiveness and develop the deeper understanding 
of the technical content. 

The integration can be achieved by the combination of techniques widely used 
. to develop basic education skills ~/hilst focusing on the content of any other 

subject area. 
• 

The process of actually writing down notes dictated or copied from the black
board is seldom an opportunity for learning. The learning takes place either 
in subsequent reading of the notes or reinforced verbally by the lecturer 
in class •. 

Many lecturers believe that the natural reluctance of students to acknc~12dge 
a literacy problem or seek positive help to overcome one, is a sign eithsr 
that the problem does not exist or that the student does not want or need 

to overcome it 
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Student Orientat",d/r!~gotiated t~odel 

la. History/Development 

'This. account traces the development of a basic education group. 
It had started as a Drop-In, meeting every r.Iorning of the week. Students 
came through the usual referral services and had very little in common. 
However as a group, through working together it will be seen that over a 
period of two years they developed the self confidence in order to dete'rmine 
the ways in which they wished their lit"r'acy work to develop. 

The group ,;as very mixed ranging fro:n one or two 16 yr. olds on (then) 
Y. o. P. courses, through young married mothers and unemployed fathers, to 
a number of middle aged people. Three or four were Hest Indian, ons "as 
Jewish (not orthodox) all "ere local people. The Group Regis ter l'ecoras 
that there were in all fifteen people in the group, but in fact there ',;ere 
usually eight or ten in attendance depending on the day. However as the 
group developed for some proj ec ts there were days when all fifteen cane -
and brought trleir friends as well. 

lb. Aims of the Model 

Like any other ABE group it aimed to help group members to become 
independent as readers and writers and as people. 

lc. Context 

A nice quiet warm room where you could make coffee, put your feet up, 
stick things on the wall, have a discussion etc. It had easy chairs as 
well as tables and chairs. 

ld. Nature of intervention of the ABE v/orker 

The ABE tutor was responsible for the group. The forms her interventions 
took varied, though a noticeable, characteristic feature Has her ;Jersistenc 
attempt to ;Jlace greater levels of responsibility upon the group. 

2. Case Study Details 

It isn't possible to describe the detailed description of how the group 
progressed. In its place there are mentioned below some of the 'crucial 
points.' HO'.oJever it should be recognised that they took place against a 
background of movement made up ef much ~mallc'" changes. 

One of the things the group regularly did ~as to bring in the weekly 10cal 
rag. They'd lock for jobs, people they knew, local events etc. On a 
particular marning t~er·~ '..;as a headline ;.:hich reac "Schools Caned

lt
• 

It was abcut. the Euro~e3.r. Co~mission or, Human Rights decision to 8,S\{ 

Bri tain to ban CrI€'. sane i~ i ~s schools. THO or thre~ of the group :-1"2 r;:: 
indignant about ths way in wtllch thei~ chjldren had ~een treated, ci~.~~~ 
lurid cases. C';:.r,,:€r'S v.'E !~-2 ~qua.ll:;" adamp..nt rh::!.t. t2:1cher's n:;eder: sa:!c t j .::rt~_;. 
The argumen:. Werll.. c·~ for soml2 ~jme. c"Je!lLually as the g!~C'UP worke..: i.;..:::. 
Hay through t.h= art.L:l€ se-me of the g~'oup were se incensec t.hat they 
c€.:id€d to ',.;riLc: to !:!1e paper. Svs:":J~hing els-2 \.,:as Sl,vept aside .~nd \'!!1i~e 
half ths b:"8U~ ccntinu'2d wit!'"l it;:· t:(~~31 Hork five c·r :hs group dr3ft..:":-: .:1 

lstte;-. At t.~)e en:1 of the 2e:s~"ion it w.as reac aloud 3r!.·j those wr.cl !":~1r~~."2~: 

te· signed i:. 
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A .B. E. and other subject areas Social outings. 

l.(a). HistorY/Develooment 

The centre on which this case 

" study is based is~relatively small, friendly place wherein 

a pleasing rapport is evident between the various A.B.E 

courses, includinb an E.S.L. class. There are usually two 

diffe=ent classes going on in a large hall divided by a 

curtain, and' the students have become familiar to each other 

and enjoy mixing in the coffee bar. 

A mini-bus is at the centre's disposal and we have taken 

advantage of this with. various trips, initially during class 

hours, to museums, libraries, marke; towns ••• etc. These 

were enjoyed by the students~ but still had the Buspicion 

of an academic purpose, like the dreaded school trips forced 

down the throats of bored youths. 

A ~rip to the theatre seemed a good waY of breaking this 

mould as it oould more easily be accepted as a social 'treat' 

(several students were excited by the prospect) while still 

providing a potential stimulus. Visits tm the Library Theatre's 

lunch-time programme had the economic advantage of costing only 

SOp a head, but tended. to be 'bold', 'experimental' (i.e. 

obscw'c) and full of 'realistic I lCtliGUage, which caused soml? 

students to become uncomfortable. 

Tnus, we decided t~ promote the cause of theatre as a popular 

night out, and chose more accessible productions. People were 

encouragingly eager to pay more (though still half price) for 

shows which captured their interest and provided what was 
~ 

scen more as u ~ocial outinG with. no apparent. connection with 

classwork. 
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nduJ t Basic Education in Other Topic Areas 

J ndll'::".try l j nkE'd Model 

Topic Area: Information Techl,ology 

(a) Hi story 

Gome form of instruction in the field of information technology in educational 

courses is now almost mandatory because of the rapid development of the 

technCI} ogi cal aspects of mi creel ectroni cs <the use of many very small 

components packed into a small space) and the consequent availability of 

(:heap mi c:rocomputers whi ch are desi gned to be operated by non-teehni cal 

staff. The BTEC system of technician and allied education is based on 

'" programme of study composed of subject units at particular levels, which 

start at Level 1. There are Ltnits which deal with the USe of the computer 

~nd these appear in programmes for : 

(a) science based industries; 
(0) engineering based industries: 
(c) buildinq construction based industries: and 
(d> office based industries. 

There is a lot of overlap between industries as for example with the Water 

SurJply Industry ~hich uses chemistry, biology, engineering and building. 

The indLlstries included in (d) are for example concerned with community 

o~~anisation ~nd transport, which do not actually manufacture. In all of 

these can be identified the use of or the awareness of the need to use 

some form of computer. The model to be illust~ated tlc3S been developed 

from teaching to Cl syllabus based on the use of the computer and which 

use involves the following components: 

~ real arlri practical tas~: for the cornputer; 
cunlmunication with written and spol~en words: and 
some use of basic mathematics. ~ 
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APPENDIX 7.10 

MATHEMATICS UNIT 

I 
£I,.. County CouncU 

r Southend College 01 Technology 
CornONOn Rood . 
Southend on Seo Mr. 5. Turner, 

Science and Mathematics Department, 
Wirral Netropolitan College, 
Borough Road, 
Birkenhead, 
L42 9QD 

L 

Dear Mr. Turner, 

...J 

INTERRELATED STUDIES IN FURTHER EDUCATION 

Euelt SS2 6lS 
telephone 353931 

QUI'R.'elence APH/RT 

lOth February, 1986 

I was most interested to read your article in the Autumn Bulletin of the 
Mathematical Association's. Further Education Section. I am sure you are correct 
in questioning the wisdom of separately assessed BIEe Mathematics Units and; by all 
accounts, BIEe itself plans a major initiative on this in the very near future. 

Meanwhile, the 'Modules of Study' on measurement, which you describe in your 
article interest me greatly. We at Southend, like most other FE Mathematics Lecturers, 
feel an increasing need for integrated learning/teaching packages while time to prepare 
such aids seems to diminish. 

I would be interested to try these MOdules; no doubt they would also stimulate 
some useful staff discussion on the theme of integrated s~udies. If you could supply 
me with copies or advise me as to where they might be obtained and at what cost, 
I would be most grateful. . 

Yours sincerely, 

A.P. HARRISON 
MATHEMATICS UNIT LEADER 

Pl'lnclpol P a PoweU BSc MSC 'RSA 
IJI"tllle(KMl' A P HOIIlJoo ase MSC 
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APPENDIX 7.11 

MEASUREMENT and the OIL INDUSTRY 
=::========== ======== 

General Objective 

After working through this module you should 
appreciate that industrial tasks and problems 
can bring together mathematics, science and 
technology in an interrelated way. 

Specific ObJectives 

(1) To use arithmetic, algebra, geometry and 
trigonometry. 

(2) To decide where science and technology have 
to be considered. 

(3) To use simple physical laws in the solution 
of the problems. 
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APPENDIX 7.12 

Wirral Metropolitan College 

ST/VHK 

APH/HT 

24th February 1986 

Mr. A.P. Harrison, 
Mathematics Unit Leader, 
Southend College of Technology, 
Carnarvon Road, 
Southend-an-Sea, 
Essex. SS2 6LS 

Dear Mr. Harrison, 

I have enclo~ed three modules: 

(1) Measurement and the Motor Car 

(2) Measurement and the Oil Industry, and 

(3) Measurement and the Pharmaceutical Industry 

P'I"cl~1 
J.H. Jeckton 

BSc, CEng, FIPMcflE, MBIM 

ADDclate Prlncl~1 
P.c. F.llIl1ton. BSc, eCk.m. EEng, FRSC, FIChemE 

Borough Road, Blrkenhead 
Wirral; Merseyside L42 900 
Telephone: 051·653 5555 

for you to appraise. There has been a lot of development work behind these and they 
have been altered on several occasions to accommodate new information. As regards 
use (1) has been used with YTS Motor Mechanic students, (2) with BTEC students persuing 
Building, Engineering and Science programmes, at the Ordinary and the Higher level and 
(3) with BTEC Science students. 

I have sets of slides which correspond with the pictures in Modules (2) and (3) and 
will be pleased to let you have copies if you decide to go ahead with trials; I can 
also send you masters of the sheets so that you can make copies. 

I am interested to know what you think of these modules and perhaps will learn something 
'of how your students take to them as they have been well received in the north. 

I look forward to meeting you and some of the college staff and provide some background 
if this will be helpful. 

Yours sincerely, 

s. Turner 
Head of Mathematics 
Department of Science & Mathematics. 
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APPENDIX 7.13 

Applied Science Course Team 

Ti tl e Code Main Discipline Other Interests 

Mrs SC Mathematics,Computing Water Engineering 

Or AD Chemistry Palymers~Radioactivity 

Mr OM Organic/Analytical Chemistry Electronics 

Or JO Medicinal Chemistry Mathematics,Computing 

Mr GJ Chemistry Safety & Lab. Practice 

Mr NR Biology Environmental Biology 

Or RS Physics Mathematics 

LS Mechanical Engineering Industrial Liaison 

I1rs SMT Biology Biotechnology 

I1r ST Mathematics Information Technology 

t1r SCT Chemical Engineering Energy 



flME1A8LE FOR SCI-TECH COURSE 

() :.> 

M BIOTECHNOLOGY 

9.00 0101. - 12.00 Nnon ( SNT) 

0 'tJ 
C 'tJ 
>1 l:':I 
rn Z 
CD tJ 

H 

ClunCAL ENGHJEERlNG 

I .UO I,m. - 2.3(1 I"n. (Sel) 

>-'l >: 
CD 

Tu iNTECRAfED STUDIES COI·1PUI ER SlUOIES 

9 - 11.00 am. (Se) 11 - 12 ( ST) 

po ..., 
3 

I-' 
po "" ::> 
0-

CO~lPUIER STUDIES 

1. 00 pm. - J. 00 pm. (S T) 

>-'l 

W PHYSICS 
,... 
3 
CD 
I 

9.00 am. - 12.00 Noon (RS) et 
po 
0-
I-' 

Th CHEMISTRY 
CD I 

"" 00 
C> 

SAFETY & LA80RATORY PRACTICE 

9.00 am. - 12.00 /loon (ON/AD) 1.00 pm. - 2.JO pm. (G)) I 

F INDUSTRIAL VISITS 
I 

9.00 am. - 12.00 Noon (EH) 
, 

COURSE LEClURERS: 
NA~lE TITLE REF MAIN DISCIPLINES OTHER INTERESTS 
CROt,OER, Susan Mrs. SC Mathematics, Computing Water Engineering 
DOI,DING, Anthony Or. AD Chemistry Polymers, Radioactivity 
HARRISDN, Edward Mr. EH Mathematics, Computing Engineering 
MARROW, David Mr. OM Organic/Analytic. Chemistry Electronics 
JELLY, Grenville Mr. GJ Chemistry Safety & Lab. Practice 
S~lI TH, Raymond Or. RS Physics Mathematics 
THURMAN, Shirley Mrs. SMT Biology Biotechnology 
TURNER, Stanley Mr. ST Mathematics, Computing Education 
TURNER, Stewart Mr. SCT Chemical Engineering Energy 
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APPENDIX 7.15 

STUDY MODULE 

WATER 



Reservoir 
in hills 
(or rivers 
or bore·holes) 

Treated 
effluent to 
water 
courses 

THE W ATE R eye L E 

.. ".~ •..... '---

Treatment, 
.. worles"" . 

I)urification", : 
" ,"',;"' , . 

Local supply 
':,' "'" 'I; Puinps,;:~::;'::',"';;[:':; covered reservoirs 
:,,:!;;;. ;~1ffWi6.f,~i;;~j~;~~:iTi'<ijj,'I" or water tower, , ' 
r~~:J~.~\~:;.~;.f.~it·:.;:<:n'· ... "~'J':l.c.id(' ' .. ' '. '_ ._. ".' . "', 

..... 

I 
>I> 
00 
00 
I 
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CON TEN T S 

Lecturer's Notes 

Using thp. N!odule 

Student's TE'xt 

Appendices 

A Mathematical Objectives 

B' The Water Cycle 

C Catchment Area Maps 

D Byc::.!'aulic Diagram 

E Information Sources 
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Lscturs]'"" s Notes 

Introduction 

I.mploY1nent in the water supply and treatment can take m~ny forms 

and it is not always realised that here we have a large and 

important industry which is itself a vital part of other 

industries. This module shows how some quite com~lex mathematics 

ha s to be utili sed even th::mgh it c Om:i,e:r.c es in a st;nple way 

and takes the conc€pt of '2"",1nfall' wrdch everyone r.:ust use m"ny 

times over. Some :r.athernatical objectives are given in ;"p:::;sndix A. 

usin.g th~ hlodule 

;.,~ sch:)ol levEls it is 2ui t.~"ble for fou.rth year f..:!1G. upv"f~Y'ds 



Student's Text 

Introduction 
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O.lr water supply is taken for granted until it fails due to there 

being insufficient rain and general interest then usually extends 

as far as hearing reports on the state of our local reservoir and 

waiting fOr 8 favourable weather report. This study will show 

something of the organisation and technology behind the water 

supply but primarily how it relates to mathematics. 

The Water C;vcle 

View the WATER CYCLE diagram from the overhead projector and make 

your own copy of this. Note some of the scientific terms used 

suoh as radiation, flow, evaporation and transpiration. Use a 

library to find out what these terms mean. Here is a brief 

explanation of the c.iagram: 

Water evaporates from the surfaces of the sea, la}:es, 

~ive~s, streams ~nd even puddles. This w&ter fOr~s 

clouds which ~re blOwn by the wind across land mBs~es. 

The clouds form rain or snow. This rain or snow fallS 

on to the ~r~und (a sffi~ll percentage Evaporates as it 

falls) and what is not ~bsorbed by the ground flows 

awny into st~ea~s. The ~~ter which is f.b~orbe~ PC!'tJ.y 
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The vegetati:m transpires and so Vlater rises upwards 

again. The underground channel waters flaw towards the 

sea. The water which has formed streams fepds the rivers 

through these streams and the rivers then floVl into the 

sea; End s~ the cycle starts all over again. 

What becomes of this cycle in desert country? 

Vie use the ter~ 'rainfall' and measure it in inches or milliI:!E'tres 

if the =etric system is used. The term in itself is useful for 

most everyday purpases because it refers to the rainfall gauge 

which is a collector of rain 2-nd has a standard size. So rainfall 

can be campared between areas, countries or times of the year 

by referring ta recards. However Vie need the ~uantitative clsfinitia 

~hich brings in mathematics becEuse VIS shall eventually want to 

calCl1lete the size of a pipe 

h."':Jbrevi~ti.')n i':)r' Rc.infc..ll I~tensit~,r is RI 

The rain ':;,.1::":F measures the dEpth of this valu.':le 

So the linEar mea~ure of rainfall is really one af volurr 

the RI b~c~mes a RATE i.e. H volume of ~~ter per J8Y 

~pccify the ti~e. 
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Exercises 

1 Sho~ that one inch of rbin falling on an area of one acre 

is e'luivc.lfmt to one j-.undr",d tOllS. 

2 Convert a rainfall of one inoh to millimetres. 

3 The total rainfall for a 24 hour period at the L~nchester 

~.ieteorolJgical Y;"at,'Er station "/las given as 5.9IrJ[, for a 24 hour 

period. Assuming that this rbi!1fc.ll v81ne is mC1.i}1t~i1H-:d f'Jr 

18 days, calcula~e the total rainfall in metres for this period. 

4 In Vlhich country is the rainfall greatest ? 

Using Rainfall Intensity 

The aim of the rest of , this study is to ultimately work out the 

size of pipe required to remove the surplus rainfall on a given 

area of land during a storm. The co~~lex engineering mathematics 

will be avoided by USing prepared graphs or a computer program 

as an alternative method which sho~ld give the same result. 

0.08 
0.17 
0.25 
" , 3 'J • ....I 

0.42 
0·5 
0.58 
OJ.7 
r .75 
0.(':3 
C.02 
l.OG 

nl~me in~~~~rrl(-l'nu~es) J....:.. !. __ v,- _ y c: ;!l. _ '" RI 

7. 1 
0.0 
9.8 

13.4 
26.4 
'jg.7 
jQ.7 
.::5.4 
13- 4 
a.s 
2 .. 0 
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1 Copy this table 

2 The first coLunn gives the time at v:hich the RI is measured 

3 The total duratio~ of the storm is one hour, measured from time 0 

4 Convert each interval to minutes and put this time to the nearest 

minute in "the midc.le column (how do you change to minutes?) 

5 The water engineer assumes that the RI at the end of each 

interval is the value ove7" the vihole interval 

7 Use this table to draw a HY'i'EOGRAPP., by plotting time on the 

horizontal axis and RI on the vertical axis. This will be a 

'stepped' graph, rather like a histogram, but it is not. MDS~ 

of the gC"aphs drawn at school are of the 'x-axis, Y-axis' type 

hut ~uite often an industry has its particular methods for the 

representation of data 

8 ~aving drawn the graph observe that the RI varies considerably 

over the ~our so one value which would represent al the values is 

!'€q,uired. S1J.ch a v£!lue is c&lled E.;n AVEluiGE cnd One sv€:"e:.ge 

~hich is easy to CAlculate Bnd useful is called the 

- - .. ~ ... 
."..£JAr" ::lr si;:;ply .. ' 

'~ne VALUE 

SUTii of c~ll the iTE.:luE S 
Q 
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Y;!1en y'JU h~:ve cOICt"Oleted the calcule.ti:Jn check it on the ccr:!ipl(.-te~' 

-::E.lcu1 atio!! of Catchment Area 

So fa~ we have sern where the water comes from and how we 

!]leas'.!.re anc represent the rate at which it is delivered 

to the l&nd surface. In practice ',ve nesd to intc1"vene to prevent 

--1 0-'':';·'1(; ~-··ld tl:-'_: S :l:lEE:!1S "'_;.:rr·Jvicin£ adeJ:_uf.!~e "drain&;::e for exC!ess ..... -_\... .... ~:::>(.;.... '-' ...." 

land. ,,-nQ :;Jopn:;'"tfc arsas. To carrJ av:ay the excess storm water 

an OUT?ALL PIPE is provided. The size of this pipe depends on 

t,,·,'o natural fClctors : 

(1) The Brea dr~ining to the pipe - the CATCH~ENT AREA; 

and (2) The average Glmount of rainf~ll 1. e. nAr;!PALL I1JTEHSITY 

C"lcul"tion of Catchment Area 

The ene;ineer uses the ,iECTiJl.E for area as the square metre is 

too small as a unit of land area. How many square met~es in 

one hectE.!"e? 

You have three. maps, each with 8 marked catchment Hrea, the 

boundary lines having arrows pointing inwurds. Each small square 

repre-sents 625 Se.? .m. In w')rr.:ing out h:)w men:,' small ::,ciU6res the~e 

8!'e v;i ~·bin ~c:ch c~tchm~nt flrRB you v!ill r' -..: lnCl that you will h&ve 

to djvide tl)~ 8rea into rectangles, t~iangles cnd ~ome}lOW 
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The following geometrical fact may be useful to you 

rectangle b 

a 

Area of the triangle _ 1/2 area of the rectangle 

Rate of Flow in the Pipe 

This is the volu.'Ile of water in cu.:n flowing each second out of 

f· the pipe. 

Let A catchment area in hectares 

n I rainf",ll intensity in ffi:li/hour 

" c a nU.110er wi th:lUt .... the.COEF?ICIENT OF R""OT r'I"T")' U!u.s, u ,,-v!'. 

.. Q the rate of flow in cu.m/sec 

A x I x c 
Then Q -

360 

The coefficient c takes care of the fact. th~t not ",11 the rain 

falling on the land runs off some evaporates Bnd some is 

ebsorbed into the ground. 30 C will hav~ a vblue less than one. 
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If 50~ of the rain which falls is carried away by the outfsll 

~ipe then c will h~ve the v81ue of 0.5. If 40% of the rain 

evaporates or is absorbed then what is the value of c ? 

Your Results 

Assume the value of c to be 0.5 in each case and complete the 

following table for each of the three maps 

A (hecta=es) c 

Copy this table 

The Size DC the Outfall PiDe 

This has to carry sway the water at the rate at which it drains 

into the pipe, ~hich is Q. The velocity at which the water 

"'ill flow and the 'steepness' or GR~DIE;IT of the pipe will 

E~l~o h~ inteI'r~lated to ~. 



I 
I ,. 
I: 

I , , , 
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We can choose two out of the followin9 three variables 

GRADIENT of the pipe 

VELOCITY of the water in metres per sec. 

RATE OF FLotoJ in cub i c: m. per sec: 

and the third variable will automatically be fixed because the three 
are closely interrelated. So the first decision is for the selection of 
oT l:nO~'m data. Before thi5~ however~ it is necessary to be quite clear 
about the difference between velocity of the water and the rate of flow 
of the water. The velocity is the speed along the pipe of each molecule 
of water and any mutter witt) it and is measured as ~di'3tanc:e per unit time P

• 

The rate of flow = volume of water moved per unit time 

= volume of ~sec::tion" of water moved per unit time 

= area of cross-section x length moved per unit time 

= aroea of cross-section x velocity (volume per unit time) 

The rate of flow is determined by the rainfall intensity and the catchment 
a~ea as we have seen and for this to be adequate in the plpe~ the pipe 
fTlLlst have a large enough diameter and the gradient will determine the 
velocity. So given the rate of flow and the gradient we should be able 
to warle 01lt the required pipe diameter based on an average rainfall. 
The results of applying mathematics with some pr-actical e::perience of 
rainfall to the pr-oblem have been put together- in a set of graphs which 
can be entered with any two of the variables in order that the third or 
O~ unknown one can be read off. This set of graphs is called a HYDRAULIC 
DIAGRAM and solLltions to problems requiring a few equations are often 
pres~nt~d by similar NOMOGRAMS in order to by-pass complex rnathematics, 
providing th~ accuracy which can be achieved is satisfactory. lhe computer, 
l-Ihi,::h is an eager and faithful ~rrtat.hematic5· "lorkharse can v.lso be used 
to croduce the results by solving equations at great speed and you will 
be given the opportunity to use the program PIPE. ASS to do this and so 
che~l: the,use of the hydraulic diagram. 

E::-.:::--cicos on Flow in Pipes 
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Before vou go ahead with the estimation of pipe size (diameter) you must 
make surl? th~t VDU understand the dif·ferr.mce bet~~een rate of flow and 
velocity and are able to connect these. So here are some e;.:amples. 

1 In the cylindrical pipe shown water is flowing at a velocity of 

::; cm/sec. What is this velocity e>:pressed in m/sec? The pipe is circular 

in cross-secti on and has a di ameter of 550 mm. Cal cuI ate the rate of 
flow of water through the pipe. 

5 crn/s 

t=H-ea of a circle = pi .. (diameter squared )/4 

Take pi = "-'. 1-12 

{ctr- EiI of Ct-o:;s-scction = ~.!. • 142 }: 0.550 ~: 0.550 14 

~ 0.23761375 sq.m 

In one s'.:':.:ond vOl.: .. Hfl(? oi water flowing through the pi pe 

~re.a of crass-section :< · .... elocity in m/sec 

= volt,..l,me r~'lte of flow in CLl.m/sec: 

0.23761375 ~ 0.05 

; 0.012 cu.m/sec: to 3 decimal places 
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2 A pipe has a r-ectanqular er-oss-section as shown .. Water- is flowing 
with a velocity of :25 cm/sec. Calculate the r-ate of flow of water 
in the pipe. 

O'7m 

:: The pipe shown is trape::oidal in cross-section (can vou give an e:·:ample 
of 5LlCh a pipe - it could be open) .. The height of the pipe is 251) mm 
which is the shorte5t distance between the parallel sides. l"he velocity 
of the water in the pipe is 1 m/sec. Calculate the rate of flow of 
in the pipe. 

t'4rE:'il. of a trap£:?= i urn 1/2 :.{ (sum of lengths of parallel sides) }{ height 

.too /I'm 
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~l~ing the Hydreulic Diagram' 

Refer to you copy of this. 

Select a gradient say 1 in 100 and find the point lllarked 100 

on the gradient axis 

Chdnge your rate of flow into cu.rn/min by multiplying by 60 

Enter this value on the vertical axis and reed across until 

"[1":>".l are above the gradient entry 

You will now be between or just on one of the lines marked in mm 

These "re the pipe diameter lines and if you are between two 

\'Ihich diaiTJeter VJill you select? 

NoVl find the pipe di&meter for eac of the thre~ catchment are"s 

Knd record the results in a neat table with dn explanation 

::>f how :you ente!'ed the hydraulic diC'.gram. 

;:;c:-re is an Fy.f.mple :)f the dElta y::>u F.ntel'" Hnd the ')utPllt 

cm the screen: 

PROGPRl1 TO ESTli'lflTE PIPE SIZE 

flHAT IS CATCHnEl1T AEEA JII HECTflF:ES ? :? 75 

IIHflT IS Pf1J11FflLL lIITEIISIT'1 ? 20. 7 

flHAT IS THE RE['lIJRE[' GF:A['IEIIT OF THE PIPE,l JII ? ,00 

FLOLl Jrj PIPE == 1 07812:, CUE:J( 1'I£:TF:ES PEJ;" SECOH(I 
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-,-"the:iie~ical Ob,;ectives 

The objectives "re such th&t in working through th~ text and 

com"leting the p.xercises tOGether with 6dditional ones required 

t.o emphaEise important pOints, the user VJould demonstr6te an 

unde~st6nCing of hnd Bn ahility to &pply: 

1 The four rules of ~rithmetic 

2 Calculation of sreas of rectilinear shapes 

3 Conversions. between units 

4 The concepts "f rote of flow snd velo:!it,Y, al"ng a pipe 

5 Substitutions into a given formula, with due r~gBrd to 

units 

6 Graphic~l ideas 

7 The concept ()f &n e:vcrage value 
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Appendix E 

REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITIES IN ENGLAND & WALES 

Anglian Water Authority 
Arnbury Road 
Huntingdon 
PE18 6NZ 
(tel: Huntingdon 56181) 

Northumbrian Water Authority 
Northumbria Houae 
Regent Centre 
Gosforth 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE3 3PX 
.(tel: Gosforth 843151) 

North West Water Authority 
Dawson House 
Great Sankey 
Warrington 
WA5 3LW 
(tel: Penketh 432i) 

. 
Severn Trent Water Authority 
Abelson House 
2297 Coventry Road 
Sheldon 
Birmingham 
B26 3PU 
(tel: 021 743 4222) 

South West Water Authority 
3 - 5 Barnfield Road 
Exeter 
EXl lRE 
(tel: Exeter 50861) 

Southern Water Authority 
Guildbourne House 
Worthing 
Sussex 
BNll lLD 
(tel: Worthing 205252) 

Thames Water Authority 
New River Head 
Rosebery Avenue 
London ECIR 4TP 
(tel: 01 837 3300) 

Welsh Water Authority 
Cambrian Way 
8recon 
Powys 
Lll3 7HP 
(eel: Brecon 3181) 

Wessex Water Authority 
Wessex House 
Passege Street 
Bristol 
BS2 OJQ 
(te1: Bristol 290611) 

Yorkshire Water Authority 
West Riding House 
67 Albion Street 
Leeds 
LSl 5AA 
(tel: Leeds 448201) 
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APPENDIX 7.16 

THE TEC!!!HCAL P .. ND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION nUTIATIVE (TVEI) 

JOINT SCHE!'!],; : SPECIAL l'IEETING 

BRIEF REPORT ON ONE STAGE OF THE COLLEGE CONTRIBUTION 

BACKGROUlID 

(a) General 

The I-iirral Metropolitan College, Science and Mathematics Department, 
runs a joint teaching scheme with several local schools. Course 
components allocated to the College (by decisions arising from joint 
discussions) have been selected so as to utilise to the full the 
expertise and experience of the staff and the specialised eqUipment: 
in particula=, relationships of the theoretical course material to 
industrial practices is considered to be of prime importance. 

(b) Details of College Schemes 

There are two schemes: 

1 • vlea therhead Him School 

The subjects are Biology and Chemistry at BTEC Level 1. 
The assessment is internal with appropriate external moderation. 
Allocation of time: blocks of 16 weeks, 1 subject per week, 
2~ hours per subject. 

2. The Henrv l1eoles School 

The City and Guilds 687 Science Industries Foundation Course 
is followed, which has an external examination. Ability level 
of students: about CSE Grade 3 or 4. 

There are five subjects: Chemistry, bioloK', mathematics, physics, 
biology and applied science. Allocation of time: 5 blocks of 
approximately 6 weeks, 1 subject per week, 2~ hours per subject. 

The Citv and Guilds 687 Course 

The suitability of the students for the course or the course for the students 
had arisen on several occasions as a result of the unsatisfactory behaviour 
of the stUdents. This special meeting is the result of these doubts. 

Comments and remarks of some staff involved are now recorded, the relevance 
of which will be highlighted later. 

Dr. Bill Atkinson 

D:::-. Mike Co"d 

Mr. Nigel Walls 

FUNCTION 

Co-ordinator of Scheme at 
The Henry Heoles School. 

Co-ordinato:::- of Scheme at 
'vlirral ~ietropoli tan College. 

Course Lecturer for Chemistry, 
Hirral Metropolitan College. 

REFERENCE 

BA 

I'lC 

/ ... 



Mr. Stan Turner 

Mrs. S. Crowder 

PERSON 

NW 

MC 

BA 

MC 

ST 

BA 

ST 

BA 

ST 
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FUNCTION 

Organiser of the Mathematics' 
block teaching. 

The Mathematics Lecturer. 

COl-lMEllTS 

REFERENCE 

ST 

SC 

Some firm remarks about lack of discipline and 
disinterest, particularly in Science. 

Personal doubts about their suitability for science 
courses. 

The students, however had opted for science and he 
had personally chosen the 687 course. I agree with 
MC now, that perhaps the subject was not the best 
choice. 

I think you would like to say something, Stan. 

I had given the matter some thought and did not want 
to replicate formal mathematics within the College. 
Something mathematically useful yet interesting, 
different and special (otherwise why come to the College?) 
must be offered. We have been developing modules of 
study at Loughborough under Professor Bajpai in which 
mathematics, science and technology are interrelated in 
a relevant way, the teaching being based on some central 
theme. Among the industries suggested in the 687 Scheme 
for providing SUitable employment were: 

Water Treatment and Sewerage. 

Knowing that SC had access to the practical aspects of 
these industries and was keen to use teaching aids, she 
was offered the teaching block (5 periods) and asked to 
develop a module of study. A room equipped with Tandy 
Computers, class desks, white board and overhead projector 
was provided. SC was the main developer of the module 
in a team of three (SC, ST and a practising independent 
water engineer who could provide authentic data). 

The pupils were d:::-eading the idea of 'mathematics'·- "yet 
more of the stuff"; but their experiences. changed their 
minds and they liked using the cooputers and in pa~ticular 
having their photographs taken for publicity purposes! 

Here are their work folders after only 2 periods (the 
module is 'WATER'). 

They have done a lot of good work and this surprises me. 

Well, the ideas behind the module were developed to help 
in such a situation '""here there is dislike or indifference 
to a su~ject. Also, the organisation into 3enarate 
teaching periods for ea~h subject is not the best way to 
convey the idea of a Q~ified objective for a syllabus. 

/ ... 
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At this point se came in from a teaching period and 
joined the discussion and was congratulated by BA. 

Are they really interested in Science? 

Just what we have been saying but they seemed to be 
interested in what you were doing with them even 
though they did NOT want to do mathematics: this they 
have been making very clear during the past few weeks 
at school. 

The formal atmosphere of the meeting then dissolved and the participants 
dispersed. Reflections on the above discussions which were carried out in 
a very frank and informal way, showed clearly that here was another 
example of a very common si~~tion; students with an unpalatable subject 
diet. One answer is to allow for the injection into the curricul~~ of 
small modules of interesting study programmes, using interesting methods. 

The module 'vlater' in its present form will run for five weeks, each 
Monday from 1.15 to 4.00 with a 15 minute break. Dates of meetings are: 

29th October, 1984, 5th November, 1984, 12th November, 1984, 19th November 1984 
and 26th November, 1984. 

There are six students in this pilot scheme. 
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APPENDIX 7.17 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
'" ~ 

MEASUREMENT AND THE MOTOR CAR 

This study module will help you to appreciate that the life 
of a vehicle after manufacture involves mathematics, science 
and technology in a practical way. 

Task (1) , WORKSHEET 1 

I ----------------------
Label as many component parts of the 2~OEFi engine as you can. 
Make a table with the name in the first column and any science 
or mathematics which the component makes use of, in the second 
column. For eKample, the wheel brings in FORCE and ANGLE so one 
line of the table could look like this : 

Steering wheel Angle, force, moment 

Task (2) , WORKSHEET 2 

Attempt the following exercises using the table on the worksheet. 
Use the reverse side of the sheet for rough working if necessary. 

1 Work out the average petrol consumption of the four cars. 

2 Find the expected cost of the petrol (189p per gallon) for a 
journey of 500 miles for the least economical of the cars. 

3 Convert the tank capacities to litres (lgallon = 4.55 litres). 

4 Make one comment on the travelling distances between services. 

5 If you had to travel to all parts of the country each day, which 
car would you be inclined to favour: why? 

6 Give approximate percentage increases for the prices of the brake 
pad sets for the other cars when compared with the Renault. 

7 What would a set of brake pads and an oil filter cost for each car? 
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WDRKSHEET 1 

The new 2.0 EFi eoaine, 
controlled by the EEC lV 

lntegrated engine 
management system offering 
perlormance with economy. 
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WDRKSHEET :2 

I 

i C()z.t'2arisons 

COSTS AND 
SERVICE 
Price. me VAT & Talt.l 
Insurance Group 
Group Test mpg 
Fuel grade Istars) 
Tank capacity, gals 
Service Interval .. miles 
No ot dealers 
Set brak.e pads (front) [" 

Complete exhaust (" 
Front wing panel [" 
Oil filter [" 
Starter motor r
Windscreen [-
"me VAT but not labour charges 
§Exchange 
., Laminated 

Audi 
14,191 

7 
24.4 

4 
17.6 

lO.CO'J 
3BO 

39.63 
187.01 
89,26 
3.82 

122.00 
104.65" 

Opel 
13.994 

7 
20.3 

4 
16.5 

g.QCX) 
710 

25.70 
63.59 
61.52 
3.98 

65.55 
92.57" 

Renautt 
13.440 

N/A 
21.0 

4 
15.8 

5,000 
360 

20.47 
194.30 
44.62 
4.92 

193.04 
73.44" 

Volvo 
13,648 

7 
20.2 

4 
13.0 

6,000 
270 

30.41 
199.75 
111.97 

6.76 
102.49§ 
129,10·' 
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Notes for Lecturers 

Introduction 

The module could be used for a variety of subjects such as communication, 

information technology, mathematics, science etc. It is however also very 

useful as a means of crossing several subject boundaries and so bringing 

the subjects together in a natural and realistic way_ Additions, deletions 

or changes could be made such as substituting information for other 

vehicles. A computer could be used to produce a neat table for Worksheet 1 

with the advantages of being able to correct errors and make changes very 

easily. Similarly, the computer could be used to help with the mathematics 

needed for Worksheet 2. Notes and solutions to the problems now follow for 

each worksheet. 

Worksheet 1 

The motor car realises the application of many branches of science as 

~ell as a lot of mathematics. However, the science, mathematics and also 

technology are interrelated through a task such as investigating a defective 

battery and so the isolation of subjects is not apparent. The diagram 

labels call ior initiative from the student and the result must look neat 

and tidy. The table will help to draw together classroom science and the 

physical parts of a motor car. 

Suggested Marking Scheme (25 marks) 

Labels: 10 if 20 or more; reduce this by the number fewer than 20 

Table 10 if 5 or more entries; reduce this by the number fewer than 5 

NeatneSS 5; a discretionary allowance - look for the use of a ruler 
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Worksheet 2 

1 A brief explanation of average as a "representative value' ·may be 

necessary. Value = (24.4+20.3+21.0+20.2)/4 ; accept 21 or 21.5. 
, 
! . 

j: 
2 Expected cost = (500/20.2) x 1.89 pounds = 46.78 pounds. 

3 17.6g = 17.6 x 4.55 1 80.08 1 

16.5g = 16.5 x 4.55 1 = 75.075 1 

15.8g = 15.8 x 4.55 1 = 71.89 1 

13.0g = 13.0 x 4.55 1 = 59.15 1 

4 Here are some comments : 

The Renault requires twice as much servicing as the Audi 

The Audi and Opel should cost less than the other two to sevice 

If you travel a lot 5000 or 6000 miles will soon be cpvered 

5 The Opel because there are many more Opel dealers 

b To the nearest 11. the figures are for 

Audi (39.6320.47)/20.47, then x by 100 giving 947. 

Opel (25.70 20.47)/20.47, then x by 100 giving 267. 

Valva (30.47 20.47)/20.47, then x by 100 giving 497. 

7 In order: 43.45, 29.68, 25.39, 37.23 

Suggested Marking Scheme <25 marl:s) 

Question : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Mark 2 4 , 4 2 3 6 4' 
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Informatiorl Technology 
I'"'iechanic and Auto-Electrician Course 
Wirral Metropolitan College 
Borough Road, Birkenhead 

Final Assessment 

Name Code Camp .. Test (/50) W/S1(25) It,JIS2 (25) 

M 1 38 7 14 

M 2 33 20 9 

M 3 34 23 9 

M 4 14 18 1 r-, v 

1"1 5 28 14 12 

41 

M 7 6 7 

M 8 5 14 

M 9 42 12 18 

I'i 10 30 13 14 

t1 11 39 7 18 

M 12 39 16 13 

M 13 19 22 21 

Final I. 

59 

66 

42 

54 

81 

36 

46 

57 

64 

68 

62 

The module Measuremer!t and the Motor Car was given given to the class 
on the day before the last class period of the course to enable the 
students to supplement the last lecture period with homeNork (optional). 
In order to obtain some general appraisal of the course a short class 
discussion was held for ten minutes and a request for more time 
for the subject came through very clearly. The approach has been 
to involve communication, mathematics, science and technology 
in a practical way and this has been discussed with the organising 
lecturer for General and Communications Studies. Perhaps an 
"integrated' approach could be devised in association with the 
MAA. The module requires further testing, am~~ding if rlecessary in 
the light of further trials at a number of establishments, befor£ 
being c()nsidered r22son2bly valid~ted for gEneral use. 
Ok 
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APPENDIX 7.18 

Measurement and the Pharmaceutical Industry 

-------------------------------------------
General Objective 

After working through this module you should 
appreciate that production tasks involve 
mathematics, science and technology~ 

Specific Objectives 

(1) To use ari thmat i c as requi red by measurement. 

(2) To identify applications of science and technology. 

(3) To use a computer as a problem solving aid when you 

think that there would be some advan~age in doing so. 

How to Use This Module 

Study the notes and photographs then try the e:·:ercises, making 
further reference to these as necessary. Discuss any difficulties 
with your lecturer or other students. 
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E>tercises A 

(1) An opera~or uses P9 to weigh a laboratory sample and produces a 

reading of 6.046g. Give the reading error as a percentage of the 

reading to two decimal places and to the nearest 0.05 %. 

(2) Select a balance (sometimes referred as a 'scale') from the photographs 

and wor-k out the read! ng error (E) for a set of readings across the 

range as a percentage of the scale reading (R). Make a table of 

values as follows: 
• 

Reading (R) Reading Error eE) 

5 0.4 

where the first line is for PS reading 5kg, E = 0.02/5 x 100 ~ 0.4. 

(3) Draw a graph of R against E and from this try to decide at which 

part of a scale the reading error would be a minimum and in the 

light of this state how you would try to select a scale in order 

to minimise this error. Repeat the exercise· for another balance. 

(4) Look at P7. The mi >cture bei ng wei ghed is to be increased by 1/4 'l.. 

in weight by adding a certain substance. What reading would this 

be brought up to after the addition is made? 
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(5) The following table shows the results of measuring impurity levels 

in a laboratory atmosphere. The elements are represented by their 

chemical symbols. The quantity of impurity is given as so many mg 

per kg of atmospheric dust. Re-write the table with full names for 

the elements and the impurity e>:pressed as a percentage of 1 kg of 

atmospheric dust. 

Trace Element Levels in Dust From the Laboratory Atmosphere 

Element Mg/kg dust Element • Mg/kg dust 

------- ---------- ------- ----------
Al 3,000 Mg 2,390 

As 55 Mn 116 

Br 23 Na 2,950 

Ca 2,690 Ni 70 

Cd 3 Pd 1,150 

Cl 2 Pb 2,150 

Co 9 S 20,000 

Cr 39 Sb 15 

Cu 213 Sn 10 

F 1 Sr 14 

Fe 3,250 Ti .258 

I 3 V 259 

K 7,920 Zn 1,6540 
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E:~ercises B 

(1) You are required to make up a consignment of 75000 tablets of given 

specification, these being available in bulk. The average weight of one 

tablet is 200mg. Describe how you would do this. Here are some pOints 

for your guidance: 

(1) calculate the bulk target weight; 
(2) decide how to carry out the weighing 
(3) specify the containers e.g. for size; 
(4) write down a suitable label format. 

(2) A sample of tablets is drawn from a recent production run. There are 

twenty-nine tablets in the sample and their total weight is 6.57g. 

Ufe the photographs to select a balance to carry out the w~ighing. Now 

calculate the average weight of one tablet stating the accuracy of" 

your estimate. 

(3) Tablets are coa.ted in pans then unloaded into trays. The number of 

tablets has to be estimated by calculation and then entered on a . 

log sheet. Here are some weights <what would you have used to obtain 

these ?) 

Weight of one full tray with tablets 
Weight of the empty tray 
Weight of a partially filled tray 
Weight of the empty tray 

17.6kg 
1.4kg 
9.7kg 
1.4kg 

Estimate the number of tablets in the total batch if the average 

weight of one tablet is known to be 0.936g. Is it possible to find 

the exact number of tablets instead oi relying on an estimate? 
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(4) A cream is to be mixed in the pharmacy. Calculate the weight of the 

base to be added given the following information: 

Weight of cream required 
Ingredients 

Water 
Neomycin 
Perfume (ignore this weight) 

400 kg 

4 litres 
400 9 
400 ml 

Select suitable scales for the weighing operations and finally 

write out the specification in a form suitable for entry in the log. 

(5) The specific gravity of alcohol is given as 0.8.95 and from this 

information you have to find the volume to measure out in ol"',!,der 

to h1ake up a weight of 5"Okg. Find this volUme to the nearest 0.1 litre. 

(6) A consi gnment of 100 1 i tres of oi ntment has been ordered. and the spsci fie 

gravi ty is to be 1. 07. What wei ght wi 11 you e>:pect thi s to have 7 

(7) Friability is a. standard ta.blet test and is designed to meaSLtre 

how easily a tablet chips or diSintegrates due to movement. of 

the tablet before it is consumed (suggest how this could ~appen). 

The friability appa~atus agitates a small sample of tablets in a drum 

and the weights of the tablets before and after the agitation are 

recorded. F the friability is calculated from the following formula 

loss in weight 

F Q ------------------- }: 11)0 (F it> a percentage) 

original weight. 

If 20 tablets weighing 6.05g a~e reduced to a weight of 5.93g after 

agitation in the friability drum calculate F to two deCimal places 

and also to the nearest 1%. 
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Before attempting the following questions spend some time studying P11 

whi ch shows how e>:per i mental data from measur i ng apparatus can be processed 

by a computer and presented as useful information i.e. using suitable English 

words. Pay particular attention to the section starting BATCH PERFORMANCE ••• 

(8) Name some of the tablet prOPerties measured and e>:plain how one of 

these is carried out (not in great detail). 

(9) Count the number of dashes in the line diagram at the bottom of the 

page (there are 7 lines) and deduce from this count how many tablets 

were tested. Name the tablets. 

(10) State the most and least common weights recorded and also how many 

tablets belong to each category. 

(11) Estimate the average weight of one tablet. 

(12) Check the computer-'s calculation of the coefficient of var-iation which 

is given by the formula: 

standard deviation 

coefficient of variation = ---------------------- ~: 100 

mean value 

and note that this is a percentage. 

(13) Criticise the presentation of the information by the computer and 

suggest ways of improving this. 
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Notes 

Percentage 

Percentage makes use of basic mathematics in order that changes in 

unequal quantities can be compared as if the quantities are the same. 

Another use is to compare two qLlantities on the basis of one being a hLlndred. 

Applications are to be found in many fields such as engineering, politics, 

science and commerce. Counting the number of times it is used in one 

edition of a newspaper can be quite instructive; a similar exercise 

can be carried out for radio or television news broadcasts. In spite of 

the widespread Llse and teaching in schools th2 Llse of percentage can cause 

difficulties. The following notes are not an exha~tstive treatment of the 

subject and so TLlrther reading may be necessary. It is important to try 

to develop an Llnderstanding aT the concept rather than how to apply it 

mechanically without appreciating what is achieved. 

Same Terms 

F'erc:entage is just a number, not a quantity. Thus 15g as a percentage 

of 150g is how many one-hundredth parts -of 150 there are in 15 and th is 

is the comparison between 15 and 150 as if 150 has become a hLlndred. 

The symbol X is used to stand for 'per cent' or 'per hundred' and ~ne 

statement may be written in two equivalent forms: 

15g as a percentage of 150g is 10 

or 15g is 10;( of 150g '. 

, 
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(a) Mass and Weight 

Many applications of percentage in the chemical and allied industries 

as ...,11 as others relate to changes in ...,ight or nass and saretines these 

tenns are used to nean the sane thing. A few words are necessary here in 

order to help the user understand the difference between the tenns. The 

""igl)t of a body is experienced because there is a gravitational force 

acting on all natter which tends to pl11 it towards the centre of the 

earth. If not for this force objects would not readily stay where we plt 

them da<m. No< the studies of Fhysics (a science) sh"'( that the force of 

gravity on natter is related to its nass or 'quantity of natter' and it 

does not necessarily foll"" that the larger a body the I1()re 'nass' it has 

since the rrolecules oould be packed together very closely Le. the body 

oould be very 'dense'. Hence the tenn density arises but leave this and 

return to nass and weight. Wben we weigh a body we read a weight of say 

5.8kg but this is really the nass and if we are interested in the actual 

force of gravity (""ight) we should multiply by a llUIIlber (about 9.8) to 

oonvert nass to weight. HOo'e\Ier it is acceptable to use nass or weight 

as alternatives for a balance reading providing we understand that we 

only require a value for the nass. The statement : 

the mixture weighs 234kg 

implies that the nass is 234kg and the force of gravity pllling on the 

mixture is 234 x 9.8 newtons. An engineer designing bridges and structures 

w::>uld require the force 00 a nass. 
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(b) Density and Specific Gravity 

Here again are two terms which are closely related. Density is defined. 

as: 

the mass of a substance 

density = 
the volume of the substance 

the mass per unit volume 

Units for density vary with the field of application. Builders use kg!cu.m., , 
chemists sorneti mes use g/ml and pharmacists use kg/l i tre. Anot.her ten!,!, 

specific gravity has been found useful and is defined as: 

the density of a substance 

specific gravity = 
densi ty of water 

and a more modern name is relative density. Although the specific gravity 

is a ratio and therefore just a number without units since.the denSity 

of water is 1 kg/litre the specific: gravity i~ numerically equal to the 

density in these units. For example what would be the weight of 101itres 

oi carbon tetrachloride if its specific gravity is 1.592 ? The answer 

is 1.592 x 1(1 kg == 15.92kg. 
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Using Percentage 

----------------Two important ways of using the idea will be considered. 

(ll Finding P I. of A 

--------------------First find 11. (one hundredth) of A then multiply by P. 

Example: an order for 20000 tablets is to be increased by 5%; find 

the increase. 

If. = 20000/100 ::::I 200 

5% = 200 x 5 = 1000 

increase = 1000 tablets. 

E:-:ampl e a service contract period of 70 months is to be reduced by 

121.; find the reduction in the period. 

11. - 70/100 - 0.7 

12% = 0.7 x 12 = 8.4 

reduction in the period = 8.4 months. 

(2) A Expressed as a Percentage of e 
----------------------------_.-------
First find 11. of B and then see how many times this divides into A. 

Example: the temperature of a controlled production process must not 

change by more than 51. t.IP or down. The operator observes 

a drop from 38 deg. C. to 35.7 deg.C. Is this acceptable? 

drop in temperature = =.3 deg; C. 

1/100 of 38 = 11. = 0.38 

2.3/0.38 = 6.05 approx. so the change is not acceptable. 
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37 out of 500 light bulbs fail the 'life' test 

as a percentage ? 

37 

37 as a percenta~e of 500 = ------- x 100 

500 

37 x 100 

= --------

500 

= 7.4 exactly 

what is this 

Note that the calculation has been carried out in a form dlfferent from 

that 1 8i d down by the def i ni t i on of what we mean by one nLlmber as a 

percentage of another. However ne rules have tieen broken as the rules of 

algebra ha-ve been used cOl"'rectly. An e::ample of equivalent ·forms of .arithmetio: 

is 3 x 4 = 4 x 3 which would probably be acceptable. Using algebra it can 

be shown that A divided by <B/I00) which gives A as percentage of B, is 

equivalent to (A/B) x 100. Thus the following statements"are equivalent 
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A 

B/100 

A 

x 101) 

B 

(A x 100)/B 

What is the percentage increase in weight when 20 litres of 

alcohol of 5G 0.95 are added to a mixture weighing 540 9 ? 

the increase in weight = the sweight of alcohol 

= ::0 }: 0 .. 95 KG 

= 19 kg 

this as a percentage = (19/540) x 100 

increase = 3.51. to 1 decimal place 

-----------------------
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Notes For Lecturers 

Introduction 

This module exploits the way that mathematics, science and technology are 

interrelated through tasks. This approach is contrary to the traditional 

treatment in educational establishments of separate subjects in isolation. 

Many of the producti~n line tasks are concerned with chemistry and physics 

applied to materials which are then processed using technology with 

measurement being carried out at various stages and usually involving 

mathematics. The mathematical needs of production receive particular 

emphasis in this module through the exercises but this is not to the 

exclusion of science and technology. Working through the mcdul~ should 
! 

serve to strengthen the understanding and show the correct use of 

mathematical skills in a practical and relevant way for those working in 

the production field. An example of a production task is estimating the 

friability w~ich brings together teChnology for the apparatus, physics 

for the tablet construction and mathematics for the calculation. Further 

e~amples of tasks which relate to mathematics are I 

(1) correcting a weight for the .tare value; 

(2) converting between un~ts; 

(3) estimating the weight of an additive; 

(4) converting volume to weight with specific gravity; and 

(5) estimating the weight of a large number of tablets. 
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The Information 

---------------This consists of reproductions of photographs of production line equipment, 

mainly balances, notes on percentage, density and specific gravity~ 

The photographs are referred to as Pt, P2, P3, ••...•..• up to P1t and 

each one has a short descriptive caption. The final one (P1l) is from 

the computer print of PlO and is needed for one of the' exercises. In using 

this the student comes close to the computer in a practical way and has 

to study and try to interpret the output information in order to answer 

the questions. The camera film used to produce these photographs was 

processed into the alternative forms of c:olour slides, black/white 

photographs in two sizes and black/white transparencies for use with an 
• 

overhea~ projector. These alternative forms are available as required. 

The notes deal with percentage, the application of which often gives rise 

to problems and density and the related spec.ific gravity: it would appear 

that the particular field of application seems to determines the units, not 

an agreed system such as the 51. Thus in Building density is in ~~g/cu.m., 

in science it can be g/ml and in pharmaceutical production, kg/litre. 

The E:-:ercises 

These can be changed or varied to suit particular emphases which may be 

considered necessary and there are available a total of forty-eight 

photographs to support 13.1 te~nati ve questi ons. HO"Jever, the i nval vement 

of some or all of the three elements (mathematics, science and technology) 

shoul d al ways be emphasi sed in order to remai n close· to the real i ty of 

the production line tasks encountered. The questions are not set as routine 

exercises in mathematical techniques and therefore wil!" require some 

assistance which might materialise from student/student or stLldent/lecturer 

discLlssions. For 'lecturer' one can read 'supervisor' or 'instructor'. 

Even though some of the problems have not been experienced practically 

it should be possible to discuss them with someone who has had the· relevant 

e):perience, the discussion serving to advance learning on both sides. 
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The Use of Calculators 

It is difficult to give efficient class instruction on this unless each person 

has one and they are all the same model. There are minor differences between 

models such as the number of significant figures, rounding and the algebraic 

logic used, which are sufficient to impede class instruction. Therefore 

it would be better to offer individual help as it is needed. However, 

sensible use of the calculator requires all users to abide by a minimum 

of rules as follows: 

(~) estimate an approximate answer to the calculation; • 

(2) tryout a version of the calculation with simple numbers; 

(3) check the answer from (2) without the calCUlator; and 

(4) use the calculator for the actual arithmetic. 

As the understanding o~ the use of any calculator requires a good t~nowledge 

of algebra, a routine approach is probably the best recommendation for 

someone who has little knowledge of algebra and would be alienated from 

the use of the calculator by such an acade~ic approach. 
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, 1;". 

FLOOR SCALE 

~AXIMUM READING : 1000 kg 

READING ACCURACY : 0.2 kg 

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL READINGS 
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CLOSER VIEW OF THE CONTROLS IN PI 
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~ Ill· ----_-"!I;:-... -- .... 4oJ.~. _. __ _ = .... ": I :. ___ = , 

" .~ 

FLOOR SCALE 

MAXrr~Ur~ READING : 1000 kg 

READING ACCURACY : 0.2 kg 

SITED FOR USE WITH THE TABLET INGREDIENTS NIXER 

\ 
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CLOSER VIEW OF THE SCALE IN P3 

THE SCALE IS OPTICALLY r"AGNIFIED 

--------------------------.. 

,-OC/r .. 

~---
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• 

-.. 

\ 

BENCH SCALE 

rf,AXrr~Ur/j READING 36 kg 

READING ACCURACY 0.02 kg 

BULK ALKATHENE IS BEING WEIGHED : AN OINTHENT BASE 

;. 

t. 
" . 
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TO WEIGH. 
36ki x 201IIm DIVISIONS 

PK·SU Nr. 121939/73 

SHOlllING THE It,AIN & TARE SCALE MARKINGS OF P5 

NOTE TWO UNITS - GRAM AND KILOGRAV, ON THE DIAL 
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BENCH SCALE WITH ELECTRONIC READING 

J.:AXIMUM READING : 1200 g 

READING ACCURACY : 0.01 g = 10 mg 
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.~ 

,! ... ,::::l}~~~~~ 

, . 
j ... " , 

BENCH SCALE WITH OPTICAL MAGNIFICATION 

~lAXIl"Ur'i READING: 0.8 kg = 800 g 

READING ACCURACY: 0.1 g = 100 mg 

THE SCALE IS OPTICALLY MAGNIFIED 

"":'", . 
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LABORATORY TYPE BALANCE 

~1AY.Ir~UM READING : 10 g 

READING ACCURACY : 0.002 g = 2 mg 

THE ~10VEt-1ENTS OF THE PARTS CAN BE SEEN DURING WEIGHING. 

'.,' 

• 
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/ 

WEIGHING A TABLET 

A small number of tablets are selected from a production run and weighed. 
The computer extracts data from the results and processes them using statistics. 
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ABSTRACT 

On June 20th. 1984, Sir Keith. Joseph, the Secretary of 

State, announced that a single unified system of examinations 

at 16 plus to be known· as the General Certificate of Secondary 

Education, would be introduced with effect from 1988, and would 

replace all other examinations at this level. Seven clearly 

defined grades· would be awarded and national criteria were to 

be drawn up for syllabuses and assessment procedures to ensure 

that all groups of examining boards awarded the same grade to 

the same level of performance and made similar demands of 

candidates attempting to attain equivalent qualifications. 

Throughout the 1970's there had been criticism of the 

dual system of examinations at 16 plus, which existed in the form 

of the. General Certificate of Education (GCE Ordinary level) and 

the. Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE). GCE examinations 

had been established· in 1951 in the context of major changes in 

education and the provision of secondary education for all. These 

were single subject examinations under the direct control of the 

Universi.ti.es; they were intended to be academic and used for 

UniVersity selection, and so were devised for only the top 20% 

of the ability range. 

Increasing pressure for a lower-level examination which 

would be. regarded· as a qualification rather than as part of a 

selection procedure,· resulted in the introduction in the 1960's 

of the. CSE boards, who devised syllabuses and examinations for the 

next 40% below the most able.· 

The dual system· which arose caused many problems with 

divergent courses and lack of comparability of standards, but 

the most severe criticisms were that the system was elitist 

and divisive and against the aims of comprehensive education 

which. was being introduced throughout the country. 

This dissertation attempts to place in a historical context 

the issues which led to the call for a unified system and then 

discusses the role of examinations in society. The failings 
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of the current system are examined, and the change in attitude 

which led people to believe there was a need for radical changes 

in assessment procedures· is discussed· in Chapter 3. 

The philosophy of the. GCSE is considered, firstly in general 

terms, and then· with. particular reference to Mathematics. The 

fundamental changes which. will be involved in switching from one 

system to another are studied; draft syllabuses from each of 

the examining groups are compared and specimen papers are 

analysed· where available.· 

The dissertation ends by suggesting possible implications 

for the future bf the introduction-·of the GCSE. 
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Chapter 1 

Historical 'background 
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1.1 General Introduction 

• •• ., _.' c-" ".-"_ ." • 
Wrltten exam1natlons are a comparatl.vely new lnn~y.?t_~'pn_,,~n 

the English educational system. The Chinese are reputed to have 

used this type of examination for selective purposes as long ago 

as the beginning of the Christian era (53) (43). Whereas in 

England, these examinations have become used on a large scale 

only in the last hundred years. Before then oral disputations 

had sufficed~ Confidence in this system was supposedly maintained 

by conducting these examinations in public, thereby demonstrating 

the suitability of the applicant for his chosen role. The 

disputations were in Latin, however, and so there was a limited 

audience by whom the examinations could be judged to be fair; 

patronage was commonplace. 

In the mid-nineteenth century, the spirit of free competition 

swept through many different areas of life. There were changes 

in Parliament and political offices, in the Church of England, 

and in laws· and the administration of law courts. The Corn 

Laws'had a tremendous influence on the economy and encouraged 

free trade throughout the world (33). Fair competition began to 

oust patronage, and this attitude was carried into the field of 

examinations too. 

In 1827, Bentham attempted to introduce some measure of 

standardisation into the disputation method of testing prospective 

civil Service entrants, by publishing an "Official Questions Book" 

containing questions and the required answers. Candidates were 

expected to purchase the book and memorise its contents; other 

answers were considered to be unacceptable (53). 

During the nineteenth century, the provision of schooling 

increased in many countries including the United Kingdom, and 

the numbers of candidates subsequently presenting themselves 

for examination, caused the traditional oral system to collapse. 

In Boston, in 1845, the examining Committee found themselves having 

to cope with an entry of over 7000 candidates. They resolved the 

problem by setting a written paper· which they thought would be 

a fair and searching test, and speedy for administration purposes. 
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As yet, no-one had suggested the idea of simultaneous examining, 

and possible leakage of questions posed a further problem, 

which forced the Committee, armed with copies of the paper, 

to rush as quickly as possible from one examination centre 

to another. 

The nature of mathematics itself, however, had caused 

an earlier break-away from the disputation method. The 

earliest European written paper on record is a mathematics 

paper set in 1702 by Trinity College, Cambridge (53). Thereafter, 

the difficulty of the subject and the shift in emphasis which 

made ability to solve problems a more greatly desired asset, 

ensured the continuing use of written examinations in Mathematics. 

1.2 The situation:befor~·19l7 

The new attitude favouring fair competition put emphasis 

on ability, merit and efficiency, and called for some means of 

measuring attainment. As a result of requests from schools 

and other interested parties, the Oxford Delegacy of Local 

Examinations was founded in 1857, to provide a means of examining 

at the time of their leaving school, pupils who were not going 

on to University, and to demonstrate the degree of their 

success C 6). In fact, external examinations had been introduced 

at the secondary school level· somewhat earlier, by the College of 

Preceptors who began examining in 1850 (33). However, the 

association with the Universities was preferred because it gave 

added prestige to the qualifications. 

The Oxford Delegacy examined· for the first time in 1858. It 

offered papers at two different levels and received entries from 

eleven· different towns, totalling 750 Junior candidates and 401 

Senior candidates, only about one-third of whom gained a certificate. 

Cambridge quickly followed suit, by founding the Cambridge Syndicate 

early in 1858, and holding its first examinations only six months 

after those of the Delegacy. These were taken by 297 Junior 

candidates and 73 Senior candidates, and over two-thirds gained 

a certificate. The Cambridge examinations were held at eight 
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different centres, and their status and prestige was enhanced 

by the management arrangements: a Presiding Examiner arrived 

at the local railway station wearing academic dress and carrying 

a locked box containing the papers; he was then escorted by the 

Mayor to the examinations centre (6). Hence the examinations 

became known as the 'Locals'. 

Not wishing to be outdone by the formation of these two 

examining bodies-, London University made its matriculation 

examinations available to external candidates-. Although 

intended only for matriculation purposes, these qualifications 

became a recognised passport to many different professions, 

and consequently there was a great increase in the candidates 

who presented themselves and who actually had no desire to go 

to University. To combat this, London University began to 

develop separate school examinations, although the matriculation 

examinations continued- to be taken-by many who regarded them as 

a higher qualification. 

Between- the years 1858-1911 these three external examination 

systems were to influence the school curriculum greatly. They 

provided- a stimulus to learning and gave a definite goal to be 

attained. However, there were already criticisms based on the 

disruption caused-by the lengthy period of examinations for 

three different Dodies~ 

Other examining boards were founded, not only by Universities 

but by unassociated organisations. The Society of Apothecaries 

introduced the first professional qualifying examinations. There 

were written papers for solicitors, for entry into the Civil 

Service and into _military and naval training establishments. 

In 1847, the Union of Lancashire and Cheshire Institutes started 

examinations for working men-who had left or who had never been 

to school. In 1856, the Royal Society of Arts (R.S.A.) introduced 

examinations to enc.ourage Mechanics' Institutes to pursue serious 

courses of study. One examining body after another was established. 

There were no so many in existence that the 1868 Report of the 

Schools Inquiry Commission (~aunton Commission) warned against 

"the dangers of an uncontrolled proliferation of examinations'~_ (53). 
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It reviewed· all the exis.ting schemes: of public secondary school 

examinations and recotinnended· that a·central authority be set 

up to simplify and oversee· the examining system. 

At this time no university of professional body would 

accept the qualification of another authority and sometimes 

candidates were entered for one set of papers after another. 

The Taunton Commission suggested· that some kind of equivalence 

be established·. It also considered· that the majority of pupils 

were suffering from lack of attention and an unsuitable curriculum, 

whilst a few privileged pupils were coached for examinations 

which were too difficult for all but the most able. It proposed 

a qualifying rather than a competitive examination for which all 

pupils aged· fourteen or fifteen years could be entered·. The 

existing College of Preceptors examinations were not generally 

accepted because the association also examined teachers, and it 

was felt that this system might be subject to bias (26). The 

Oxford and Cambridge Joint Board which was now in existence, 

catered for schools rather than individuals, but was almost 

exclusively used· by the public schools and was generally 

unavailable to the rest of the education system (6). 

The Taunton Commission was ahead of its time, and although 

some of the problems it highlighted were remedied by the 

Endowed Schools Bill in 1869, no central authority was set 

up. The trend for examining for purposes· of selection continued 

and papers were introduced for technical subjects (later to 

become the City and Guilds examinations of the London Institute), 

for commercial subjects (Pitman's College), for post-school 

education, all in addition to a plethora of other university 

examinations (53). 

In 1895, the Bryce Commission· reiterated the view that a 

central authority. was needed to compare and draw up correspondences 

between the results of different examining bodies. It also 

advocated that the authority work to establish the acceptance 

of these qualifications as entrance requirements for the Civil 

Service Commission, professional organisations, teachers' training 
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colleges etc. The '1899 and 1902 Board of Education Acts were 

important steps towards realising this goal, but the full benefit 

of this reform was not felt for many years when the Civil Service 

was persuaded by the Secondary Schools Examinations Council to 

accept correlation between qualifications. 

Two more important examining bodies were founded during 

this time. In Wales the demand for more .grammer schools led 

to the establishment of the Central Welsh Board in 1896. In 

the northern counties, the four universities of Manchester, 

Liverpool, Leeds and Sheffield collaborated to set up the 

Joint Matriculation Board. to hold examinations similar to 

those for London University Matriculation. 

Once again the multiplicity of examinations was the subject 

of comment in a government document,.when the Report of the 

Consultative Committee in 1911 criticised the current system, 

which. offered' schools the choice of over a hundred different 

schemes'. The aims of the scheme were wrong it claimed; the 

Committee' reported' that less than a quarter of students entering 

the London University Matriculation Examination went on to 

university. Suggestions for changes were made, -;and following 

discussions with the Board of Education, the universities 

and other interested' parties, steps were taken which led to 

the simplification of the system and the introduction in 1917 

of the single system' of School Certificate examinations and 

Higher School Certificate examinations. 

1.3 '1917: 'the'SchoolCertificateExamination 

1917 also saw the establishment of the Secondary Schools 

Examination Council. Its purpose was to ensure the success of 

the School Certificate Examination by co-ordinating the work of 

the various examining bodies and correlating standards, and to 

try to obtain widespread acceptance of the certificate by 

universities and professional bodies. The Council was 

established. by the Board of Education, and acted in an advisory 
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capacity, but as it had no power· to enforce its recommendations, 

it did not maintain its importance as an educational influence, 

once its initial purpose was fulfilled·. 

The new School Certificate Examination was designed for 

sixteen-year olds who had followed at least a two~year secondary 

course; whole forms were to be entered· rather than a few· 

individuals". It was intended" to be a qualifyi.ng examination 

indicating the successful completion of a broad general education 

rather than a competitive examination to be used for selection 

purposes. In order· to ensure diversity of study, subjects were 

grouped·, and candidates were required initially to pass in three 

main groups, namely, English subjects, foreign languages, and 

science and mathematics C 6) (26). The standard needed to pass 

was "such as might be expected from a pupil of reasonable 

industry and ordinary intelligence in an efficient secondary 

school". To obtain a certificate, candidates had to pass in 

not less than five subjects, including at least one from each 

group. Later a fourth group, including music and art, was 

introduced. A Higher School Certificate was also introduced 

for eighteen-year old pupils. 

The Board of Education helped· to establish these certificates, 

firstly by making a regulation specifying sixteen years as the 

youngest age for examination, and secondly by providing a grant 

per capita for schools taking the approved examinations. 

The success of the reform was assured when universities 

accepted a combination of School Certificate and Higher Certificate 

for matriculation purposes·, instead of imposing their own 

separate papers. This recognition gave·the certificates prestige. 

There was now in existence a single set of dual purpose 

examinations. Firstly, they were qualifying examinations, and 

secondly, they· could be used for selective purposes. However, 

initially the certificates· did not record passes or grades of 

attainment in individual subjects, but only the number of credits 

obtained, so they did not par~icularly distinguish between a weak 

and an able candidate. Employers were anxious to ascertain the 
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calibre of their prospective employees·, and soon began to realise 

that the Matriculation Certificate indicated· a higher standard, 

being that of university entrance (33). This in turn affected 

the candidates who were· anxious to obtain the best qualification 

they could, and once again, many more people entered for 

matriculation examinations than ever intended to go to 

University . 

. In an attempt to distinguish. between the more able and 

weak but successful candidates, several boards introduced 

'Distinctions' awarded to only the top 2% to 3%. However, 

some schools then concentrated their efforts on these pupils, 

ignoring the needs of others. The Secondary Schools Examinations 

Council, therefore, gradually persuaded the·examining bodies 

to abandon this system. Yet soon after, in 1939, the Council 

reversed its policy by introducing a new 'very good' standard 

in each subject comprising about 10% of the candidates. Other 

levels were 'credit', 'pass' and 'fail', covering the next 40%, 

30% and 20% of candidates respectively. 

The inflexibility of the School Certificate requirements 

meant that about.30% of candidates who failed did so because 

of only one subject. As there. was no possibility of adding an 

extra subject later·, some candidates were forced· to mark time 

and repeat work in order to satisfy matriculation requirements. 

For example,· a boy with seven credits and a pass in Spanish still 

failed to satisfy the matriculation requirements of London 

University (26). These requirements varied from one university 

to another, and were generally a combination of School Certificate 

and Higher School Certificate qualifications which were so 

inflexible that they imposed rigid constraints on the school 

curriculum. The Secondary Schools Examinations Council could 

have avoided this by offering two levels of examination, one 

of which was known· to be of similar standard to matriculation, 

but offering a wider choice of subjects. However, this was not 

done. 

The Spens Report (1938) of the SSEC stated.that "The School 

Certificate Examination ••. now dominates· the work of the schools, 

controlling both the framework and the content of the curriculum". 
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It also found that an artificial gap was being created between 

fifth and sixth year work. As so many pupils' aim was to attain 

a Matriculation Certificate irrespective of any university 

ambitions, many pupils who only reached· School Certificate 

standard felt that they had failed (52). Although the School 

Certificate had originally been intended to indicate a broad 

general education, combinations of subjects which were later 

accepted did not do so. For example, English, History, English 

Economic History, Economics, Geography and Botany was one 

accepted selection (6). There was also a fear that the new 

compulsory English Language qualification (1938) had resulted in 

an unconscious lowering of standards in order to enable more 

candidates to succeed·. Further reform was necessary, and the 

committee recommended· that the grouping of subjects be abolished, 

that increased· use be: made of school reports and, that the School 

Certificates be regarded as only the first stage of matriculation 

requirements (52). The advent of the Second World War prevented 

any immediate reforms from being instituted. 

1. 4 . The . Norwood Report arid the 19.44-Education Act 

During its existence,- the Secondary Schools Examinations 

Council had increased cooperation between examining bodies and 

schools in three different ways. Firstly, and importantly, 

it had allowed teacher· representation on its committee, the 

proportion being five teachers out of its twenty-six members; 

secondly, teachers had been given· the opportunity to submit their 

own syllabuses, although. almost no-one availed themselves of 

this provision. Thirdly, the committee permitted heads to 

submit estimates of candidates·' expected performance. The latter 

became increasingly important during the war years when it was 

sometimes impossible for candidates to sit or complete examinations 

as a result of air raids or loss of staff. 

In 1943, the SSEC in the Norwood report, argued the case for 

and against examinations, and suggested radical changes in the 
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examination system, including the possible abolition of external 

examinations in favour of an internal assessment conducted by 

, teachers who were familiar with the work of individual pupils. 

\!he 1944 Education Act, proposing secondary education for all, !I 
was forthcoming, and, it could be seen that the School Certificate 

would act as a great oarrier between' grammar schools and 

secondary modern schools as it would be'beyond the reach of 

most pupils attending the latter. Assessment by teachers 

themselves would fulfil all the requirements of local employers, 

and only those pupils intending.to pursue further study needed 

a system.ol' external examinations,. This had to be provided in 

order to prevent a recurrence' of, the situation where each professional 

body and university had set'their own'testing procedures. 

After the war, the reconstituted SSEC, containing no School 

Certificate Examination representatives" reiterated the plea for 

the abolition of suoject grouping, and it suggested instead 

that individual subjects be' certificated. This would give a 

clearer picture of a candidate!s degree' of success. It would 

also remove restrictions from the school curriculum as some 

subjects would no ,longer be compulsory teaching for grammar 
,/ 

schools (5'2). This idea' of a':new qualifying examination which 

was to become known' as .the General Certificate of Education was 

conceived in 1947. Like its predecessor it was to be taken in 

two stages, the Ordinary level,at sixteen years of age, and the 

Advanced level at eighteen'years of age. Separate scholarship 

examinations were to be set' for the competitive purpo'ses of 

gaining awards and some university places. 

1. 5 The General Certificate of Education (GCE) 

In this context of major changes in education and with 

the provision of secondary education for all, GCE examinations 

came into being in 1951, replacing both the School Certificate 

and the Higher School Certificate. The subsidiary examinations 

of the Higher Certificate had no equivalent under'the new scheme. 

GCE papers were single subject examinations as had been 
I 

! 

) 
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suggested, passes even in only one subject being certificated. 

The examinations operated on a 'pass/fail basis with no distinctions 

or credits being awarded and with the pass standard being set 

at that required, for a 'credit' on the School Certificate. 

There was no ,longer, an examination for those who would have 

reached' the pass standard on the School Certificate. The new 

pass standard for Ordinary level GCE examinations was known 

to have oeen' set deliBerately high to discourage the majority 

of pupils from entering; it was envisaged,that candidates would 

be from only the top 20% of' the ability range. In this way the 

examinations could Be used by the Universities for purposes of 

selection and, in fact, all the examining boards for the GCE 

were at that time under,the direct control of the universities. 

The imposition of a minimum age limit of sixteen years when the 

statutory minimum leaving-age wasififteenyears was also intended 

to discourage secondary-modern pupils from atte~pting the examination. 

Originally it was intended that candidates should only 

present, themselves' for the Ordinary level examination in subjects 

which they did not propose to study further. Otherwise 

Ordinary level examinations were to be by-passed and a candidate~s 

preferred subjects be taken directly to Advanced level. With 

this in mind, provision was made to award a failed Advanced 

level candidate an Ordinary leveL pass, if appropriate, on the 

basis of work ,produced in the Advanced level paper. However, 

this produced problems of how to assess an Ordinary level pass 

from an Advanced level attempt. Some candidates who might pass 

at the Ordinary level stage, might then' find the more complex 

work beyond their ability, and produce a negligible amount of 

evidence of any understanding or knowledge on the more difficult 

paper. Still other candidates entered for Advanced level in the 

mistaken belief that it was an easy route to obtaining an Ordinary 

level'pass. In practice, the official policy of by-passing was 

only followed by a few schools, and candidates' from these centres 

could often find themselves disadvantaged when', with comparatively 

few' Ordinary level passes and at a pre-Advanced level' examination 

stage of their career; they submitted applications to Universities. 
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It was the function of the SSECto ensure comparability 

of standards between Boards, and also to determine the nature 

of the GCE exinnfnation and its syllabuses. Practical skills 

alone were insufffcient and a general criterion for deciding 

whether' a subject area was suited'to GCE purposes was whether 

or not it could be studied, further. Originally Examining 

Boards could not change syllabuses without first obtaining 

the approval of the SSEC. 

The abolition of grouped subjects gave a greater' freedom 

of choice to the individual and, the examination period became 

extended. To compress the examination time-table as much as 

possible, itc,was usual for schools to limit the ilUmber of 

subjects which, could be taken. In fact,' many schools continued 

to follow School Certificate groupings as matriculation 

requirements ofl,S ~levels and 2 A-levels including English 
~ " 

Language, a foreign language, and mathematics and science,' 

imposed constraints on the curriculum. 

Apart f\om complaints about the extended examination 

period, there were objections to the age limit, many grammar 

school pupils being ready for entry before the age of sixteen; 

to the abolition of subsidiary subjects, which had been removed 

because the last three years of school became overcrowded with 

examinations; to the concept of 'by-passing which could leave 

an unsuccessful Advanced level candidate with too few qualifications 

------to be a true reflection of his potential; and also to the pass/ 

fail system (6); 

The main advantages'were that a candidate who was unsuccessful 

in a subject at Ordinary level, could re-sit the papers involved 

without interrupting his progress towards Advanced level. However, 

there were also objections to the single subject examination on 

the grounds that a candidate could accumulate passes one at a time 

and if so, may well have a less agile mind and less ability to 

cope with. a volume of knowledge than one who can pass several 

subjects in one attempt. Also, for early school-leavers, 

certification of even' one subject,meant that employers had to 

look carefully at a certificate to ascertain the calibre of an 
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applicant. This proved fairer than the· previous system where 

a good prospective employee whb had· reached the required 

standard to pass in all liut perhaps one compulsory subject, 

might lie turned down·liy virtue of having failed to obtain a 

School Certificate (6). 

TWo more examining liodieswere established· in the 1950's. 

The universities· of Bristol, Reading and Southampton were 

founder members of the Southern Universities Joint Board for 

School Examinations, and were later joined by the University 

of Exeter. Perhaps more significantly, it was decided that, 

although. there~were already eight GCE. examining boards in 

existence,· provision should be made for the examination of 

courses· of a more technical nature. Such courses, for example 

building construction, were not included usually in grammar 

schools, but were often runliy technical schools and technical 

colleges. The pressure was such. that the Associated Examining 

Board (AEB), the first non-university controlled· body, was set 

up and produced syllaliuses and examinations for all the more 

usual subjects together with an impressive list of technical 

and practical subjects, knowledge of which could be utilised 

in commerce or industry. The figures for entries to the AEB 

in 1959 were as follows:-

21411 candidates· entered 51570 subjects from 660 centres 

comprised as follows: 

Grammar schools 
Secondary modern schools. 
Secondary technical schools 
Further education 
Private and external 
H.M. Forces 

1024 
4621 
3485 
7811 

.1823 
... 2647 

21411 

Although the Board was unlike any other in its catering for 

practical subjects, it is interesting to note the large numbers 

entered from secondary schools other than grammar schools. Other 

boards had entries· from these schools too. These prestigious 
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O-level qualifications became the key to entry to the better-paid 

professions and so were sought after· by pupils from all kinds 

of backgrounds. The more able secondarY,modern pupils attempted 

GCE examinations in perhaps four or five subjects. Still others 

would strive for a single O-levE!l· qualification in their best 

suoject. The O-level· syllabuses· were not suited to these 

children as they had from the outset·, been intended to be 

highly academic. By 1959 approximately one-third of O-level 

entries were from sources outside grammar schools. There was 

an obvious need for lower-level· examinations which would provide 

a certificated qualification more suited to these pupils. 

~ The call for an·a1ternative·totheG;C.E; 

As long as sixty years ago, there. had been· investigations 

into courses followed· by secondary pupils who were not in 

grammar schools, and in 1926, the Hadow committee concluded· 

that a qualifying examination should be· introduced· for these 

pupils to furnish. them· with. some proof of their academic 

attainment (52). The economic climate of the 1930' s and the 

war years of the 1940's prevented· any such provision being made. 

The demands for an alternative lower-level system of 

examinations continued with the onset of the G.C.E. The pressure 

increased until, in 1955, the then· Minister of Education issued 

a document, Circular 289, expressing his opposition to the 

introduction of any new national system. Secondary modern 

schools were to prepare any suitable pupils for GCE examinations 

but to avoid establishing GCE courses purely for the sake of 

acquiring an academic reputation; this was not the prime function 

of this type of school. This Circular had so little effect that 

it was necessary to reiterate the reasons fot rejecting a second 

national examining system in Circular 326 of July 1957. However, 

the Baloe Committee was set· up one year later· with the following 

terms of reference:· "To review current arrangements for the 

examination of secondary school pupils other· than by GCE 

examination, to consider· what developments are .desirable, and 

to advise the Council whether, and if so, what, examinations 
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should be encouraged' or introduced and at what ages and levels". 

(43) . 

Figures' for 1958 show that over' half of the pupils in 

secondary-moderi1 schools' took some' kind of external examinations 

before lea"ing school. Many of these examinations were totally 

unsuitable,' but the figures reflect the strength of public 

opinion at the time,' and in 1959,,. the Crowther' Report recorded 

the degree' of pressure from parents and others for another 

examination with, national validity. The problem' of multiplicity 

of types of qualification was returning, and so when'the Beloe 

Committee submitted'its report the following year, it could see' 

no alternative but to recommend the setting up of a new' lower

level' examination system'. 

1.7 'The'Certificate'of'Secondary'Examiriation 

Like the'GCE, the new system'which'became known'as the 

Certificate of Secondary Education examination, was to be 

based on individual subjects. As GCE was aimed at the top 

20% of the ability range,' the proposals suggested that the 

target'group for the CSE, be the next 40%, of whom the best 

20% were expected to enter for at least four subjects. A 

rigid pass/fail structure,was unnecessary since the examination 

was purely a qualifying one which would not be used' for selective 

purposes', and a system' of grading such that the majority of 

candidates would achieve success. was recommended'. The SSEC 

laid down'conditions under which, examining boards could become 

CSE boards (52), and these proposals were accepted by the 

Minister of Education in 1961. 

The CSE examination began to function four years later', 

under the control of fourteen'regional boards. The governing 

council of each, board had no representatives' from the 

universities, but included' a large,pr9Portion of teachers. 

It was hoped, tlierefore, , that the CSE would.develop a character 

of its own; making it particularly suited to the needs of its 

target group, but in fact; in many cases, the examination and 
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syllabus made it merely a simplified version of the GCE 

O-level. 

The certificates would provide information useful to local 

employers, technical colleges" and colleges of further education 

in that they" offered a means of comparing one candidate's 

level of attainment with" another. A grading system" had 

advantages over a pass/fail system which" might imply some 

candidates were suited for particular kinds of employment and 

others not. Grades" were awarded" on a five-point scale, but only 

Grades 1 and 4 were defined: 

(Candidates failing to attain even" a Grade 5 were considered 

to have Been" unsuitaBly entered in the first place). 

"Grade 4 was to be the "standard of performance expected from a 

sixteen year old of average ability who has applied" himself to 

a course appropriate to his age," ability and aptitude". This 

was a deliberately vague definition which" allowed the standard 

to set itself and avoided" the two".pitfalls of firstly, a 

standard set too high. and therefore excluding some of the 

intended target· group, and secondly, a standard set so low that 

the target" group would not be entered". 

Grade 1 was defined more specifically, and with very careful 

wording: it was to be an indication that the calibre of the pupil 

was such that "he might reasonably have secured a pass in the 

Ordinary leve160f the GCE examination, had he applied" himself 

to a course of study leading to that examination'- •• ". This 

definition, therefore," implies an overlap betweenO-level 

standards and those of CSE, which" was intended· to help teachers 

with decisions concerning borderline O-level candidates. 

[ The many different CSE Examining Boards iti.troduced 

syllabuses with varying emphases. These syllabuses did not have 

to be approved" by the SSEC or subsequent bodies. Provision was 

also made for three different modes" of examining. In Mode 1, 

the external examinations were set" on syllabuses provided" by the 

board's subject panels. In Mode 2, these external examinations 

were set on syllabuses'-provided" by" the" school and approved" by" the 
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boards' subject panels. In Mode 3, examinations were set and 

marked internally but moderated'by' the regional board. 

The great, diversity of syllabuses and examinations 

which resulted, made comparability of standards "between boards, 

between sulijects, and especially between' CSE and GCE, a well

nigh, impossible achievement. One' of the functions of the Schools 

Council for Curriculum and Examinations. established in 1964, was 

to try to estalilish,' an equivalence' between the two'sets of 

examination results'. However', initially the examination 

timetables'were such that "double-entering" for CSE and GCE 

was possible.' Results often' showed' that these borderline 

candidates' could fail at O-level'Dut still obtain a Grade 1 CSE. 

The correlation of the standards of the two systems was in 

question: 

Many parents' pressurised teachers to allow their children' 

to follow O-level' rather' than CSE courses', as GCE qualifications 

were regarded' as superior. The problem which existed' in the days 

of the School Certificate and the Matriculation Certificate had 

returned; with. candidates striving to obtain the best qualification 

available, namely, the Ordinary level pass of the General Certificate 

of Education. 

This dual examining system, currently in existence,' is elitist 

and divisive. Many people feel' that, with'the increase in the 

numbers of comprehensive schools throughout the country, a 

comprehensive examining system'would.be'inore appropriate. In 

addition, despite at least twenty years' existence,' the CSE 

qualification is neither well understood nor well accepted in 

industry or commerce.' Early in the 1970's, the Schools Council 

suggested' that the feasibility of a single examining system at 

16+ be investigated'. 
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Chapter 2 
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2.1 The purpose of examining 

James M. Thyne classifies the purposes of examining into 

two categories (a) content purposes 

(b) criterion purposes. 

Content purposes include testing a candidate's ability to understand, 

comprehend, recall, recognise, apply, organise, analyse, synthesise 

and evaluate (47). Not all examinations test all of these, and the 

emphasis placed on these areas can vary considerably from one type 

of examination to another. However, it would be pointless to 

assess a candidate's performance in any of these areas if that 

measurement were not put to some kind of use. Therefore, if 

there are content purposes' for examining there must be some 

criterion purposes also, and cTiterion purposes themselves 

assume that content purposes have been fulfilled. 

Examinations can: be used' for the following criterion purposes: 

Ca) as a means· of maintaining standards 

Cb) 

~c) 
as a stimulus to both pupil and teacher 

as a qualification 

(d) as a means of selection 

(e) as a prognosis 

(f) as a social control 

2.2 'The uses of 'examinations 

a) as a means of maintaining standards 

Oxford and Cambridge Universities'were originally able to 

raise the standards achieved by their abler undergraduates by using 

competitive entrance examinations, and the same means may also be 

used to maintain standards. The quality of students depends largely 

on their attainments at school, and as most candidates will work 

to achieve. whatever level'.is demanded by the examination for which 

they are entering, universities have found entrance examinations an 

effective way of ensuring that a candidate acquires an adequate 

academic background. 
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b) as a stimulus to pupil and teacher 

Examinations provide an incentive to pupils by giving them 

a goal towards which to work (43). The pupil knows that in a given 

time he must achieve certain targets, helmust assimilate a specified 

body of knowledge and he must be able to reproduce it, or any part 

of it, precisely and specifically, in different forms and in varying 

situations. He must focus his mind; to be certain of doing well, 

he must work as. hard at those parts of the syllabus he finds 

uninteresting as at those parts he favours. To achieve success it 

is usually necessary for the pupil to work steadily over a 

protracted period of time, and so examinations also encourage 

persistence. An examination gives a student feedback about his 

progress and provides him with a means of measuring his attainments 

against his own previous performances~ against the achievements 

of his peers, and against national standards. However, external 

examinations which are known· to have a high failure rate may leave 

candidates with no incentive to attempt them. 

A parallel case can be drawn· for teachers. Examinations also 

give the teacher a goal with a specified syallabus to be covered 

within a given time. They ensure that the teacher will do his best 

to cover all aspects of the work which may be tested, and prevent 

the teacher from concentrating solely on topics which are neither 

his forte nor his partiality. They encourage him not to digress too 

far from the central core of knowledge to be imparted and also not 

to favour the better pupils at the expense of the less able. The 

teacher also receives'feedback as regards his own efficiency 

compared with other schools and other teachers within the same 

school. 

Examinations influence what is taught in schools, but may 

not be too oppressive a constraint on teaching. Channels are 

open for teachers to criticise examinations should they wish, 

and the provision is made, although comparatively rarely used, 

for teachers to write their own· syllabuses and submit them for 

approval. 
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c) as a qualification 

The certificates which are awarded on the basis of public 

examination results, furnish the candidate with a testimony to 

his skills and proficiency in different subjects. These give 

evidence of his abilities and perseverance which will be 

valued by prospective employers, by those responsible for· 

allocating university or college places, by his parents and 

by himself. The Norwood Committee, in their assessment of 

the School Certificate Examination, pointed out that this evidence 

was particularly valuable for pupils in schools not normally, or 

not as yet, regarded academically. 

[:certificates can indicate whether a candidate is likely to 

be competent to undertake the next stage of training or study. 

The national standing of the current external examination system 

means that the same set of examination results can be used for 

matriculation requirements, for entrance to professional bodies, 

and for, the use of employers. 

It is not always necessary for a pupil to remember at a 

later stage what he has learnt for an examination. Preparation 

of this kind furnishes a pupil with the ability to learn up a 

subject long enough to apply·it to a specific purpose; to be 

able to do this is useful in many professions such as that of a 

lawyer, journalist, administrator etc. 

d) as a means of selection 

Examination results are often used as an administrative 

device for purposes· of selection. In the past, they· were used 

to determine which schools would receive government grants and 

how much would be awarded. Nowadays, they are often used as a 

basis for awarding scholarships or bursaries. In this case, and 

also in the fields of industry and commerce, the number of 

qualified people frequently exceeds the number of places available 

and so a selection has to be made. This may be by use of external 
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examination results, but sometimes there is little to choose 

between a field of applicants, and then a more specific type 

of examination is necessary. Such an examination must put top 

candidates into rank order and avoid 'bunching' at the top end 

of the scale. 

e) as a prognosis 

Examinations which. are used. for selection purposes· are 

assumed to have a predictive value,· proficiency at a given 

level being taken to indicate probable. success later. As 

regards university places, matriculation results CO-level and 

A-level) are assumed to give a good indication of what will be 

accomplished in finals. However, in the past, success in the 11+ 

examination which selected pupils for the more academic courses 

of the grammar schools, did not correlate so well with O-level 

passes, and a significant number of 11+ 'failures', who were 

directed towards the more practical courses· of the secondary 

modern schools, achieved noteworthy academic qualifications later. 

This non~agreement of these two sets of results was one reason for 

the abolition of the selection examination at 10-11 years. 

f) as a means of social control 

The national recognition of external examinations allows· 

selection processes·to appear to be fair. Qualifications obtained 

in this way provide the opportunity for children from poor 

backgrounds to move up the social ladder. All social systems 

have their disadvantages; in some the poor are discriminated 

against, whereas in a system which encourages promotion by merit, 

it is the unqualified who feel· frustrated. External examinations 

have only appeared to be a fair means of selection because it is 

possible, by restricting the number and type of schools available, 

and by manipulation of the curriculum, to ensure thHt only a 

limited number will learn what is.necessary to achieve succesS 

in this way. 
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2.3 The·disadvantages of examinations 

The case against examinations was expressed clearly and 

concisely in the Report of the Norwood Committee· in 1941 ( ). 

Since then any criticism of the examination system has tended 

to be only a reiteration of points made at that time. The most 

common objection is that examinations and their syllabuses not 

only influence the curriculum but dominate and restrict it. 

Teachers are not encouraged to follow up lines of thought as they 

occur and they become reluctant to experiment with. new· ideas, 

preferring to stay with methods which are known· to produce good 

results. The prospect of increasing examination passes provides 

the temptation to concentrate on examinable techniques, ignoring 

the importance of other attributes·. 

The Norwood Committee also felt that the. goal of working for 

an examination was an undesirable one; and that schools should 

find more appropriate ways of motivating their pupils. They 

commented on the unsuitability of the current examination system 

for the vast majority of pupils, but acknowledged the very real 

danger of children being pressurised into such examinations by 

their parents' wishes· that they· hold a meritorious certificate, 

by the need for qualifications for job prospects or college entrance, 

and by schools pitting themselves· in unofficial competition with 

other schools (43). Most of these criticisms could still be levied 

at the current dual O-level/CSE system. 

Increasingly, there is concern that many examinations are little 

better than a test of a good memory, emphasising as they do recall 

of knowledge in a fairly stereotyped form. They· encourage a 
passive type of mind and do not encourage pupils to think for 

themselves·. This situation is improving as different examining 

techniques are developed, but it is still true that current 

examination procedures· rarely allow room for creativity or 

initiative (53). 

Examinations form an essential constituent of our educational 
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system. Fraser and Gillan state that "for education to be 

effective, teaching objectives must be defined. Learning 

experiences must be provided to achieve these objectives, and 

examinations are part of the process that determines the 

extent to which the objectives are being attained". (15). 

Also, our society is supposed to be based on promotion 

according to merit. It requires that people provide some 

indication of their ability to do a given job or to follow a 

specified course. If the public examination system were 

abolished, there would undoubtedly be a return to the situation 

where each profession held its own qualifying examinations, a~d 

each firm, college and university set its own selection 

examinations. The advantages of a cmmnonly recognised and 

nationally.valid system are apparent as it avoids this multiplicity 

of testing and reduces the time that anyone candidate is involved 

in sitting papers. 

2.5 Successand·failure 

Apart from reflecting the background knowledge of a candidate, 

examination qualifications provide an indication of the type of 

personality who works well under pressure. This is not 

necessarily an indication of. consistent effort, and sometimes 

stress times are the only times when certain people will work. 

When once the threat of examinations or other types of deadline 

is removed, those people may be comparatively unproductive workers 

(6). Conscientious people with. a steady outflow of work have a 

valuable contribution to make, but these are not always successful 

examinees. Nervous candidates are often poor examinees but may be 

fruitful and diligent workers. 

A poor examination result does not provide a distinction 

between. candidates· who fail to find a solution to a problem in 

a given time, and so abandon the task altogether, and those who 

would persist until an answer was found. Obviously, the latter 

type of person would be preferred in almost any employment. The 

limited time available in an examination can also work to a 
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candidate's advantage, as it necessarily restricts the length 

of answer, discourages repetition and encourages succinctness 

and a careful marshalling of facts; this might not occur in 

other circumstances. 

\ Success tends to be more acceptable when only relatively 

few candidates have been entered, for example, in Associated 

Board music examinations or in University scholarship examinations. 

Where there is a sizeable entry, the disappointment of the large 

numbers who fail tarnishes the pleasure of success for those who 

pass. This mass failure was the strongest reason for the abolition 

of the 11+ examination. It has been argued that if 80% of the 

population had 'passed' and proceded to grammar schools, then 

comprehensive schools would never have been introduced, but the 

given situation where between 12% to 25% only of the 10 year-old 

population passed, the majority being labelled 'failures', was 

found to be increasingly unacceptable. 

Similarly, in the GCE Ordinary level examinations, attempted 

by approximately half the population, the large numbers of 

failures (about 40% of candidates for each subject), led to the 

abolition of the pass/fail system and its replacement with a 

grading system where the top three· of the six grades· correspond 

to the previous concept of pass. 

Obviously, failure destroys morale, and repeated failure 

can have devastating effects, causing loss of self-confidence and 

dulling a candidate:s appetite for both the subject concerned and 

any other subject or course of training culminating in an 

examination. Most teachers try to prevent a candidate from being 

repeatedly disappointed, and many of the legislations governing 

the eligibility of entry to examinations are designed to protect 

candidates from this kind of discouragement. 

In the past, 60% of schoolchildren were rejected three· 

times over;· they 'failed' the 11+, they· failed to be entered for 

O-levels or a comprehensive spread of CSE subjects, and consequently, 

they failed to be selected for the top professions and better paid 

jobs. Repeated rejection results in behaviour problems and a feeling 

of worthlessness. The ending of 11+ examinations removed the 
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first rejection, and it is one of the aims of the new 16+ 

examination to remove the second. 

2.6 The determination of standards 

Basically, there are two ways of establishing the standards 

of an examination: 

(a) norm-referencing where standards are fixed in terms of 

relative standing 

(b) criterion-referencing where standards are fixed in terms 

of performance.· 

Which is most appropriate depends on the purpose for which the 

examination is to be used·. The differences between these two 

systems have been· examined in some detail in recent years as a 

result of the concern about labelling large numbers of the 

population as 'failures' (47). 

Norm-referencing: 

When norm-referencing is used as the basis for establishing 

standards, each. candidate's performance. is assessed· relative to 

the others in his group. The emphasis is placed on whether this 

candidate shows more skill or greater· depth of understanding than 

the otliers, and because it is the difference between candidates 

which. is important in this system, norm-referenced examinations 

are designed to maximise the differences (32). It is assumed 

that the distribution of scores obtained by candidates entered 

for any given examination is a normal one with the greatest number 

of scores falling around the centre and spreading to either side. 

The group as a whole is assessed relative to external groups, 

usually previous years entrants, as it is taken that there will be 

little variation from year to year. Any variation is regarded as 

an indication that the papers were either too hard or too easy and 

appropriate adjustments are made. This means that in any group 

there will be approximately the same proportion of failures, 

irrespective of whether it is a particularly good or a particularly 

bad group· (8) . 
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Thyne (47) justifies this method of establishing standards 

as follows: a mark on its own is meaningless. In order to give 

any indication of its value some kind of comparison must be 

made. For example, the mark could be compared with the possible 

total, say 60 out of 100 or 60 out of 150. In this case, the 

first mark would seem to be better than the second. However, 

this again is meaningless if the degree of difficulty of the 

paper is not known; A score of 60% is.more creditable on a more 

difficult paper. Also, as the difficulty of an examination 

increases, the marks as a whole go down; Therefore, on a more 

difficult examination, 60% would appear in a higher position in 

an ordered list. This indicates that it is the standing of a 

particular mark which reflects its merit. 

Ranking is one possible way of showing the relative inerit 

of a mark, but there are two major problems associated with this 

method. The first is that entry nllII!bers vary, so how could a 

distinction be made between the candidate who is nineteenth out 

of twenty candidates, and the one who is nineteenth out of ninety 

candidates. The second problem· occurs with tied marks. For 

example, where a candidate obtains the second highest mark but 

has four candidates tied above him on the highest mark, is that 

candidate to be regarded· as second or fifth? There are other 

disadvantages also. The ranking procedure takes· time particularly 

where large numbers of. candidates are involved·; it does not 

differentiate between· candidates who are only just first, for 

example, and those who are first by a large margin; it does not 

provide. an easy way of comparing a particular candidate's 

performance in different subjects where the entry numbers vary 

greatly. 

of 85?) 

(Is 14th out of 51 a better· achievement than 34th out 

A more ineaningful picture. of anyone candidate's performance 

can be obtained if, instead of considering ranks, comparison is 

made wi.th the medians and quartiles· of the distribution. However, 

this provides only three reference points and so is considered to 

be a rather coarse measure. A more precise positioning of a 
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candidate's mark can be made if percentiles are used and the 

distribution is divided into hundredths. Thus the 10th percentile 

is ten huridredths up the distribution, and the 25th percentile 

corresponds to the lower quartile etc. Quotation of five 

particular percentiles, say the 90th, 75th, 50th, 25th and 

10th percentiles is equivalent to giving results on a six 

grade system. These representative percentiles are then scaled 

so that they have the same numerical value in each distribution. 

This a110ws'direct comparison to be made between subjects. It 

is true that this method assumes that a group performs equally 
, 

well in all subjects, but on the other'hand, there is no 

justification for assuming that the group will do better in 

some subjects than in others. 

Once the percenti1es'have been'sca1ed, the pass mark is 

set at a particular percenti1e,'often' about the fourtieth. 

This gives rise to one of the major criticisms of this system, 

which is that there will necessarily be a large proportion of 

failures (40% in this case). It also introduces the difficulty 

of drawing a pass/fail line just where candidates' are very thickly 

clustered'. A second criticism of this system is that it takes no 

account of how good the group is, and so the system is open to 

abuse. Schools have been known to enter large numbers of 

candidates in order' to boost up the chances' of ,their better 

pupils. 

Finally, a candidate's position in a group does not give any 

indication about what he can do, or at what 1eve1'he is performing 

in absolute terins (47).. 

Criterion-referencing: 

In, this system' of establishing standards, a candidate is 

measured against the 1eve1'of his own performance, and there is 

no inter-candidate competition. Essentially, a criterion-referenced 

examination is a test of mastery of skills. Candidates are required 

to perform a given task or tasks at a specified minimum level of 

proficiency as, for example,' in music examinations and driving 

tests (32). It is theoretically possible for everyone to pass 
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as their performance is in no way affected 

Equally, all candidates might fail if 

even the top candidate did not reach a level deemed to be 

satisfactory. However, such a system does provide every candidate 

with the chance of success, and it also has the advantage of 

telling more precisely users of the system, such as employers, 

what level of performance they can expect from the holders of 

such a qualification. "Tests are intended to provide information 

about specific knowledge and skills of examinees and yield scores 

interpretable in terms of tasks' or performances". (32). However, 

a candidate who only just passes a criterion-referenced'examination 

is not distinguished in any way from one who had a much higher 

standard. This type of comparison is norm-referencing, not 

criterion-referencing. 

Criterion-referencing necessitates' the predetermination of 

standards. It is essential that the level' of performance which 

is deemed to be satisfactory must be clearly defined. The 

specifications should state exactly what any pupil is expected' 

to do, in what circumstances' (oral, practical, open' book 

examinations etc.) and at what level'of proficiency he is expected 

to perform. What level' this is depends on the purpose of the 

examination, and also on the consequences' for not reaching the 

required standard. For example,' if a standard were set such that 

any candidate failing to attain it would be prohibited from proceding 

to a course at a higher level, the underlying reason for this 

should be that such. a candidate would not gain any benefit from 

study of a more advanced nature.' Exactly how many criteria are 

defined depends on the number' of uses to which the results are going 

to be put and on the number of crucial levels of performance (4'n. 

Criterion tests are particularly useful in subjects with a 

hierarchical structure, for example mathematics and foreign 

languages, in order to ensure readiness for the next stage. They 

are essential tests of competence in certain areas of study, e.g. 

surgery, aviation, motoring skills. They' also provide valuable 

feedbacks' about the level'of proficiency of a student. However, 

norm-referenced tests are more useful for purposes'of discrimination 

e.g. awards and scholarships, university entrance. 
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No criterion-referenced examination can be better than the 

specification of the criteria and therefore these need to be 

well planned and carefully thought out. Also, no examination 

of any kind is perfectly valid as regards consistency of marking, 

and since there is no scaling in>a criterion-referenced 

examination it is imperative that every possible action be 

taken to ensure that the examination is as valid as possible. 

Where differences in scores are significant then the exact nature 

of these differences should have been> explicitly stated at the 

beginning. 

With criterion-referenced examinations there is little 

that can be said about a candidate's relative performance in 

different subjects, whereas with> norm-referenced> examinations, 

a system can be devised to scale percentiles and hence achieve 

a satisfactory method of comparison of standards >between subjects. 

In a criterion-referenced system, a candidate entered for two 

subjects would either succeed in satisfying the criteria in both 

subjects, or fail in both, or pass in one and not the other. In 

the case of two passes it is not really feasible to say which 

performance was the better one. To attempt to do so would be 

a return to norm-referencing. 

It is proposed that the new 16+ examination be criterion

referenced whereas the present dual GCE and CSE system> is norm

referenced. However, it remains to be seen> to what extent norm

referencing may be implicitly or explicitly applied> by readjustment 

of criteria. 
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. Chapter 3 . 

. The need f··· ... . . or a unified . system 
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3.1 The 'call for a single system of examining 

As early as 1964, the SSEC constituted a Committee the 

terms of reference of which were: "To consider the future 

relationship between the examinations for the Ordinary level 

of the GCE and for the CSE and to make recommendations ... " (37). 

When the Schools Council was established, taking over the work 

of the SSEC, it authorised the Committee to continue its 

investigation. As a result, Schools Council Examinations 

Bulletin No. 23 was published in 1971; it recommended that a 

variety of feasibility and development studies be carried out 

before any far-reaching changes were introduced. 

Consortia of joint GCE/CSE boards were formed, and developed 

syllabuses and examinations deemed to be suitable for the top 60% 

of the ability range i.e. all those normally entered for GCE and 

CSE. Not all subjects were considered, but those that were covered, 

were very diverse. They included essential subjects such as 

English Language and Mathematics, both of which are normally 

taken by a larger percentage of the population, but the consortia's 

studies excluded minority subjects such as physical science, taken 

mainly by abler candidates. 

Experimental examinations continued from 1972 to 1977, with 

the separate consortia working along very different lines. These 

years produced a wealth, of evidence for the Waddell Committee, 

whose report in July 1978 stated that a common system of 

examining was both "feasible and desirable" on educational and 

administrative grounds (49). 

3.2' 'The 'disadvantages of ' a' dual 'system' 

A dual system of examinations is divisive, and whilst it 

might have been more justifiable when grammar schools and 

secondary modern schools were in operation, it cannot be 

justified in a system of comprehensive education. The 1966 

Joint GCE/CSE Committee commented, "There are nOil two separate 
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systems of examining the educational attainment of pupils aged 

about 16. Yet the distribution of attainment is continuous ..• " 

(37). There is no natural division in a continuous distribution 

so the problem of selecting a CSE or GCE course for a pupil is 

often a difficult one. Because the GCE examination caters for the 

top 20% of the ability range, CSE qualifications are regarded 

as inferior, and for this reason, even when CSE is clearly 

the most appropriate course for a pupil, teachers can meet 

with opposition from both the pupil and his/her parents. 

The role of examinations has changed since the CSE system 

was devised. The raising of the school-leaving age to sixteen 

years means that almost all pupils stay at school until the 

summer term of the fifth year when they take what has become, 

for the majority, a school-leaving certificate. In view of 

this change in function, the Governing Council of the Schools 

Council suggested the time was right for a complete reappraisal 

(35). There are now eight O-level examining boards and a further 

fourteen regional CSE Boards, each providing their own choice of 

syllabuses and papers, in addition to a choice of mode. Many 

very different syllabuses exist under the same title, and 

conversely, some virtually identical courses have dissimilar 

titles~ Tlie wide choice causes· confusion, particularly among 

infrequent users of examination qualifications. 

~n many cases, O-level· and CSE courses for the same subject 

are widely divergent, and where schools offer both courses, a choice 

has to be made usually at the end of the third year of secondary 

education, too early to predict accurately the development of 

some pupils. In areas where middle schools operate, this 

choice comes· almost immediately after transfer to the secondary 

school, and at a time when staff have had little opportunity to 

become cognizant of their pupils' abilities. Once committed to 

a particular type of course a pupil cannot easily transfer to 

the other type should he later seem more suited. This divergence 

also means that groups usually have to be taught separately, 

and with falling rolls in schools, this can be very uneconomic, 

wasteful of both teachers and resources, and resulting in small 
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numbers in each group. It also forces schools which might 

prefer to implement a mixed-ability policy, into a setting 

or streaming situation (35). 

Entering pupils for two types of examination involves 

schools with at least two examining boards, and doubles the 

entry fee for candidates taking some Q-level and some CSE 

examinations. Borderline candidates are sometimes entered 

for both types of examination which, places a heavy burden of 

work on them and puts them through the stress of sitting many 

papers. This practice is less frequent now that a five-scale 

grading system is in operation for a-level certificates. The 

top three of these are deemed to,be a pass, leaving two grades 

indicating the level of achievement of candidates who fail. 

Previously, a candidate who attempted Q-level but failed was 

worse off than a candidate who had followed a CSE course. 

With two totally different examination systems in existence, 

there is the proBlem' of comparability of standards. Results 

have to Be measured on the same scale both because the two 

,"populations overlap in ability, and because the definition of 

a Grade 1 CSE qualification equates it to a pass at Ordinary 

level. This in itself makes a Grade 1 more desirable, increases 

pressure on staff, and pupils, and makes candidates attaining 

Grades 2-5 feel that they have failed. 

The disruption to the normal timetable in the summer term 

goes on for an extended period with the ,non-simultaneous operation 

of a dual system, and as CSE candidates are usually examined 

before GCE candidates in comparison they have lost about four 

to five weeks' teaching time (29). 

The Waddell report emphasised' that a common system of 

examining does not imply a common examination. It defined a 

common system of examining to be: 

(i) common papers taken by all candidates; 
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(ii) common papers taken by all candidates, but containing 

questions designed to present different degrees of 

difficulty (for example, structured questions which 

all candidates are expected to attempt and which 

have a built-in "incline of difficulty"); 

(iii) common papers taken,by all candidates, but containing 

questions/part-questions with stated different mark 

weightings (tariff questions) which involve choice 

of question on the part of the candidate; 

(iv) a common paper" taken by all candidates, plus 

alternative. papers 'reflecting different approaches 

to the· subject and/or different forms of assessment, 

but which are not intended.to be at'varying levels 

of difficulty. Candidates' can attain the highest 

grades' whichever'. papers they' choose; 

(v)': a common 'paper taken by all candidates,' plus alternative 

papers which are intended to be at varying levels of 

difficulty. If the candidate chooses an easier 

alternative paper he cannot normally attain the 

highest grades'." 

The Committee emphasi'sed that, in many subjects, alternative 

papers would be needed to cover' the whole ability range. It 

recommended' that a central coordinating body be set up to oversee 

the writing of national criteria for syllabuses~ examinations 

and assessment. in order,' to ensure comparability of standards 

between boards. This would both. remove the multiplicity of 

examinations,. titles and syllabuses, and therefore remove much 

of the confusion that exists amongst users, and also increase the 

confidence of the public in the system. (35). 

The common system would be a more acceptable means of 

recording achievement as it is in accordance with comprehensive 

educational principles, and, it would remove the inferior status 

of CSE. It would eliminate all the other disadvantages mentioned 

above, and it would provide an opportunity. for a re-think about 

assessment practices.', and a chance to eliminate any undesirable 
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characteristics of the present system (29). 

The Waddell Committee anticipated no opposition from CSE 

Boards who would lose their second-rate status, but expected 

a certain amount of protest from the GCE Boards. However, the 

University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, a GCE 

examining board, expressed the view that GCE examinations 

had too much prestige and their abolition would "reduce the 

importance of examinations in the public eye". (48) • The 

Syndicate was not without reservations, however, and expressed 

concern about the operation of different modes and the difficulties 

of ensuring comparability between modes. The Waddell Report 

expressed the view that "Public confidence in comparability 

and standards will be reinforced· by the knowledge that all groups 

of boards are applying the same criteria, agreed with a central 

coordinating eody, to all their syllabuses and assessment and 

moderation procedures" (17) • 

3.4· Feasibility·studiesin Mathematics 

The Waddell Committee reported on the feasibility studies 

conducted between 1972 and 1977, and their findings are summarised 

in this section. The range of ability for a common system of 

examining is greater in mathematics than in most other subjects; 

because of the importance of the subject and the frequency with 

which. employers· ask for a qualification in the subject, 72% of 

the population enter for mathematics examinations. A particularly 

wide syllabus and varied· methods of assessment were found to be 

needed to cope with this extended ability range. 

Eight consortia offered feasibility studies in Mathematics 

as shown in the table'overleaf. 

Schemes 6 and 8 were non-operational, and scheme 7 offered 

only a Mode 11 examination. Details of the other schemes are 

included in Appendix A. (50) • 

(a) Introductory comment: 

The syllabuses provided for these studies mostly lacked 
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Number of candidates 

Consortium 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

l. WJEC Scheme, I~ 789 869 1182 4509 9120 

Scheme 11 

2. London/SEREB 1127 1182 

3. JMB/ALSEB/NWREB 

l'ater 

JMB/ALSEB/YREB/ 
TWYLREB 3213 3053 6052 8643 

4. AEB/Middlesex 2234 2809 2930 3167 

5. Cambridge /EAEB 1023 1691 2431 2366 6166 

6. Oxford and 

Cambridge/SREB 514 276 

7. SWEB/Cambridge 304 308 286 345 

8. EMREB ) 155 311 

) 252 235 

detail. All included a general statement of aims and a list of 

material to be covered. However, the depth to which topics 

were to be studied could only be ascertained by reference to 

spec~men papers initially, together with past papers in the later 

years of the study. None of the syllabuses particularly 

encouraged investigational work. 

(b) Ability: 

Candidates entered for the experimental examinations were 

checked for ability by using the NFER scholastic aptitude tests, 

and they were found, in some cases, to be a poor representation 

of the required ability range. Schemes 3 and 4 had many 

candidates below the 40th percentile,' whereas scheme 6 did not 

have enough less able candidates. Only borderline candidates 

had been entered for scheme 5. 

Cc) Syllabuses: 

Syllabuses 1 and 3 were basically traditional whereas 
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syllabus 5 was fundamentally modern in its content, and none of 

these schemes attracted a wide enough cross-section of schools. 

Scheme 5 was also criticised as being an inadequate preparation 

for A-level, the syllabus lacking depth and the examination 

questions being undemanding. 

The syllabus offered·in scheme 2 was found to be a good 

blend of traditional and modern concepts, providing an improved 

basis for A-level work. The Committee also felt that schemes 

1, 3 and 4 were a good foundation for further' study.:!Of these, 

schemes 1 and 4 required that all pupils cover the whole 

syllabus. This was considered to be unsatisfactory in the case 

of less able candidates as it placed a heavy work load on them 

and forced them to study topics the underlying concepts of which 

were beyond their grasp. 

(d) Examinations: 

Those schemes'which:offered'only a common paper'were found 

to be totally unsatisfactory. It is very discouraging, and 

educationally undesirable, for less able candidates to be faced 

with large numbers of questions they cannot attempt. Equally, 

it is tedious for an able candidate to work through a mass of 

easy questions before reaching more demanding ones. No common 

paper was found to be fair to the extreme ends of the ability 

range. 

The three' schemes'which,worked well enough. to be considered 

as a basis for a possible solution were: 

(i) three papers of increasing difficulty with 

candidates' taking any consecutive two papers 

(ii) two' compulsory papers with an optional harder 

third paper and compulsory coursework assessment 

for all 

Ciii) two compulsory papers; with, a choice between a 

more demanding third paper or internal assessment 

of coursework. 

Scheme 3 issued formulae sheets which the Committee considered 

to be helpful, and schemes 2 and 4 quoted formulae in the questions 
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where they were required. 

Objective tests were used in schemes 2, 3 and 4. The 

Committee felt that these not only gave good syllabus coverage 

but also provided less able candidates who experience reading 

and writing difficulties, with a fairer chance to show what 

they could do. Short answer' questions were also considered to 

have the same advantage.' 

ee) Comparability: 

Where candidates,' were assessed by different means, either 

coursework as opposed ,to a written' paper" or where two' papers 

from' three' were taken', problems arose as to hm. to equate standards 

of grades. In the latter' case,' the two'populations were graded 

independently and then compared by means of the common paper. 

(f) Cour sework: ' 

Topic work, was" included' in scheines' 6 and 7, and coursework 

was compulsory in scbeme 2 but an optional alternative to a 

third paper in scheme 3. This scheme was commended for the 

provision of detailed guidance, to teachers as regards possible 

study topics, superVision of pupils, time allocation, presentation 

of work, records and assessment. 

Despite a number of criticisms, the Waddell Committee 

felt that the studies had demonstrated' the feasibility of a 

common examining system for mathematics. Common papers were 

not regarded as satisfactory. The'inost appropriate scheme seeined 

to be one of differentiated' papers which include a more difficult 

paper based' on an extended' syllabus for the inost able (50). 

3.5 Conclusion 

Similar feasibility studies' were conducted', for other'subjects 

with_the result that in its Report dated July 1978, the Waddell , , 

Committee,xecommended the introduction of a common examining 

system for all subjects. It advocated that the new' system be 
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introduced without delay to bring to an end the years of 

speculation-and uncertainty. There followed a Government White 

Paper (17) accepting the recommendations of the Committee, and 

in October 1978, it was announced that a single system of 

examining to be known_ as the General Certificate of Secondary 

Education (GCSE) would be introduced with effect in 1988. 
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Chapter 4 

The. Proposed GCSE 
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4.1 General outline 

cour{es l~..ainyio 
into schools in September 1986, with the first examinations 

bef~held in the summer of 1988. Q-level and CSE examinations 

will be held for the last time in 1987. l::he GCSE is ~ JX{ a 

single-subject examination operated by five examining groups 

in England and Hales, and schools will be free to choose to 

enter candidates with any of the groups. (See Appendix G). 

Each group is required to offer a full range of subjects. 

All syllabuses, assessment and grading procedures are to 

be based upon nationally agreed criteria, which will ensure 

that syllabuses with the same title have sufficient core 

content in common to justify identical nomenclature, and that 

all groups award the same grade for the same level of performance. 

Syllabuses may be offered in three different modes: 

Mode 1 

Mode 2 

Mode 3 

Syllabuses set and examinations conducted by 

the. Examining Boards, except for assessment 

of coursework and practical and oral 

examinations. 

Syllabuses designed by the. school and assessed 

by the Boards. 

Syllabuses designed and assessed by schools 

and moderated by the Boards. 

Certificates recording grades will be of a common form and 

issued by each examining group rather than by individual boards. 

Ini tially, grades will be norm-referenced on a seven-point scale 

equivalent to Grades A, B, C of GCE and Grades 2-5 of CSE, as 

shown below: 

GCE Q-"level . ·GCSE CSE 

A A 8 B B 

C C 

D D 2 

E E 3 

F 4 

G 5 
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The system has no pass/fail grades, but any candidate 

failing to produce sufficient evidence to be assessed will be 

ungraded and this subject will not be recorded on a certificate. 

This is different for candidates who previously would have been 

deemed to fail but yet >Those performance may have been 

classifiable. 

Grade descriptions for grades C and F are currently 

available and these give ;m indication of the skills that are 

likely to have been attained by a candidate with this qualification. 

Eventually, criteria will be clearly defined and agreed as a 

basis for awarding grades, after which grades will indicate 

with. certainty what level' of skills has been achieved. The 

top grades' of GCSE will require a performance not less exacting 

than 0-level. However, in some. ways, this may be more demanding, 

as previously a poor performance in one area could be compensated 

for, to a certain extent, by an excellent performance in another 

area. Hith. criterion-referencing a candidate!; grade is determined 

by the. simplest task at which. he fails irrespective of success 

at a more. complex level. 

There is to be no minimum or maximum age of entry, but the 

GCSE is aimed primarily at those who are completing the fifth 

year of their secondary education~ Whilst norm-referencing is 

still in operation, the target group for the examination is to 

be the top 60% of the abili.ty range,' i.e.' those pupils currently 

catered for by the GCE/CSE system. Once the examinations are 

criterion-referenced', it is envisaged that this will allow the 

target group to cover a greater ability range, as any candidate 

who feels they have reached the required standard for a given 

subject may enter. 

The national criteria will provide a basis for continuous 

checks in whether the examination system is promoting or distorting 

its mm aims, and these should also make easier the work of the 

SEC 1"n monitoring standards between groups. It is believed that 

public confidence in the system will be maintained by the inclusion 

of at least one GCE and CSE board in each examining group and by 
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the fact that all groups will be operating in accordance with 

the national cri teria. (9) ( 11) • 

4.2 Aims and objectives 

By introducing the GCSE, the Government aims "to improve 

the quality of education and to raise standards of attainment by 

stretching and stimulating pupils throughout the ability range." 

(Reference 9 page 2 para 5). It is hoped that ultimately at 

least 80-90% of the population will attain a level equivalent 

to the. current grade 4· CSE, which. is held to be the standard 

of an average pupil. The emphasis ·for each. subject criteria 

has Iieen 'fitness for purpose.'. This is felt to be the key to 

increased motivation in schools, and the introduction of grade

related criteria and the abolition of norm-referencing is 

expected to provide further· stimulus. However, it is debatable 

wnetfier improved· motivation and/or more highly trained teachers 

could raise such a proportion of candidates to a level previously 

considered to lie average; attainment is also limited by 

intelligence and aptitude.· There inay be exceptional cases 

where pupils from the 10th-20th. percentiles reach. the specified 

standard, as for instance in art, where the degree of success 

1:iears little or no correlation to general academic achievement, 

but it seems unlikely that such an extraordinary improvement 

would become the general rule. 

In many subjects, differentiated· syllabuses to cater· for the 

spread of the a1:iility range are thought to be advisable in order 

to offer pupils the chance to demonstrate their potential ability 

in that field. Too restricted a curriculum would be boring, 

uncha11enging and lack interest for an able student; too demanding 

a syl1a1:ius would discourage less a1:ile candidates·. Some subjects 

such. as English lend themselves to treatment of the same topic at 

different depths, but other su1:ijects, particularly those with a 
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linear development such as Mathematics, would offer more to all 

candidates by including an extended syllabus of greater size and 

complexity. In fact, such a syllabus has been stipulated for 

Mathematics, with the lower levels constrained in terms of 

syllabus content and complexity. The differing syllabus content 

overcomeS some problems as regards the varying abilities of 

candidates, but both re-introduces a dilemma for schools who 

do not wish to pursue a streaming or setting policy, and for 

those who do" increases the difficulties associated with movement 

between sets or streams . of pupils 
./ In "A General Introduction' (Reference g' Page 1) it states 

that "differentiated assessment techniques would be used in all 
• subjects so as to enable all candidates to demonstrate "hat they 

know, understand and can do". T>70 difficulties 'arise in 

assessment. If the problems posed are too easy, the outcome 

is not valued, the assessment is unsatisfying and candidates may 

be distinguished one from another by careless mistakes. If the 

problems posed are too hard, the candidates may be overwhelmed by 

the amount they are unable to do, the assessment becomes a depressing 

experience which might encourage wild guessing and perhaps result 

in the bunching together of candidates at the bottom end. 

Differentiated assessment alleviates these problems and may 

be achievp.d in a number' of ways: 

(a) Differentiated by outcome (41) 

In subjects such as English, a well thought-out stimulus 

can result in creative writing whatever level of ability the 

candidate possesses. 

(b) Structured questions (41) 

The question is usually divided into sections and each part 

is written in such a way as to guide the candidate through the 

question. The main criticism is that this discourages alternative 

approaches and stereotypes the answers. Abler candidates can feel 

frustrated by their lack of freedom to choose an appropriate method, , 

and are also denied the opportunity of demonstrating their powers 

of analysis. It is usually intended that the parts of the question 
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be arranged in order of increasing difficulty. Experience 

suggests that the candidate's notion of order of difficulty 

can vary considerably from the examiner's view. 

(c) Stepped papers (41) 

In this case, the questions are intended to be arranged in order 

of difficulty throughout the paper, and frequently use is made 

of tariff questions, in which the marks allotted to the question 

are printed alongside it. Candidates are free to make their 

own choice of questions, the idea being that less able candidates 

will select the easy questions, average candidates those of greater 

difficulty, and able candidates the most demanding ones. However, 

limited candidates frequently over-reach themselves by attempting 

questions which are beyond them, whilst able candidates sometimes 

play safe in an examination situation and select easier questions 

which do not truly reflect the extent of either their knowledge 

or aptitude. 

(d) 'Differentiated papers (41) 

Here papers are arranged in an incline of increasing difficulty; 

the differentiation between the papers includes not only content 

and the structure of the question, but language, pace and 

complexi ty (l4). 

Such a scheme has been stipulated for Mathematics and no 

COmmon paper may be set covering the whole of the ability range. 

It has also been specified that at least three levels of assessment 

must be provided in mathematics. Candidates taking the easier 

papers will not be able to attain the highest grades which will 

only be available to those candidates who tackled the most 

demanding papers. This scheme leads to problems of comparison 

of standards. A candidate who takes the highest papers may do 

badly, and the question then arises of how to compare a poor 

performance on a demanding paper with a better performance on 

an easier paper. 

4.4. Grade descriptions 

The national criteria include in each of the twenty subject

specific criteria, grade descriptions of the level of attainment 
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that it wDuld be reasDnable to. expect frDm a candidate achieving 

grade C Dr grade F. These grades have been selected because 

they are intended to. be equivalent to. the current a-level pass 

and CSE grade 4 respectively. A grade descriptiDn differs frDm 

grade-related criteria in that it is indicative Df the likely 

level Df attainment Df the candidates as DppDsed to. an abSDlute 

specificatiDn Df mastery Df minimum skills and knDwledge. The 

jDint CDuncil fDrmed'liy the JMB and SChDDls CDuncil, and aided 

by Dther' agencies, fDund tllat tlleir attempts to. elicit, frDm 

existing jDint 16'+ papers', identifying factDrs upDn which to. 

base, grade descriptiDns' lacked' clear definitiDn by being bDth 

uninfDrmative and imprecise;' tlley also. tended to. be cDuched in 

negative terms, and cDntrasted'with, tDtal mastery Df concepts. 

Tllis latter difficulty seeins to. Ilave been DvercDme, and the 

descriptiDns included in, tile natiDnal criteria are expressed in 

pDsitive terms Df increased' attainment in prDgressing frDm IDwer 

to. higher grades'~ However; SDme subjects are undDubtedly 

mDre nebulDus and less infDrmative than Dthers, but DbviDusly 

it is mDre difficult to. describe clearly certain attributes such 

as creativity, imaginatiDn Dr pDwers Df analysis. 

The prDblem Df merging existing a-level and CSE grades into. 

a single system Ilas Iieen DvercDme to. a certain extent by the 

inclusiDn Df the descriptiDns in the natiDnal criteria, and this 

also gDes part-way tDwards sDlving the prDblem Df maintenance 

Df standards'. However, it cDuld be argued that a new system 

Df examining wDuld have benefited frDm a new grading structure 

ratller tllan a perpetuity Df the DId, and any existing disparity 

as regards cDmparability Df standards between subjects will have 

been maintained rather than eradicated'. 

Tile grade descriptiDns DbviDusly cannDt have been based Dn 

a system'which, Ilas yet'tD CDme into. existence, and therefDre 

experience Df cDnsideratiDn Df bDrderline candidates in the current 

system has' Iieen cDmbined with: an idealisatiDn Df what the standard 

Dught to. be. Grade descriptiDns were hDped to. be a stepping-stDne 

tDwards' tile pulilicatiDn Df grade-related criteria which wDuld 

incDrpDrate absDlutedefinitiDns Df the perfDrmance required in 
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ferms of skills and knowledge for attainment of each. of the 

seven grades. It is clear that the current descriptions are 

far from this objective, and it may be that a restructuring 

of the e·ntire assessment system will be needed ultimately. It 

is perhaps for this reason that publication of such criteria 

has 5een postponed to an undisclosed· date. 

4.5 ·Compara5ility 

The Scliool Council's first occasional paper produced by the 

Forum of Comparability says· on page 17 'if it were. possi51e to 

create nationally agreed grade definitions in terms of standards 

of work this would, while involving very considerable difficulty, 

be likely to illuminate the problems of comparability'. This is 

what the eventual introduction of grade-related criteria will 

hope to do. 

Emphasis is placed· on comparability in an attempt to be fair 

to all candidates, especially when such candidates may ul timately 

! be in competition. Comparability problems occur in four main 

areas: 

Ca) comparability between· examining boards 

(b) compara5ility between alternative syllabuses for the 

same subject (or Modes 1 and 11) 

(c) comparability from year to year 

(d) comparability between subjects 

The latter instance is of little:.importance as there is evidence 

to show that candidates· with. qualifications in different subjects 

are rarely in competition with one another; those who compete 

are likely to have followed very similar courses. The equivalence 

of grades in different subjects is only important when subjects 

are taken as a general level· of academic attainment, and this is 

comparatively rare. For similar reasons, disparity of standards 

between years ceases to matter· the further apart those years are, 

and is only of significance when· the years are close together; in 
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this case, standards are likely to be maintained by the presence 

of experienced examiners. 

The existence 6f national criteria will help to eradicate 

problems of comparability between ooards and alternative forms 

of the same subject, by restricting the curriculum by stipulating 

the possession of certain skills for the attainment of grades, 

by itemizing common aims and objectives, and by the imposition 

of specified assessment procedures. Moderators at present 

experience great difficulty in making consistent decisions 

about relative performances of candidates who have followed 

alternative syllabuses supposedly to the same level. The 

national criteria should greatly ease the problems concerning 

comparabili ty. 

4.6 . Distinction . and Merit Certificates (IQ) 

Distinction and Merit certificates have been proposed for 

candidates who have high. levels of attainment in a range of subjects 

within a specified framework. The demand for such certificates 

increases· once again thp pressure for comparability between 

subjects, since the basis for awarding such certificates will 

be that any particular grade will indicate the same level of 

performance in any subject. Forrest and Shoesmith (14) came to 

the conclusion th2t cross-moderation procedures would seem to 

provide the solution, and they saw no difficulty in adapting 

existing procedures to the GCSE. 

The aim of Distinction and Merit certificates will be to 

encourage the aolest pupils to achieve their best grades, and to 

induce them to undertake to study a wide and well-balanced 

combination of subjects. This has the added advantage of discouraging 

premature specialisation. 

It is. expected that subjects will be arranged in groups, 

rather similar to the days of the School Certificate, but in a 

less rigid system. However, the publication of the precise details 

of such groupings has oeen indefinitely postponed. 

The proposal most likely to be adopted for the Distinction 
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Certificate groups the subjects as follows: 

I 

1. Mathematics 

2. English 

3. A science 

4. A modern language 

5. One from (a) History 

(b) Geography 

6. One from (a) CDT (Craft, Design and Technology) 

(b) Home Economics 

(c) Art and Design 

(d) Music 

7. One from Ca) another science 

(b) another modern language 

(c) the other subj ect in group 5 

(d) another subj ect in group 6 

Ce) English Li terature 

(f) Welsh (first language) 

(g) Religious Studies 

(h) Classical subjects 

(i) Additional Mathematics 

(j) Economics or Business Studies or 

Social Studies· 

(k) Computer Studies 

It is likely that the requirements for the certificate will be: 

(a) that a candidate studies a subject from each of the seven 

groups listed, and attains a minimum of grade C in all 

seven subject areas. 

(b) that the grades of the candidate include at least two 

grades A. 

(c) that there is not more than one grade C in the set of 

seven results. 

There are, in addition, certain alternatives offered for 

candidates with Welsh as their first language. This also applies 

to the Merit Certificate. 
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The Merit Certificate is also intended to be a stimulus to 

able candidates, but will be less demanding. At present there 

are two equally favoured proposals for this award. 

Scheme A: 

The subjects are grouped into only six categories as 1n the 

preceding grouping except for the omission of group 4, and of 

Additional Mathematics in group 7. A candidate will be required 

to study a subject from each of the six groups, and to attain a 

minimum of grade C in all six subject areas. 

Scheme B: 

The subjects are grouped in the same seven categories as for the 

Distinction Certificate, but the grade requirements are less 

demanding. 

Since candidates may be entered through different examining 

groups, application for a Distinction or Merit certificate probably 

will have to be made by the candidate, or on the candidate's 

behalf, to the group through which he has taken most subjects, 

and such an application would have to be accompanied by evidence 

of successes with other groups. 

There is no suggestion that all grades which would aggregate 

to either of these certificates, need be gained at one sitting" 

unlike the days of the School Certificate, so an able candidate 

may still take some subjects' early, or alternatively, have a 

second attempt to attain a required grade in a weaker subject. 

It is expected that these Certificates, when introduced, 

will have a significant effect on the present curriculum in schools, 

as few pupils presently qualifying would meet these requirements. 

A survey was conducted in 1982, and the results were analysed, 

firstly imposing the structure of the subject areas, and secondly',' 

without this restriction, because candidates in 1982 had not been 1n

f1uenced in their choices by the existence of such a scheme. The 

results are shown in the table below: 

Distinction Certificate 

Merit Certificate (6 subjects) 

Merit Certificate (7 subj ects) 

Imposing subject 
area requirements 

1% 

7% 

4% 

Ignoring subject 
area requirements 

3% 

22% 

20% 
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The survey also found that candidates who are likely to 

attain Distinction or Merit certificates at present opt to follow 

at least eight different courses of study. The Secretary of the 

State for Education and Science and the Secretary of State for 

Wales do not wish to discourage this, particularly as, for example, 

extra sciences or modern languages are often taken as a 

preparation for A-level, and so it is unlikely that an upper 

limit on subject entries will be imposed. However, it is generally 

agreed that there is no point in encouraging pupils to undertake 

an excessive number of subjects, and so it is expected that no 

more than seven will be required. 

When subject grouping existed in the days of the School 

Certificate, about one-third of candidates failing to gain the 

Certificate, did so by falling·below standard in only one subject. 

This could well be repeated in the GCSE. The main difficulty for 

schools could prove to be the provision of adequate materials 

and facilities for students to study the practical subjects in 

group 6 of the Distinction Certificate (Group 5 of the Merit 

Certificate). As CDT is an area of teacher-shortage, and Music 

and Art and Design demand high. levels of inherent talent, this 

group could well be the downfall of many aspiring high-flyers. 

Music syllabuses have been drastically altered in order to bring 

the subject within the grasp of the less scholastic and less 

talented, but this has caused a furore and there is strong 

opposition from more academic musicians. 

There is quite strong opposition to the general principle 

of introducing Distinction and Merit certificates on the grounds 

that they are elitist and divisive, and against the general 

philosophy of the GCSE. 
~ 

4.7 ·Mature Students 

~
\ There is to be no upper age limit for candidates wishing to 

edter the GCSE, but in view of the difficulties which will arise 

with part-time students and the production of coursework, it is 

intended that special syllabuses will be written in certain subjects, 
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including Mathematics. Almost certainly these will not be ready 

in 1988, but should be introduced soon after. 

4.8 Subject ~ specific criteria for Mathematics: Aims and 

o ectives 

The educational aims of the GCSE examination in Mathematics 

are set out in Appendix B. It is a comprehensive list although 

most of the aims state explicitly the skills which it is hoped 

a candidate will acquire. There are only two references to 

any of the pleasure to be derived from the subject. It is not 

explicitly stated, although it may be implied in 2.12, that 

part of the function of a mathematics course is to arouse 

intellectual curiosity. As far as the most able candidates 

are concerned this must surely be the most important aim of all, 

and certainly one which ought to be fostered in any budding 

mathematician. There is no mention either of an appreciation of 

the power of Mathematics, but perhaps it is only the more 

advanced school topics such. as calculus, vector geometry and 

sumbolic notation which begin to convey this notion, and these 

topics would not be studied by most pupils. A number of earlier 

syllabuses which included statements of aims would concur with 

the view of the ATM whose first aim is: "to encourage students to 

enjoy mathematics and to develop positive attitudes towards it.", 

(4 para 1.1) and the:list of aims could be improved, perhaps, by 

the inclusion of some. reference to enjoyment. 

The aims which are listed will ensure that varied techniques 

of assessment are used; that inter-disciplinary studies are 

encouraged; and that time will be spend developing practical skills 

and an aesthetic appreciation of the subject. I believe that the 

essential structure of the discipline will have been conveyed if 

all the aims are. met, and it will no longer be sufficient to 

teach only techniques which can be tested in a formal written 

examination. 

The assessment objectives listed in Appendix C, can be seen 

to be a very comprehensive list. The use of different types of 
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assessment i's ensured. Objective 3.16 makes specific reference 

to oral tests and mental calculations, and 3.17 refers to coursework 

of a practical and investigational nature. Objective 3.5 encourages 

all candidates to become familiar with a calculator and 3.7 

encourages the necessary skills for its proper use. The full 

bre~dth of skills which individualise mathematics from other 

slbjects seem to be covered in the assessment objectives, but 

it remains to be seen what weightings are attached to the different 

objectives· by the various examining groups. 

4.9· 8tibj ect ."'- specific criteria for Mathematics : Content 

It has been stipulated in the national criteria that there 

must be a differentiated scheme for mathematics which involves 

at least three· different. levels of assessment. Each level will 

have its own content which must include the 'core' items set out 

in Lists 1 and 2 of the subject-specific criteria (see Appendix D). 

Items on List 1 are to be included in al,l mathematics syllabuses, 

and are intended to be virtually the whole of the syllabus aimed 

at candidates who are expected to attain grades E, F or G. List 

2 contains additional core items to be included in the syllabus 

for candidates assessed at the middle level, and. with the expectation 

of achieving grades C, D or E. In my opinion, there are a number of 

omissions in List 2 which. would need to be remedied by the examining 

groups or the teacher in order to maintain a balanced mathematical 

curriculum for these candidates. 

If a comparison is drawn with a typical a-level syllabus, then 

Lists land 2 combined are sadly lacking in algebra. There is no 

mention of simultaneous equations and no suggestion that these 

could be solved graphically even though the li~ts include straight 

line graphs. Inequalities are not mentioned; these are easily 

understood by grade C candidates if they are developed alongside 

equations. Difficulties only seem to arise when inequalities are 

treated as a separate topic at a later date. 

Only common factors are mentioned and no other. Whilst 

quadratic functions are to be studied graphically, and therefore 
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approximate solutions of quadratic equations could be found by this 

method, the list lacks sufficient algebra for quadratic equations 

to be solved by factors. Substitution into formulae and use of 

square roots are included so that the formula method could be 

used, but as in many cases, this is a long and inappropriate 

method, it would seem pointless to study this technique in 

isolation. The content seems to offer only half of this topic 

and to have omitted a large portion which would develop 

manipulative skill and .understanding of algebraic techniques. 

There is no mention of set theory, although this was 

included at the basic level· in the draft criteria. One can only 

conclude that. teachers themselves have requested its removal as 

did sixty-eight centres out of nine hundred and eighty corresponding 

with. the Southern Examining Group. Yet set notation and set 

language provide tlie basis of expression of all modern mathematics 

and is fundamental to the development of probability, so its 

omission must be seen· as working against aims 2.2 (the ability to 

write. aoout mathematics in various ways), 2.8 (the use of mathematics 

as a means of communication) and 2.15 (the acquisition of a 

foundation appropriate to further study of mathematics). The use of 

Venn diagrams to solve problems concerning the relationship of 

sets, has oeen found enjoyable hy many children. In the absence 

of the formal proofs of traditional Euclidean geometry, this was 

also a means of developing logical reasoning, and provided a 

suitable test of logical development at quite an early age. It 

seems to be ooth a retrograde step to remove it and deliberate 

omission of material which would provide evidence for objective 

3.14. One wonders what the ultimate effect on:primary schools will 

be. These schools now develop most early mathematical concepts in 

terms of sets, viz. the property of membership of a set, relationship 

oet"een sets, and partitioning. will primary schools feel that 

they have developed these early ideas only for them to be abandoned 

at a later stage? 

The geometry content has also been reduced. Formal geometric 

proofs and straight edge and compass constructions were invariably 

enjoyed by girls, even by some who did not like any other aspect of 
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the subject. To a large degree these topics have been deleted from 

most current Q-level· syllaBuses, but there is a certain amount of 

compensation there by the inclusion of transformation geometry. 

This is not so with the GCSE content lists which make no mention 

of transformation geometry. In the case of this topic, one 

hundred centres out of nine hundred and eighty responding to a 

questionnaire sent out By the Southern Examining Group, particularly 

requested its inclusion, so ·these requests .have been ignored (44). 

Also surprising, is the fact that symmetry has not been 

included. This can provide an interesting. and visually attractive 

topic with relevant applications to everyday life. Even the least 

able children can, with. the aid of tracing paper, produce fascinating 

patterns and aesthetically pleasing designs once they have understood 

the concept of symmetry, and have acquired knowledge of reflections, 

rotations and translations in particular. Would this topic not have 

been in line with. aims 2.11 (appreciation of patterns), and 2.12 / .. ~ 

(production and appreciation of imaginative and creative work arising 

from mathematical ideas)? Is there then enough content to allow 

for obj ective 3.11 (recognition and use of spatial relationships 

in two· and three dimensions) and 3.8 (use of mathematical instruments 

and ability to draw accurately)? Use of drawing instruments is 

included in List 1, but surely this cannot be interpreted as a 

return to ruler" and compass constructions, or can it? Also, in 

accordance with aim 2.15 (the acquisition of a foundation appropriate 

to further study of mathematics), work on symmetry should be 

included as it is essential to the later development of group 

theory and therefore provides necessary mathematical background for 

an able child. 

There are two curious omissions within the mensuration aspect 

of the content list. The area of a trapezium is not included. 

This can be useful when dealing with travel graphs which are 

included in List 1; it would be needed to find an approximation 

of the area under a curve,· not a concept included in the lists, 

but surely this comes under the umbrella of providing a foundation 

for further study; ann as the formula is more complex than those for 
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the area of other shapes mentioned, it would provide practice 

in more difficult algebraic substitution and manipulation, and 

in use of brackets. Personally, I would not like to think of 

a candidate supposedly of O-level grade C standard being unable to use 

such a simple formula, and one which I am in the habit of 

encouraging able 12 year-olds to discover. 

The second point regarding mensuration, is that all volumes that 

are required to be studied, are in fact, volumes of prisms. 

C candidate is able to understand, and should know~t not 
• .J ;.~ 

A grade 

all 

solids come into the. category of having volumes calculated by 

the product of the area of cross-sectio;;:.nd the height. Again, 
/ 

by including pyramids in List 2, g~ater opportunity for practice 

in differentiating between diff~ent ty~es of solids would be 

i~ovided, and there would be/~re material for testing objective 

3.11. Of course, teachers~ill include opportunities for this 

work to·be developed,' bu{ will it be recognised that this all 
( 

takes time; and that this time has not been spent with only the 

examination in mind, but with a view to adding breadth to the 

candidate's understanding of mathematics? 

Matrices is another· topic the inclusion of which was requested 

by many centres· involved in the Southern Examining Group's survey. 

However, there seems.little point in including matrix algebra 

purely as a manipulative exercise, when the previous main areas 

of applications, solution of simultaneous equations, and transformation 

geometry have been excluded. 

Lastly, apart from the inclusion of statistics and probability, 

the content seems to be extremely 'traditional', with almost all 

accepted 'modern' topics being dropped. One had hoped that the 

GCSE would bring an end to the unnatural separation of these two 

areas of mathematics, but again, unless examining groups, or the 

teacher acting on his own initiative, undertakes to offset the 

imbalance, children will be studying a very old curriculum, and 

will have lost the opportunity for learning something of newer 

developments in mathematics, developments which can provide some. 

ver interesting study. 

On the positive side,· the inclusion of content lists in the 
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national criteria provides a common framework as a basis for 

standardisation of syllabuses throughout the country. This will 

be of great benefit to users of examination results who will 

understand better what is meant by a qualification. Also, and 

perhaps more importantly, a child who has to move from one part 

of the country to another, may find the resulting change in 

curriculum less traumatic when it is nationally restricted in 

this way, and particularly in a subject such as mathematics, 

where its linear structure determines to a certain extent the 

orde/ in which topics must be studied. 

~perhaps the content lists have been deliberately restricted 

t the middle level in order" to form only a common core and to 

allow the examining groups freedom to extend the syllabus in 

whichever way they wish. This provision would also allow quick 

and easy alteration and up-dating of syllabuses, as it would avoid 

the need for the subject - specific criteria to be re-written. 

4~~ Subject - specific "criteria in Mathematics: Differentiated"papers 

j "H •••• ""., ,., ••• ,. M.".,;", ••••••• '.0.".' 0, co. 
Cockroft report ( 7), which commented that in the dual GCE/CSE 

system, candidates were obtaining grades for as little as 30% 

(grade> 4) or 20% (grade 5). The problem arose particularly in 

the CSE papers which were trying to cater for the Grade 1 to 

Grade 5 range, with the result that most of the questions were 

beyond the reach of the less able. The Report felt that this was 

educationally undesirable because lower grade students were aware of 

how little they had achieved, and this knowledge undermined their 

confidence in their ability as adults to cope with the mathematics 

of life. The Report recommended that papers more suited to the 

ability range should be introduced in order that low grade pupils 

could attain higher marks and so be assessed in terms of positive 

achievement. It would also seem to imply that no paper should 

attempt to cover a spread of five grades. 

The GCSE subject - specific criteria has stipulated a minimum 

of three levels of assessment for mathematics, in accordance with 
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the Cockroft report. Two possible arrangements for such a scheme 

are: 

(1) Four in line 

Paper Level of 
assessment 

4] upper 

3 ]_middle 

~ Jlower 

The probable grade bands are: 

Level . Gr<ides 

upper A',B;C 

middle C,D,E 

lower E,F,G 

(2) Three pairs 

Paper 

5 

3 

1 

6 

4 

2 

Level of 
assessment 

upper 

middle 

lower 

The intention is that, provided a candidate is entered at the 

correct level, most of the questions set will fall within the 

candidate's reach. This will help to ensure that the candidate 

is occupied throughout the duration of the paper, and will also 

give the candidate a sense of achievement. However, some overlap 

is allowed to ease the pressure of selecting the appropriate level 

for a pupil. 

There is still some problem· with a wide ability range if the 

four-in-line scheme is adopted~ Because there are comparatively 

few high-grade pupils, the second paper will be taken by approximately 

two-thirds of all candidates entered for mathematics. In order to 

satisfy the requirement of assessment by positive achievement, 

papers will probably need to be stepped in incline of difficulty, 

and possible use made of structured questions. The problems 

arising from this approach have been discussed in an earlier section, 

and it therefore seems likely that paired papers might be seen to 

provide a more satisfactory solution (40). 
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·There is an additional difficulty with timetabling four-in-line 

papers. They could be set on four different dates, but this would 

extend the already long examination period still further. 

Alternatively, papers 1 and 3 could be synchronised and so could 

papers 2 and 4, as no candidate would enter for both of either 

pairs of papers. However, for a large number of pupils entered at the 

middle level this would mean taking the more demanding paper first 

a daunting prospect for all but the most confident. Rearrangement 

would merely shift the problem to the lower and upper ability 

groups. 

There is some evidence to show that teachers favour the 

differentiated scheme. During their. feasibility studies, the 

WJEC operated two· schemes, one with two common papers and the 

other using differentiated· papers (SO). In the early days of 

the study, candidates· were allowed to enter both schemes, and 

their results have provided useful evidence as regards comparability 

of the two· schemes. Latterly, the numbers entering for the common 

papers decreased whilst the differentiated papers became 

increasingly popular. It would seem therefore, that this scheme 

is likely to gain the support and approval of teachers and pupils. 

The danger to be avoided· in the introduction of the GCSE 

examination at different levels, is that the old GCE, CSE and 

elementary CSE could become the levels in the new scheme; and 

this would avoid the issue of the fundamental reappraisal which 

it is hoped and desired that the GCSE will encourage. 

4.11 ·Subject·-specific criteria in Mathematics:Coursework 

One. of the most revolutionary aspects of the new GCSE criteria, 

is that by 1991 it will be compulsory to include a coursework 

component in the assessment of each candidate. This component 

will account for between 20% and 50% of the total assessment. 

The term 'coursework' does not imply the aggregation of marks 

obtained for pieces· of preparation, or for written exercises, or 

for tests based on these exercises. 

Objectives 3.16 and 3.17 outline the elements to be covered 
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by coursework:-

(a) oral response to questions about mathematics 

(b) discussion of mathematical ideas 

(c) mental calculations 

(d) practical and investigational work 

(e) extended pieces of work (projects) 

The work included in these projects is to be separate from, 

and not a duplication of, work assessed in written examinations. 

Since grades will eventually be awarded to individuals, candidates 

may only produce projects in groups if each individual's contribution 

can be identified and assessed independent of the work of other 

members of the group. This is sometimes difficult to put into 

practice, particularly where a number of groups are working 

simultaneously, and it may be difficult to elicit from the group 

exactly who was responsible for what, especially where a more 

timorous candidate may be overwhelmed by a more egotistical character. 

The marking and recording scheme currently in operation for the 

Midland Examining Group is included in Appendix E, and it can be 

seen that no credit is given for ability to work with others. It 

is not expected that the GCSE will acclaim this attribute by the 

award of marks either, which~ is a pity as it is a valuable quality 

in most forms of employment. 

There are many benefits to be gained from the inclusion of 

coursework in an assessment. Many attributes such as practical skills, 

interactive skills, and the ability to organise material, cannot 

be. assessed on a written paper. Conscientious candidates ,.yha, 

because of poor recall or high. anxiety, fail to perform in examinations 

at the level of their attainment throughout the course, will benefit 

enormously and receive a fairer assessment of their true mathematical 

knowledge and ability, and it is probable that knowing this system 

is in operation will increase their motivation. 

The assessment of a candidate over a period of time may give 

a truer and more reliable reflection of his potential than work 

produced in only two examination sessions. Introduction of a 

coursework component allows time-consuming investigations to be 
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assessed where the inclusion of such in a written examination 

with an imposed time limit would cause undue stress. 

Since there are many advantages to including coursework 

in a candidate's appraisal, why is there so much opposition 

to its introduction? There is always some reluctance to changes 

of any kind, and especially to quite radical innovations. Much 

of this stems from anxiety on the part of teachers about their 

capacity to cope with a new system. There has been assurance 

from Examining Groups that they will provide in-service training, 

but some teachers wonder whether this training will be adequate. 

This training and assessment of coursework itself is time

consuming, and teaching is already a hard-pressed profession. 

Many teachers work in stressful situations and do not want the 

additional strain of an increased workload. It is on these grounds 

; rather than academic objections that the opposition to coursework 

is based. 

(i) Oral work:· 

If oral work is to be included in the coursework section, 

this will test the ability of candidates to think "on one's feet" 

and give an immediate response. This is impossible to examine 

in a written paper where a candidate can leave a question and 

return to it later after having had time to think. Also, in an 

increasingly multicultural society, oral discussion will help 

those who experience difficulty with reading or writing in English. 

Rephrasing of a question which has not been understood initially, 

would help to eliminate problems of language with both immigrant 

and English children, and would also help to ascertain the level 

of the child's thinking. 

(ii) Mental calculations: 

Mental mathematics, and particularly mental arithmetic once 

was fashionable, but is rarely emphasised nowadays. Regular practice 

of this type would provide pupils with skills which would be useful 

in everyday life, and which. would facilitate (and therefore encourage) 

making rough estimates of an answer found with the aid of a 

calculator. If mental arithmetic questions are put into context 

situations e.g. How many l2p stamps can I buy for £l?, then pupils 
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also learn to associate appropriate units and to make unit 

conversions, and they learn to extract the relevant mathematical 

data from the language which surrounds it (40). 

(iii) Investigational work: 

Investigational work, as opposed to any other kind of project 

work, rarely has a practical application, but it is intended to 

convey something of the fascination of mathematics in its own 

right. It encourages understanding. and develops awareneSS 

of mathematical patterns and relationships, and provides the 

opportunity to generalise, and to form hypotheses and test them. 

The ability to design, conduct and evaluate a simple investigation 

6~ survey is difficult to test in a written examination. Also, 

candidates develop investigations in their own direction, so 

this type of work cannot be assessed on a written paper because 

of the danger of going outside the knowledge and experience of 

other candidates. 

It is the intention of the GCSE, by inclusion of these types 

of coursework to improve the examination's validity by giving a 

truer assessment of the candidate's skill, knowledge and ability. 

The criteria include grade descriptions for grades C and F. 

These are not. meant to be grade definitions, only including 

examples of the likely level of attainment of candidates achieving 

this standard, and therefore.' they. cannot be criticised on grounds 

of omission. It is clearly stated that candidates' should expect 

to have a good knowledge of the subject content contained in the 

lists, which. is in line with the philosophy of grades given for 

positive achievement as opposed to the current system of rewarding 

attainments as low as 20%. It is perhaps because the emphasis 

has been placed on mastery of the subject content that the lists 

contain less material than would normally be covered in a syllabus 

intended for candidates expected to achieve these grades. 

As far as the examples for grade C are concerned, it would 

certainly be in keeping with. current O-level standards for such 
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candidates to have mastery of these topics. Most of these areas 

are studied before the end of the third-year in secondary school, 

leaving plenty of time for a candidate to totally assimilate 

the underlying concepts. It i·s to be hoped that grade descriptions 

are not mistaken for a description of the candidate's total 

knowledge, as in order to be in keeping with a-level standard, 

their knowledge would extend far beyond these examples, not only 

in breadth, but in depth also. However, that is not to say that 

there would be total mastery of all the more advanced techniques 

and concepts·. 

It is also clearly stated in the grade descriptions that 

examination papers will not include hurdles in order to ascertain 

grade levels, and that a compensation system, whereby a poor 

performance.in one area can be offset against an excellent 

performance in another area, will be in operation, presumably 

until such time as criterion-referencing is introduced. 

4.13 ConClusion 

The introduction of GCSE. examinations in mathematics would 

seem to offer an opportunity for developing an interesting and 

varied course in secondary schools, particularly for the middle 

and lower ability levels. The inclusion of coursework will 

motivate those who are prepared to work as they see this as a means 

of compensating for poor written examinations. Several different 

assessment techniques.have. been· incorporated and made compulsory, 

so that the examination's validity should increase, and the 

curriculum will automatically become.more varied in mOre traditional 

schools, in order to prepare for the different types of assessment. 

The core syllaous is very traditional, but inclusion of 

coursework does allow the. teacher to compensate for this to a certain 

extent. However, a true evaluation cannot be made without 

examination of the extended syllabuses proposed for the most able, 

and wi.thout some indication of the weightings which will be given 

to the. different assessment objectives. These will be considered 

in the next chapter .. 
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·Chaptet 5 

A comparison·of·thedraft GCSE mathematics schemes 

offered by the·examining groups 
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In this chapter a comparison is made of the draft syllabuses 

in Mathematics for the 1988 GCSE examination. Approved syllabuses 

are not yet available and the publication date for many of these 

has been postponed. 

5.1 Levels of assessment: 

The National Criteria stipulated that syllabuses and assessment 

schemes should be produced" for three different levels of achievement. 

All examining groups have been obliged to fulfil this, but no group 

has extended the scheme for further levels of differentiation. 

5.2 Aims and Objectives: 

Each mathematics syllabus reiterates exactly as stated in the 

subject-specific criteria, the educational aims for those following 

GCSE courses, and the. assessment objectives as far as 3.15 inclusive. 

Objectives 3.16 and 3.17 are usually included where a coursework 

component is offered i.e. the Welsh Joint Education Committee, 

the London and East Anglian Group and the Southern Examining 

Group. The Midland Examining Group does offer this alternative, 

but has not included these objectives because their syllabus is 

still being developed in order to fulfil them. The Northern 

Examining Association is the only group not as yet offering a 

coursework component. 

5.3 The differentiated assessment schemes and grades available: 

The Midland Examining Group has developed a scheme of six 

written papers, with one pair corresponding to each level of 

assessment. The first paper consists of short-answer questions 

which include, for purposes of comparability, some common questions 

between papers for adjacent levels, but no questions common to all 

three levels. 

The other groups have all opted for the four-in-line approach 

as follows: 
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Group . ·Level Papers 

1- Northern Examining I 1 and 2 
Association 

2. London and East Ang li an 2 2 and· 3 
Group 

3. Southern Examining Group 3 3 and 4 

4. Welsh Joint Education 
Committee 

This offers a whole paper for purposes of comparability but poses 

the candidates with the problem of facing a second written paper 

which. is considerable more demanding than the first. 

Level 

1 

2 

3 

The assessment levels are targetted as follows: 

Target 
Grade 

F 

D 

B 

Northern 

EFG 

CDE 

ABC 

Grades available 

Midland London and Southern 

EFG 

CDE 

ABC 

East Anglian 

EFGU 

CDEFU 

ABCDU 

EFG 

CDEF 

ABCD 

Welsh 

EFG 

CDEF 

ABCDE 

Both the Midland Examining Group and the Northern Examining Association 

may award grades below the levels shown, and in the case of the Northern 

Examining Association, an outstanding performance may result in 

the award of a higher grade. The remaining three groups seem to 

be going against the philosophy of a common examination by stating 

categorically that candidates who achieve a standard below that 

of the lowest specified grade will be totally ungraded, which. implies 

that the subject would not be recorded on a certificate. This 

would be a return to the idea of a pass/fail examination and would 

not be in accordance with the GCSE's acknowledgement of a continuous 

distribution of attainment. It will increase greatly the pressure 

on teachers to gauge correctly and precisely the performance of 

each candidate in the examination. Finally, it may also be at 

cross-purposes with the concept of criterion-referencing, as such 
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candidates may be capable of attaining lower grades but may not 

have been given the opportunity to demonstrate this. Perhaps 

the system will be modified when criterion-referencing is 

introduced. 

Several examining groups state that to achieve the target 

grade, a candidate would be expected to attain ~ of the total 

marks, whilst candidates attaining only half marks would be 

awarded the grade below.' One'can presume, therefore, that to 

attain a grade C on the Intermediate level papers would require 

a mark of possibly 80%, but probably 90%. This is difficult 

to achieve in the stress of an examination, especially if time 

is a factor against the candidate. It seems a pity in view 

of associations with. an O-level'pass of grade C and an O-level 

fail of grade D, that the middle level papers have been targetted 

at grade D rather than grade C. Early candidates in particular 

will still compare their results with O-level, and yet it seems 

that a borderline pass will be more difficult to achieve in the 

GCSE system; it will require either a near perfect performance 

at the, middle level; or tackling papers where most questions 

are aimed at candidates whose.ability is above grade C. However, 

the philosophy of the GCSE emphasises positive achievement, and 

grades C and above are intended to cover only the top 20% of 

the ability range. 

5.4 School~assessedcomponent: 

The current provision and demands of the coursework component 

vary considerably. Only one bf the groups, the Southern Examining 

Group, has stipulated the inclusion of internal assessment for 

the 1988 examination. The Northern Examining Association does 

not offer a coursework, component at all, and the other groups have 

made it an optional undertaking. The Welsh Joint Education Committee 

requires the completion oftwo'tasks to each of which, should be 

devoted two lessons a week. for a period of four weeks, totally 

sixteen lessons, or approximately three weeks' work. At the other 

extreme is MEG, with. a demand for five mini-projects, each of two 
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to three weeks' duration, totalling ten to fifteen weeks or 

approximately one term's work. Yet both of these coursework 

components carry approximately 25% of the total marks available. 

However, it should also be borne in mind that the coursework of 

the Welsh group is an optional addition to the written papers 

and this group also offers the advantage of ,grading certificates 

a second time On the written papers alone and awarding them the 

highest of the two grades, whereas the MEG allows the coursework 

component to be offered as an alternative to Section B (the more 

difficult questions) of the second paper. 

The table below compares the demands of the different 

groups: 

Group 

Northern 

No. of 
assignments 

Midland 5 

London 5 

Southern 3 

Welsh 2 

Duration 

10-15 
weeks 

not 
specified 

not 
specified 

16 
lessons 

Mental 
tests 

1 test 
5% 

Oral 
tests 

included 
in each 

assignment 

Aural 
tests 

2 tests 
10% 

included 
in one 
task 

% of total 
marks 

25% 

30% 

50% 

26% 

Groups also vary tremendously in the amount of advice and 

assistance they have prepared for teachers embarking on this type 

of work. 

It would seem that, for true comparability, this element of 

the assessment will need to be further discussed and standardised. 

5.5 Differentiated 'syllabuses 

(i) Lower level 

All examining groups are required to include in their 
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syllabuses for this level, the entire contents of List I of the 

National Criteria. Most groups have extended this slightly, 

but the Northern Examining Association have added many topics. 

(see the comparison table on the next page). The criteria 

state clearly on page 3, that it is expected that List I 

'will constitute almost the whole of the syllabus content for 

any examination on the results of which the great majority of 

candidates is expected to be awarded grades E, For G'. It seems 

likely, therefore, that the Northern·Examining Association will 

be asked to revise and reduce their syllabuses for this level. 

All groups have included work on number patterns and 

geometric patterns. To facilitate drawing the latter, they 

have mostly included accurate construction of triangles and 

quadrilaterals. The geometry section has been increased still 

further; most groups have added nets of solids, and the relationship 

of vertices, faces and edges, which is an interesting topic and 

encourages· still further the idea of pattern occurring in 

mathematics. 

Simple transformations also make the graphical section larger 

and therefore· these syllabuses· are more balanced than the Lists. 

Three of the groups have included simple .linear equations. 

There. is no reason why grade E, F and G candidates should not 

be able to cope with. this topic,Jand its inclusion gives them 

the added satisfaction of being like other candidates in having 

studied equations also. 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(proposed) 

1. SETS 

Ca) Definition of sets 
by listing or 
description, using 
the notation ( J 
where appropriate. 

(b) Representation and 
interpretation of 
sets on a Venn 
diagram. 

(c) Use of Venn 
diagrams to 
solve problems. 

2. NUMBER 

3. COMPUTATION 

Ca) Calculation 
of a given fraction 
or percentage of 
a quantity. 

All syllabuses contain the contents of List I of the National Criteria 
Additional items are listed below Underlined items appear in List 2 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(a) Number patterns 
and sequences 

(b) Cubes 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GRO.UP 

(proof) 

Ca) Number patterns 

(b) Cubes 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(draft) 

(a) Simple number 
patterns 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(a) Simple number patterns 
and sequences 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(b) Conversion 
between vulgar, 
decimal fractions 
and percentages. 

(c) One quantity as 
a percentage of 
another. 

4. APPROXIMATION 

Ca) Rounding off to 
a given accuracy 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

Cd) Multiplication of 
'vulgar fractions 

, 'by'awhole'number 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(e) Simple inequalities (e) The idea of the 

Cf) Increase or decrease 
of a sum of money by 
a given percentage 

inequality of numbers 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

5. APPLICATIONS 

Ca) date, calendar 

(b) temperature 

(c) simple business 
transactions 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(d) Routes on a map 

(e) arithmetic examples 
of pricing 
e.g. postage, telephone 
fares, price per given 
weight or area 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(k) Execution of a numerical (k) Interpretation 
of flow charts algorithm 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(f) Profit and loss 

(g) Timetables 

(h) Savings 

(i) Local rates 

(j) Expense of running a 
car or motor bike 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

6. RATIO 

7. ALGEBRA 

Ca) Representations· in 
algebraic form 

(b) Indices: positive 
wbole·numbers only 

(c) Use of brackets 

(si) Linear·equations 
with integral 
coefficients and 
positive integral 
solutions 

8. RELATIONSAND 
FUNCTIONS 

9. CARTESIAN 
COORDINATES AND 
GRAPHS 

10. GEOMETRICAL TERMS 
AND PROPERTIES 

(a) Horizontal and 
vertical 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(d) Simple linear 
. equations 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(a) Basic arithmetic 
processes expressed 

. algebraically 

(d) Solution of simple 
linear equations 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(b) Angles on a 
straight line 

(e) Solid figures 

(f) Nets 

ll. MENSURATION 

(a) Estimating lengths 

(b) Measurement and 
estimation of 
areas by counting 
squares 

(c) Multiple· shapes 

(d) Area of 
parallelogram 

MIDLAND .EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(c) Tessellations 

(e) Symmetric 
properties of 
solid figures 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(f) Nets of cuoe, (f) Nets of simple solids 
cuooid and prism 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GRODP 

(c) Tessellations 

(d) Irregular polygons 

(e) Vocabulary of 
solids, faces, 
edges and vertices 

(f) Nets of cuboids 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(c) Geometric patterns in 2-d 

(e) Simp le so lid figures, 
edges, faces and 
vertices 

(f) Nets -... 
IJ> 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(e) Area of circle 

(f) Surface area of 
rectangular block 

(g) Estimation of 
volumes 

(h) Measurements 
necessary to 
calculate volumes 

(i) Use of Pythagoras' 
theorem·in right
angled triangles 

12.· SCALE DRAWING 

(a) 8-point compass 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(p) Construction of a (p) Construction of 
triangle, rectangle simple figures 
and a circle 

13. SIMILARITY AND 
. CONGRUENCE 

Ca) Concept of 
congruence 

14. TRIGONOMETRY 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(p) Use of drawing 
instruments to 
construct plane 
figures 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(b) Construction of triangles 
and quadrilaterals from 
given data 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

15. TRANSFORMATIONS 

(a) Enlargements with 
scale factor 2 

(b) One way stretch 
parallel to one 
of the axes 

(f) Rotational and 
line symmetry 

16. VECTORS 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(c) Transformation 
of simple plane 
figures 

(d) Reflections in 
horizontal or 
vertical lines 

(e) Rotations about 
origin through 
multiples of 900 

(.0 Rotational and 
line symmetry 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(a) Enlargements with 
a positive integral 
scale factor 

(d) Reflections 

(£) Line symmetry and 
rotational symmetry 

(g) Translations 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(a) Enlargements 

(d) Reflections 

(e) Rotations 

(g) Translations 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 



LOWER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

17. MATRICES 

18. STATISTICS 

19. PROBABILITY 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

LONDON"AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

Ca) Dispersion Range 
as a measure of 
dispersion 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 
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(ii) . Middle . level· 

At the middle level· the. whble. bf the contents of Lists land 

2 of the subject-specific criteria must be included, but again 

these lists are considered· to constitute 'almost the whole' of 

these syllabuses for this level. The Northern Examining 

Association have extended the lists also at this level, by 

so much that it is difficult to imagine that it will be 

acceptable bearing in mind the desire to establish.a unified 

system. 

Most groups have taken the opportunity to extend considerably 

the algebraic demands of the syllabus so that they are more in line 

with the routine algebraic skills of an Q-level candidate, and all 

but the Welsh group have included work on transformations. 

A detailed comparison of the addition to the syllabuses 

follows: 



MIDDLE LEVEL All syllabuses contain the contents of Lists 1 and 2 of the National Criteria 
Additional items are listed below Underlined items are included in the Lower level 

NORTHERN EXAMINING MIDLAND EXAMINING LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN SOUTHERN EXAMINING WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION GROUP GROUP GROUP COMMITTEE 

l. SETS 

(a) Definition of sets (a) Set language and 
by listing or notation 
description, using 
the notation i 1 
where aEpropriate 

(b) Representation and (b) Representation of 
inteq~retation of sets and statements 
sets on a Venn 00 

0 
diagram 

(c) Use of Venn diagrams (c) The use of sets in 
to solve problems solving problems. 

Venn diagrams for 
not more than 2 
subsets 

(d) Use of symbols (d) Use of symbols 

2. NUMBER 

(a) Number patterns (a) Number patterns (ill Simple-number (a) Simple number 
and sequences patterns patterns and sequences 

(b) The real number (b) Real numbers 
line 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(~) Prime factors 

3. COMPUTATION 

(a) Calculation of a 
given fraction or 
percentage of a 
quantity 

(b) Recurring decimals 

4. APPROXIMATION 

(a) Rounding off to 
a given accuracy 

5. APPLICATIONS 

(a) Dates.· calendar 

(J>1 Temperature 

(c) Simple business 
transactions 

(d) Simple interest 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(d) Ideas of ordering 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(d) . Simple inequalities (d) Inequality of numbers 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(f) Compound Interest 

(g) Appreciation and 
depreciation 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(1) Routes on· a map 

(m) Arithmeticegs·of 
pricing; postage, 
telephone, fares, 
price per gi "en 

. weight or·area 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(e) Increase or 
decrease of a 
sum of money by 
a given percentage 

(k) Interpretation of 
flow charts 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(f) Compound Interest 

(h) Savings 

(i) Local rates 

(j) Expense of running 
a car or a motor bike 

'" N 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

6. RATIO 

7. ALGEBRA 

(a) Collection of 
like terms 

(b) Use of addition 
and subtraction 
law for indices 

(c) Unit fractional 
index to express 
a root 

(d) Expansion of 
a(b+c) and 
(x+a) (,,+b) 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(a) Scale factors 
. 1 

(b) ytJtx ; Y"'i 

(a) (implied in 
expansion of 
products) 

(p) Expansion of 
products 

(e) Construction of 
equations from 
g~ven situations 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(a) Collection of like 
terms 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(a) Collection of 
like terms 

(9) Expansion of 
expressions 

ee) Simple algebraic 
problems 

'" w 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(g) Factorisation of 
difference of two 
squares 

(h) Factorisation of 
a quadratic 
expression with 
integer coefficients 

(i) Linear equations 
10 two unknowns 
with integral 
solutions 

(j) Solution of 
x2 + bx + C = 0 
with integral 
solutions 

(J<) Solution set for 
a linear inequality 
in one variable 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(8) Factorisation of 
x2 - a2 

(h) Expression of the 
form x2 + bx + C 

(i) Simultaneous 
linear equations 
in two unknowns 
with integral 
solutions 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

en Solution of pairs of 
simultaneous linear 
equations in two 
unknowns with integer 
coefficients 

(j) Quadratic equations 
of the form 
x 2 + bx + c = 0 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(f) Linear equations 
involving brackets 
and fractions 

(i)_ Simultaneous equations 
of the first degree in 
two unknowns 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

8. RELATIONSAND 
FUNCTIONS 

(a) General notion 
of a relation 
betIVeen the 
elements of a 
set or the 
elements of tIVO 
sets; represent
ation by arrow 
diagrams, ordered 
pairs or Cartesian 
graphs 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(b) Notation f ex) for 
the image of x under 
the function f. 
Definition of f(x) 
by means of an algebraic 
formula. 
Evaluation for 
given x 

9. ·CARTESIAN·COORDINATES 
AND GRAPHS 

(a) Sketching of a 
graph representing 
some practical 
situation 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(a) Different ways of 
representing 
functions 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

00 
en 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(b) Solution of an 
equation, or a 
pair of linear 
simultaneous 
equations 

(c) Interpretation 
of y = mx + c 

(d) Linear 
inequalities 
(boundaries 
limited to axes 
and one other 
line) 

10. GEOMETRICAL TERMS 
AND PROPERTIES 

(a) Angles ona 
straight 'line 

(b) Vertical, 
horizontal 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(b) Solution of an 
equation using 
a graph 

ee) Estimates of 
gradients by 
drawing 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(b) Solution of two 
simultaneous 
linear equations 
by graphical 
methods 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(~) Interpretation of 
y = mx + c 

00 

'" 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(c) Reflex "angles 

(d) Adjacent and 
vertically opposite 
angles 

(e) Interior and 
exterior angles 

(f) Trapezium 

(g) Maj or ~nd 
minor arcs 

MIDLAND EXAMINING· 
GROUP 

(f) Trapezium 

(h) Line symmetry and (h) Rotational and 
rotational symmetry "line symmetry 
Order of rotational 
symmetry 

(i) Solids, vertices; 
edges, faces 

·Making solids from 
nets 

(j) Rotational 
symmetry of 
parallogram 

(i) Solid figures 
Nets of" ctibe, 

"cuboid, prism 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(h) Line "and rotational 
symmetry 

(i) Nets of simple solids 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(i)Vocabtilary" of 
solids, "f aces 
edges, vertices~ 
Nets of cuboids 
and other prisms 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

Ch) Symmetry about a 
line or a point 

(i) Edges, faces and 
vertices. 
Nets. 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(k) Prism. 
Line and 
rotational 
symmetry, plane 
symmetry 

(1) Interpretation 
of plans and 
elevations 

11. MENSURATION 

(a) Length of arc 
of circle 

(b) Mensuration and 
estimation of 
area by counting 
squares 

Cc) Area of 
parallelogram 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(n) Tessellations 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(m) Irregular polygons 

(n) Tessellations 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(n) Geometric patterns 
in 2-D 

(p) Estimation of·area 
·by counting squares 

'" '" 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING MIDLAND EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION GROUP 

Cd) Area of 
trapezium 

(e) Area of sector 
of circle 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

12. 

(a) 

(b) 

Surface area of 
rectangular block 

Of cylinder and 
triangular prism 

Estimation of 
volumes 
Measurements 
necessary to 
calculate volumes 

Volume of 
triangular prism 

SCALE DRAWING 

Construction "of 
a triangle, 
rectangle and 
circle 

Construction of 
quadrilaterals 

Cd) Area of 
trapezium 

Ca Construction of 
simJ2le figures 

(b 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(d) Area of trapezium 

Ci) Volume of prisms 

Ca) Construction·of 
plane figures 

Cb) 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(e) Sector of circle 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(d) Area of trapezium 

Ca) ·Construction of 
triangles 

(b) Construction of 
quadrilaterals 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(c) Use of ruler 
and compass to: 

(i) Bisect a line 
segment 

(H) Bisect an 
angle 

(Hi) Draw an 
angle of 600 

and related 
angles 

(d) Use of set square 
and ruler to draw 
parallel lines 

(e) Angles of elevation 
and depression 

13. SIMILARITY AND 
CONGRUENCE 

(a) Ratios of lengths, 
areas and volumes 
of similar figures 

14. TRIGONOMETRY 

15. TRANSFORMATIONS 

(a) Translation Ca) Translations 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

Ca) ·Trans1ations 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

Ca} Translations 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(c) Ruler and compass 
constructions 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING. MIDLAND EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION GROUP 

(b) Enlargements 
with scale 
factors ± I, 
± 1, ± 2 

(c) One-way stretch 
parallel to one 
of the axes 

(d) Reflections in 
axes, y = x'. 

(e) 

16. 

y = -x, y = c 
and x = c 

Rotations about 
the origin 
through , 
multiples of 900 

VECTORS 

Ca) Vectors 
represented 
graphically in 
two dimensions 

(d) Reflections in 
horizontal or 
vertical·lines 

(e) Rotations about 
multiples of 900 

about origin or 
midpoint of side 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(d) Reflections 

(e) Rotations through 
multiJ21es of·90o 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(d) Reflections 

ee) Rotations 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

Cb) Representation 
graphically of 
addition and 
subtraction of 
vectors and 
mUltiplication 
of vectors by 
scalars 

Cc) Vectors in 
column form; 
column vectors 
to represent a 
translation; 
addition and 
subtraction 
of vectors and 

. . . 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

multiplication of 
vectors by scalars 
for vectors in 
column form 

17. "MATRICES 

Ca) Order of a 
matrix 

Cb) Addition. 
subtraction, 
multiplication 
of matrices 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

'" N 



MIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING MIDLAND EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION GROUP 

(c) Use of matrices 
such as in 
shopping lists 
and sporting 
competitions 

(d) Route matrices 

18. STATISTICS 

(a) Interpretation of 
data represented 
by straight lines 

(b) Grouped data 

(c) Cumulative 
frequency 
diagram 

(9) The mode and 
modal class and 
identification 
of the median 

(e) Estimation of 
the median from 
a cumulative 
frequency diagram 
from grouped data 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

r. 



HIDDLE LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING MIDLAND EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION GROUP 

(f) Scatter 
diagrams 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(g) Range as a 
measure of 
dispersion 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 
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(Hi) Higher level 

It is· interesting to noti.ce that, at the Higher level, there 

is general agreement lietween· the.· groups as to what should form 

tile core Rnowledge of a candidate.· who hopes to attain a higher 

grade. At tliis- level-, the Northern Examining Association which 

had much larger syllaliuses at the two lower levels, have come 

into line with tlie other groups. The Welsh Joint Education 

Committee seem to have the smallest syllabus and do not include 

any work on transformation geometry or on matrix algebra; all 

the other groups have included these topics to a generally uniform 

depth of study. 

The extension by all groups of the algebraic content of the 

syllabus is consideraBle. There is universal inclusion of the 

solution of pairs of simultaneous linear equations, factorisation 

and the solution of quadratic equations. Simultaneous equations 

are also expected to Be solved graphically and, with the exception 

of the Welsh. Joint Education Committee, all groups have added the 

graphical solution of linear inequalities. 

The London and East Anglian group is alone in its omission 

of the manipulation of algebraic fractions and of equations 

involving fractions. There is general agreement too, as to the 

depth to whicli functions and their graphical representation should 

Be studied. All groups include the concept of gradient and its 

application to estimating velocity and accel~ration from distance

time graphs and speed-time graphs respectively. 

The mensuration content is virtually identical including 

prisms, pyramids and- spheres and all but the Welsh group include 

length of arc and area of a sector of a circle. The ratio of areas 

and volumes of similar shapes has found a place in all syllabuses 

as has the extension to 3-dimensions of Pythagoras' theorem and 

the trigonometry of right-angled triangles. 

Only the Midland Examining Group excludes set theory and will 

not set questions expressly to test this topic, but they state that 

'words such as "set", "subset", "intersection", may be used in 

examination questions at any level where it is thought it would 

clarify the meaning for the candidates' (Page 10 of the Syllabus 
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and Scheme of Examination for GCSE Mathematics); all the other 

groups concur as regards coverage of this topic. Vectors are 

introduced by all groups and applied to simple geometrical problems 

involving equivalence, parallelism and incidence in rectilinear 

figures. 

There are in addition, many topics such as circle theorems, 

which three of the five groups include, so the overall picture 

is one of a consistent demand being made of higher grade 

candidates by all the examining groups. The only possible 

exception is the Welsh Joint Education Committee who might, 

therefore, be asked to extend their syllabus at this level. 

A detailed comparison .of the syllabuses follows: 



HIGHER LEVEL * indicates that the topic has already been included at either the Lower or Intermediate levels 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

1. SETS 

(a) * 

(b) * 

(c) * 

(d) * 

2. NUMBER 

(a) * 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

Ca) * 

(b) * 

Cc) Venn diagrams 
involving not more 
than three sets 

(~) and their use in 
simple logical 
problems 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(a) Sets; language 
and notation 

(a) Idea of a set, set 
language and notation 

(b) Universal set, (b) 
unions, intersection 
complement, subset, 
empty set, number 
of elements in a 
set. Disjoint sets 

Union, intersection 
complement, subset, 
empty set, Universal 
set, number of elements 
in a set 

(c) Venn diagrams (c) Venn diagrams 

(d) The use of sets 
in solving 
problems involving 
not more than 
three subsets 
of the Universal 
set 

(d) Use for solving 
problems 

Ca) Expression of a 
number as a product 
of its prime factors 
including the index 
notation 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(c) * 

(d) Manipulation of 
surds 

(e) Fractional 
indices 

(f) Modulus of 
a number 

3. COMPUTATION 

4. APPLICATIONS 

(a) * 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(b) * 

Cc) * 

(e) Fractional 
indices 

(a) Reverse %s i.e. 
find cost price 
given selling 
price and 
percentage profit 

Cb) % error 

(a) Compound Interest 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(b) Inequalities 
>,< .. ~ .. ~ 

Cc) Powers, roots 
reciprocals 

(d) Irrationals 

(e) Law of indices, 
positive, negative 
and fractional 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(b) * 

(e) Use of indices 

'" 0> 

(a) * 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

5. RATIO 

(a) yoex2 

yoe l 
XZ 

6. ALGEBRA 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(a) Fractional indices (a) Positive, 
negative and 
fractional 
indices 

(b) Expansion of 
expressions 
such as 
(ax + b)(cx + d) 

(c) * 

(d) Quadratic 
equations 
ax2 + bx + c 
rational or 
irrational 
solutions 

o 

(b) Expansion of 
(ax+by)" (cx+dy) 

(c) 

(d) 

Factorisation of 
ax2 + bx + C; 
a 2x - b2y2; 
ax + bx + ay + by 

Extension to 
ax2 + bx + C = 0 
including 
irrational 
solutions 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(a) Direct and inverse 
variation, square 
and inverse square 
law 

(a) positive and negative 
integral indices 

(c) Factors 

(d) Quadratic equations 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(a) Direct and (a) Direct and inverse 
inverse variation variation 

(a) Laws of indices 
which may be 
fractional 

(b) Expansion of 

(c) 

(ax + by) (cx + dy) 
or (ax + by)2 

Factorisation of 
ax2 + bx + c 
(a = 1, 2 or 3) 
Difference of 
2 squares 

(a) Use of indices 
including fractional 
zero or negative 
indices 

Cc) Factorisation difference 
of 2 squares; trinomials 
of the form ax2 ± bx ± c 

'" '" 

(d) Quadratic equations(d) 
by factorisation 
or formula 

Solution of quadratic 
equations by factorisation 
and by the formula 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(f) Manipulation 
of algebraic 
fractions 

(g) Equations 
involving 
algebraic 
fractions 

(h) Transformation 
of a formula 

(i) Simultaneous 
linear equations 
with rational 
solutions: 
solution of a 
pair of simul
taneous equations 
one of which is 
linear 

(f) Manipulation of 
fractions with 
numerical and· 
linear algebraic 
denominators 

(g) Fractional 
equations with 
numerical and 
linear algebraic 
denominators and 
non-integral 
solutions 

(h) Change of 
subject where 
subject may 
appear more than 
once 

(i) * 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(h) Further transformation 
of-formulae 

Ci) Solution of equations 
by the intersection 
of two graphs 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(0 Manipulation 
of fractions 
with numerical 
denominators 

(g) Fractional 
equations with 
numerical or 
algebraic 
denominators 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(e) Remainder theorem 
and its use in the 
factorisation of 
cubics 

(f) Simple fractions 
with linear 
denominators 

(g) * 

(h) Change of subject (h) * 
where subject may 
appear more than 
once 

li) Simultaneous linear(i) 
equations by 
graphical method 

Simultaneous equations 
in two variables (one 
linear, one quadratic) 

>--' o o 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(k) * 

(1) Solution set 
for linear 
inequalities 
in two variables 

7. RELATIONS AND 
FUNCTIONS; 
GRAPHS 

(a) Function as a 
relation for 
which each 
element the 
domain has a 
unique image 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(1) Formation, Cl) Solution of linear 

Ca) 

graphical inequalities and the 
representation representation of 
and solution of solutions on the 
linear inequalities number line and in 

* 

2-D space 

(ft) The idea of function 
of a variable 

(b) Range of function (b) Domain and range 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(k) Inequalities in 
one unknown 

(1) Solution of 
inequali ties by 
graphical method 

Ca) * 

(b) Domain and range 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(j) Applications of 
algebra in problem
solving 

(k) * 

(a) Idea of func tion as 
a mapping 

(b) Domain and range 

..... 
o ..... 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

Cc) Simple combinat
ions of functions; 
composite 
functions 

(d) Inverse 
functions 

(e) * (e) Interpretation 
of the constants 
m and c in the 
expression 
y=mx+c 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(c) Composite functions 

(d) Inverse functions 

(f) Particular (f) Plotting and (£) Graphs of functions 
restricted to 

(g) 

functions 
f(x)=ax2 + bx + c 
f(x)=x3 + bx + cx+d 

f(x) sin xo (g) 
f (x) = cos Xo 
f(x) = tan XO 

for ~x$360 
f(x) = a 

x 
f(x) = Ixl 

sketching graphs 
of 
y=ax3 + bx2 + cx +d 
y= k 

"X2 (x of 0) 

Sines and cosines 
of angles in the 
interval 0~9~ 1800 

and appropriate 
graphs 

Ax2 + Bx + C + D 
x 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(c) Composition of two 
functions 

(e) Interpretation Ce) * 

(f) 

of graphs including 
m and c from 
y=mx+c 

Functions of 
form 
ax2 + bx + C 

the ef) Graphs of the functions 
Ax3 + Bx2 + Cx + D + E 

x 

,... 
o 
N 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(h) Sketching a 
graph of f(x) 

(i) * 

(k) Gradient of 
tangent by 
drawing 

(1) * 

(m) * 

(n) Interpretation 
and estimation 
of area under 
a graph 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(h) Sketching graphs 

(k) * 

(1) * 

(m) * 

(n) Calculation of 
area under a 
straight line 
graph 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(j) Maxima and minima 

(k) Graphical estimation 
of gradient and 
application to rates 
of change 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(i) Different ways 
of representing 
functions 

(k) Gradient of curve 
by drawing, line 
of best fit 

Velocity and acceler-::, . (m) -Interpretation of 
ation in simple. kine,- 'gradient of' 

(m) 

(n) 

matic examples distance-time 

Trapezium rule for area (n) 
under a graph and 
application to speed-
time graphs 

graph 

Area under a 
straight line for 
speed-time graph 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(j) Maximum and minimum 
values 

(k) Gradient of tangent 
by drawing 

(1) Distance-time graphs 
and speed-time graphs 

(m) Interpretation of 
gradients 

Cn) Area under speed
time graph 



HIGHER LEVELS 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

8. MENSURATION 

(a) Surface area 
of cone, sphere, 
prism 

(b) Volume of cone, 
sphere, prism, 
pyramid 

(c) * 

(d) * 

(el * 

(0 3-d application 
of Pythagoras' 
theorem 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(a) Surface area of 
cuboid, cylinder, 
prism, pyramid, 
cone and sphere 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(a) Surface area of 
cylinder and sphere 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(a) Mensuration of 
prism, sphere, 
pyramid and cone 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(a) Mensuration of 
pyramid, cone, 
sphere 

(b) Volume of pyramid (b) Volume of pyramid, 
cone and sphere cone and sphere 

(c) * 

(d) * 

(e) Effect of 
enlargement on 
area and volume 

(f) Pythagoras' 
theorem extended 
to 3-d 

(c) Nets of prisms and (c) * 
pyramids 

(e) Ratio of areas and 
volumes of similar 
figures and solids 

(~) Mensuration of 
trapezium 

(e) Effect of enlarge
ments on area and 
volume. Ratio of 
areas and volumes 
of similar shapes 

(d) * 

ee) Relation between 
ratios of lengths, 
areas, and volumes 
of similar figures 

(f) Problems solved by (f) Application of (f) Application of 
Pythagoras' theorem 
to simple problems in 
3-d 

applying Pythagoras' 
theorem to 2 right-
angled triangles success
ively, including 3-d 

Pythagoras' theorem 
to 3-d 



HIGHER LEVELS 

NORTHERN.EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(g) * 

9. SCALE DRAWING 
AND GEOMETRY 

(a) * 

(b) * 

(d) Ruler and 
compass 
construction: 
drawing a 
perpendicular 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(g) Length of arc, 
area of sector 

(b) * 

(c) Sum of angles 
of irregular 
polygon 

to a straight line 
from a point 
outside 

(e) Locus as a set 
of points, 
sketches and 
accurate 
construction 

(e) Intersecting loci 
and simple loci 
in 3-d 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(g) Length of arc, area 
of sector 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(g) Length of arc, 
area of sector 
and segment 

(a) Reflex angle 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(b) Idea of axes and (b) * 
planes of symmetry 

(c) * 

Ce) Intersecting loci 
in 2-d 

,... 
o en 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(g) Circle theorems: 
angles in the 
same segment, 
angle at centre 
is twice angle 
at circumference 
cyclic quad 

10. TRIGONOMETRY 

Ca) Sine rule 

Cb) Cosine rule 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

Ca) Sine rule 

(b) Cosine rule 

(~) Area of triangle 
= ! absinC 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(g) Circle theorems: angle 
at centre and circum
ference, angles in 
same segment, cyclic 
quad, angle between 
tangent and chord 

(h) Intersecting chord 
properties 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(f) Geometric theorems: 
proportional 
division, internal 
bisector 

(g) Circle theorems: (g) * 
angles in the same 
segment, angle at 
the centre is twice 
the angle at the 
circumference, cyclic 
quad, equality of 
tangents from a 
point 

(a) Sine rule 

(b) Cosine rule 

(c) Area of triangle 
= ! absinC 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(d) Trigonometry 
applied to 3-d 

11. TRANSFORMATIONS 

(a) * 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(d) Problems 
extended to 3-d 

(a) Translations 
described by 
column vectors 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(d) Problems solved by 
applying trigono-
metrical methods in 
two right-angled 
triangles success-
ively, including 3-d 

(a) Translations 

(b) Reflec tion in 
any line 

0;) Reflections in (b) Reflections 
lines parallel to 
or at 450 to the 
axes 

(c) Rotation through (:<:) Rotations about 
any angle any point through 

multiples of 900 

(c) Rotations of 
multiples of 900 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(d) Trigonometry of 
right-angled 
triangles applied 
to isoscales 
triangles and to 
problems in 3-d 

(a) Translations using 
column vectors (;) 

(b) * 

(d) 

(~) Rotations using 
positive angles to 
represent anti
clockwise. Determ
ination of centre and 
angle of rotation 

Application of 
trigonometry of 
right-angled 
triangles to 
simple problems in 
3-d 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(d) Enlargement 
by any scale 
factor 

(e) Combination of 
transformations, 
inverse 
transformations 

(f) Use of 2 x 2 
transformation 
matrices perform 
transformations 
in a plane 

12. VECTORS 

Ca) Position vectors 
especially of 
the midpoint of 
a line segment 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(d) Enlargements, 
scaling up or 
down, origin as 
centre, positive 
or negative 
scale factor 

(d) Enlargements with (d) Enlargements with 
positive and 
negative scale 
factors 

Ce) Combinations of (e) 
transformations 

(f) Representation of (f) 
transformations 
of the plane given 
the matrix and 
finding the matrix 
given the 
transformation 

Ca) Position vectors Ca) 
the represent-
ation of vectors 
by directed line 
segments 

positive, negative or 
fractional scale factors 

Combination of 
transformations 

Transformation of 
the plane associated 
with 2 x 2 matrices 

Scalar and vector 
quantities 
Representation of 
a vector by a 
directed line 
segment 

Ce) Combined transformations 
in the plane 

(f) Matrices applied to 
transformation 
geometry 

Ca) Posi tion vectors (a) Vectors 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(b) * 

Cc) Triangle rule 
for addition 
and subtraction 

(d) * 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(b) Base vectors 

(c) The sum and 
difference of 
vectors and 
their use in 
expressing the 
vectors in terms 
of two coplanar 
vectors 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(b) Unit base vectors 

(c) Sum and difference 

(d) Multiplication by (d) 
a scalar 

Multiplication of 
a vector by a scalar 
Multiplication of 

(e) Magni tude of a 
as 

(f) Use of the result 
a = b => /a/ = /b/ - -

a vector by a matrix 

(e) Modulus of a vector 

and a parallel to b 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(b) Base vectors and 
their use in 
determining a 
matrix for a given 
transformation or 
the nature of a 
transformation for 
a given matrix 

(c) Vector addition 

Ce) Magnitude 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(c) Sum and difference; 
counnutative and 
associative laws 

(d) Multiplication of 
a vector by a scalar 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(g) Relationship 
between 
and 
then 

(h) The use of 
vectors to 
investigate 
simple geo
metrical 
properties of 
plane shapes 

13. MATRICES 

(a) * 

(b) * 

(c) * 

(d) * 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(g) ~a = kb - ... ? a parallel -to b or h = 0, 
k =-0 

Ch) Deducing 
properties of 
equivalence, 
parallelism and 
incidence in 
rectilinear 
figures 

(a) Matrices 

(b) Practical 
applications, 
order 

(c) Addition, 
subtraction 

(d) Multiplication of 
one matrix by a 
scalar and a 
compatible pair 
of matrices 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(b) Representation of 
data by a matrix 

Cc) Addition and 
subtraction of 
matrices 

(9) Multiplication of a 
matrix by a scalar 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(h) Simple examples 
of vector geometry 

(a) Matrices 

(d) Multiplication by 
a scalar 

WELSH.JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 

(h) Simple applications 
to geometry 

Matrix multiplication 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(e) Determinant of 
a matrix 

(h) Identi ty for 
addition and 
multiplication 

Ci) Inverse for 
addition and 
multiplication 

14. . STATISTICS 

(b) Calculation of 
the mean from 
grouped data 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(f) Algebra of 
2 x 2 matrices 

(g) Zero matrix 

(h) Identity 

Ci) Inverse of 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(e) Determinants: 
singular matrices 

(g) Null matrix 

(h) Unit matrix 

non-singular 2 x 2 
matrices 

(?) Cri deism of 
statistical data 
and results 

(b) Averages: mean, 
mode, median of 
continuous and 
grouped data 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(h) Identity matrix 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
COMMITTEE 



HIGHER LEVEL 

NORTHERN.EXAMINING 
ASSOCIATION 

(c) Range 

(d) * 

Ce) Quartile and 
interquartile 
range as a 
measure of 
dispersion 

(t) Unequal internal 
histograms 

is. PROBABILITY 

Ca) The use of Venn 
diagrams and set 
notation to 
illustrate and 
calculate prob
abilities assoc
iated with AND 
and OR 

(c) * 

MIDLAND EXAMINING 
GROUP 

(c) Range 

(d) Cumulative 
frequency 
diagrams 

(e) Estimation of 
quartile and 
interquartile 
range 

(c) * 

LONDON AND EAST ANGLIAN 
GROUP 

(ft) P(Al + pell) = P(AiiB) 
for exclusive events; 
peA) P(~) = P(AnB) 
for independent events 

SOUTHERN EXAMINING 
GROUP 

C!:» Dependent events 

(~) Tree diagrams 

WELSH JOINT EDUCATION 
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As List 1 constitutes almost the whole of the syllabus for 

the Lower Level, the content to be covered by candidates for these 

papers is virtually fixed. The groups themselves have defined a 

syllabus with a largely common content for candidates at the top 

end of the scale who will be attempting the Higher Level papers. 

It is the syllabus which is aimed at the group with target 

grade D which seems to vary most from group to group in both 

breadth and depth of study of the subject matter. It may be 

that the groups will have to cooperate to reach syllabuses which 

make more consistant demands of a candidate. It will be 

interesting to see whether the groups will individually move 

towards syllabuses which reflect a general consensus of. opinion 

or whether the SEC will initiate moves to bring about a 

consultation between the groups. It seems unlikely that the 

present disparity between these syllabuses will be allowed to 

remain in a system which is intended to represent, a single common 

examination with comparable standards throughout the country. 

5.6 Written 'papers: 

At present the groups will be making very different demands 

on t4eir GCSE candidates as regards the time which they will be 

expected to spend in written examinations. In addition, the 

percentag~ of marks available does not vary as the time allowed. 

For example, a Southern Examining Group candidate will have to 

work for I! hours on Paper 3 with 25% of the total marks available 

to him, whereas at the same level, a Northern candidate will only 

have to work another 30 minutes to have the possibility of gaining 

55% of the total if he is an Intermediate level candidate or 

45% of the total if he is entering at the Higher level. Both 

the London and East Anglian Group and the Welsh Joint Education 

Committee offer' approximately 35% of the total marks for Paper 1 

which will last for li hours in the first case, but 2 hours in 

the latter. Every comparison shows considerable disparity between 

the dictates of the different groups. 
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Details of the duration of the papers in hours and the 

marks available are shown in the tables below: 

Northern London and Southern Welsh Joint 
Examining East Anglian Examining Education 
Group Group Group Committee 

Paper 1 1! I.!. 
4 

1 2 

Paper 2 1! I.!. 
4 

1 2 

Paper 3 2 2 I! 2! 

Paper 4 2! 2 11 2! 

Northern London and Southern Welsh Joint 
Ex~mining East Anglian Examining Education 
Gr'oup Group Group Committee 

Paper 1 50%1 35% 25% 37% 

Paper 2 50% 45%) 35% 25% 37% 

Paper 3 55%[45% "I 35% 25% 37% 

Paper 4 55d 35% 25% 37% 

Course- 30% 50% 26% work 

The Midland examining Group has not been included because 

they alone have opted for a scheme of two papers designed 

specifically for each level as opposed to the chained system 

of four papers gradually increasing, in difficulty. On Paper 1 

(MEG), however, there is some overlap of questions between two 

adjacent levels, but no question appears at all three levels. 

This group also has prohibited the use of calculators on Paper 

1 at each level, whereas all other groups will allow their use 

on both of the candidates' written papers. It should be noted, 

however, that some groups are including as part of their 

coursework assessment, mental arithmetic and aural tests 

without calculating. aids, to examine the arithmetic competence 

of their candidates. 
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Details of the proposed format of the examination papers 

are only available for the Southern Examining Group and the London 

and East Anglian Group, but a comparison can be made with the 

other groups based on the specimen papers they have supplied. 

None of the groups include a paper which is entirely multiple 

choice, and only the London and East Anglian group have specificially 

stated that they will use this method of testing thorough coverage 

of the syllabus. Short-answer questions provide another reliable 

means of' testing syllabus coverage and all the groups for which 

details are available have used questions of this type. Most 

have included some longer structured questions also, and 1n 

this section of their papers, the Midland Examining Group offer 

candidates a choice, and the London and East Anglian group offer 

the possibility of gaining full marks by answering correctly all 

but one of the longer questions. The Northern Examining Association 

does include longer questions but the paper is arranged in order 

of increasing difficulty and complexity rather than being split 

into two distinct sections. 

Details of the numbers of questions on each paper are shown 

1n the table on the next page. 

For the Midland Examining Group, the numbers of questions 

on the specimen papers are as follows: 

Paper 1 Paper 2 

Lower level 30 short answer A: 6 long questions 
B: 4 long questions 

Intermediate level 26 short answer A: 6 long questions 
B: 4 from 5 questions 

Higher level 25 short answer A: 6 long questions 
B: 4 from 6 questions 

In each case the school-assessed component is an alternative to 

section B of paper 2. 

5.7 'Written'papers'and 'the'assessment 'objectives of the national criteria: 

This section discusses' the content of the written papers in a 



* details not supplied but obtained from specimen papers 

Paper 1 

Paper 2 

Paper 3 

Paper 4 

Northern Examining 
Association* 

27 questions 
increasing in 
length 

25 questions 
increasing in 
length 

30 questions 
increasing 
in length 

20 questions 
increasing in 
length 

Southern Examining 
Group 

20 short answer; 
2 long questions; 
No choice 

15 short answer; 
3 long questions; 
No choice 

10 short answer; 
Not more than 
5 longer questions; 
No choice 

10 short answer; 
Not more than 
5 longer questions; 
No choice 

London and East 
Anglian Group 

15 short answer; 
3 long questions; 
No choice 

13 short answer; 
3 long questions; 
No choice 

25 multiple choice; 
4 long questions 
(full marks on 3) 

4 or 5 short answer 
5 long questions 
(full marks on 4) 

Welsh Joint 
Education Committee* 

37 short answer; 
6 long questions; 
No choice 

28 short answer; 
9 long questions; 
No choice 

15 longer questions; 
No choice 

10 longer questions; 
No choice 
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general way, and is intended to give an indication of the extent 

to which the assessment objectives of the national criteria have 

been met by the written papers of the different groups. As 

mentioned previously, the Midland Examining Group sets two 

papers specifically for each level, whilst candidates from 

other groups take two adjacent papers in a chain of four. 

Specimen papers are available for all but the London and East 

Anglian group. 

For Paper I (Lower level), all groups have produced a 

predominantly arithmetic paper with most of these questions 

being met in realistic everyday situations, e.g. railway 

timetables, holiday prices, cookery recipes. Diagrams have 

been used effectively by each group to assist candidates with 

their interpretation of the question, and in addition, the Southern 

Examining group has used non-essential illustrations to enhance 

the appearance of the paper. These extra diagrams also have the 

effect of spacing out the printed text of the question and this 

seems to make questions look less daunting to a candidate. 

The papers display a general consensus of opinion as to 

how many questions should be asked on certain topics. All groups 

have set two or three statistics and probability questions, and 

one or two questions requiring a graphical solution or an 

appreciation of Cartesian coordinates. All but the Welsh group 

have included a question involving appreciation of pattern, but 

no group except the Welsh has tested any algebra at all. The number 

of geometry questions varies from three to seven, and mensuration 

questions from one to six. However, the papers themselves do not 

include the same total number of questions, and are not of the 

same duration, so there could not be an exact correspondence anyway. 

Paper 2 (Lower and Intermediate levels) is again predominantly 

arithmetic in each. case. One of two further graphical questions 

have been set, all groups have tested algebra, and one further 

statistics/probability question has been included by all except 

the Welsh group which has set a further three questions on this 

topic. The Welsh group also has nine questions on geometry whereas 
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the other groups have only two or three. Again, there is extensive 

use of diagrams, illustrations, tables and charts, and on each 

double page of each examination paper there is at least one form 

of pictorial display. 

It is debatable whether most of the groups' papers at the 

Lower level would satisfy assessment objective 3.2 of testing the 

candidate's ability to "set out mathematical work, including 

the solution of problems, in a logical and clear form using 

appropriate symbols and terminology". The majority of short

answer questions require only one line of working, and with the 

aid of a calculator, candidates could obtain the answer directly 

and fail to show any working at all. The Welsh Joint Education 

Committee acknowledge this by setting 'answer-only' questions for 

the first part of their papers with longer questions requiring 

working to be shown in the second part of the papers. On their 

paper 2 particularly, these longer questions are less structured 

and would, therefore, force candidates to show some stages of 

working. Paper 2 of the Southern Examining Group includes 

some questions where a number of steps are necessary in the 

calculation and presumably this would encourage the candidate 

to set down a solution in a reasonably ordered way, but the 

Northern Examining Association papers do this to a lesser extent, 

and the. Midland Examining Group's questions are so structured that 

virtually all questions are reduced to answer-only or one-line 

solutions. However, as the written papers will not stand alone 

eventually, but will be taken in conjunction with an assessment of 

coursework, it can be presumed that the school-component will 

provide evidence that the candidate has the ability to produce a 

well-ordered and structured solution to a problem. 

Assessment objective 3.6 expects a candidate to be able to 

"understand systems of measurement in everyday use and make use 

of them in problems". The Midland Examining Group have satisfied 

this criterion by setting two questions specifically on conversion 

of units. No other questions require measurement conversion, and 

all answers have the units printed in the answer space, so this 

seems a rather artificial way of testing this objective, and also 
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seems to avoid that part which states " ••• and make use of them 

(units) in problems". The Southern Examining group only requires 

conversion of minutes to hours and pence (p) to pounds (£), but 

they do not provide units in their answers, and the onus is on the 

candidate to do this. The Welsh and Northern groups provide 

the most thorough testing of this area of understanding. 

The groups provide little opportunity for numerical 

approximations or for candidates at this level to work to 

appropriate degrees of accuracy in calculations. All calculations 

result in an integral answer or an easy fraction. The Welsh 

group have set two' questions requiring numerical approximations 

to be made, but no other group tests this, although this ability 

forms part of assessment objective 3.7. All.groups have required 

the use of instruments so that measurement can be taken to 

appropriate degrees of accuracy, and graphs have been included 

also, which entail either taking approximate readings, or plotting 

approximate points. Apart from this, only the Northern Examining 

Association has set a question which involves estimation. 

There might be grounds for criticism, also, as regards the 

extent to which. assessment objective 3.9 of testing the candidate's 

ability to "recognise patterns and structures in a variety of 

situations, and form generalisations", has been met. All groups 

have included questions on pattern, but the Northern Examining 

Association has included only one at this level, and therefore, 

have not tested' this ability in a variety of situations. The 

Southern group would seem to have covered this topic best, including 

questions on numerical and geometrical patterns, and a numerical 

sequence arising from a realistic physical situation. 

Finally, in several cases the schemes of assessment test 

particular objectives in only one question of two papers. 

Question 16 of Paper 1 of the Southern group is the only time 

that candidates need'to use any type of mathematical instrument; 

however, this question is a fairly lengthy one and provides quite 

a thorough test, but it is also the last question of the paper, and 

may never be reached by slower candidates. Of course, whatever 
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the position of a question on a paper, if a candidate has an 

aversion to that topic, he may simply omit the question, so 

inclusion of a particular test·in a scheme of assessment does 

not necessarily imply that a candidate has been tested in that 

area, and since only the aggregate mark is considered, in the 

absence of criteri~n-referencing, it does not necessarily imply 

that he has been successful in that area either. 

Intermediate level candidates take Papers 2 and 3, and 

Paper 2 has already been discussed. With the exception of the 

Welsh group, Paper 3 is still mainly arithmetic, but there is 

an increase in the number of.questions involving geometry, 

Cartesian graphs, and algebraic notation.and manipulation. 

On the Welsh paper, the arithmetic and algebraic content are 

fairly evenly balanced. 

Candidates taking Papers 2 and 3 will have been tested by 

between six to twelve geometry questions, three to seven 

questions involving algebra, two to five statistics and 

probability questions, and one or two questions requiring the 

recognition of pattern. This combination seems to provide a 

more exact correspondence wi.th the list of assessment objectives 

set out in the national criteria. Certainly the groups' Paper· 

3 provides a better opportunity for testing objective 3.2, the 

setting out of mathematical work, and objective 3.15, the ability 

to respond to a relatively unstructured problem. 

Greater use is made of algebraic notation and symbols 

(pbjective 3.10), and a more thorough assessment of estimation, 

approximation and working to degrees of accuracy is provided, 

(objective 3.7), partly facilitated by the introduction of 

trigonometry and the necessity to approximate answers obtained 

by this method. The situations in which understanding of systems 

of measurement is tested (objective 3.6) are more realistic at 

the Intermediate level, so the only remaining criticism is -~ .~. 

whether assessment objective 3.9, the recognition of pattern in 

a variety of situations, has been examined thoroughly. Both 

the Northern and Welsh groups include only one question of this 
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type and this is on number patterns, whereas the Midland group 

includes two questions, one on each paper, but these are also 

both numerical, and the question on the second paper is optional 

anyway. Again, the Southern group seem to have tested this 

topic better than any other, including two questions arising 

from physical situations, one of which leads to a numerical 

sequence, and the other to a geomatric pattern which can be 

reduced to two algebraic expressions. 

Ori Paper 4, the algebraic content exceeds the arithmetic 

content for all but the Southern Group's paper, and with the 

exception of this group, candidates taking the Higher level 

examination would have to answer ten questions on algebraic 

methods alone, in addition to which there are further questions 

involving algebra which lead to Cartesian graphs. Bearing in 

mind the needs of a candidate proposing to study mathematics 

further, it is pleasing to see the emphasis the groups are 

placing on this branch. of the subject, but one could wish that 

the Southern Examining group had tested this area of skills and 

understanding more thoroughly. 

Candidates at this level will have been set between two to 

four questions on statistics and probability and from five to 

ten questions on geometry. The widest discrepancy occurs in the 

number of questions requiring graphical treatment, which ranges 

from two on the Southern group's papers to nine on the Northern 

papers. 

Again, there could be criticism as to whether assessment 

objective 3.9 has been tested. On the Welsh group's paper 4, 

there is no question on pattern in the sense that it has been 

tested on other papers. However, a part of one question does 

require an algebraic formula to·be constructed and since this is 

then a generalised statement, the criterion could be said to have 

beerimet as far as the wording " .•• and· form generalisations" is 

concerned. The Southern and Northern groups set only one question 

on pattern, but whilst the Southern group's question involves both 

geometric and algebraic pattern, the Northern group's question is 
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entirely numerical, and again the criterion for assessment objective 

3.9 includes " ••• in a variety of situations", and this does 

not seem to have-been met. The Midland group have allowed 

their only question assessing this objective to be optional, 

and therefore it could be avoided by candidates if they wished. 

However, there are underlying patterns and structures throughout 

mathematics, and, if the wora is taken in a wider sense, then 

many questions test structure, for example of algebra or of 

vector geometry, in the sense of the framework upon which these 

branches of mathematics are built. 

In all other respects the criteria for assessment seem to 

have been met by papers at this level. Objectives 3.13, the 

application of combinations of mathematical skills and techniques 

in problem-solving, and objective 3.15, the ability to respond 

to a problem in a relatively unstructured situation, have been 

tested,to.a greater extent than at any other level, but clearly, 

it is easier to do this with more able candidates. 

It can be concluded·, therefore, that apart from a few minor 

areas of criticism, the examining groups haye borne the national 

criteria in mind quite carefully, and that they have tailored 

their written papers to meet the requirements laid down in these 

criteria. 

It can be expected that, initially at least, explicit or 

implicit norm-referencing may be used to obviate any apparent 

discrepancies between the groups. 
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Chapter 6 

·Current and Future developments 
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6.1 The current 'situation 

The education system'is now faced'with the reality of 

having to prepare itself for the introduction of courses leading 

to the GCSE examinations in September' of this year, 1986. This 

1S an extremely short time for such preparation to take place. 

Syllabuses have not yet oeen' finalised and in some subjects 

even draft, syllaouses' are not available.' The teachers' str'ike 

action in 1985 and 19,86 has caused'disruption not only in schools, 

out also in GCSE training programmes arranged by the examining 

groups. The Times' Educational Supplement dated January 24th 

1986, reports on its front page that "Patchy attendance at 

Phase 1 training courses may force most authorities in the London 

areas to withdraw from Phase 2 training", and adds later that, 

for example, there has been'only a 40%-60% turnout for Phase 2 

training arranged'oy the'Midland Examining Group., The lack of 

attendance at these training sessions is giving cause for concern, 

especially as there is so little time to remedy the situation. 

Teachers in many schools do not have any~experience of the joint 

GCE/CSE dual-certificated examinations which have been the 

forerunners' of the GCSE, and similarly, many teachers do not 

have experience of organising investigational work or the kind 

of projects which, will be required for course-work assessment. 

There is also lack of expertise in moderation procedures, and 

the moderation arrangements for some groups are unclear and 

therefore unsatisfactory. 

Devonshire County Council has already contacted other 

South~Western local education authorities and examination boards 

to see whether they would cooperate in setting up a new examination 

because they' feel the time is too short to be ready for the GCSE 

examination. But if there is too little time to be ready for a 

system which. is already in the pipe-line then surely, there is far 

too little time to set up an alternative system from scratch, and 

realistically, the Devonshire County Council can only be asking 

for a modified version of the current dual GCE and CSE systems. 
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The introduction of the GCSE and simultaneous abandonment 

of any other type of examination are the root-cause of many of the 

problems currently facing teachers. In the past, when any new 

syllabuses have been introduced or any radical changes made, 

they' have always run;alongside the old syllabuses for a while 

and then the older' ones'have been phased out after a period of 

time, usually two years. This allows teachers time for 

adequate and thorough preparation for the new courses, whilst 

still teaching courses with. which, they feel familiar. 

,A call for the postponement for two years of the 

introduction of the, new' system' is reported on the front page of 

the Times Educational Supplement, dated February 7th, 1986. 

Teaching unions have pledged to continue their policy of non

cooperation with tlie hew examination, and if, in the face 'of this, 

the Government insists that courses be introduced in September, 

the, result could be total chaos in schools. In addition, local 

education autliori.ties are, also beginning to realise the cost of 

implementing a predominantly resource-based system of assessment, 

and they' are concerned' about their ability to finance such a 

scheme,' especially as these expenses will not be spread over a 

period of time, but will have to be met immediately. 

As more information becomes available and as teachers themselves 

become,more familiar with the demands of the new system, it will 

be the teachers" responsibility to communicate details of the 

GCSE to parents. It can be expected, therefore, that as more 

and more people consider the implications of the introduction of 

the scheme, that there will be increased criticism and comment. 

6.2'Possible'objeetionstotheGCSE 

(~) It is probable that the system will be accepted by all 

as a fairer means of assessment than a scheme which only involves 

written papers and examines, a pupil on his performance on two or 

three'daysalone.'The introduction of coursework allows the poor 

examinee, who may 5e a conscientious pupil to show what he can do 

in less stressful situations. However, it has been assumed that 

teachers will undertake the moderation and assessment of this work, 
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conduct oral examinations, and hold discussions with individual 

pupils, certainly at great cost, to the teachers in terms of time, 

and perhaps without further'payment. Anyway, there comes a 

point oeyond which, furtJier' financial remuneration does not 

compensate for either the, stress of an increased workload or 

the loss of the time involved'. 

(B) The, philosophy of the GCSE recognises that there are no 

natural divisions in the attainment of pupils and that this 

dis,tri5ution is' a conti'n~ous' one, tlierefore, a seven-grade 

system has' oeeo' proposed, and only candidates failing4to provide 

sufficient evidence of work will oe ungraded; there will be an end 

to the pass/fail system'. This ,i,s .the theory, but in practice, 

with, the introduction of differentiated papers and the linkage 

of only specified' grades', to these papers, several groups have 

stated categorically that failure to reach the minimum standard 

required' for the lowest. specified: grade will result in a 

candidate oeiog unclassified. This, surely, is a return to 

the pass/fail system'. In future a candidate attempting the 

Higher level papers in Mathematics may gain grades A,B,C or U, 

whereas a current O-level candidate may be awarded grades A,B, 

C,D,E or U. 

Cc) The main criticism of the dual GCE/CSE system is that it is 

elitist ,and divisive. ;This same criticism has caused the postponeinent 

of the introduction of the Distinction and Merit certificates which 

were. intended to act as incentives for the most able to encourage 

them to follow a wider range of subj ects. 

Figures based on a 10% sample of all school-leavers and 

puolished oy the Department of Education are quoted in the table 

oelow,and show that there is a definite need to broaden the 

curriculum as only one in five pupils with one or more GCS grades 

A-C or CSE grade 1 attains "that level in all four basic subject 

areas of English, Mathematics, Science and a foreign language". 

(JimesEducational Supplement 22.11.85, page 14). 



% of those with O-level 
grades A-C or CSE grade 
1 who passed in: 

English 

Mathematics 

English and Mathematics 

English, Mathematics, 
Science and a modern 
language 
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Boys 
1983-84 

66% 

63% 

50% 

19% 

Girls 
1983-84 

78% 

48% 

44% 

22% 

The idea of the Certificates is reminiscent of the School 

Certificate and Higher Certificate, and can be criticised on 

the same. grounds that they will attract many unsui table 

candidates··. However; unlike the School Certificate, subjects 

may be 'collected' over· several attempts and then the aggregate 

subtUftted for the award of a Merit or Distinction Certificate. 

From the. other point of view,· Sir,David Hancock, DES 

Permanent Secretary, is reported in the Times Educational 

Supplement dated· 22.11.85 (page 10) as telling a Ghls' School 

Association conference. in Stratford-upon-Avon that school 

inspectors had detected· a narrowing of the curriculum in 

independent schools·, caused· by the pressure to attain good 

examination results. A reply commented that the proposed 

Distinction and Merit .Certificates would narrow the curriculum 

still further, and curriculum restraints are indeed a worrying 

implication of the introduction of the GCSE. 

(d) Finally, the inclusion of projects as part of the assessment 

for many subjects may favour the "haves' and disadvantage the 

'have-nots'. Children from home backgrounds where a positive 

interest in their educational achievement is taken, may be provided 

wLth. more. resources and materials than a poorer or less interested 

background could supply. 

Since the national criteria Lists 1 and 2 provide virtually 
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the whole content of the syllabuses for the Lower' and Intermediate 

examinations it can De, seen that it will be' at least a simpler 

proDlem' to define grade-related criteria for grades G to C. 

At the Higher' level, however, the extension of the Lists has 

Deen left to the discretion of the examining groups, and in 

this situation, rt will be extremely difficult to define 

nationally acceptaole, crLteria for the highest grades. However, 

it has' already Deen' pointed' out that in practice there is 

general agreeinent 15etween the groups as the the depth of study 

required of candidates' at this level. By the time criterion

referencing is introduced, the groups may well have reached 

total agreement. But tliis in itself is restrictive and will mean 

that the, country is moving towards a national ,centrally-controlled 

cirriculum and if this is so, there will certainly be strong 

opposition on grounds of loss of freedom of choice. 

Sixth~form courses will undoubtedly be affected by the 

introduction of the GCSE examinations. There will probably 

15e increased demand from candidates who have taken the examinations 

at the Lower and Interinediate levels for courses which afford them 

the opportunity of gaining a higher grade and this will be 

further intensified if and when the Distinction and Merit 

certificates are introduced. Problems will arise as to what 

extent earlier' coursework should be carried forward, both in the 

cases of resits and of candidates aiming for a higher level. 

Reassessment of previous work at another level places further 

demands on teachers' time and so does the stress of fitting 

alternative, coursework into sixth-form lessons which are usually 

fewer per'week than in the comparable fourth and fifth year 

courses. It is unclear whether the proposed but as yet unpublished 

syllaDus for mature students which. will probably not include such 

heavy coursework demands, will or will not be available to sixth

form pupils. 
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There will be an effect on A-level courses too. There is 

no provision i~ the 16 plus· syllabuses· for the study of calculus, 

which will therefore need· to be studied from scratch in the sixth

form, and the algebraic background of pupils will be weaker 

than at present,in spite of the. fact that better provision 

is made at the. higher· leveL than at .the other two. The time 

spent on projects and school-cased· assessment will be time away 

from practice of routine. skills and it is possible that candidates 

may· lack. dexterity and facility in basic manipulative techniqu~s 

simply through lacK. of experience.· However, they will have gained 

other valua1:ile attricutes sucli. as tlie ability to organise data 

and to work. independently, and they· will have developed both 

practical and interactive skills. 

6.5· Possible future trends. 

The deliberate division of the GCSE assessment procedures 

of a candidate's education into 

Ca) that which. is taught and learnt in the more traditional way 

and (p) that which is learnt by meanS of a candidate following 

hiw own line of research. and developing his own ideas, 

could be seen as a move towards deschooling. Deschooling recognises 

the fact that schools are not the only organisations which have 

valuable educational experiences to offer the pupil and that 

teachers are not necessarily the best people to provide an optimum 

learning environment. Advocates of deschooling propose that only 

clearly-defined teachable skills should be imparted by teachers in 

schools, perhaps for only part of the day, and thereafter the 

children should be free to follow whatever programme of activities 

interests them; provided it has an educational content and provided 

,there is some supervisory care. It has long been recognised 

that this would necessitate the provision of large supplies of 

resources· and reference materials, but such. facilities will need 

to be. begun to be. provided· in order to meet the requirements of 

the GCSE. 

Deschooling also implies that teachers would have to monitor 

, 

\ , 
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a pupil's progress and growth in subtle and previously. unspecified 

ways. It has been argued that teachers are not qualified to do 

this and also that few are sufficiently talented to do so, even 

if training were provided. The compulsory introduction of 

profiling in 1990, will force teachers to undertake precisely 

this kind of assessment, and its introduction could facilitate 

an eventual move towards deschoo1ing. 

Lastly, supporters of a deschoo1ing scheme suggest that 

society·shou1d provide an open market in which proponents of 

various activities compete to attract children to share their 

interest and experiences. It could be argued that many of the 

Youth Opportunity courses have attempted to do exactly this, 

thereby completing another requirement for the provision of a 

deschoo1ed system of education. 

In conclusion, therefore, the introduction of the GCSE will 

bring far-reaching changes which will profoundly affect the school 

curriculum, and totally alter traditional ideas of assessment. It 

will also affect the organisation of the school day and of individual 

lessons, and it will cause to be accumulated, large and numerous 

resource banks of reference material. It should increase the 

motivation of pupils by providing for each one an opportunity to 

show "what they know and can do rather than what they do not know 

and cannot do" (page 1: The National Criteria for Mathematics). 

Although affecting extensive changes itself, it is possible that 

there will be a 'ripple' effect, and that the decade which follows 

will see a succession of changes and a complete break-away from 

the provision of educational instruction in its present form. 
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE JOINT EXAMINATION AS DETAILED 

IN THE WADDELL REPORT PART 11 (50) 

In the first two years each examination was a feasibility 

study, but thereafter the consortia of the examining boards 

were free to decide whether to continue to offer the 

examinations. 

The following feasibility studies in Mathematics were 

non-operational and details are not, therefore, included: 

6. Oxford and Cambridge/SREB 

8. EMREB 

Mode 11 examinations were operated by the Cambridge/SWEB 

Barnstaple local consortium and details of this joint examination 

are not given. 



MATHEMATICS (Chapter 3) 

Years of 
operation 197J 1974 

Number of 
candidates 789 869 

Grades awarded % % 
GCE } A 84 10.6 89 10.2 
grades and B 138 17.5 143 16.4 
CSE I C 187 23.7 199 22.9 
CSE 2 106 13.4 77 8.9 

3 81 10.3 63 7.2 
4 77 9.7 93 10.7 
5 30 3.8 88 10.1 
U 86 10.9 117 13.5 

Aims, Object;'·es, Syllabus 

1975 

868 

% 
69 7.9 

130 15.0 
202 23.3 

91 10.5 
121 13.9 
118 13.6 
62 7.1 
75 8.6 

I. W J EC Scheme I 
WJEC Scheme 11 

1976 1977 

4,509 9,120 

% % 
97 2.1 265 2.9 

404 8.9 595 6.5 
760 16.8 1.362 14.9 
659 14.6 1,510 16.5 
727 16.1 1,569 17.2 
717 15.9 1,509 16.5 
516 11.4 993 10.9 
629 13.9 1,317 14.4 

No new syllabus was provided but both schemes were based on the GCE 
O-Ievel 11 syllabus and the CSE general syllabus. 

Schemes of Assessment 

Scheme I 

Paper I 
Section A 
25 short questions 
Section B 
8 long questions 

Paper 2 
ScctionA 
25 short Questions 
Section B 
8 long questions 

Scheme II 

50% 

50% 

All to be attempted 

Candidates required 10 
answer as many as possible 

As for Paper I 

Incline of difficulty in 
the questions 

As for Paper I 

Three question papers, candidates being required to take papers I and 2 or 
papers 2 and 3. 

Paper I 50% 
28 short answer questions 
S structured questions 

Paper 2 50% 
21 structured questions 
and problem solving 

Paper 3 50% 
J 3 structured questions 
and problem solving 

Modifications 

Papers I and 2 designed to allow 
award ofCSE grades and 
GCE grade C (exceptionally B) 

Papers 2 and 3 designed to allow 
award of GCE grades A and B 

Incline of difficulty 
intended from 
questions in paper I 
through each paper to 
end of paper 3 
No choice of 
question 

1975 new syllabus constructed. .. . 
1978 Scheme I discontinued. Scheme II reqUires candIdates to choose eIther 

.............. I ..... A ''''' ...... , ........ ''')'''nrl1. 

MATHEMATICS';: 'i .. 1: 
, . r+'?,· , , 

~ -: 

Years of operation . ... -~ - .. .. . - -- --·-1974 ~- .. - .. .' 1975 , 
Number of candidates 

l,tZ7 .' 1,I8Z 
Grades awarded 

... :- % % 

{i 85 '.-.·7.5 66 5.6 GCE and CSE grade I .. 143 Ih2,7 141 11.9 .. • .251 :):22.3 241 20.4 CSE 
! 2 96 ,,'" S.$: 106 9.0 

3 130 ·11.5 96 8.1 4 225 .("20.0 293 24.8 
5 131 \.11.6 . 145 12.13 
U 66 ", -5.8 . 94 7.9 , . 

Alms, Objectives, Syllabus 

Initial discussion produced a set of aims which it·w;;;"f~{;~ould best be met by 
a blend of traditional and modern approaches. The' ability range was to be 
covered by a commOn core syllabus rather less extensive than a conventional CSE 
syllabus, with a further optional section. Work involving more advanced applica
tion of the core and work from <at least 4 of) the further ·sections was to be 
covered in an optional third pape·r which contributed io thi:' iiigher grades. 

. . I i J',): ~ " 

Scheme of Assessmeol 
, ,'I {IHi.! ' 

., .. Paper I Multiplechoice 1 hour 
17%~. ' Both papers set on All questions to be attempted 

,common core syllabus -
arid desirced to allow 

Paper 2 About 10 structured questions I hour 40 mins 
l7~it. i award 0 CSE grades and 

GCEgradeC 
Paper 3 A conventional 2 hour papcr with choice: 33% oCsigOed to contribute 7 sections 2 questions in each, candidates to ._- . to higher GCE grades answer 6 questions 

Optional paper 
Course Work c· 33% Teacher assessment. 

'.' .. Criteria set by 
consortium 

,. 

'" . 
, " ~.' , 

.. , 

~ . .>r:.. .'. 
~J', •• 



MATHEMATICS 3. JMBfALSEBfNWREB 
(1976 JMBfALSEBfTWYLREBfYREB) 

I 
Years orOperatiofl 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Number or candidates 3.213 3.053 6,052 8,643 

Grades awarded % % % % 
GCE and CSE U 272 8.5 271 8.9 486 8.0 707 8.2 
grade I 512 15.9 455 14.9 905 15.0 1,229 14.2 

454 14.1 468 15.3 1,218 20.1 2,033 23.5 
CSE 2 358 11.1 318 10.4 812 13.3 1,186 13.7 

3 411 12.8 325 10.6 829 13.7 1,188 13.7 
4 460 14.3 446 14.6 709 11.7 1,076 12.4 
5 513 16.0 511 16.7 506 8.4 690 8.0 
U 233 7.2 259 8.5 587 9.7 534 6.2 

Aims, Object;"es, Syllabus 

The aims of the examination were listed as: 
<a) Knowledge and information: recall of definitions, notations, concepts. 
(bl Techniques and skills: computation and manipUlation of symbols and 

use of mathematical instruments. 
(cl Comprehension: the capacity to understand problems, to translate 

symbolic forms, to follow and extend reasoning. 
(d) Application: of appropriale concepts in both familiar and unfamiliar 

mathematical situations. 

On this basis a syllabus was developed consisting of: 
<al A common core "traditional in content". 
(b) Two optional topic syllabuses: 

I. Algebra, Trigonometry, and Calculus. 
2. Choice, Chance and Statistics. 

Scheme of Assessment 

Paper I. 11 hours 33.3% No choice 
All objective questions 

. 
Paper 2, 2 hours 33.3% No choice 
Various types of questions to test 
common core, particularly 
abilities which cannot be tested 
by objective questions . 
Paper 3, I J hours + 33.3% Choice or Questions 
r hour reading time. Section A with mark weighting 
6 straightforward Questions, each of each indicated. 
counting 1 unit. Section B. 6 more Students to choose 
difficull Questions each counting 2 Questions to make up a 
units. Ouestions on both topic total of 12 units 
options in each section 

Objective questions regarded 
as effective discriminators, 10 
have high reliability and to 
allow wide syllabus coverage 

Paper used to test abilities 
difficult to test by objective 
QuestionS 

Questions deliberately set at 
different levels or difficulty 

MATHEMATICS 
).~ .. 
~; 1 ~!t" 

.. '.'---.-" 
Years of Operation 

N umber of candidates 

Grades awarded 
GCEandCSE 
grade 1 

CSE 

'1 '1974 

~ 2.234 

I S7 
1 93 
, 237, 
: 381' 
; 293' 
! 483 
1 372,~ 
, 318 

:' , 

% 
2.S 
4.2 

10.6 
17.0 
13.1 
21.6 
16.6 
14.2 

1975 

2,809 

% 
51 1.8 

124 4.4 
169 '6.0 
680 24.2 
649 23.1 
516 18.4 
275 ' 9.8 
345 12.3 

;; 'I : .~ I • 

4, AEBfMIDDLESEX 

;""· .... '1976 1977 · -'.. . . 
··,·-MJCi 3,167 

~,-% % 
;-:S9 2.0' ·":1:",.70 2.2 

'i.lS2 >., S.2 . 101 3.2 
Q,2461 ?,a 8.4 t. 250 7.9 
j..489,?;J6.7 . ! 548 17.3 

· .(,484' J;J6.S 516 16.3 
· H21' t ·21.2 678 21.4 

I,... 25!5; ;,~~, 8.7 2S7 8.1 
1 624) "21.3 
\',J. . '; i \1 ! 

747 23.6 

.~I ..... __ •• 

Aims, Objectives, Syllabus ",,,Id I i .... 

A common core of ":;;rk was identified. A simplified, se; of objectives was 
given involving ,,"owledge, skills, understanding, application' and inventiveness. 
The core was based on a pruning of the AEB O·level 'common core with the 
addilion of statistics. Both traditional and moderri 'elements' were included. 
Outside the common core some choice was necessary'to conform with the 
policies of both boards. 'n,itially three alternatives A\'!Taditional, B. traditionalf 
modern and C. modern w~re p~ovided. ,.~ ...... ' .... " 

l. 'j 

Scheme of Assessment 

Paper I. 1 hour 25 % 
Objective Questions on any part of the common core 
syllabus Sections A, Band C' •. 

Paper2,Jihours - ... -- - '~.' -35%--
A combination of structured response and openooended • 
questions on any part of the common core syllabus 
Sections A and B 

.AU~~u~tions compulsory 
JU:'!I:~_". . . 

, ....... 
"All questions compulsory 

;; 

Papen 1 and 2 were used as a "Jr .... 
" -.. if "

J"! - d' 

. ~ . reference in determining (he 
weighting of paper lA, B or C . 

Paper 3, 21 t03 hours' 
Three alternative papers . 
All candidates offer one only rrom 
Mode I 
A. General maths (traditionalf ..... .. 
B, General maths (traditional and modern) 
C. General maths (modern) ,- . . 
Mode III alternative •. 

t; . 

.' 40%" ,. i"., 
Each paper to contain 
questions for the whole 

~ ability range and also 
. questions to allowable 
'candidates to give extra 

i • evidence'oftheir abilities 
,qv;- ! t\-".· 

Modifications --..•... 
1975 Paper 3 included alternative D, commercial mathematics and statistics 

• ,1,978 Paper 3 made optional; all CSE grades may b'e'a~ardedon oaners I and 



MATHEMATICS 5. CAMBRIDGEjEA!OB 

Years of 
Operation 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Number of 
candidates 1.20J 1.691 2.4JI 2.J66 6.166 

Grades awarded % % % % % 
GCE and H 98 8.1 127 7.S 184 7.6 187 7.9 J08 S.O _ 
CSE 26S 22.0 J27 19.J J94 16.2 404 17.1 672 10.9 
Grade I 246 20.4 272 16.1 J72 ID J99 16.8 894 14.S 
CSE 2 141 -11.7 20J 12.0 328 IJ.S 299 12.7 894 14.S 

J 1J7 11.4 216 12.8 292 12.0 280 11.8 974 IS.8 
4 148 12.J 206 12.2 J41 14.0 29S 12.S 84S IJ.7 
S 97 8.1 166 9.8 204 8.4 210 8.9 62J 10.1 
U 71 S.9 174 10.J JJ9 1J.9 292 12.J 9S6 IS.S 

Aims, Objectives, Syllabus 

The pilot scheme in 1973 was based on material common to EAEB and 
CAM BRIDGE syllabuses and was thus shorter than either of these. There were 
small additions in 1974. 

Scheme of Assessment 

Paper I. 2i hours 
2 sections A. 8 

Paper 2. 21 hours 
2 sections A. 8 

Modificallons 

(SO%) 

(SO~) 

A large: number of shan questions to cover the 
whole syllabus, section B more demanding than 
section A 

No choice of Questions on paper 1 or paper 2. Each 
paper to include sufficient questions suitable for all 
candidates within the specified ability range. 

1975 - A four paper (0, (I, 2,) 3) scheme was tried. In addition to papers I and 
2, 243 candidates of low abilily (according to teacher assessment) took an 
additional paper 0 and 280 high ability candidates took an additional paper 3. 
There was no special syllabus work associated with this first experiment. Candi
dates were then assessed on the results of the various combinations of 2 conSeCU
tive papers. 

1977-A modified scheme involving papers 1,2, 2a, (high ability) and 2c (Iow 
ability) was tried. 

..... 
w 
ex> 
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APPENDIX G 

l6-PLUS EXAMINATIONS FOR THE GCSE: GROUPS OF BOARDS IN 

ENGLAND AND WALES 

1. Northern Examining Association 

GCE: Joint Matriculation Board 

CSE: Associated Lancashire Schools Examining Board 

North Regional Examinations Board 

North West Regional Examinations Board 

The Yorkshire and Humberside Regional 
Examinations Board 

2. Midland Examining Group 

GCE: Cambridge University Local Examinations Syndicate 

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examinations Board 

Southern Universities' Joint Board for Schools 
Examinations 

CSE: East Midland Regional Examinations Board 

The West Midlands Examinations Board 

3. London and East Anglian Group 

GCE: London University Entrance and School Examinations 
Council 

CSE: East Anglian Examinations Board 

London Regional Examining Board 

4. Southern Examining Group 

GCE: Oxford Delegacy of Local Examinations 

Associated Examining Board 

CSE: Southern Regional Examinations Board 

South East Regional Examinations Board 

South Western Examinations Board 
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APPENDIX G continued 

5. Welsh Joint Education Committee 

GCE 

and Welsh Joint Education Committee 

CSE 

• ~ 
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